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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
II

Renew my will from day to day.
Blend it with thine, and take away
all that now makes it hard to say
Thy will be done."
December 17, 1863

Susanna Gordon Waddell transcribed the above passage in her diary to reflect

her pervading belief and conviction: a resignation to God's will. She does not

indicate the author of the verse, and it so aptly describes the beliefs expressed in her
diary she may have written it herself. Interestingly, this particular passage contains an
inherent contradiction. The prayer asks God to renew my will while simultaneously

asking that it be taken away by blending it with God's will, thus making it into a
religious, and concomitantly, a societal resignation.

This contradiction presents one of the most perplexing, complicated, and

significant issues in the study of women's lives throughout history. The basis of this
issue is best embodied in these questions: To what extent have women been allowed,

and in turn allowed themselves, to assert their own wills and desires given the roles,
expectations, and limitations placed upon women by patriarchal society and religion,

and the consequences of not conforming to these? How free have women felt to be
themselves—to live as the women they are and want to be? What kinds of

expectations influence the lives of women and figure significantly into the formation
of women's identities and self-definitions? This analysis explores the diary of Susanna

Gordon Waddell and selected letters of Sarah Rosetta Wakeman to discover possible

i
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answers to such questions as they apply to the lives of these two women.

This analysis juxtaposes the private written expressions of two nineteenth

century women: Waddell's writing is an unpublished diary written in two penmanship
books with entries dated from 1863 to 1867, which she wrote as a southern chronicle
of the Civil War while living and teaching at the boarding school in Union, West

Virginia; Wakeman's letters, edited and published in An Uncommon Soldier by Lauren
Cook Burgess in 1994, were written to her family during the period from 1862 to 1864

while she served as a soldier in the Civil War after leaving home to seek a lifestyle of

her own in the guise of a man.
The Civil War highlighted for many women the expectations implicit in such
phrases as "Thy will be done," particularly at times when hardships of the war directly

affected them, whether through loss of a loved one or through restrictions upon their
own abilities and contributions to their war cause. In Drew Gilpin Faust's Mothers of
Invention, three cases in point demonstrate the personal struggle of women who were

driven near their limits of accepting patriarchal Christian doctrines which dictated
women's resignation, submission, and service to others—even in the face of loss and

grief:
Susan Caldwell complained repeatedly of her inability to "gain power
over my own rebellious heart to say 'God's Will be done.' Oh! how
hard to be submissive. . .
"I am trying to learn 'Thy will be done,'"
wrote a Texas woman. "Give me the grace to learn oh Lord. 'Not my
will but thine Oh God be done,"' pleaded a woman who had just heard
of her husband's death at Gettysburg. (191)

These excerpts illustrate the troubling conflicts and inner turmoil affecting women in

their struggles to accept the societal and religious expectations of submission and

I
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resignation encompassed in the tenet thy will be done, while attempting to reconcile
their natural human need to assert their own desires, as is encompassed in the tenet my

will be done. The private writings of Waddell and Wakeman both reflect their
experiences with such beliefs and struggles in their lives during the Civil War.

The juxtaposition of these two writings brings up a number of differences

between the lives of Waddell and Wakeman. Waddell was originally from Richmond,

Virginia, where she was bom on April 17, 1824. During the Civil War, she lived in
Union, West Virginia, with her husband, Dr. James Alexander Waddell (1818-1914), a

surgeon and Presbyterian minister, whom she married on August 7, 1844. In addition

to Waddell's diary itself demonstrating her well-educated background, there exist a few
articulate letters written to her by her mother and brother (refer to Appendices B and
C) which reflect her whole family's emphasis on education.

Contrasting with Waddell's educationally-oriented background is Wakeman's
agrarian one. Wakeman was bom on January 16, 1843, to a family who lived and
farmed in the rural town of Afton, New York. Wakeman's place in the family as first

bom very likely put her in the position of farm hand at a very young age, thus her
time was probably more often invested on the farm than at school. The lack of formal
education demonstrated in Wakeman's letters is a reflection of her family having lived

off their ability to cultivate the land which required very little formal education. After
serving in the Civil War disguised as a male soldier since her enlistment on August

30, 1862, she developed dysentery, and after a month of hospitalization in New
Orleans, she died on June 19, 1864, her secret undiscovered.
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Adding to the contrast of Waddell’s and Wakeman’s familial and educational

backgrounds, their birthdates bring up the disparity in their age. Waddell was married
at the age of twenty, in the year following Wakeman's birth, and during the Civil War

Waddell had her fortieth birthday while Wakeman had her twentieth. In addition to
their different educational, social, and class backgrounds, their generational difference

serves to enhance the analysis of their attitudes and behaviors as reflected in their
writings. In fact, one of the underlying influences which must have motivated
Waddell to write her diary was her age, as the war began later in her life than in

Wakeman's, promoting Waddell's greater introspection about herself, her past, and the
changing world around her. Contrasting with this is Wakeman's nascent letter-writing,

which served as her contact with home and family as well as an avenue to speculate
upon her new life and exciting future challenges.

It is evident that writing her diary became a way for Waddell to look back

upon her forty years as well as to comment upon her day to day experiences during
the war. In Within the Plantation Household, Elizabeth Fox-Genovese discusses the

idea that private writings stem from personal reflection and reveal predominant social
influences in the author's life, and she posits the Civil War as cultivating more of such
writings as women attempted to chronicle the war:
women kept journals as a means of coming to terms with their female
identities within a particular society. The journals testify to the variety
of personalities but invariably betray a sense of self as the product of
specific personal and social relations. ... If many function as
chronicles of every day life, most also function as chronicles of
personal, intellectual, or spiritual progress. Few women, if any, kept
journals primarily to comment upon the society around them. That
impulse was bom with the Civil War and reached full pitch in the

■
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memoirs and recollections published afterwards. (252)
Waddell can be counted as one of the large number of women who was compelled by

the impulse to write of her experiences during the country’s conflict and upheaval.
The study of individual lives during the Civil War period is enriched by private

writing such as Waddell's diary, as much as it is by such personal correspondence as
the letters of Wakeman, who was driven by the same impulse as so many other

women during the period to comment upon their experiences through writing.
In this analysis, the diary of Waddell and selected letters of Wakeman become

the lenses through which to view their ideas of living as women within or without the

boundaries, roles and expectations set for them by patriarchal society and religion.
Their writings also serve as a literary source for viewing the country's history as well
as their own personal histories. As Faust notes in Mothers of Invention'.

[t]he Civil War made thousands of white women of all classes into
authors—writers of letters and composers of journals recording
momentous historic events as well as creators of published songs,
poetry, and novels. Thus the war preserved the women's voices that
serve as the most significant source of our understanding of them and
their era. (161)
The private writings of Waddell and Wakeman are significant in providing some bases

for understanding American cultural history and the history of individual women's
lives within that culture. As Mary Elizabeth Massey states in the preface to Women

in the Civil War, "it is from the letters and diaries of the war generation that the

historian obtains the clearest insight into individual attitudes" (xxi). The individual
attitudes reflected in the writings of these two women are key factors in this analysis,

granting a clearer picture of their lifestyles during the war, as well as a greater

11
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understanding of their identities and self-perceptions as they strove to fill the roles
they wanted to, were expected to, or felt they should fill.

As can be gleaned from many of the verses Waddell included in her diary,
patriarchal religion held her tightly within its grasp, just as she held tightly to it as the

basis of her life’s hope and strength. She was a devout Presbyterian, was married to a

Presbyterian minister, and wholly committed herself to the submission of her will to
her God and patriarchal religious leaders, dedicating her life to upholding the beliefs

which formed the foundations of her religious faith. Submission to patriarchal society

and religion and a patient endurance were characteristic beliefs of most American
women during the nineteenth century, as they tried to make their way in a patriarchal
society offering them very little lifestyle choice and few opportunities for broader roles

and identities. The Civil War brought on the first stirrings of unprecedented change in

many aspects of nineteenth-century society, change which came slowly and gradually,
not only for the identity of the country as a whole, but for the identity of the races,

classes and sexes which made it up.
One way the identity of the country during the nineteenth century can be
understood is in terms of the ideologies which were upheld for men and women of the
period. In The Other Civil War, Catherine Clinton discusses aspects of southern

identity during the nineteenth century, stating that "Southern idealogues championed
mythic visions of women's domesticity," and goes on to set forth the ideal life for

which women were expected to strive: "matrons confined completely to the domestic

sphere, perched hearthside, tending obedient children and supervising submissive
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slaves, anxiously anticipating the return of their beloved husbands. This imprisonment

was rarely realized in an idyllic form, and its dictates considerably constrained
women's choices" (80). Waddell's diary reflects many aspects of traditional southern

identity and a characteristic striving for fulfillment of traditional women's roles

imposed upon the lives of nineteenth-century women in her society and class, as well

as provides a glimpse into the life of a woman who believed her will was not her own.
In contrast to the diary of Waddell, the letters of Wakeman selected for this
study reflect her lesser concern for ideologies and expectations, and reveal only hints

of her recognizing and adhering to traditional social, religious, and most importantly,
gender roles and norms. Though she wrote of her belief in resignation to God's will,

she held to it under her own terms—only after asserting her own socially non
traditional desires through subverting established gender roles—and accepted her fate in

a way much different than Waddell. Wakeman afforded herself the chance to assert
her own will through undermining social and gender roles by disguising herself as a
man and leaving home to pursue a man's opportunities. This enabled Wakeman to

fulfill her desires not only to contribute in her own way to her family's well-being and
to a purpose outside of herself—the war cause—but to gain for herself independence,

self-confidence and a sense of self-fulfillment that she had not found in her life at
home.
Nineteenth-century ideologies are an important historical context to this

analysis of Waddell and Wakeman, and in Searching the Heart, Karen Lystra superbly
outlines nineteenth-century ideals of masculinity and femininity, and the separate
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spheres to which men and women were assigned:
[H]istorians have developed three general labels for nineteenth-century
feminine ideals. First, the doctrine of separate spheres encapsulated the
belief that women should work in and exercise dominion over the home
sphere and men should control the world outside the home. Second,
and justifying this division of labor on the female side, was the cult of
true womanhood—an idealized image of woman as pious, pure,
domestic, and submissive that was also reflected (if understood
correctly) in the evidence of men's and women's everyday beliefs about
themselves. Third, and closely related to the cult of true womanhood
and the doctrine of separate spheres, was the ideology or canon of
domesticity, which again reinforced woman's special role as nurturer in
the home and as a domestic spiritual guide and moral authority to her
husband and children. These beliefs, surrounding the home with a halo
of sanctity, glorified woman's roles as wife and childrearer. (122-123)

A woman striving to live her life according to these ideals allowed herself freedom to

assert her desires only within the limits of these social and religious ideologies. Lystra
goes on to describe areas in which nineteenth-century women exercised what both men

and women respected as an authoritative voice: "[t]ypically, women asserted
themselves and men acquiesced in concerns of childrearing, health and sickness,

domestic purchases and household management, food preparation, and standards of

morality and behavior within the home, extending to certain non-economic features of
community life such as religion and mixed-sex social activities" (138). Lystra's

qualifying these women's behaviors as typical is particularly fitting to the analysis of
Waddell, for her diary reveals her as a typical woman who only asserted her desires

within accepted feminine realms, most notably evidenced in her writings about her
social activities and religious involvement in the community, which were afforded her

mainly by her role as minister's wife.
The characteristic nineteenth-century social opposition toward any woman who
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attempted to assert her will outside the feminine sphere and the social and gender

boundaries established for women is treated by Lystra:

Nineteenth-century women took control of some situations with
assurance and cut a wide authoritative swath through certain thickets of
their social experience with men. They asserted themselves—often with
confidence—in areas within the female sphere. Many men agreed that
the exercise of female authority was "permissible" within woman's
domain by gender right. But when women ventured self-assertion or
leadership outside their sphere, they were usually more circumspect and
were often greeted less enthusiastically. (137)
Wakeman must have felt so severely restricted by societal expectations for women
within the feminine sphere that she believed breaking out of women's sphere altogether
was her best option to be herself and live the way she desired. Her letters reveal that

the predominant attitudes and goals of her life were to achieve and maintain an
independent selfhood which was prohibited women. In Dimity Convictions, Carroll

Smith-Rosenberg lends insight into the peculiar struggle of women like Wakeman who

could not and would not conform to traditional women's roles: " [n] ineteenth-century

American society provided but one socially respectable, nondeviant role for women—
that of loving wife and mother. Thus, women who presumably came in assorted

psychological and intellectual shapes and sizes, had to find adjustment in one
prescribed social role, one that demanded continual self-abnegation and a desire to

please others" (213). Wakeman's "adjustment" in response to the restrictive wife
mother role for women was to completely reject women's sphere for the more
personally fulfilling realm of the men's.

Waddell's diary and Wakeman's letters are autobiographical literary texts-

private writings about themselves and their lives which are forms of diary and
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epistolary literature. In "'Wider than the Sky': Public Presence and Private Self in
Dickinson, James, and Woolf,” Nancy Walker approaches diaries and letters as forms

of literature which offer a greater understanding of the author's self:
If poetry—or . . . fiction or drama—may be considered autobiographical
in the sense that it reveals a vision unique to the individual writer, other
forms of writing not traditionally considered 'literature' may be equally
revealing of the writer's vision and relation to the world. Such forms as
letters, journals, and diaries are at once more private and more
accessible than poetry or fiction that is intended for direct exposure to
the eyes of strangers. The distance between writer and reader afforded
by the artifices of poetry and fiction—devices such as metaphoric and
symbolic structures—is nominally absent, and the writer translates
thought into direct dialogue with self or specific others. When the
writer is a woman, such overtly autobiographical forms provide insight
into the tensions between private and public, "self and "other," that
have been especially problematic for women. (273)

Thus, Waddell’s and Wakeman's written expressions not only manifest one form

through which they related to their world, but the ways they related to it. Their
private writings are a form of literature which promotes understanding of individual

lives in history without interruption from literary conventions, as well as providing

through these two women's very acts of writing glimpses of their desires for self
disclosure, self-revelation, self-discovery and self-definition—desires contrary to those
nineteenth-century society dictated for women.

The process of analyzing women's private writings involves exploration of the
disclosed aspects of their identities and life experiences in the context of historical and

critical information regarding women. Further, it is necessary to consider the nature of

women's written self-disclosures about their social and personal identities, which are in

essence their presentations of themselves. In "Race, Class and Gender: Prospects for
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an All-Inclusive Sisterhood," Bonnie Thornton Dill discusses the importance of

studying the individual lives of women through looking at the nature of their writings

and searching for patterns in the ways in which they describe themselves and their
relationships to society. Dill asserts that "we must study individual and group

perceptions, descriptions, and conceptualizations of their lives so that we may
understand the ways in which different women perceive the same and different sets of

social structural constraints" (138). Dill notes that from a research perspective, "this
suggests the importance of looking at both the structures which shape women's lives

and their self-presentations" (139). Considering the very different ways Waddell and
Wakeman perceived and wrote about the social constraints in their lives figures

significantly into analyzing their written self-presentations.
This examination of the written self-presentations of Waddell and Wakeman
discusses possible reasons for their having written what they did; it explores the ways

in which their identities are reflected in their writing; and analyzes what the
discoveries from such explorations may mean in terms of their self-perceptions and the
ways they perceived the circumstances of their lives and the world around them. The
analysis of Waddell discusses possible influences and motivations underlying her more

traditional, typical choices and lifestyle, just as the analysis of Wakeman discusses

possible influences and underlying reasons which may have motivated her atypical
choices and manner in which she lived. One of the focuses of this study focuses is

upon the extent to which each of them felt free to assert their own wills and desires in
their lives and through their private writings.
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The importance and purposes of women's private writings in expressing their

identities and in turn understanding their lives is treated in Mothers of Invention, in
which Faust discusses the liberty writing afforded women, stating that the process

itself nurtured " new female self-consciousness" (161). Faust goes on to assert that
[w]riting about one's experiences—even in letters, but more emphatically
in a diary or journal—required self-reflection, the acknowledgment of
self as individual and subject, as well as the imposition of some
narrative structure of direction and purpose on the variegated events of
particular lives. Writing is inescapably an act of discovery;
autobiographical writing inevitably produces new exploration and
understanding of the self. It is as much a process of self-creation as of
self-description. (162)

This analysis utilizes the concept of autobiographical writing as a means of emotional

and spiritual growth, as a process of exploring and discovering one's identity, and as a
mode of personal empowerment.
Women's private writing serves not only as exploration of self, but as a way to

attempt to understand and cope with struggles encountered in every day life. In The
Tradition of Women's Autobiography, Estelle C. Jelinek discusses white southern

women who wrote of their experiences from the Confederate perspective, stating that
they often "focused their attention on other matters than the war itself and rarely even
mentioned its political implications. Instead, most concentrated on the difficulties of

maintaining a semblance of domestic life while under siege" (78). This assertion is
particularly applicable to Waddell's diary, as her subject matter and expressions of
emotion suggest that she often wrote as a coping mechanism for enduring the
hardships and fears of the war from the sidelines.

Diary writing for many women was a means to cope with the struggles, fears,
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and sufferings which became such a prominent part of life during the upheavals and
horrors of the Civil War. In "Mute Fury: Southern Women's Diaries of Sherman's

March to the Sea," Jane E. Schultz discusses the psychological and social distresses
which are reflected in southern women's diaries written in the latter part of the Civil

War, during Union General William T. Sherman's march from Atlanta, Georgia, to

Goldsboro, North Carolina, as he waged "total war" on the women, children, and
elderly men that populated the area. Schultz asserts that " a social code that taught
women deference to male power in return for protection was upended as Sherman's

sixty thousand troops razed a landscape through three states over an eight-month

period. Women's experience with the enemy was to teach them that they could not
depend on male protection during wartime" (59). Such disorder to the social codes is

directly reflected in southern women's diaries who experienced the war as it passed

through their homes, and Schultz notes that "[w]omen's diaries provided a natural
forum for the consideration of social questions. Writers used them as largely private

receptacles to comment and pass judgment on personal relationships and on daily
occurrences" (61). Although Waddell's home was not in Sherman's path, it was

invaded by Union soldiers and, in addition to illustrating her fears and insecurities
particularly at times when her husband was away, her writing similarly reflects her
judgments and feelings about the enemy soldiers and about how the war affected and

changed her life and the society in which she lived.

Waddell's diary exhibits one of the most common aspects among southern

women's diaries which Schultz notes: "[a]ll accounts-whether unretouched diaries or
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memoirs written years later—are filled with observations about Yankee conduct, an

affirmation of the writers' keen interest in social nuance" (63). As in the writings of
so many other southern women which include observations about social conduct,

Waddell's diary reflects a distress and confusion stemming not only from the physical

presence of enemy soldiers in her home in Union, West Virginia, but from her

perceptions and emotions in the midst of a disturbed social order which would never
settle back into its pre-war condition.

When considering the letters of Wakeman, who was not southern and was not
on the sidelines of the war, it is important to consider Jelinek's assertion:

[w] hatever the events or subjects of [women's] life studies, the
perspective is personal and distinctly female—whether the
autobiographies focus on extraordinary adventures or domestic realities,
whether they were published for popular appeal or posterity, whether the
author is black or white, poor or financially secure. A military battle,
the abuses of slavery, the difficulties of wilderness homesteading, even
social and political activism—all the autobiographer's experience are cast
within the purview of their personal and female identities (101).

As they are autobiographic writings, Wakeman's letters reveal her sharing with her
family a narrative of the "extraordinary adventures" she experienced while directly
serving as a soldier in the war. Her letters were an avenue through which she could

tell her life story to her family, as well as maintain a connection with her loved ones

and help herself cope with the struggles she faced. Moreover, the fact that women's
autobiographical writings such as letters and diaries—whether they were intended for
private or public expression—come from their distinctly female perspectives and

identities informs the analysis of the writings of Waddell and Wakeman not only as

their means of relating experiences, but as expressions of identity—as expression of
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their perceptions of themselves as women.
Analyzing a diary versus letters involves recognizing the differences associated

not only with these forms of self-expression, but with the intended reader audience.
Although Faust indicates in Mothers of Invention that "[d]iaries written for the author's

eyes alone, for her children, or for posterity must of course be interpreted differently

from letters addressed to particular individuals" (xii), the contrast of these two types of
writing serves to enhance the exploration of them as expressions of self from differing

perspectives dependent upon their purposes for writing and their intended readers.

Faust goes on to note the influence which the intentions and purposes of writing had
on southern women's perceptions of engaging in writing: "[i]f letters were vehicles of

self-transformation with a significance women only partially comprehended, diaries
evoked much more self-consciousness. Confederate females reflected openly about
their motivations for keeping journals, perhaps because diaries seemed to lack the

instrumental purposes often served by letter writing" (163). It is interesting to note

that although Waddell did not write about her reasons for writing, she often referred to

her written record as a journal or chronicle rather than a diary, which may very well
be a reflection of Faust's point regarding women's perceptions of the accepted

instrumental purposes of writing. Further, Wakeman was very likely unaware of the

purposes her letters served beyond communication with her family—she probably did

not realize that her personal expression through letter-writing, as did Waddell's diary
writing, prompted heightened self-awareness.

The fact that Waddell wrote a diary and Wakeman wrote letters necessitates a
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comparison of differences in the nature of these forms of writing. In Epistolarity,
Janet Altman discusses the act of letter-writing within the context of epistolary novels,

and many of her remarks are as valid in analyzing single letters as in approaching

entire novels. She asserts that the letter functions as a connector between two distinct
points, as a bridge and mediation between sender and receiver. Differences between

the act of writing diaries versus letters is treated by Altman under a heading denoted
"Particularity of the I-you," in which she asserts that "the I of epistolary discourse
always [has] as its (implicit or explicit) partner a specific you who stands in unique
relationship to the I. (Epistolary narrative is thus distinguished from both memoir and

diary narrative, where there is no reified addressee . . . )" (117). Thus, the act of diary

writing in which Waddell engaged is private expression without the intention of
relating to an immediate audience or actual addressee, and is less the discourse of give

and take communication characterizing Wakeman's letter-writing with its intent to
correspond and relate with others. Altman further supports this idea while placing the

writing of letters in the context of private self-expression in her statement that "as a
reflection of self, or the selfs relationships, the letter connotes privacy and intimacy;

yet as a document addressed to another, the letter reflects the need for an audience, an
audience that may suddenly expand when that document is confiscated, shared, or
published" (186-187). Although Wakeman's writing reveals her need to share some of

her deepest feelings, her tone is always frank, and close reading of her letters suggests
that at times she guarded her written expressions because of the realization that an

audience, possibly other than her intended one, would be judging her through her
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In addition to the differences in the nature of diary and letter writing, Altman

also points out in Epistolarity a similarity between the writing of diaries and letters in
her assertion that the nature of both types of writing work in "a present tense, which

figures prominently as a pivot for past and future. Like the diary writer, the letter
writer is anchored in a present time from which he looks toward both past and future

events" (117). Through their writing, Waddell and Wakeman were both involved in
the processes of observation and introspection as part of recounting the past and

viewing the future.
Another purpose of women's private writing which complements its serving as

a way of considering both the past and the future is its role in the exploration of self.
Faust states in the preface to Mothers of Invention that elite southern women's writings

served as explorations of self: "[b]ecause they were educated and because they often
had leisure time for reflection, they created an extensive written record of self

justification as well as introspection and self-doubt" (Faust xii.) Waddell's diary
reflects that her higher social status and education indeed afforded her the leisure to

express personal justifications and doubts through writing, whereas Wakeman's letters
served the more immediate and practical purpose of maintaining familial contact and

communication, with the secondary purpose of serving as an avenue for contemplating
and justifying her lifestyle.

In Women in the Civil War, Massey encapsulates the significant effects which
the Civil War had on women who lived through it:
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If the majority of American women were to be awakened they must be
given an incentive and they must gain greater self-confidence. This
might be accomplished by long, slow indoctrination, or more rapidly by
creating a situation which would inspire women by making them feel
needed, not by other women but by their men and their nation. If a
movement should develop which would arouse their emotions, permit
them to work with and not against their men, remove them mentally and
physically from their narrow domestic world, and challenge them to
perform great new tasks and assume new responsibilities, this movement
might do wonders. Just such a "movement" did get under way in 1861,
giving all women an opportunity to prove themselves by developing
theretofore latent talents. (24)
Although one can dispute Massey’s positing women's new ventures as primarily
stemming from the need to serve their men and country, the sheer variety of roles

women filled in the war is a testament to the accuracy of the basis of her claim: many

women gained new skills from the advent of the war by managing and participating in
fund-raising activities, such as fairs, tableaux, raffles, bazaars; women developed and
organized aid societies which contributed food, clothing, hospital necessities; women

honed their skills as seamstresses and knitters, and became the best of cooks and

nurses to soldiers, some even aiding and nursing prisoners of war. Waddell
contributed to the war in many of these ways—participating in tableaux parties and

sock-knitting societies, bringing food to Confederate troops who passed through town,

and providing a temporary home to refugees of the war. Not as traditionally, and
certainly not as socially acceptable, Wakeman contributed to the war by using the

skills and knowledge she gained on her hometown farm through becoming one of the
physical defenders of the Union cause.

In The Other Civil War, Clinton notes that the occurrence of subtle shifts in

women's status, the division, intersection, and collision of spheres (public and private,
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male and female, home and work) created myriad opportunities for women. Clinton

goes on to state that the Civil War brought changes of staggering proportion for
women, and that most were changes in degree: "public arenas in which women had

only token representation before the war were brimming with women during wartime.

At the same time, the temporary shortage of manpower created new opportunities for

women. War was a great catalyst for change among men, and it brought enormous
transformations for female activities as well" (81). Clinton points out the most
important obstacle among all obstacles faced by women during this time of change

toward broader women's roles: "[f] emales in nineteenth-century America were affected
by their class, their color, their vocations and skills. But black or white, rich or poor,

educated or illiterate, single or married, homebound or wage earner, all women

encountered the handicap of gender" (19-20). The difference overshadowing all the

others which exist between the manners in which Waddell and Wakeman contributed
to the war effort is not so much the nature of the contributions, but the way they were
made: Waddell lived as a typical woman and filled traditionally accepted roles,
conforming to the established social system of women's purpose in the war; Wakeman
overcame the "handicap of gender" by rejecting those roles and purposes designated
for women and atypically subverted that system by deceiving society through

presenting herself as a man.

This analysis is not merely about a traditional southern woman who upheld the
Confederate cause and the experiences she encountered during the Civil War, nor

merely about a non-traditional northern woman fighting for the Union cause and her
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very different experiences, but about these two women as individuals and the ways

they perceived themselves as such. It analyzes the lives, feelings and beliefs of these
two very different women as reflected in their private writings, with an emphasis on
the extent to which each of them felt free to assert their wills and desires in their lives,

while considering the ways in which each of them espoused the religious, social, and

personal tenets thy will be done and my will be done. This is an analysis of their
writings in an attempt to understand significant aspects of their identities as women

and touch upon what it meant to live as women in the world in which they found
themselves. This analysis seeks to make discoveries about these women in their

private writings, through which they were making discoveries about themselves.
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Chapter II
Thy Will Be Done: An Analysis of
The Diary of Susanna Gordon Waddell, 1863 - 1867

"Oh that mine eyes might closed be,
To what becomes me not to see;
That deafness might possess mine ear,
To what becomes me not to hear."
April 5, 1863
The World Book Dictionary gives this definition of the word typical'. "having

the qualities of a type or specimen; serving as a representative specimen." Susanna

Gordon Waddell, a nineteenth-century southern American woman who wrote a diary

about her experiences during the Civil War, reveals herself through her writing as a
typical woman of her day—a woman who strove to attain "the qualities" expected of
nineteenth-century women, who strove for the norm and to be a "representative
specimen" of nineteenth-century feminine ideals. Many nineteenth-century women

who wrote diaries, journals, and letters give vent to expressions of dissatisfaction and
disillusionment with their fate as women and with the expectations under which they

were made to live. In contrast, Waddell's written expressions characterize her as a

woman who desired to fully absorb and embody the ideals and expectations set forth
for women during her lifetime. Taken from the second entry of her diary, the

epigraph captures a sense of Waddell's attitude about the restricted and deferential
ways she-and all women-should relate to the world. Analysis of Waddell's diary
reveals meaningful aspects of her identity and self-perceptions which illustrate a

woman striving during her life to encompass nineteenth-century ideals of feminine
resignation of will, submission, and self-sacrifice.
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While it reveals many aspects of the type of individual Waddell was, her diary
writing was intended less as a journal of herself and her life than it was a journal of

her experiences during the Civil War, as evidenced by the time period framing her
entries—February 8, 1863, to May 10, 1866, with a few poems entered in June 1866

and March 1867. Waddell obviously wrote her diary to serve as a southern homefront
chronicle of the war as it affected her life and the life of her family and friends,

keeping a record which she could hand down to successive generations of relatives as

part of the family history, as well as part of the country's history. As E. Merton
Coulter states in The Confederate States of America, 1861-1865, "Southerners were
quite conscious of the history they were making, and they were determined to write as
much of it as they could during the making and to collect and preserve its records for

later use" (511). Even more applicable to Waddell's diary as written from a woman's

restricted involvement in the war and her point of view from the sidelines, is Drew
Gilpin Faust's observation in Mothers of Invention that "many southern women diarists

hoped to claim their part in the national struggle by becoming its chroniclers" (164).
Writing a diary served not only as Waddell's personal record of her experiences, but as

a way for her to be more closely involved in the war through recording its historical
events to be handed down for posterity.

That private writing such as Waddell's may have been intended for other
readers is suggested in Within the Plantation Household, in Elizabeth Fox-Genovese's

assertion that "[f]ew surviving journals suggest that mature women wrote primarily

confessional records, the contents of which were not intended for the eyes of others"
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(248). The probability that Waddell considered her diary in some measure as an

avenue to express herself to others is evident, for although she expresses personal
worries, joys and sorrows, at times they seem to be treated on a superficial level,

somewhat measured and tempered rather than spontaneous expressions of deep inner
feelings and emotions.

Demonstrating the measured and cautious tones at times evident in Waddell's
writing are instances of her explaining the relationships of people to whom she refers,

as well as instances in the text of her diary in which words or phrases are inserted
where she perhaps thought more clarification was needed. In her entry dated June 28,

1864, Waddell wrote of her servants' (slaves') loyalty during an enemy raid: "I must

not forget to mention in this place the respectful consideration, and delicate kindness
shown to me by our servants during these trying scenes." The actual text of the diary

shows that the phrase "by our servants" had been inserted with an arrow indicating it
should go after the word "me." It is as if while writing she was considering future

readers, being mindful not only of what she wrote but what she left out. It may be
that she held back from very intimate expression in consideration of the idea that her

diary may some day have been published or made public in some other way. This is
pertinent when taking into account that her husband was a Presbyterian minister and a
surgeon who served in the war, and she may have anticipated the possibility of their
family becoming prominent in relation to their involvement in the war.

As well as serving as a chronicle of the war, Waddell's diary also served as her

way to profess her deep religious faith, particularly as she found herself faced with the
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crisis of war in the country. She often recorded what seem to be prayer-verses from

her Presbyterian religion, underlining words and phrases she found especially

important, as well as writing out her own prayers to serve as testaments to her beliefs.
As she does not attribute some of these prayer-verses to an author, she may have
written them herself, or may have transcribed them from church sermons or from

popular poets during the time, such as she does with Father Abram Ryan's "The
Conquered Banner" (refer to Note #138 and Appendix K).
These prayer-verses demonstrate especially that Waddell's diary was a written

instrument through which she funneled and dealt with her experience of the war, and

that she used religion as the catalyst for coping with the fears and anxieties brought on

by the war. This facet of her diary is particularly illustrated in her first entry dated
February 8th, 1863, in which she transcribes a prayer-verse entitled, "The Peace of

God." The speaker in this prayer-verse makes supplications to God for peace, though

it asks not for literal peace, not for an end to war and for a calm life of ease, but for a
resigned peace from God in bearing the hardships and struggles of life, as culminated

in these lines: "We ask thy Peace, Oh Lord! / Through storm and fear and strife, / To

light and guide us on, / Through a long struggling life." Having begun her diary with
such a prayer for strength from divine power, Waddell reflects from the outset an

intent to set forth religious inspirational messages and materials which helped her cope

with the troubles in her life during the Civil War, as well as reveals her belief that a

life of struggling and suffering was both inevitable and necessary. Her diary clearly
illustrates her complete trust in the will of God and her dependence on religion as a
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means to make sense of the world and to accept her fate in it. Faust explains in
Mothers of Invention that religion"assumed profound personal import, serving as an

essential intellectual and emotional resource and providing a framework for
understanding and coping with the ordeals of war" (180). Thus, the writing of her

diary was for Waddell a mechanism for dealing with suffering caused by the war, as

well as for expressing her beliefs regarding the enduring presence of suffering and its

purpose in her life.
One of the pray er-verses which most clearly represents Waddell's religious

beliefs and perceptions about the nobility of suffering, as well as her belief in
complete resignation of will, proclaims full trust in the will of God as the source of

ultimate peace: "If but my fainting heart be blest / With thy good spirit for its guest, /

My God, to thee I'll leave the rest; / Thy will be done" (December 17, 1863).

Consider the thoughts Waddell might have had as she wrote these lines—the feelings
she might have had as she either composed or transcribed this prayer-verse with the
refrain, "Thy will be done." Clearly this refrain is the ultimate expression of
resignation, but what other facets of belief and emotion are inherent in such a phrase?

Concession to the will of God, or to anyone's will but one's own, carries with it a
sense of relief and comfort as it frees one from burdens of responsibility and action; it
implies a reliance upon conformity and submission to established ways and beliefs
which foster social acceptance; it offers a sense of security, contentment, support and
hope through its dependence upon something outside of and greater than oneself.

Relief, comfort and security, acceptance and support, a sense of hopefulness—concepts

1
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embodying ideal states of being—are facets of human life which can equal happiness.

Waddell's diary reveals a woman who might have often considered these important
facets of her life, which she attained at their fullest through her deep religious faith.

Religion formed the foundation of Waddell's identity and her beliefs about

personal freedom and will, and the passage quoted above represents an essential aspect
of her belief—that her own will was insignificant. The prayer-verse itself begins with a

plea for guidance toward resigning one's will: "My God, my father while I stray / Far
from home on life's rough way, / O teach me from my heart to say, / Thy will be

done." The prayer-verse as a whole encapsulates Waddell's belief that there was no
more she need do than hold tightly to her faith in God while doing her best to fulfill
what she perceived as her life's purpose—to serve through self-sacrifice her God, her
husband, her family and loved ones, and to serve her society and the Confederate

cause by fulfilling the ideals upheld for women in the belief system of the nineteenth
century American South. Serving God and the people in her life through passionate
dedication and resignation of her own will was for Waddell the means to achieving

some of the ideal states of being which life has to offer, and it was in wholeheartedly
embracing religious and societal beliefs that she discovered her way to self-fulfillment

and happiness in her life.
Making concessions to obtain ideal states of being and happiness in one's life is

sacrificial in nature. Submission, relinquishing one's desires, restraining one's will—
behaviors necessary in surrendering some things in order to obtain others—derive from

the sacrifice of self in some measure. As a woman living in the nineteenth century
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American South, Waddell proudly committed herself to a life of self-sacrifice, as such

a life embodied traditional societal and religious ideals of womanhood—the foundations
of a traditional woman's personal identity. In The Enclosed Garden, Jean Friedman

characterizes southern women's self-determination as the involvement of two parallel
associations: "external adjustment to evangelical social and religious control and the

internal struggle toward self-definition" (40). Nineteenth century women who
managed to achieve a balance between the societal and religious constraints imposed
upon their lives and the facets of themselves which formed their identities were most
able to maintain a level of satisfaction and happiness in their lives. Waddell's

adjustment to societal and religious control coincided with her definitions of self, and

throughout her life she merged them in a pious faith and belief in the nobility of a life
dedicated to serving God through serving others.

Since Waddell's life was devoted to her religion and to fulfilling the roles and
purposes religious leaders deemed proper for women, significant aspects of religious

life are key in gaining some understanding of her identity as revealed in her private
writing.

In The Enclosed Garden, Friedman asserts that evangelical Christian

religious experiences such as conversion, church membership, and a mystical

identification with God, carry with them both positive and negative consequences for
women. Friedman states that "[acceptance of personal limits, social integration, and
the inner detachment from social constraint through identification with the Divine

comprised its advantages; outward conformity to traditional sex roles with its
suggestion of female inferiority and the limitations of personal freedom constituted its
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disadvantages" (40). As these advantages are closely associated with some of life's
ideal states of being, the facets of life which Waddell conceded to patriarchal society

and religion-personal freedom and independence in particular—could be said to have
their fates lamented in the phrase thy will be done.

Serving God and others through self-sacrifice and the submission of will were
to Waddell the most honorable devotions to which a woman could dedicate her life.

Waddell's diary reveals that her concept of self worth was closely tied to such
dedication, and that she believed her ultimate duty in serving God was to embrace the
Christian doctrines which promulgated such resignation in women as a form of divine

grace. While the prayer-verse with the refrain "Thy will be done" expresses her belief
in utter resignation to the will of God, it also extends to the basic belief, according to

the Presbyterian teachings to which she adhered as well as to nineteenth-century
society, in a resignation of her own will to the will of the patriarchal figures in her

life—her husband, her father, her brothers, her church ministers.
Such Presbyterian doctrines regarding women in church and society, as

indicated by Lois A. Boyd and R. Douglas Brackenridge in Presbyterian Women in
America, have their earliest basis in the reformer John Calvin's (1509-1564)

understanding of biblical teaching regarding women's roles, which "provided an
authoritative undergirding of Presbyterian exegesis for more than four centuries" (91).

As the foundations of these religious beliefs figure prominently into Presbyterian
women's concepts of their roles and in turn of their self-definitions, it is important to

take note of this basic tenet of belief as set forth by Boyd and Brackenridge:
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Presbyterian doctrine posited the subordination of women and the
supremacy of man in the structure of human relationships as ordained
and established by God. Calvin had argued that from the beginning of
human existence, man was given the prerogative of the exercise of
authority and leadership, while woman was assigned to be an aide and
helpmeet to man. In his commentary on Genesis, Calvin concluded that
since the order of nature implies such a role, "women should study to
keep this divinely appointed order." Although insisting that female
subordination was not degrading, Calvin nevertheless defined the female
imago dei as being "in the second degree," that is, under the dominion
of males by God's creational ordinance. (91)

Waddell's religious beliefs prescribed that she not only resign herself to the superior
will of God, but to the superior will of men, and from this historical religious context
a clearer picture emerges of the significance these beliefs had upon the creation of her

identity and her self-perceptions as a woman.

That religion played an integral part in the formation of Waddell's identity is
certain when analyzing Waddell's diary, as her writing is continually touched and

inspired by expressions of her faith in and gratefulness to God for that which she
believed blessed her life. In perhaps one third of her entries, in particular those in
which she expresses a deep emotional response—sorrow, fear, relief, thankfulness—she
alludes to or directly quotes biblical passages, reflecting the significant place that

religious scripture held in her perceptions of self and her place in the world. As FoxGenovese explains in Within the Plantation Household, "[d]espite variations in
personal piety, most women viewed the Bible as the fundamental text for their

religious identity, the bedrock for their hopes in this world and the next" (269).
Waddell's diary reflects the support that religion-and writing about her religious

beliefs—gave her during the most sorrowful times. An entry in which Waddell

"W
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expresses her grief at the death of her brother and sister-in-law's infant child
encompasses her beliefs about death, salvation, and eternal life as part of God's will

and infinite wisdom:

Now that her sufferings are ended I cannot grieve for her, but would
humbly thank God, that in permitting the Angel of Death to enter our
family for the first time, this little nameless one (doubtless best prepared
for the exchange of worlds) should have been the one called to go. 'She
is at rest, and we in tears,' for the sins and sorrows of those who are left
behind. Lord, prepare us by thy grace, to meet her in Heaven.
(December 5, 1863)

Waddell's religious identity was very much grounded in that which she considered
biblical truths, as well as in the belief in the supremacy of God's will and resignation

of her own.
Waddell's complete resignation to the will of God appears in many of the

prayer-verses she included in her diary, a number of which also reveal that she
believed life was meant more to be suffered than lived—a belief based upon Christian
ideologies which purported, as Faust indicates in Mothers of Invention, that "rightly

managed, suffering could prove the avenue to deeper faith and ultimate salvation"
(181). In an undated entry, Waddell included "The School of Suffering," a verse

which portrays the human sinner in a prayerful conversation with God, a God who in

essence teaches that human suffering is a result of trying to assert a will which does

not coincide with that of God's, most clearly illustrated in one of God's

commandments in the verse: "Thy will must here be taught to bend to mine, / Or the

sweet peace of heaven, can ne'er be thine" (emphasis in original). Further, the God of
the verse praises submission of will and punishes assertion of it:
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Some gentle souls there are
Who yield unto my love
Who ripening fast beneath my care
I soon remove.
But thou stiff-necked art, and hard to rule,
Thou must stay longer in affliction's school,
(emphasis in original)
Apparent in this passages is a sense of tension stemming from the anticipation of

undeserved punishment, which Waddell highlights all the more by underlining specific
words; at the same time, she also reveals a desire to succeed in suppressing inner

conflicts which stem from acceptance of such complete submission and resignation.
Waddell's writing reveals her efforts to fully absorb the teachings of religious prayer-

verses such as this, which is reflected progressively in her diary as the trials and
hardships of war touch her life.

Near the end of her diary, as she records the increasing defeat and surrender of
Confederate armies, and particularly the evacuation of her hometown, Richmond,
Virginia, she reveals her desire for ultimate resignation to occurrences in her life

which she believed God had chosen for her. These expressions are tinged by inner
conflicts and tensions arising from feelings of undue suffering imposed upon her life.
After she learned of the burning of her father's house in Richmond and the family

becoming homeless, Waddell consoles herself by writing in an entry dated April 24,
1865, "it is the Lord. I will trust in Him tho' He slay me," a declaration which serves
as an example not only of the solace she found in the bible, but of her desire to

control her feelings of anger at the horrible transgression and possess for herself the

faith and patience of Job. Through this biblical reference she expresses her belief that,
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as she wrote in the same entry, "the Lord knows best," and that though she feels her

heart is being "slain," she strives to believe that her sorrows as bestowed by God must
have been in some way for her benefit. As Faust notes in Mothers of Invention'.
Christian grief encompasses above all resignation and submission, an
abnegation of self in the face of the power and will of the Almighty
Father. Women, accustomed to assuming such postures within the
terrestrial sphere, were especially suited for this religious work. In
wartime mourning, Confederate women affirmed their acceptance of
personal loss in deference to purposes both terrestrial and divine. A
husband, a brother, a lover, or a son might be dead, but the will of the
state and the will of God had been done. (188)

Waddell's complete willingness to embrace resignation and suffer under the will of

God reveals how fully she accepted and attempted to fulfill the societal and
particularly the religious roles expected of women, and her written expressions of grief

and sorrow are testaments to her efforts to live up to those roles and expectations.
Expressions of grief and suffering in Waddell's diary are at times accompanied
by prayers for cleansing and repentance of the nation's ills. In an entry dated

December 13, 1863, Waddell questions the war as God's affliction: "Oh, Lord how
long shall this time of tribulation last?" For many people during the war, a

questioning of religion and of God's will grew out of the losses and victories occurring

on both sides of the war. In Civil Wars, George C. Rable notes that some southern
faithful began to falter and see the war as God's wrathful punishment: "in the back of
many minds remained the nagging worry that neither the Southern people nor the

Southern nation deserved redemption, that God was destroying Southerners and their

society because of their unrepentant character" (217). Rable goes on to state: "[t]he

bedrock of faith suddenly appeared fragile. To trust in God, to utter the Christian's

i
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historic prayer Thy will be done' became ever more difficult and for some women
impossible ( 217). For many southern people, however, especially pious women like

Waddell, the outcome of the war came not from God's desertion of the southern
people, but from a testing of them and the entire country. In her fortieth birthday

entry, Waddell wrote:

The weather continues cold, rainy and snowy, with only an occasional
glimpse of sunshine. All feel much uneasiness about its effects on
crops of every kind. I should be in despair if I did not realize to some
extent, that clouds & sunshine are dispensed by Infinite Wisdom. God
is afflicting us now, and may see fit to send upon the inhabitants of this
once abundant country, the trial of scarcity and extreme want to humble
us and bring us to repentance. (April 17, 1864)
She refers specifically to God's afflicting the country with war as punishment, a theme
which became predominant in sermons as the war progressed. Faust comments on the

effect upon southern people of such messages: "[by] casting the hardships of war into

a narrative of punishment, reformation, and deliverance, clergy offered southerns a
basis for strength and confidence even amidst disaster. Such a rendering of their

experience made religion a fundamental source of consolation for Confederate women"

(182). Not only Waddell's self-perception and identity, but her perceptions and
understanding of Confederate society and the nation were grounded in tenets of

religious belief. Waddell likely adhered to the common belief that God was on the
side of the Confederacy, as noted by Faust: "[e]ncouraged by bold pronouncements of

divine favor from press and pulpit, southerners looked upon themselves as God's
chosen . . . ." (180).
While Waddell's written expressions seem to encompass her feelings about a
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divine affliction to and testing of the entire country, a belief in the special status of
some group of people as God's chosen comes through her writing. In her entry dated

December 19, 1863, she writes of her thankfulness for "being spared the presence of a
cruel insulting enemy while so many are suffering extremities of wretchedness of

every kind." She continues by using a biblical reference to Psalm 116, writing that
she will "take the cup of thanksgiving and call upon his name," to express gratitude
II

for the benefits God bestowed upon her, while at the same time offering another

supplication: "and trust that he will hear my prayer for myself, and all for whom I
should pray." The word should is important in her expression: who are they that

should receive her prayers? She leaves the issue open for God to decide which people
should receive divine grace, rather than deciding for herself and denouncing those

prayers and hopes coming from the afflicted people on the opposing side of the
conflict.

Considering that Waddell and her husband lived near a particularly war-tom
area of West Virginia, though not directly in the midst of firing and battles, they did

not suffer as much hardship from it as many other southern people in similarly

afflicted areas. One of Waddell's greatest trials was coping with fear and worry. She

often expressed fear for her relatives and friends, and especially for her brothers who
served as soldiers in the war. She did not fail to frequently give thanks to God for the

blessings in her life, and in her supplications to God she often asked for an end to the

war. In an entry dated July 6, 1864, she wrote: "All things now look bright &
promising for our cause-Oh that so many victories might bring Peace in their train!"
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Waddell not only asked and gave thanks for Confederate victories, but more urgently
she asked for peace, and often expressed this wish without qualifying that it be
through Confederate victory. In her entry dated January 1, 1864, she wrote prayers

asking God to protect her brothers who were Confederate soldiers, and adds a final
request to this prayer: "May God protect and bless him & my dear John in the
hardships to which they are at present exposed & bring us all in safety thro' the New

Year is my earnest prayer. And oh-that above all he would grant Peace, to our
beloved country." Waddell expresses compassion for the whole country, North and
South, revealing that aspect of her identity which sought to fully encompass the ideal

of woman as embodying empathy and forgiveness.

Because Waddell and her husband both originally came from areas of Virginia
which were key locales of the Confederacy—she from Richmond, the Confederate
capital, and he from Staunton, Virginia—they were loyal to their cause even though
they were living in a state which asserted its independence from the seceded state. As
Catherine Clinton states in Tara Revisited, "[secession created unique problems. One
state even split apart during the rebellion, the northwestern comer of Virginia siding

with the Union as West Virginia, while most of the citizenry, along with the anguished
Robert E. Lee, joined the Confederacy" (53). Waddell's diary reveals that in spite of

the state of West Virginia joining the Union, the community in which she and her

husband lived still felt ties to and supported the Confederacy. In her entry dated July
8, 1863, regarding her travel to Richmond, Virginia, Waddell judges some of her

fellow-travelers as noteworthy, writing that on their train they "had several Yankee
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women on the car . . . .," highlighting her sensitivity to the presence of disparate
beliefs and attitudes, and perhaps of animosities. The Waddell's similar loyalty to the

Confederate cause, together with the fact that they both dedicated their lives to the

Presbyterian church and its missions, reflects as well the loyalty between a husband
and wife united by the same beliefs and values.
As a woman who had been married for twenty years at the time of writing,

Waddell reveals through her diary that her self-perception was very much defined by
her identity as a wife. An interesting aspect of her presentation of her marriage

relationship lies in the way she refers to her husband, Dr. James Alexander Waddell
(1818-1914). It is in the seventh entry of her diary, dated June 8, 1863, that she first

mentions her husband, referring to him as "Dr. W.," a manner of address which she

continues throughout her diary. Dr. Waddell's professional status as a surgeon and
Presbyterian minister reveals that they were part of the upper-middle class, and many

southern women of similar social status referred to their husbands, particularly those

men in professions such as medicine, law and clergy, in such a formal manner.

Though Waddell's manner of addressing her husband is in typical nineteenth-century
southern style, it is peculiar in that it brings a detached and formal distance to their
relationship as she reveals it through her writing. Waddell's manner of addressing her

husband also infuses their relationship with a strong sense of her deference to him.
Waddell's referring to her husband as Dr. W. strikes up a comparison to a

modem day instance of such a style of third person spousal address as it is done in
interviews by the former First Lady, Barbara Bush. In public speaking, she
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consistently refers to her husband as "George Bush," always using his full name rather
than a less formal address. Twentieth century context, and the public versus private

nature of the usage, makes Barbara Bush's manner of addressing her husband as much
a function of her saluting his presidential persona as it is a function of her deferring to

his superior place in their marriage; it significantly illustrates Mrs. Bush's belief in

regard to their relationship that she should place him on a revered pedestal above her,
as does Waddell's address of her husband in her diary, which is in its way both a

private and public avenue of expression.
It appears from Waddell's diary that she not only regarded her husband with the
utmost esteem, respected and admired him, but that in their marital relationship she

held a very deferential place, as well as the very typical place of married women
during the nineteenth century. Given that Waddell and her husband were married on

August 7, 1844, when she was twenty and he was twenty-six, their difference in age

surely had something to do with her deference to her husband, though an even more
certain influence are the traditional societal and religious views about the ways in

which men and women should relate with each other.
Waddell's well-educated background, similar to her husband's, certainly
contributed to the compatibility and companionship they enjoyed. However, their level

of marital equality was also defined by arising necessities requiring her, like many

southern women, to take on a more active role in their practical relationship and life
together, particularly during the Civil War with the absence of men as heads of

household. As Mary Elizabeth Massey states in Women in the Civil War, "[i]f called
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to take over a man's responsibilities, most women rose to the occasion, but it was

necessity and not preference that converted them" (4). The war created unasked for
responsibilities and domestic tensions for Waddell, and this is most significantly

revealed in her frequent writing about her husband's absence. In her entry dated
October 2, 1863, Waddell reveals her distress, and more importantly her resentment, at
the disruption the war caused by keeping her husband occupied with matters other than

her: "I cannot recollect exactly the day of Amelia's departure, or of Dr. W's arrival in
Richmond. I was very much disappointed at not seeing the latter as soon as I
expected, & when he did come it was as a surgeon for the sick & wounded on the

train . . .

Both her disappointment and annoyance are clear in this passage,

illustrating a tension which stems from her feelings of having to compete with Dr.
Waddell's work and finding that she had to come in second. In most entries,

Waddell's diary presents her marriage relationship as happy, peaceful, and closely
conforming to the traditional attitudes held in regard to the proper roles of man and
wife in nineteenth-century American society. Given that Waddell expresses great

happiness and contentment in her marriage, it can be inferred that its conforming to
traditional roles was both her preference and her resignation.

That Waddell and her husband held traditionally established places in their

marital relationship was undoubtedly influenced by what historian Barbara Welter
terms the "cult of true womanhood," an ideal which had been emerging since the mid

eighteenth century in American society, and had become pervasive by the early
nineteenth century. As discussed in an article by critic Theda Perdue, this "cult"
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encompassed beliefs that the "true woman" conformed to the ideals of society—to be

sexually pure, submissive to fathers and husbands, concerned primarily with spiritual
and domestic matters, and excluded from politics and economic activities outside the
home. Waddell's identity and roles were tied up in emulation of this true woman

ideal. Her writing is predominantly concerned with her belief in and devotion to God,
with her role as teacher, with her successes and pleasures from every day household

tasks, and with her distress at the absence of her husband and the ways which the war

effected her at home. She reveals herself as pious, self-sacrificing and subservient to
the will of others—her husband, her family, her God. Perdue describes the essential

character of the true woman ideal:
A true woman was essentially spiritual rather than physical. She
occupied a separate sphere apart from the ambition, selfishness, and
materialism that permeated man's world of business and politics. Her
proper place was the home, and because of her spiritual nature, she
imbued her home with piety, morality and love. The home was a haven
from the outside world, and in its operation a true woman should excel.
Openly submissive to men, a true woman influenced them subtly
through her purity and piety. (35)

According to the true woman ideal, Waddell's diary reveals her as having excelled in
every aspect of her marriage, home and social life. Perdue's final sentence in the

above passage suggests that in fitting this role so well, Waddell had greater
opportunity to assert her own will subversively, as long as that will continued to
conform with accepted roles for women. Waddell may have taken advantage of this

opportunity, whether consciously or not, in relating to her husband, though her diary

presents her as a woman who would not assert her will in any non-conformist way.
For as Clinton remarks in The Plantation Mistress, "despite an individual woman's
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authority: daughters submitted to fathers, wives to husbands" (53).
Since Waddell's writing reveals her as closely fitting the true woman ideal, she

most certainly prided herself on sacrificing her personal desires for those of her

husband. In The Enclosed Garden, Friedman discusses the ideal of true womanhood
and characterizes women's submission, purity, and piety within this ideal as serving
male domestic interests. Friedman states that Victorian women living under this ideal
believed that "the powerless held a formidable weapon in the example of self-sacrifice.
Implicit in the female ideology was the hope that the man could be converted to a

holy union, a relationship modeled upon the spiritual union of Christ and the church"
(34). With this in mind, it can be inferred that Waddell's willingness to fully embrace

the deferential role in her marital relationship may have stemmed in part from her

willingness to become more Christ-like. Further, Waddell may have felt it her
absolute spiritual duty as a woman to submit to her husband, an idea suggested by

Friedman: "Both men and women committed themselves to a spiritual union that
implied mutual support, obligation, and responsibility. However, evangelical tradition
assumed that women possessed a greater spiritual capacity than men who engaged in

worldly pursuits" (35). Thus, Waddell may have refrained from asserting her own will
against her husband's out of a belief that she was spiritually superior to him.

The societal and religious ideal of women's spiritual superiority plays an

important part in the cultural and social limits imposed upon women during the
nineteenth century. In Presbyterian Women in America, Boyd and Brackenridge point
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out one man's declaration as encompassing the definition: "Let man, then, exercise
power, woman exert influence" (189). This definition most especially reflected a role
model for the Presbyterian minister's wife, which Boyd and Brackenridge state was

that of a woman in the background but with some responsibility for her husband's
vocation" (189). It becomes more apparent with this in mind that Waddell was a

woman whose self-definition was very much based in her role not only as a wife, but
as a minister's wife.

As the wife of a Presbyterian minister, Waddell would have had access, within
prescribed limits, to the power of influence as it was appropriated to women by her

religion and its leaders, and particularly by her husband. The Presbyterian church

prohibited women from taking part in leadership roles, and did not recognize women

as servants to the church, but rather helpmeets to their husbands. In Presbyterian
Women in America, Boyd and Brackenridge lend insight into the proper relationship
of ministers and their wives as dictated by the church:

'Influence' constituted a crucial element in all descriptions of the
nineteenth-century minister's wife. Commentators advised against
assertiveness on the part of the wife, reinforcing the subordinate and
submissive role of women, but expecting her to have some culture and
education. She was to use meek, affectionate insinuation; gently
criticize her husband's preaching if need be; provide a softening
influence on him and the parishioners; exude piety and selflessness.
At the same time, common expectations among church members
that the wives be part of a 'team' ministry, sharing in the day-to-day
activities of the parish, characterized women as 'professionals' and
implied more than just influence. By not recognizing the wives as
having professional status, however, the church withheld any power
from them other than that wielded through the intangible 'influence.'
(189)
In light of this, the likelihood is great that Waddell perceived her relationship with her
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husband as a sort of spiritual partnership, in which she was endowed with the power
to exert her influence rather than her will, and her subordinate position to her husband
afforded her power within the church and society only through him, and only as her
will coincided with his, unless she could in some way "influence" him otherwise.

Evidence of Waddell's perception of her marriage as a spiritual partnership is
both direct and indirect in her diary. Lending insight into Waddell's relationship with

her husband as such a spiritual partnership as well as a union of love and

companionship is an entry dated December 13, 1863, in which she describes some

spiritual time they spent together: "Dr. W. and I sang a good many hymns together as

peacefully as if there were no cruel war going on." She expresses her love for her
husband indirectly through often writing of her distress at times when they are

separated and of her happiness when they are reunited, and more directly in her

birthday entry of April 17, 1864, in which she expresses gratitude for having the "best
of husbands." An entry she wrote on their twenty-first wedding anniversary, August 7,

1865, she expresses her affection for her husband, and her feelings about their
marriage as a spiritual partnership in which they both possessed the power of religious

influence and inspiration: "he is dearer to me now, than he was on our bridal-day.
God bless & preserve him & enable us to help each other on, in the way to Heaven."

These few expressions characterize to a great extent the revelations in her diary of the
spiritual relationship she and her husband shared, and though the more practical

aspects of their marriage are not much more evident, some sense of them does come
through her writing.
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Waddell and her husband were certainly partners in the day to day practical
matters of running their boarding school, each performing responsibilities within the
designated realms of male and female work roles.

In Civil Wars, Rable suggests

from his study of family papers that many southern marriages were joint economic
enterprises, and that husbands and wives often discussed the family business and made

decisions together. Such an aspect of Waddell's marriage is reflected in a letter to her

written by her mother from Richmond, Virginia, in which her mother mentions
correspondence regarding a financial investment she and her husband were discussing
(refer to Appendix B.) Rable asserts that "the evolution of what social historians have

called 'companionate marriage' encouraged cooperation, but as in other areas of family
life, modem attitudes co-existed with more traditional ones" (23).

There is a sense of Waddell's marriage having a cooperative and somewhat
egalitarian aspect in terms of her and her husband's joint endeavors in their boarding
school and teaching careers, and their common devotion to their religious mission.
Indeed, with respect to their active participation in religious life—both of them having

taught Sunday school, and particularly her having taught slaves in a Sunday school
class—a sense of partnership emerges in their relationship. Of course, as a minister in
the Presbyterian church, Dr. Waddell held the position of authority and power, but as
Clinton indicates in The Other Civil War, women were given a good measure of

power and influence through religious missionary work. Clinton discusses the
increasing influence within the realm of religion which was afforded women during

the antebellum years in America. It was during these years that the domain of religion
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had become increasingly "feminized" and that women took on more "essential roles,"

due in part to a silent partnership between male ministers and women enthusiasts who
consciously seized the opportunity to enter the all-male domain and "exercise control,

to state a preference, to identify" (43).
The status of Waddell's husband as a Presbyterian minister would have been

the catalyst for Waddell's feeling empowered in such ways. Clinton states that

"[d]uring the early antebellum years, fewer and fewer ministers heeded the call without

a female companion, and the parson's wife became an integral part of Christian
mission on the frontier and abroad. One Presbyterian minister commented: 'A lady

with a missionary spirit can be quite as useful as her husband—often more so

(44). It

might even be that Waddell and her husband were living in Union, West Virginia,
rather than either of their home towns (Richmond and Staunton, Virginia, respectively)

as part of their missionary work in serving the Presbyterian church in town.
Regardless of whether this was the case, the significance of Waddell's role in the
religious life of their community is evident in her diary, and the historical context of

women's increasing influence in society through religious involvement lends even
greater insight not only into her relationship with her husband, but into her perception

of her own power and self-importance. Confidence in her education, abilities, and
beliefs—aspects of herself which gave her the greatest sense of achievement and self-

fulfillment—was enhanced by filling a missionary role in her religious society, even
though the way she was empowered in this regard was through her husband's

leadership position in their church.
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Adding insight into the mission and responsibilities of a minister's wife, in

Presbyterian Women in America Boyd and Brackenridge give a very applicable

illustration of the life of a Presbyterian minister's wife during the nineteenth century:

Reports from wives' journals and diaries confirmed that they taught in
Sunday school, raised money, visited parishioners, organized women's
groups, ran the manse economically, cared for the church's facilities,
collected and supervised benevolence, and entertained guests regularly.
Particularly obligatory were pastoral calls and social visits. The wife,
'many a time, when she is weak and wearied, when the weather is
disagreeable, and when the claims of home duties are pressing, must go
forth—sometimes merely for a friendly call ... to visit the sick, or to
comfort the sorrowing, or to aid the needy, or to speak a word in season
to one that is weary.' (192-193)
Waddell's diary reveals that she offered personal and religious support to the

community of Union, West Virginia, in times of hardship and fear, especially helping
the other women in the community as the war caused the absence of their husbands
and sons. She writes of many instances during which she was called upon by

neighbors for help and guidance. She describes incidents of spur-of the-moment
assistance, such as her entry about a visit to a neighbor on May 19th, 1864: "Soon

after breakfast I heard that Mrs. Walkup had fainted & ran over to see her," and upon
arriving Waddell found the woman had just given birth and she helped attend to her

and the infant; on July 2, 1864, Waddell wrote of her continued attendance and help to
an ill neighbor: "I have been a good deal at Mr. Alexander's lately-on account of

Mrs. A's sickness;" and she wrote in an entry dated October 9, 1864, of her important

role in the religious conversion of new church members, who were war refugees she

had taken in: "I witnessed an affecting scene this morning, in our parlor—the baptism
of four little refugee children, whose fathers Capt. Ruby and Capt. Noyse are absent in
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the army." Waddell's writing in such instances takes on a tone of pride and

satisfaction in her service to others and to her religious mission, and reveals that she
felt influential and significant in the lives of individual members of the community.

Her role as minister's wife was the avenue through which she was active in and

integral to the community, and it is evident that this aspect of her identity was a
significant factor in her perception of self-worth.
The expectations which the community and church congregation held for the
wife of a minister were very much the same as those held for the minister himself.
Thus, as Waddell filled this role she became in part an extension of her husband, an

idea which Boyd and Brackenridge assert in Presbyterian Women in America. "[t]hat

similar attributes and activities were expected of the wife indicated that church
members recognized her identity to be a reflection of that of her husband" (194).

Waddell's writing reflects that her self-perception depended upon her role as minister's
wife as much as it influenced others' perception of her.
Although Waddell's husband was the avenue through which Waddell gained her

greatest prominence and influence in the community, her diary does reveal occasions
of independent action, choice and influence. There are a few specific instances in her
diary which reveal Waddell asserting her own will within the confines of traditional

propriety for a woman's and wife's behavior. One of these is described in an entry
dated July 24, 1863, in which Waddell wrote of an excursion that she and Dr. Waddell

had taken in the vicinity of Richmond, Virginia, and she elaborates on her choice not
to accompany him to a planned destination: "I was disappointed in not seeing a dress
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parade & in visiting a Camp & Drewry's Bluff. The weather was so hot when Dr. W.
went to the latter place that my courage failed me, & I did not go." As if complying
with the image of genteel and frail southern belle, she uses her fear of the heat to

excuse herself from accompanying her husband on a sightseeing venture he wishes to
make. Though she expresses disappointment in not making the excursion with him,

considering that she is most likely referring to visiting a military camp and that
Drewry's Bluff was the site of a military battle, perhaps it was a trip she did not really

wish to make and in her opinion not worth her sweat.

Other ways in which Waddell may be revealing assertion of her own desires
before those of her husband come through her diary entries about her socializing with
family and friends. Social events and dinner gatherings in the neighborhood were a

highlight for her, and if they were less so for Dr. Waddell, she very likely asserted her
will in regard to attending them. On at least two occasions, she wrote of attending

neighborhood social events in the evening while Dr. Waddell, though he was not away

from home, did not attend; in one instance she explains it was because "he was not
very well & was attending a very ill patient at the time, so that he could not go"
(September 11, 1863), and in another instance she gives no specific reason for his not

attending (September 15, 1863). In the first instance, it is as if she felt the need to

justify his absence with two significant reasons rather than simply one, or none at all,

even though both could have been very true.
The fact that Waddell reveals she attended these gatherings alone, though she

expresses regrettably so, may illustrate assertion of her own will to attend them in
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spite of Dr. Waddell's inability or unwillingness to attend. This can be inferred

particularly from a comment in the entry dated September 11, 1863, regarding his
absence at a neighborhood social gathering: "We were invited to Gen. Echols. All of

us went except Dr. W. who was with an ill patient, & spent a delightful evening." In

the text of her diary, the phrase "who was with an ill patient" is written above the line
with an arrow indicating it should be inserted after "Dr. W," as if it was an

afterthought she felt she needed to include in order to justify his reason for not
attending with her. Further, this sentence may simply possess an error in syntax, or it
may be her unwitting inference that Dr. W. spent a delightful evening while away

from the gathering, and she while away from him. She then goes on to comment just
before writing of her regret at Dr. Waddell's absence: "I never enjoyed a party more

in my life . . . ."

Alternatively, Waddell's writing about these instances may illustrate her

submission to Dr. Waddell's will that she attend without him, as can be inferred from
her expressions of regret and disappointment at his not going. It just so happens that

the ill patient Dr. Waddell was attending in the instance on September 11th had died

that evening, which supports the inference that Dr. Waddell truly was not able rather
than not willing to attend. Dr. Waddell's enjoyment of at least some of these social

gatherings is demonstrated near the end of Waddell's diary where she includes a
rhyming verse Dr. Waddell wrote as an expression of gratefulness to one of their

hosts. It may be that Waddell's writing about Dr. Waddell's absence at the social

gatherings she enjoyed so much infers not an assertion or relinquishment of will, but is
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him from participating; perhaps it was her way of highlighting the lack of male
company in the community during the trying war years. As Faust indicates in Mothers
of Invention.

In many ways the day-to-day lives of single and married women were
more similar in war than they had been in peace. In the new 'world of
femininity' on the Confederate homefront, numbers of married as well as
unmarried females were without the regular company and comfort of
men. Women of different marital statuses joined together in these
circumstances to find meaning and satisfaction in activities outside the
disrupted domestic sphere—in service to country or community rather
than to individual men or families. Both wives and single women
increasingly sought emotional support from one another, from female
friendships and interactions that assumed growing importance in this
new warbom world. (151)

Waddell's diary reveals that her husband's absence may have in fact encouraged her

pursuit of the social and community activities which she most enjoyed. This becomes
even more significant in light of Faust's insight that "the deprivations of war worked to
imbue Confederate women with a new sense of themselves and their interests" (152).

The chance to have interests and a social life, even in a limited sense, separate and

independent from her husband, enabled Waddell's self-discovery and formation of an
individual identity.

Waddell's writing illustrates some of the pervading beliefs of many women
during the nineteenth century regarding the proper attitudes, roles, and behavior of

women. Propriety not only in behavior and manners but in appearances was extremely

important to Waddell, and traditional societal expectations for attaining and
maintaining such fell to the woman of the house. In her entry dated August 21, 1863,

\
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Waddell uses the words comme il faut, the French phrase for "as it should be" or

proper.

In this entry she wrote about the condition of her house while being visited

by a guest, Captain Warwick of the Confederate army, whose opinion of her

housekeeping she conjectured was not flattering: "Capt. Warwick breakfasted with us,
& I dare say thought me a very careless house-keeper. The previous day being Fast-

day & I a good deal fatigued I had not even filled the salt-cellars & he had to help
himself to salt from a plate, which was not altogether comme il faut." It was very

likely that the captain was not at all concerned about the looks of the place or about
serving his salt from a plate, but rather much pleased about having the luxury of salt
with his meal at all, since during the war there was a great shortage of this commodity
in many areas. Furthermore, he had likely seen his share of messy abodes considering

that the war tended to have that effect on households, not to mention on military
camps. Waddell's concern about the appearance of her house and proper etiquette
reveals how very important these aspects of a "woman's duty" were to her, regardless

of the more than justifying circumstances such as war in the country. Waddell's
writing in her diary about this instance of her "failure" to fulfill this duty sufficiently

may either reflect her honesty in expressing her feelings or may be a way for her to

set forth excuses for not having her domain "as it should be" where anyone to learn of
it in the future.

Waddell either composed or transcribed in her diary a poem entitled "A
Woman's Song to Women" dated October, 1863, which she does not attribute to

another author, thus it may very well have been written by her. The poem makes

1
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reveals her beliefs regarding the proper role of woman as housekeeper, seamstress,

cook, nurse, and doer of all practical necessities involved in raising and nurturing a

family. A supportive faith in God is presented in the poem through a woman's finding
comfort in comparing her suffering and hardship to that of the Christian martyr Jesus.

The poem encourages women to make sacrifices, to become angelic in action and
teach others how to be, and to do all of this without expectation of gratitude or

kindness in turn. This song to women identifies their roles and ties in religious

doctrines valuing complete self-sacrifice. In Within the Plantation Household, Fox-

Genovese lends insight into the relationship between social and religious expectations,

and women's conception of their responsibilities and domestic work roles:
Women, like men, assumed the place dictated by their gender, as
defined by their society and modified by their race and class. Since, in
all essential respects, discrete households constituted a microcosm of
rural southern society, women's roles within those households
approximated the roles assigned by the ideology and culture of southern
society, although not necessarily in all details. Prevailing southern
ideology emphasized the ideal of the southern lady as gracious, fragile,
and deferential to the men upon whose protection she depended. The
myth passed lightly over such bourgeois and evangelical virtues as
work, thrift, and duty. Southern divines, like northern ones, valued
those qualities, and many of the southern women who attended to their
words did their best to embody the ideal in their own lives. (109)
That Waddell included the poem "A Woman's Song to Women" in her diary clearly
illustrates her acceptance of these roles, and her belief that it was her duty as a woman

to try her best to fill them.

The less obvious revelation in this poem is that of its purporting total denial

and obliteration of a woman's own will. This message lies in lines such as these:
"Stir the gruel, knead the bread, / Tax your hands, and heart, and head, / Children sick
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and household hungry / (Tho' some thoughtless words have stung ye) / All are waiting

on your will / Confident of kindness still." The poem's speaker tells women to work
their hardest, both physically and emotionally, to not only disregard harsh words from
those they care for but to expect them, and to devote their will to serving the needs of
others rather than their own. The poem ends: "Noble is a life of care / If a holy zeal
be there / All you little deeds of love / Heavenward helps at last may prove / If you

seek your Father's will / Trusting in his kindness still." In essence, the poem tells
women to give themselves completely—their will, their value, their identity—to a life of
devotion to others, whether the others are husbands, children, or God. Only in this,

the poem declares to women, can women's lives be noble.
Since children are central to the traditional roles and norms established for

women—the role of mother being the ideal and most honored role—it is significant that
Waddell was childless and that she was unable to fully embrace this feminine ideal.

Strong inferences in Waddell's diary lead to the conclusion that she and Dr. Waddell
could not have children of their own. On her fortieth birthday, April 17, 1864, she
writes of her gratefulness for having been "blessed with the best of parents, husbands,

brothers, and sisters, and many kind friends and relations," but she does not mention

children in this list of loved ones. The nature of her only reference to "my children"
gives another indirect clue. In an entry dated April 28, 1864, she writes: "when shall
I be able to have my children 'round me again? I love to teach & miss the occupation

very much." This is her sole reference to "my children," and this context reveals that

she is referring to her students rather than biological children. The absence of any
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other reference to indicate otherwise supports the inference that the Waddells did not
have children. Moreover, their having lived in an era when young women were
expected to have several children, coupled with her age and their having been married
since she was twenty years old, makes a strong case for the Waddells not having been

able to have children.

It is significant that as a woman with no children of her

own, Waddell's diary begins and ends with children. That is, the subject of her first

and last entries is children, and they appear often in entries between as well. The

children about which she writes, and always fondly, are other people's children: her
nieces and nephews, the students she teaches, a neighbor's ill child, her brother and

sister-in-law's infant who had died. Since the support of religious faith and a love for
children were constants in her life— and thus in her writing—Waddell brings the two

together in her diary. Her first diary entry, dated March 1st, 1863, mixes religion and
the children with which she interacts, children who question the meanings of its

teaching. Curiously, the questions they pose are good ones, and ones which, as she
comments in her diary, are difficult to answer. Religion and children both seem to
bear great mysteries for Waddell, and probably because of that she accepted all the
more wholeheartedly the teachings of her Presbyterian faith, and allowed the mystery

of her God and religion to encompass her being as she related to the world around her,
dealt with its sorrows and sufferings and celebrated its joys.

The fact that Waddell does not directly state in her diary that she and her

husband did not have children figures significantly into analyzing her identity as

reflected in her diary. In her birthday entry of April 17, 1864, she expresses the
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feeling that she had as much happiness as anyone could get from life: "By the

goodness of God, I have enjoyed as much happiness I believe, as often falls to the lot
of any human being." Could it be that she qualifies her happiness here with the words

"often falls," with an inference that she believed she had as much happiness as human
beings possibly can have, given that her religious belief doles out a life of suffering to

humans? Put another way, could she be saying that she was happy with her life but

for the fact that she did not have children, though she still felt fortunate in having
some measure of happiness?
It may have been that by the time she had written her diary—during the years

between her thirty-ninth and forty-second birthdays—she had fully resigned herself to
never being able to have children and had come to terms with the fact. Alternatively,

it is possible that she had not desired children of her own and felt fortunate in being

fated "by the goodness of God" a life in which she found happiness without having to

fulfill the role of mother, though this is not as likely a possibility considering that

southern society grounded a woman's identity in motherhood. Perhaps not having
children may have been too painful a subject for her to treat even in her personal
writings; or she might have been considering the future readers of her diary and

wished to present herself as only grateful and never resentful of the fate she believed
God had chosen for her.

In support of the assumption that Waddell had desired to have children, her
writing reveals that she loved being around them, most presumably from her
declaration: "I love to teach & miss the occupation very much" (April 28, 1864).
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Waddell's love of children is strongly implied in the fact that she missed teaching so

much when she wasn't able to, coupled with the assumption that she probably was not

teaching out of financial necessity. Further, the frequency throughout her diary of the
subject of children, and even the implication of their prominence in her mind from her
having written about them in her first and last diary entries, lends strong support for
their significant place in her thoughts and feelings. Particularly since the Waddells
were of upper-middle class status and were probably not financially strained, Waddell

may have filled a void she felt from not having children of her own through teaching,

and her diary reflects that it was very likely through her religion that she would have
accepted not having them without bitterness or resentment. Perhaps her resignation to

the will of God not only allowed her to more easily accept not having children of her

own, but allowed her to channel any feelings of sorrow and regret about it into the

belief that as her fate was God's will, it was for the best and ultimately the way her
life was meant to be.

From the context of her diary, it seems that one of Waddell's greatest sorrows
in life would have been not being able to bear children. Her resignation to grief and

disappointment caused by such an unfulfilled desire is illustrated in an excerpt from
the prayer-verse with the refrain "Thy will be done," which presents the pious attitude

of a person giving up that which God sees fit to take: "If thou shoulds't call me to
resign / What most I prize-it ne'er was mine, / I only yield thee what was thine— /

Thy will be done" (December 17, 1863). Her religious faith must have been the

greatest force in helping her accept the fact that she did not and probably would never
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have children of her own. This fact was surely an especially difficult trial for
Waddell, for as Friedman notes in The Enclosed Garden, the predominant nineteenth

century cultural perception of childless women was to view them as "barren and
socially marginal," and states that "in Victorian America all the virtues of true

womanhood—piety, purity, domesticity, submissiveness—apotheosized in motherhood"
(45). Despite this social stigma, Waddell's diary reveals that she aspired to embody

the ideals in the cult of true womanhood unhindered by her childlessness.
A blatant contrast to Waddell's aspirations and beliefs regarding women's ideal

roles is presented in Clinton's Tara Revisited, in which she sets forth the opinion of

the much-quoted Civil War diarist, Mary Boykin Chesnut, commenting that Chesnut

chafed at stereotypical notions of women's duties: 'South Carolina as a
rule does not think it necessary for women to have any existence
outside of their pantries or nurseries. If they have none, let them nurse
the bare walls. But for men! the pleasures of all the world are
reserved.' As a bright, talented, and childless woman, Chesnut was
especially hemmed in by patriarchal dictates. (112)
Interestingly, the description given here of Mary Chesnut very closely parallels

Waddell's—"bright, talented, childless"-yet their points of view regarding the socially

imposed roles of women and women's acceptance of them are strikingly disparate.

Waddell's diary reveals no such feelings of resentment and constraint from the
established patriarchal norms, but in fact reveals she embraced them entirely. She may

have all the more vehemently desired to fulfill a perfected image of womanhood
because of her childlessness, an idea supported by Fox-Genovese's observation that

"[m]otherhood anchored women's personal and social identities" (277).

Waddell may

have defined herself in great measure through the ideals of piety, purity, and
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submissiveness because she was unable to identify herself through the personal and

social role of mother.

Given that Waddell could do nothing but resign herself to the fact that she and
her husband could not have children, and that she was unable to fulfill the societal
paragon role of motherhood, her diary reveals that she nonetheless adjusted and
balanced her life in a healthy, satisfying, and above all, dutiful way: by teaching

children, she devoted herself to that which she most valued. Childlessness did not
prevent her from spending time with children, and teaching gave her a fulfillment that

closely matched the nurturing role of motherhood. Teaching was in a sense her

progeny; it was leaving her mark where she had influenced the lives of the children
she taught. Through devoting herself to teaching she became for the children one of
the most, and perhaps in some cases the most, influential person in their lives. So in

many ways, Waddell did have children.
Teaching was an important part of Waddell's identity and self-satisfaction as

well as part of her religious mission. Both Waddell and her husband were teachers in

the town of Union, West Virginia. From the context of the diary which reveals the

Waddell's upper-middle class status, along with the fact that Dr. Waddell was a
surgeon and minister in the Presbyterian church, it seems very likely that Waddell's

occupation as a teacher of young girls stemmed less from financial necessity and more
from her own personal fulfillment in doing the work, as well as from her belief in the
mission of their Presbyterian religious faith. During the nineteenth century, the
Presbyterian faith highly supported education of both men and women, and the
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Waddell s service as prominent educators in their community had very much to do

with their religious mission.

It is likely that Waddell's role as a teacher was highly

supported by the church especially because she was the wife of a minister. As Boyd
and Brackenridge indicate in Presbyterian Women in America, "[i]n addition to church
duties, sometimes the pastor's wife might be called on to teach in the local school,

particularly in small communities, simply because she was the candidate whom they
considered fit for the task. In fact, in some cases, a congregation filling a vacant
pulpit would seek not only a minister but one with a wife who could teach" (193).
Important factors within the Presbyterian faith provide significant insight into
Waddell's role as an educator of young women. Directly related in the Presbyterian

religion to John Calvin's scriptural interpretation of the definition of women's role as
clearly subordinate to men is the issue of women's restricted speaking in the church—

specifically, the prohibition of women from speaking, teaching, and praying in mixed
assemblies—an interpretation which became more lenient in America by the 1870s. In
Presbyterian Women in America, Boyd and Brackenridge attribute this gradual change
in attitude to the influence of the obvious reality that "[w]omen constituted a majority

of most Presbyterian congregations, worked diligently for missions and education,

participated in a substantial way in fund-raising and donations, and indeed were
speaking in front of mixed groups" (92).

In light of this church background, Waddell's role as both academic and
religious instructor of young girls is illuminated. Through teaching, she played an

active part in the ministry of her faith during the early 1860s when she was writing in
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her diary about her work. That the Presbyterian church held narrower views at that

time regarding women's appropriate work gives a sense of the limitations which must
have been imposed upon her personal choice and freedom in conducting her work and
carrying out her evangelical roles. It can be asserted with certainty that Waddell's
participation in the church's teaching ministry conformed to the permissible and
appropriate roles for women in the church, particularly when considering Boyd and

Brackenridge's assertion: "[e]vidence suggests that Presbyterian women tended to stay

in a culturally defined sphere of domesticity, matemalism, and political, social, and
ecclesiastical subordination and were sensitive to any accusations of impropriety" (93).

The fact that Waddell did play an active part in the Presbyterian church
through teaching reveals the great degree to which she devoted her life to its mission.

In Presbyterian Women in America, Boyd and Brackenridge provide insight into the

underlying motivation which very likely inspired her to actively participate in this
way. Their discussion touches upon the nature of women's roles which Presbyterian

ministers supported during a period of church growth:
With so many females, powerless but not ineffective, on the church
membership rolls, the clergy perceived that women could indeed assist
in various projects. In fact, the ministers suggested, women had a
responsibility to participate because Christianity had given them an
"appropriate and noble sphere" that freed them to use their influence in
the home and in religion. The clergy particularly suggested that the
effort should be "woman's work for women," a phrase that became the
keynote for the Presbyterian women's mission endeavors. (11)

It seems no coincidence that Waddell either composed or transcribed "A Women's

Song to Women" in her diary, a poem with a title closely echoing the mission slogan
of Presbyterian women. Coincidence or not, she obviously patterned her life interests
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and pursuits after church doctrine and its appropriated spheres for women. Boyd and
Brackenridge indicate that during the nineteenth century, "just as the developing public

education system in the country opened the teaching profession to women, so the

expanding missionary enterprise led toward positions for females. Among
Presbyterians, the interest in 'woman's work for women' prompted leaders to sanction
denominational careers in two areas: missions and education" (159). Waddell

benefited from this sanction as it afforded her greater opportunity to make a difference
in her community.

Even though one of the permissible roles for women in the Presbyterian church
was being an educator, Waddell's position as teacher was not a common one for
Presbyterian women. Boyd and Brackenridge point out in Presbyterian Women in

America that in the view of the church, as in society, "[w]oman's culturally acceptable
role—to make the home happy, to raise and educate the children (particularly in
religious matters), to soften man's materialistic and political inclinations, to regulate
social manners and morals, and to exemplify Christian piety—fit the model of 'quiet

influence'" (95). Waddell fits this model in many ways, yet she also falls into the

category of women which Boyd and Brackenridge describe as pursuing their interests
and becoming involved in public activities despite the pervasive reinforcement of
traditional role definition:

Many women toward mid-[nineteenth] century began to change their
patterns not only in supporting voluntary associations but also by
moving into higher education and by assuming professional positions.
Some of those who became active outside the home apparently saw no
conflict between their maternal and domestic role and their other
interests. Others seemed to recognize their breaking of stereotypical
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restrictions. Both inevitably found themselves engaging in a public
sphere. (95)

Waddell was a part of the public sphere insofar as she believed it appropriate, and

although the period during which she taught was near the end of the century and
therefore her activity was more acceptable in terms of the feminine sphere restrictions,

she nonetheless had significant involvement in the lives of other young women outside
of her domestic realm. In her role as teacher she found an avenue through which she

could fulfill her personal desires as well as take steps toward an identity independent
of women's domestic sphere.

Waddell's course of instruction in educating the young women of Union, West
Virginia, was probably typical of female education in the South. In The Enclosed

Garden, Friedman asserts that the South had supported women's education since 1800,
and her discussion provides insight into the nature of the female instruction which the

Waddell's boarding school very likely provided:
Besides select schools and neighborhood schools, county academies and
seminaries enrolled female students. Community subscription and
investment, however, supported church-affiliated academies and private
schools. Although the schools offered an array of academic subjects
including literature, science, languages, and the social sciences, the core
of the curriculum remained the study of scriptures, bible history, and
theology. (100)
In light of this information and the great likelihood that the Waddell's boarding school

was church-affiliated, Waddell's educational curriculum could be qualified as

emphasizing scholastically oriented religious instruction for her students. Her

inevitable place in these girls' lives as role model for the religious ideals of the
Presbyterian religion in particular and southern society in general is further supported
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by Clinton in The Plantation Mistress, in which she states that "[p]iety and propriety

were as important to students and to educational institutions as to mothers" (133).

Waddell's diary reveals that she taught only young women at the boarding
school at which they lived, and from Oren Morton's A History of Monroe County, a

key resource regarding Union, West Virginia, it is evident that Dr. Waddell also taught
young men in an academic setting, as well as both girls and boys at Sunday school.
During the nineteenth century, school-teaching was dominated by men and only after

the Civil War broke out and men went off to fight did greater numbers of women

begin to take up that profession, compounded by the rising need of women to earn
incomes to support themselves and their families. As Faust indicates in Mothers of

Invention regarding the transition toward the employment of women in the south

during the war, " one of the first occupations to which women turned was teaching, an

endeavor that seemed closely related to women's traditional maternal responsibilities as
nurturers and instructors of their own young" (82). Faust points out, however, that the

shift toward acceptance of women as educators was regarded in the south with great
unease "for it controverted deep-seated assumptions about female dependence and

about the appropriateness of a separate and necessarily domestic women's sphere" (82).
Part of the impetus behind Waddell's working as a school teacher, in addition to her
role in the Presbyterian ministry, was very likely its greater social acceptability and
conformity to the ideals of the era regarding the employment avenues most suitable for

women, while at the same time providing her an avenue for utilizing her skills and

asserting independence outside the home.
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Since the teaching of those girls who were afforded the luxury of attending
school was done by women teachers, and co-education in school was not practiced, the
fact that Waddell did teach some male students is an interesting exception. After

writing in an entry dated February 29, 1865, of her and Dr. Waddell's decision to close

their boarding school "for many reasons" without mentioning any of them, she wrote
of teaching a class of black students at Sunday school, and mentions having a male

student as part of that class. She also mentions teaching a few boys and girls together
(some of which were siblings) at the Echols's residence, where the Waddells lived for
a short time after they had officially closed their school. As private educators who

had become an integral part of their community, the Waddells were afforded
significant freedom in their work.

For the most part, war in the country did not alter the customary practice of
Waddell's school-teaching, a fact most evident in the continuance of the grand

celebration event for her students, the "May party," during which they honored spring
with skits and recitation of poetic verses, many of which Waddell includes in her

diary. Highlights of the event included a ceremony to crown a May Queen, and feast
from a well-spread table of good food. The Waddells provided every advantage they

could to their boarding students, and Waddell's "girls," as she often referred to them,
enjoyed many privileges.

The Waddells having owned and run a private boarding school speaks not only
to their upper class social status, but to that of their students as well. In Civil Wars,
Rable discusses nineteenth century women's education in the south, stating that only
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the elite enjoyed the luxury of sending their daughters to good boarding schools.
Rable goes on to state that "[o]n the eve of the Civil War, women's education in the

South was still severely limited, even for the most privileged young ladies. Teachers
too often emphasized rote memorization over critical thinking and paid careful
attention to the delicacy of their students" (21). Waddell's recounting of the "May

party," having included in her diary the poetic speeches the girls recited, and her

comment that "all [the girls] said their pieces very well & went thro' their parts so
beautifully that I was affected to tears" (June 26, 1863) illustrate her emphasis on

teaching memorization (and the length of the verses demonstrates the amount of time

invested in memorizing them.) This entry also reveals that she placed great

importance on their physical attractiveness in bearing and manner: "The girls looked
beautifully as a whole, in their white dresses & wreaths of fragrant flowers . . . ."
Moreover, Waddell's diary reveals, particularly in its presentation of her students

practicing the poise and social graces young women were expected to master, that her
classroom curriculum adhered to the typical educational emphasis for women during

the nineteenth century.
In "The Not-So-Cloistered Academy: Elite Women's Education and Family
Feeling in the Old South," Steven M. Stowe discusses the aim of women's education

during this period, and asserts that "schooling came at a certain time in a young

woman's life and was only one of several related experiences that shaped her
childhood to the role that was both proper and possible for a mature woman" (90). As
a woman who strove to fit the mold of the "true woman," as well as to fill the
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proper and possible" roles dictated for her as a woman, Waddell's teaching
philosophy had very much to do with shaping her female students to fit these ideals as

well. Supporting the idea that Waddell's teaching curriculum adhered to ideals of
southern education, Stowe's article states that "the young Southern woman was told in

various ways that all eyes were upon her and that a certain 'deleterious influence' in
Southern society made true womanhood particularly crucial to the harmony of social

relations" (91).

It can be inferred that Waddell's curriculum was geared to instill in

her young women students the common southern belief that harmful societal influences

must be combatted with not only being but looking the part of the virtuous and pure
woman who forms the solid goodness of southern family and society. Reflected in

Waddell's teaching philosophy are her beliefs about her identity and role as a woman,
and her diary reveals that they coincided closely with those southern society
established for her. She was very likely educated in an academy much like the one in

which she later became a teacher.

That Waddell began teaching a class of black students at Sunday school is
significant in revealing her adherence to the teachings and mission of the Presbyterian

church and of its contemporary religious leaders. The Presbyterian church placed great

emphasis on education, and often appealed to the educated upper classes for its
leaders, requiring a high level of education for those in its ministry. Of course,

Waddell's husband having been a Presbyterian minister probably had much to do with
her Sunday school endeavor, but her having taken on a new class of black children

and desiring to teach them her religion probably also stems from the influence of
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prominent women in the Presbyterian mission, such as Cornelia Phillips Spencer. In

Civil Wars, Rable states that Spencer published a number of writings regarding
womens roles, advocating the importance of women's education. Waddell was very

well-read, and was likely exposed to the writings of Spencer, who published articles in
a Presbyterian magazine during the time. Particularly after emancipation of the slaves,

Spencer asserted in these and other writings the belief that part of the mission of the
church was to take time for the religious instruction of black people, and that women
should tolerate their faults and assertions of independence. Spencer urged that as

members of the "superior race," white women should "assume the role of ladies

bountiful stretching our their arms to uplift the members of an unfortunate and
degraded race" (Rable 259). In her diary entry dated July 2, 1864, Waddell writes of
her hope that Dr. Waddell's Sunday Bible class "will prove as interesting to [him] as

my class of colored children does to me," revealing the novelty of this teaching
endeavor for her. Her next statement that she "had twenty-six children present on
Sunday" also reflects her sense of pride and accomplishment in her and her husband's

work in reaching out to many of those people whom they felt could be bettered by

their help.
Like many Presbyterian leaders during the nineteenth century, the Waddells
likely participated in the institution of slavery while purporting that slaves be educated

and given opportunities for betterment, particularly through religious instruction. As
Waddell mentions only a few persons who were likely their slaves, she and her

husband probably did not have a great number of them, even though the house in
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which they lived was large and was used as a boarding school for their students.

Although Waddell refers to the work of her "servant," Nancy, who worked closely in

their home and helped with the housekeeping duties for their boarding school, she
writes in her diary of household duties for which she had taken responsibility herself.
She doesn't go into detail about what these duties may have been, and more likely than

not they had to do with managing and planning the work and hard labor chores and

seeing that they were done to her satisfaction rather than doing them herself. As FoxGenovese indicates in Within the Plantation Household regarding many slaveowning

housewives: "(w]hen they spoke of abilities in housewifery, they primarily meant their
ability to order, persuade, or cajole servants to do assigned tasks properly and at the
proper time—or better, and considerably more difficult, to train servants to keep the

household running smoothly without minute supervision" (115). Further supporting
the assumption that her main household skill was management, Waddell was very

interested in botany, and in addition to keeping a close practical interest in the

vegetable garden, she must have spent much time in her flower garden, about which
she often wrote, describing flowers in detail and identifying them with their scientific
names. It can be inferred from Waddell's having leisure time to pursue her interests in
botany and ornamental gardening, as well as having the time to write about them, that

she most likely did very little of the actual housework.
Waddell must have performed some of the lighter housework, and the more
refined work such as sewing and mending. It is interesting to note that amongst the

religious and literary poems, verses and quotations in her diary, Waddell includes
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instructions for two household tasks: "How to make a mop" and "To make dumplings

without lard." Besides illustrating that she probably had some level of involvement
with such tasks, the instructions for making such a necessary household item and the
recipe omitting the very important ingredient of lard demonstrate the scarcity of many
commodities and the prohibitively high costs of them, even for upper class and

wealthier families such as the Waddells, which resulted from inflation in the

Confederacy as the war progressed.
Until the time of emancipation when most of the slaves left to pursue their own

lives, Waddell had never cooked a meal. In the diary entry she wrote on her and Dr.
Waddell's twenty-first wedding anniversary, August 7, 1865, she remarked about the
pride she felt in her new-found ability in the kitchen:
I little thought this time twenty-one years ago, when I was putting on
my white satin-slippers—that I should ever cook a dinner for myself, and
now I do it every day, & am as happy in these new circumstances as
ever before, but then I have 'one in a thousand' to help me, or I should
not find this strange mode of life so pleasant. (August 7, 1865)

Waddell expresses simultaneously in these words her sense of personal

accomplishment in taking on her new duties while noting her sense of relief in
relinquishing some of the labors of cooking as the very aspect which allows her to
enjoy doing it. She still allows herself to make use of "servants" through the students

and others in her life, and in this she is able to enjoy a way of life that might

otherwise be burdensome to her. In Mothers of Invention, Faust comments on the
drastic change brought into the lives of southern women who found themselves nearly

incompetent without their former slaves:
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The concept of female dependence and weakness was not simply a prop
of southern gender ideology; in the context of war, white ladies were
finding it to be all to painful a reality. Socialized to believe in their
own weakness and sheltered from the necessity of performing even life's
basic tasks, many white women felt almost crippled by their
unpreparedness for the new lives war had brought. (78)
Waddell's diary reveals that her transition to the lifestyle of independence in the
housekeeping realm was made easier by her still being able to depend on others rather

than solely upon her own labors, and she reveals a frank honesty in the above passage
through her admission that part of her happiness in life was based on the servitude of

others who freed her from the most laborious aspects of many a woman's life.
Waddell expresses sincere appreciation for the behavior of their slaves during
the enemy raids of their home. Her diary reveals the Waddells as having given their

slaves Nancy and Otway (very likely a married couple, though slave marriages were
not legally recognized) a considerable amount of freedom in their personal lives, but

whether or not this was the case cannot be known for sure. She mentions Nancy and

Otway's personal belongings and money (which were stolen during a raid), and a
holiday party which Nancy held, having later sent leftovers for Waddell and her

husband to enjoy. The frequent mention of this servant Nancy reveals her as a woman
on whom Waddell depended a great deal, and her diary reflects that Nancy was much

appreciated. In an entry dated June 28, 1864, she wrote of Nancy having secreted
some food from the enemy's raiding hands, sending to the Waddells room a delicious
meal, and goes on to express her gratitude:

I must not forget to mention in this place the respectful consideration,
and delicate kindness shown to me by our servants during these trying
scenes. May the Good Lord reward them for it, and make me suitably
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grateful. Nancy shared her coffee with us, and Otway brought some
excellent beef that the Yankees gave him, and placed it at our disposal,
& both of them seemed anxious to do all they could for me in my
forlorn & desolate situation. (June 28, 1864)
It seems here that Waddell had not considered the forlorn and desolate situation in

which the slaves found themselves during their lives, but she nevertheless

acknowledges the courage and humility with which these oppressed people conducted
themselves.
In Waddell's entry dated June 30th, 1864, she wrote that along with the raiding

enemy soldiers, nearly all the slaves had left Union, West Virginia. Although
President Lincoln had issued the Emancipation Proclamation on September 22, 1862,

which declared free all those slaves held in rebelling territory and was to become

effective January 1, 1863, it is not until this entry dated over one year later that her
diary reflects slaves as having left the town. In fact, she does not directly state that

their slaves left at that time, but rather wrote of the enemy raids creating such added

animosity that the people whose slaves remained would soon be glad to see them go,
and she may have been referring to herself and Dr.Waddell. She wrote a supplication

to God regarding their slaves:

Lord help me to know & do my duty in the difficult & delicate
circumstances, in which I am now placed, with respect to these people.
It is so hard to combine the kindness & gentleness with which I desire
to treat them, with the firmness & dignity which are necessary to
preserve the respect with which I think they ought to treat me. (June 30,
1864)
Particularly significant to Waddell's representation of self in this passage is the astute

observation in Within the Plantation Household made by Fox-Genovese regarding
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slaveholding women and the institution of slavery: "Slavery, with all its abuses,

constituted the fabric of their beloved country—the warp and woof of their social
position, their personal relations, their very identities" (334). Clearly, this passage

reveals that Waddell is struggling to come to some sort of terms with her perception of
herself as she related to the slaves.

It is evident that Waddell was troubled not only by how to treat their slaves,
but how to "manage" them after their having been emancipated. In addition to

President Lincoln's proclamation, West Virginia had been admitted as a pro-Union
state on June 22, 1863, and its constitution calling for the emancipation of slaves

further complicated the situation of slaveholders in the area. In Civil Wars, Rable

comments on the post-emancipation dilemma in which many southern women found

themselves:
In this painful adjustment, gender made a difference. Many white
women had worked more intimately with slaves, especially house
servants, than had their fathers, husbands, or brothers. By seeing
themselves as the grand matriarchs of paternalistic tradition, they had
seldom viewed slavery as simply a labor system. ... If this more
personal approach to the institution could mean either an easier or
harder life for the slaves, it inevitably made it more difficult for many
white women to give up their old ways of management. (253)

As it is revealed in her diary, Waddell's relationship with her slave Nancy shows that
she depended on Nancy a great deal for housework, but also that she considered her

part of the family. Nancy was obviously very involved in helping her with certain
duties for her boarding students, and looked after the students at times when she was

away. Waddell's entry dated June 26, 1863, gives an instance of her dependence upon
Nancy while revealing Waddell's annoyance at the delay of their lunch caused by
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Nancy's natural curiosity to watch the "May-Queen fest" going on in the parlor:
Nancy (in looking at the show) had forgotten to put her rolls in the oven . . .

Having written of her desire to be treated with respect by the slaves while maintaining

respect for them reflects not only Waddell's concern for her own and their dignity, but

it demonstrates the trouble she had in deciding how she might continue living with

them in the same relationship after emancipation.
In the last account Waddell gives in her diary about her students' May-Queen

fest, she reveals concern of a different kind in being able to "manage" that which she
had easily and willingly done in the past:
I had a good deal more trouble on this occasion than on former ones,
and doubt whether I can undertake it again. It takes a better manager
than I, to keep so many young folks in order, to settle all their little
differences &c &c—and anything of the kind draws so many little
darkies around, that the difficulty of management is considerably
augmented. (July 6, 1864)

This may reveal an underlying reason why the Waddells closed their boarding school,
about which she does not elaborate. Her tone here sounds tinged with annoyance

about the behavior of the girls as they take part in their festivities, as well as reveals
the ingrained racism of her culture.

As a teacher of young girls, Waddell was attuned to sharing with them the
religious and social lessons which predominated her own philosophies, and some of
her writings about such ideas provokes speculation regarding her beliefs with respect

to the black and white races. In a poem she transcribed in an undated entry, one of
the stanzas involves a speaker's supplication to children to share, to love each other

and get along, to remember Jesus's teaching that they are all "brothers" to each other.
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The remainder of the stanza states: "We're all children of one Father, / That great God
who reigns above, / Shall we quarrel? No, much rather / Should we live like him—in
love. / He has placed us here together / That we may be good & kind / He is ever

watching whether / We are one in heart & mind." It is likely that Waddell's having
included this rhyming lesson in her diary stemmed from being around children so

often as their teacher, and certainly from her religious beliefs and the Christian ideal
of brotherly love. It is interesting to speculate, however, whether Waddell considered

this poem in a larger sense, and applied it to the races—that it could refer to a love
between white and black people, and further to an equality among them.

For Waddell, whose religious and moral philosophies were firmly based in the

ideal of agape, the war and its basis in violent opposition and strife between human

beings must have stirred great inner turmoil. Even the idea of having enemies must
have created tremendous emotional conflicts that would become nearly intolerable
when war became a reality. It might be that such a person would tend to cope with

this kind of reality by suppressing it, or at least attempting to ignore it to the largest

extent possible. Waddell's diary reveals that she employed the latter defense in that
she seemed to greatly desire to push the idea of "enemies" out of her day to day

reality.
One of the most fascinating aspects of Waddell's diary is her observation and

recording of the small wonders and pleasures she noted in her every day life—the

length of a flower stem or the "mess" of vegetables growing in her garden-juxtaposed
with the brutal realities of the war raging around her and her family and friends.
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Curiously, there is a pattern in her diary in which the topic of her writing goes from

the garden right to the war, and vice versa. This may stem from the connection she

made between the war and the most direct effect it had on her life: enemy raids on the

Waddell's personal food supplies. In an entry dated June 4, 1864, she wrote about the
enemy soldiers' raid of their home, during which they took almost all of their food,

and after having a terrible scare while writing she had to postpone her account of it
until a later entry, dated June 28, 1864, which begins:
I will now try to continue my narrative of the raid, but before entering
on that subject, will mention that we had our first mess of new potatoes
to-day (volunteers) & that we gathered a few ripe strawberries the 18th
but have not had a single good mess from the vines yet, & will not
have I suppose owing to the cold and dry weather.

Most of the time, the pleasant things of every day living and the society of Waddell's
friends and neighbors kept the war out of her consciousness. It was as if the close,
small pleasures for the people on the homefront muffled the sound of the war drums

that were beating outside their doors and walls of insulated comfort, only to be at
times blasted into their hearing by coming somehow nearer—by a loved one's battle

wounds or death, or by enemy raids—so that the reality could no longer be mute and
they had to listen.

At times, however, Waddell viewed the war as more of a nuisance than a
matter of life and death, probably because it had not directly effected her with loss

until near the end of the war. One instance in particular illustrates this in her entry

dated June 28, 1864, in which she wrote about enemy soldiers intruding upon their
schedule on May 17th: "When we arose we found that Nancy was preparing breakfast
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for a party of Yankees, which made our breakfast rather late."

Between Waddell's

lines seems to lie an annoyed complaint at such inconvenience. She continues in the
same entry to write about the following morning, May 18th: "The next morning our
enemies left us, with starvation staring us in the face, as far as we could see. But oh,

what joy to know that we were relieved of their hateful presence, to starve in peace, if

it should indeed be God's will to reduce us to that extremity." She then goes on to
write that May 18th was II a lovely day" during which she and her neighbor friends

walked to other neighbor's homes "to condole with our friends on our losses, &
congratulate them on our deliverance, for I believe I spent most of the day in walking
about seeing my acquaintances." This is a fascinating contrast to her previous

expressions of fear of starvation, and demonstrates fairly well the actual extreme of
suffering to which she and Dr. Waddell were reduced, especially when directly
afterward she wrote of making more neighborhood visits after breakfast the next day.

Waddell expresses in her diary a realization that she was fortunate not to have
suffered worse during the enemy raids, and gives thanks for having been protected
from "the horrors that have been perpetrated in some parts of our beloved country."

She goes on: "If one of the rough men who thronged thro' our porch into the store-

room spoke roughly to me, or used a profane expression in my presence, I did not

hear it, and we were mercifully preserved from their intruding into the home, or
disturbing any thing but the provisions with some slight exceptions" (June 28, 1864).

Waddell was indeed fortunate not to have been offended in the ways she describes, for

many women were helpless against being robbed of their possessions and even their
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sentimental belongings which were not otherwise worth much, and were treated with

what they deemed to be the utmost disrespect. In Civil Wars, Rable notes that "even
the best-behaved troops wanted to cow Southern civilians, and the unpredictability of
the Yankees merely added to the terror. Some men enjoyed shocking pious women

with blasphemous oaths, scrawling obscene graffiti on walls, or scaring children with
bloodcurdling threats" (160). Rable cites instances of some women handling the
absurdities perpetrated upon them with a coy dignity and strength, and some with

intense anger and downright violence. Rable states that "[a]ccounts of courageous
defiance--many embellished by the Federals themselves who grudgingly admired

'secesh females'--have colored the interpretation of civilian-military relations in the

occupied South and have caused historians to forget the thousands of women who

endured invasion in sullen silence" (161).

It could be said that Waddell had fallen into this category of forgotten women,
who were wilfully silent through their sufferings, for she was a woman accustomed to
sacrificing, to voicing no opposition to that which was outside of her female realm.
However, as a woman who wrote a diary, she was also a writer of autobiographical

literature who was asserting a voice, taking time away from self-sacrifice and giving
time to self-discovery and self-satisfaction. Waddell's written self-expression involved

aspects inherent in formation of her identity, inherent in an exploration of self—an
exploration which she was most likely not consciously aware, but chose to undertake

when she chose to write. In Mothers of Invention, Faust asserts that [b]oth reading
and writing stimulated self-examination and discovery; both represented fundamentally
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selfish activities in which women at least temporarily freed themselves from the

dictates of female abnegation and sacrifice for moments of self-indulgence and selfreflection (178). Through writing out her thoughts and feelings, Waddell was

temporarily freed from self-sacrifice and spent time on self-discovery--developing

facets of personal identity that necessarily involved considering herself over others
while in the act of writing.

Conscious intention is involved in writing a diary—deliberate acts of recording,

thinking, expressing, reflecting—which in themselves are acts of assertion, not only of

one's thoughts, beliefs, feelings, and attitudes, but of one's will. As a writer, Waddell
asserted herself as a woman who had worthwhile perceptions, attitudes, beliefs,

feelings; she willingly chose to present herself through writing as a woman who
fulfilled to her utmost ability the societal and religious roles and expectations

established for her sex—even during a time of hardship, trial, and suffering—and thus
chose to present herself as a woman who mattered especially because she strove to

successfully attain ideals in the face of war-time struggles. By the same token, she
chose to present herself through writing as a woman who willingly offered to God and

to others the complete resignation epitomized in the phrase thy will be done.
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Chapter III

My Will Be Done: An Analysis of
Selected Letters of Sarah Rosetta Wakeman, 1862 - 1864
"Now for it," said she, as she stood before the glass, and shook
down her silky abundance of black curly hair. "I say, George, it's
almost a pity, isn't it," she said, as she held up some of it, playfully,-"pity it's all got to come off?"
George smiled sadly, and made no answer.
Eliza turned to the glass, and the scissors glittered as one long
lock after another was detached from her head.
"There, now, that'll do," she said taking up a hair brush; "now
for a few fancy touches."
"There, an't I a pretty young fellow?" she said, turning around to
her husband, laughing and blushing at the same time.
"You always will be pretty, do what you will," said George.
(Stowe 234, vol. II)
Considering that Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852) was one of

the greatest influences on the anti-slavery and abolitionist movements preceding the

Civil War, it is fitting that this scene from the novel depicts a contrivance employed

by a significantly large number of women during the conflict: disguise as men. This

scene involves two of the main characters, Eliza and George Harris, a married slave
couple who are on the brink of obtaining life-long freedom as they are about to sail
from Sandusky, Ohio, across Lake Erie to the free soil of Canada. To allay suspicion

and prevent being recognized and seized, the runaway Eliza disguises herself as a
young man, and their little son Harry as a girl. Not only in fiction but in fact did

many women undergo such a disguise during the Civil War, and not only for the

purpose of escaping slavery but for the chance to serve in a war fought over sustaining
or ending it forever.

The ranks of disguised women were not limited to escaping slaves, but
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Wakeman was one of the many women who took on a male disguise to fight in the
Civil War. In the foreword to Lauren Cook Burgess’s premiere edition of Wakeman’s

letters, James M. McPherson gives a concise summation of this phenomenon: "An
estimated four hundred (the real number was probably larger) young women disguised
themselves as men and easily finessed the superficial physical exams to enlist in

Union and Confederate regiments. Their motives ranged from patriotism and love of
adventure to a desire to stay with husbands or lovers who enlisted" (xi). This analysis
of selected letters written by Wakeman during her service in the Civil War makes

clear that there was at least one woman soldier whose motive for being one was not so

much encompassed in such a range of reasons as it was in her desire and search for
self-fulfillment.

It is likely that Wakeman had not read Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, which

Mary Elizabeth Massey states, "sold 300,000 copies in one year, and by 1861 . . . had
converted thousands to the anti-slavery cause, aroused the indignation of infuriated

Southerners, and won the author an international reputation . . ." (15). Wakeman was
not well-educated nor well-read, and was not necessarily among those "converted" to
the anti-slavery cause nor motivated primarily for that reason to fight in the Civil War.
In the introduction to her edition of Wakeman's letters, Burgess states that Wakeman

came from II a modest and unsophisticated rural background," and that her letters do

not contain the "romance or expression of high ideals" which characterized other

accounts of service in the war. Burgess continues: "[h]er observations focused on her
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more curious about her father's farming and news of friends from home than she was

about the great questions resolved on the bloody battlefields of the Civil War" (12).
Indeed, Wakeman probably knew very little about the causes and effects of the war, its
politics and human interests. Rather, she was a young woman who found happiness in
the lifestyle relegated by tradition and society to men: soldiership. Wakeman was a

woman whose desire was to find happiness in her life, and in so finding, embodied the
beauty of free will without regard for socially gendered norms and ideals of propriety;

to Wakeman, who in seeking a sense of fulfillment in her life asserted her will and
subverted societal expectations by taking on the guise of a man, one might be
compelled to echo George Harris's words: "You always will be pretty, do what you

will" (Stowe 234).

How powerful must be the force of underlying reasons which compel a woman
to change her gendered appearance—why have so many women in history felt the

strong need to take on the personas of men through disguise?

In Vested Interests,

Marjorie Garber concisely notes some practical motivations for taking such action:
"the classic socio-economic reasons for a woman's cross-dressing [are] safety,

economic success, [and] entry into a man's world of easy camaraderie and acceptance

(199). These factors can certainly be included among those which most obviously
motivated Wakeman's decision; but in an effort to gain a better understanding of her

identity, this analysis explores the less clear-cut motivations which perhaps underlie

her choice to deceive her peers and play out her desire to be among the soldiers on the
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battlefield. In Tara Revisited, Catherine Clinton comments on the problem of the

scarcity of information about the Civil War’s female fighters and the reasons they
fought: "[i]nformation on women soldiers—those who escaped sexual boundaries to

fight as men—is scarce and complicated. We can only make educated guesses about
the women who were detected, and have no idea of the number and motives of women

who enlisted in either the Union or Confederate armies and served without discovery"
(98).

Although there are no sure answers as to why this atypical and daring action

was taken by women such as Wakeman, the possibilities are fascinating to ponder.
In the edition of Wakeman's letters, Burgess offers some of the reasons that

hundreds of women, both northern and southern, disguised themselves as men and
enlisted in the Civil War:
Their reasons for doing so were as varied as their backgrounds and the
hometowns from which they came. They enlisted to be with a husband
or loved one, or, like many of their male counterparts, for the sheer
adventure and romance of joining the army and seeing places far from
home. Some women adopted male attire and signed up to earn the
bounties and pay offered to enlistees. Many enlisted out of patriotism,
to serve their respective countries and their causes. Dressing as men
was, for these women, a means to an end—they did so to strike a solid
blow against the enemy, or to gain a measure of economic, legal, and
social independence unavailable to them as women. (2)

One of the most significant underlying reasons for women's disguising their sexual
identity is the fact that throughout history women have had very few options short of

changing their outward appearance for taking their will into their own hands in order
to obtain the self-sufficiency and independence afforded to men. It is just this sort of

autonomy which Wakeman's letters reveal she gained for herself through the male
disguise and pseudonym of Pvt. Lyons Wakeman (refer to Appendix L.)
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As Wakeman was not the only woman who took to the idea of pursuing a
soldier's life through disguise as a man during the Civil War, aspects of Wakeman's
experience are illuminated by the story of another woman who pursued a similar

course in her life. Sarah Emma Edmonds—a woman whose written self-portrait

portrays a girl who grew up on a farm, spent her childhood working in the fields, and
was an expert with a horse and rifle—had a background very much like Wakeman's.

Edmonds, who disguised herself as a man at the age of nineteen and served as a

"male" nurse, soldier, and spy for the Union army, was inspired to enter the world of

male opportunity after reading Lieutenant Murray's novel Fanny Campbell or The
Female Pirate Captain. With the idea in mind that she would emulate Fanny Campbell
in her own way, Edmonds used her disguise as Franklin Thompson to avoid an

arranged marriage to a New Brunswick farmer in her Canadian hometown by running
away, first becoming a bible salesman in Michigan, and later enlisting as a soldier in

the Flint Union Greys, which became Company F of the Second Michigan Volunteer

Infantry Regiment.
In 1865, Edmonds published the story of her soldiering experiences in her
autobiography, Nurse and Spy in the Union Army, which Julie Wheelwright describes
in A mazons and Military Maids as II seen through the lens of patriotic sacrifice rather

than feminine liberation" (24). The "Publishers' Notice" of Nurse and Spy gives an
apologetically prefaced justification for Edmonds's transgressions on the codes of

behavior established for her sex:
Should any of her readers object to some of her disguises, it may be
sufficient to remind them it was from the purest motives and most
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and assumed that of the opposite sex, enduring hardships, suffering
untold privations, and hazarding her life for her adopted country, in its
trying hour of need.
In the opinion of many, it is the privilege of woman to minister
to the sick and soothe the sorrowing—and in the present crisis of our
country's history, to aid our brothers to the extent of her capacity—and
whether duty leads her to the couch of luxury, the abode of poverty, the
crowded hospital, or the terrible battle field—it makes but little
difference what costume she assumes while in the discharge of her
duties.—Perhaps she should have the privilege of choosing for herself
whatever may be the surest protection from insult and inconvenience in
her blessed, self-sacrificing work. (6)

The language of this publisher's note conveys the typical nineteenth-century societal
attitude that a woman's purpose is to serve others through any means necessary—most
especially the sacrifice of self; however, much of the publisher's justification also

applies to Wakeman's less patriotically motivated self-serving choice to live disguised
as a man in order to seek personal fulfillment. As with Edmonds, Wakeman's act of

disguising herself as a man was indeed derived from the "purest motives;" she endured
the hardships and hazards necessitated by the soldiering life; she, too, dedicated her

pursuits "to the aid of our brothers to the extent of her capacity," even if at the same

time aiding her own sense of self worth from a personal motivation; she took the
"privilege of choosing for herself' the identity which provided her "the surest
protection from insult and inconvenience" which was a part of her life before her

disguise; and her life contributed to the service of others while at the same time being

self-serving—what better arrangement could she have made with the world?

Wakeman's own sentiments in her letter dated April 13, 1863, describe the give and
take relationship: "I feel perfectly happy. If I go into a battle I shall be alright."
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Speaking to the social audience, the note set forth by Edmonds's publisher asks

that her readers consider the idea that it made "little difference" that she assumed the

costume of a man in the "discharge of her duties." Would the publishers and the
social audience to whom they applied have been willing to consider as well what

difference it made that a woman like Wakeman "costumed" herself as a man to try to
make the most of her life, less for their sake than for her own? In Amazons and
Military Maids, Wheelwright suggests that even Edmonds may have felt trepidation

toward revealing a purely personal motivation behind her male disguise. Regarding
the ambiguous and highly patriotic slant in Edmonds's autobiography Nurse and Spy,

Wheelwright states: "Emma is vague about her childhood yearning for freedom that

led to her initial metamorphosis into Frank. Quite possibly she thought her readers

would be less sympathetic toward a woman whose decision to join up was stimulated

more by a need to perpetuate her deception than to fight for the Unionist cause" (24).
Edmonds's male disguise must have given her some measure of personal satisfaction
among all her declared self-sacrifice for the sake of others; the idea that she might

have publicly denied the legitimacy of a self-motivated choice such as Wakeman's
search for self-fulfillment through male disguise reveals how very powerful society has
been in hindering women from seeking to fulfill parts of themselves and aspects of

their identity which clash with and threaten established roles for women and disturb
the social order.
Wheelwright comments upon the societal stance taken toward women such as

Edmonds and Wakeman whose atypical actions with regard to gender roles represented
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Her status as an exception rather than the forerunner of a trend, ensured
that a heroine unmasked [and safely despatched to the domestic realm]
could become a celebrity and her feats exaggerated. The more courage,
skill and intrepid daring her adventure required the further it was placed
beyond emulation. As a preternatural, fictionalized character, like
Fanny Campbell the female pirate captain, the warrior inspired rebellion
and resistance to a passive acceptance of the female role. But since she
remained unique, imbued with fantastic qualities or infantalized,
assuming the role of mascot, the radical potential of her actions was
undercut. (82)
Thus, a spy and female soldier narrative such as Edmonds's, according to Lyde Cullen

Sizer in "Narratives of Union Women Spies," can be categorized into stories that
sought to maintain a sense of traditional separate-sphere ideology even
as they valorized the enhanced abilities of women. Though their
wartime accounts stress the exceptional quality of [the spy's]
experiences, they represent no sustained effort to extend the role of
spying to women generally—just to represent their ability to adapt to and
to excel at an unusual test of courage and patriotism. (117)

Women who represented a rejection of traditionally established roles for women were
accepted as unconventional heroes rather than as women. Wakeman did not wish to

accept the restrictive roles established for women, and she did not let her gender
prevent her from being the kind of person she wanted to be: she merely changed the
way she looked so as not to be forced to change her nature.

Recorded history shows that for centuries people have been attiring themselves
in clothes designed for the opposite sex. A biblical injunction against cross-dressing
in Deuteronomy 22:5, as quoted by Garber in Vested Interests, reveals the ancient

influence of that behavior on culture and society, and the complexities, and anxieties it
has introduced into established belief systems: "The women shall not wear that which
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pertaineth unto a man, neither shall a man put on a woman's garment; for all that do

so are abomination unto the Lord thy God" (28). Regarding Renaissance transvestite

theater, Garber notes that the "Deuteronomic injunction against transvestism, the Godordained dress code, was constantly invoked by Puritans railing against the theater,

where cross-dressing was the common practice for boy actors" (29).

It is clear that

the theater has historically served as a central avenue for exploration of cross-dressing.

Disguise has always been an alteration which bears aspects of fascination and
excitement, and inherent within it is the dramatic, the mysterious and the element of
deception. Indeed, quite a few women characters in some of Shakespeare's plays

disguise themselves as men in order to deceive others, enabling them to take actions

they are normally prohibited from taking. As far-fetched as some of his plots may
seem, Shakespeare surely got the idea of female cross-dressing and gender role

switches from real life. In Amazons and Military Maids, Wheelwright notes that
anthropologists and historians have argued that stories of gender reversals perform an

important function within their given social context, and states that "[s]exual inversion

as a widespread form of cultural play in literature, in art, and in festivity has served to
disrupt and ultimately clarify often fluid or evolving concepts of sexual difference" (7).

Shakespeare's drama reflects a growing concern about appropriate male and female

roles and behaviors that persists today.
Literature, like drama, clearly illustrates the fascination with dressing in clothes

associated with the opposite sex. The specific literary significance of female-to-male

cross-dressing is treated in A mazons and Military Maids, in which Wheelwright
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European and North American folk literature. Wheelright states that "(b]eginning with
the legendary Amazons, a tribe of Syrian women who vowed to defend themselves and

to forsake marriage when their husbands were killed and they were driven from their
homeland, female soldiers’ stories have persisted for centuries" (7). In Women in

Battle, John Laffin indicates that classical Greek legend portrays the Amazons as

warrior women who banned males from their territory until they were temporarily

needed for the sake of begetting children, and who were not only so warlike as to
inspire great military notoriety, but were reluctant mothers who kept only female
children, destroying or banishing male infants. Further masculinization of the

Amazons stems from the Latin and Greek derivation of their name, which literally

means ’’breastless" in reference to their cutting off the right breast to facilitate the use
of a bow, and Laffin reiterates that the word Amazon not only refers to a female
warrior but generally to a masculine woman (15). In Amazons and Military Maids,
Wheelwright makes an important point about such stories of women ’’becoming men fl

through soldiering: ”[s]ince the Amazon’s shedding of her ’femininity’ is never static
the retelling of her story over time is also a useful indicator of society’s changing

understanding of male and female roles. Above all it is striking that this phenomenon

of women literally claiming trousers for their own has persisted for centuries, across

cultures, occupations and classes” (15). Such persistence through time, lifestyles, and

resources invests the phenomenon with a significance that cannot be denied.
Evidence abounds of the cross-cultural persistence of women in male disguise,
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and especially of women fighting disguised as men. Over the centuries, England’s
wars have provided well-authenticated cases of women soldiers, as noted by Laffin in
Woman in Battle^ and he includes an account of one seventeenth century woman,

Private Clarke, whose military career was brought to an end by the birth of a young
soldier in July 1655. In the same year, she became the subject of a popular ballad,

’’The Gallant She-Soldier," which aside from its heavy Puritan restrictions on frivolity
and its antiquated weaponry, tells a story very close to that of Wakeman’s:

With musket on her shoulder, her part she acted then,
And every one supposed that she had been a man;
Her bandeleers [sic] about her neck, and sword hang’d by
her side,
In many brave adventures her valour have been tried.

For exercising of her arms, good skill indeed had she.
And known to be as active as anyone could be,
For firing of a musket, or beating of a drum,
She might compare assuredly ’’with anyone that come”.
For other manly practices she gain'd the love of all.
For leaping and for running or wrestling for a fall,
For cudgels or for cuffing, if that occasion were,
there’s hardly one of ten men that might with her compare.
Yet civil in her carriage and modest still was she,
But with her fellow souldiers she oft would merry be;
She would drink and take tobacco, and spend her money too,
When as occasion served that she had nothing else to do. (25)

From the seventeenth century comes this ballad honoring a woman soldier which
enlivens the life of one in the nineteenth century: parallels between them go from
Wakeman’s assumed male gender, superb military skill, and comradeship with fellow

soldiers, to the taking of tobacco, for as she wrote to her mother: 'I use all of the
tobacco I want” (January 15, 1863). Persistent for centuries has been not only women

soldier stories, but their similar achievements and excellence and their wholesome
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enjoyment of life's ordinary pleasures.

The centuries-old and cross-cultural persistence of histories involving women
soldiers relates to an interesting discussion set forth by Xiaolin Li in her article

entitled "Chinese Women Soldiers: A History of 5,000 Years." Li traces the
participation of women in many of the military actions, wars and uprisings which have

occurred during China's more than five thousand years of history, and she includes

accounts of women soldiers which lend insight into Wakeman's choice to become a
soldier. Li states that Chinese cultural heritage and literary and artistic works include

legends of fictional and historical women soldiers, and from the Ancient time period
of Chinese history—five thousand years ago to A.D. 1840—come the names of such

heroines as Mu Lan Hua and Hong Yu Liang, women who are known by modem
Chinese women no matter how they are educated or where they are from. Mu Lan
Hua is the earliest legendary woman warrior in Chinese culture and was recently

verified by scholars as a real woman living during the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D.

220), and her deed inspired the largest number of literary and artistic works about
Chinese heroines. Li discusses the motivations of such Chinese women soldiers as Mu
Lan Hua:

Two common patterns of the ancient heroines' participation in military
operations are apparent. One is a crisis of group survival in which the
country or city is under attack, and which therefore justifies the warfare,
second is a key male family member with military commanding status is
absent, dead or disabled or has been involved in the same uprising as
the woman warrior. Hua, for example, disguised as a man, joins the
army because her father is sick and cannot go to war. (67)
Although many of the Chinese women soldiers Li discusses in her article did not have
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to resort to disguising themselves as men, Hua does so in order to step into battle in
her father's place. Li goes on to state: "Given the patriarchal structure and feudal

culture of ancient Chinese society, it is understandable that such strong family ties to
male relatives are prominent in the women's actions. The only Chinese women

warriors who act independently of their families are those who are female knights

errant" (69).
In comparison to the Chinese women whose connection to family is an

underlying motivation for their soldiering, Wakeman is a direct contrast. As is evident
from her complete rejection of traditional women's roles, Wakeman was a strong, selfwilled woman who took the course of her life into her own hands, and made choices

which enabled her to live her life in the way she wanted. She asserted her own will

and desires, as contrary as they were to the accepted ways a woman was expected to

live. One of the facts that makes Wakeman's choice to become a soldier so
fascinating is that she did not, like so many of the other women soldiers in the Civil
War, follow a husband or lover, brother or father to battle, but she set out on her own

and against the wishes of her father and her whole family, as evidenced in many of
her letters in which she seems to be responding to her family's advice urging her to

return home. In fact, Wakeman wrote in an undated letter to her father regarding a
draft in New York state: "Do you think that you will be drafted or not? I would like
to know in you [sic] next letter. Write all about it to me and how you feel about it.

If you are drafted I want you to come into my regiment and my Co. if you Can.
Wakeman's hopes that the chance of her father's draft might provide the opportunity
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letters reveal that she can be considered very much like the Chinese female knights

errant who asserted their own will and desires independently from their families and
male authority in general.

Independence is one of the most pervading aspects Wakeman's letters reveal

about her personality. In each of the twenty-two letters selected for this study (she
wrote a total of thirty-five), Wakeman either directly comments on her ability to make

choices for herself, or indirectly implies it through recounting some experience she has
had. From her first letter dated November 24, 1862, it is evident that she was quite
capable not only of taking care of herself, but of ensuring that she contributed to the

well-being of her family by earning a fair wage, first as a coal handler (disguised as a
man) on a canal boat and then as an enlisted soldier, sending most of the money home

to her family. Interestingly, she stipulates to her family how she wants them to use
the money, and not to save it for her since she can earn enough money for herself as

well as them. She is not only asserting her desire for some amount of control over her
financial help to them, but is indirectly revealing her new-found feelings of power and

independence in earning her own living and being able to choose whether and how she
will share her income.
In addition to the independence she felt from being financially secure by her

own merits, Wakeman felt a great sense of satisfaction in her chosen occupation as
soldier, as is revealed in the last line of her first letter, dated November 24, 1862: "I

like to be a soldier very well." Wakeman's enjoyment of her chosen lifestyle is crucial
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happy. She reassures her father in a letter dated March 29, 1863: "You mustn't

trouble you [sic] Self about me. I am contented," and later in the same letter wrote, "I

like to drill first rate." In the next letter she wrote, dated April 13, 1863, she is even

more telling of her desire to fill the role of soldier: "I feel perfectly happy. If I go
into battle I shall be alright. It is what I have wish [sic] for a good while." Along
with feelings of happiness, Wakeman obviously felt a great deal of pride in her status

as soldier, and from that an inevitable self-satisfaction and confidence.

Wakeman's self-confidence comes through in her letters often in the form of
fearlessness. Statements such as, "I don't fear the rebel bullets nor I don't fear the
cannon" (March 29, 1863) and "I don't dread it at all" (April 13, 1863) in reference to

the battles for which her regiment prepares, reveal her willingness to confront the

enemy and to face the challenges she set for herself. It may be argued that she was
making an attempt to suppress fear by expressing that she had none, but the fact that

she remained a soldier and continued to pursue the lifestyle and endure the hardships
and dangers makes a case for her love of the lifestyle having most of the time
conquered her fear. She expresses a great pride in her accomplishments as soldier,

and in having been places and done things which no one in her family, not even her

father, had ever done. In her letter dated March 29, 1863, she asks her family to put
themselves in her place, and wants them to think of her experiencing unfamiliar and

even frightening things: "When you think of me think where I am. It would make

your hair stand out to be where I have been. How would you like to be in the front
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rank and have the rear rank load and fire their guns over you [sic] shoulder? I have
been there my Self.” Not only did Wakeman want her family to know of the

experiences and lifestyle upon which she prided herself, but she wanted them also to

know that she felt the life she was living was worth being in great danger and,

naturally, feeling afraid.
Helping her to cope during times of fear was Wakeman's faith in God, and it is

one of the themes which reappears throughout her letters. In her first letter, dated
November 24, 1862, she tells her family of her belief that God will spare her life so

she will be able to see them again. Her third letter, dated January 15, 1863, refers to
her faith in being able to come home once again, and reveals a belief in the ultimate
control of God over her fate:

if it is God['s] will for me to die here it is my will to die here, his will
be done instead of ours on earth as in heaven. I feel to put my whole
hope and trust in Him. He is all that I have to look to when I am in
trouble. I hope that if I never meet you again on earth that I shall meet
you all in Heaven.
In these words, Wakeman has written her own version of the Lord's Prayer, expressing

a belief in the refrain, "Thy will be done," and revealing a wisdom as she sets forth,
perhaps unwittingly, the very bedrock of the support humanity derives from religious

faith. Interestingly, she seems completely unaware of how drastically her choice and
behavior conflicts with traditional Christian goals for women. Wakeman's resignation

to God's will comes only after having asserted her own will to be where she is, living

in circumstances which she very well knew endangered her life, and thus cannot fairly
be considered resignation to her circumstances. Further, it can be argued that she
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actually asserted an attitude which declared my will be done rather than embracing the
belief in total resignation to God's will epitomized in the tenet thy will be done, for

according to the Christian belief in God as omniscient creator of all, along with
religious and societal norms of gender roles, Wakeman had gone against God's will:

Christian and Victorian societal doctrines dictated that if God had meant for her to be
a soldier, she would have been bom a man, and thus would never have had to take on
a male disguise.

Fighting against resignation to God's will by fighting in the war disguised as a

man was not an intentional religious and societal defiance for Wakeman. She was

raised with traditional Christian beliefs and values, and although her family and

neighborhood most likely advised her that her atypical actions were "wrong," she
either refused to acknowledge them or flatly disagreed and went about the business

which she knew was her own, as she plainly stated in a letter dated June 5, 1863: "I

know my business as well as other folks know them for me." Considering this, it is
interesting to note Wakeman's perception of herself at times when she believed she

had sinned against God. In a letter dated October 31, 1863, on Halloween and one
month short of a year spent soldiering, she wrote a letter to her family bearing a tone

of repentance, part of which reads:

There is a good many temptations in the army. I got led away into this
world So bad that I sinned a good deal. But I now believe that God
[sic] Spirit has been aworking with me, and 'til that I was aComing
back to Him again, and I hope and pray that I never shall be led away
like it again. I have a hope that if I never meet you again in this world
that I Shall meet you in paradise where parting will be no more.

Her reference to the "many temptations in the army" reveals her recognition that life in
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the all-male sphere exposed her to experiences she had never known of before, or at
least never considered engaging in herself. Compared to life on the farm in her

hometown neighborhood, her life as one of the "men" created a whole new realm of
choices and experiences for her, and as Wheelwright states in A mazons and Military

Maids'. "Smoking, drinking, playing cards, rough-housing and dancing in the red light
district was not the stuff of a quiet domestic world but part of 'the soldier's life' that

bound men together" (54).

It seems that part of her gaining male acceptance and

"bonding" with soldiers in her regiment was taking part in similar moral conduct and
being "led away," as she put it. For Wakeman, soldiering became the avenue through

which she could not only gain self-worth and learn about her capabilities and
strengths, but gain an understanding of her weaknesses and vulnerabilities as well
through experiences in the world outside of any she had known before. Learning

about what she felt were her shortcomings and sins against God was one of the ways
she became as confident, self-sufficient and independent as she did.

Not only those behaviors which she felt were her own sins, but those sins
committed against her gave Wakeman a wisdom which comes only from experience.
In her letter dated October 31, 1863, she asks her family for a small box with a lock
in which she could keep her things so that, as she wrote, "if I have anything, my good

friends won't Steal it." In the addendum to this letter she wrote: "Don't you ever ask
me to lend you some money again in this world. If you do I won't send it to you."

Most likely, her reference to a loan request was directed not to her family to whom
she willingly gave all her extra money, but to the soldiers she met early on in the war
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(It could be argued, however, that her statement is indeed directed to her family who
might have requested money and angered her by making demands for action which she

would rather dictate herself.) Having been a victim of these offenses from others
taught her that she was too trusting in these matters, and she learned the skepticism

required in looking out for herself. Shakespeare's character Polonius advising his son

Laertes, "Neither a borrower nor a lender be," (Hamlet 1.3.75) was probably less

effective for him than was Wakeman's having been taken advantage of in this way,

and by the tone of her addendum she certainly seems to have felt a good deal upset as
well as determined about her costly acquired point of view.
Wakeman's father was very likely no exception in filling the fatherly
commission of advisor. It is evident from one letter that Wakeman's father gave her

some advice, probably about "clean living" or some such admonition. Especially after
her earlier letter about her sinning and repentance, he may have been worried about
her morals being corrupted by the other soldiers, particularly since her concealed sex

left her open to all sorts of things which he knew inevitably cross a man's path, not to
mention his concern over the fact that she was waiting poised and ready to fight in

any battle upon which her regiment came. She responded to her father in a letter
dated January 20, 1864:

I accept of your advice very kindly. My mind is not easy at any time.
For my part I can see the principle of the men in this regiment, and I
have chosen the better part. We have got some just as good men in my
company as there is to be found in the state of new york [sic]. They
use me well and I try to use them as I would like to be used.
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Wakeman assured her father that although it was difficult at times and that she often

felt uneasy about some of the things that went on, she stuck to the good morals her

family taught her, and associated only with those soldiers who she felt shared them.
She paraphrases the Christian maxim, "do unto others as you would have them do unto
you," and assures her father that though she appreciates his concern, she is very

capable of taking care of herself.
Wakeman was indeed able to fend for herself, and a significant component of

her ability to do so was a violent tendency in her personality, which is revealed in
some of her letters. A feeling of empowerment, particularly through the medium of

aggression, becomes a significant facet of her identity as her letters progress and

reveal her new experiences and attitudes. In a letter dated July 2, 1863, she expresses
her desire to "go into the field of battle and take my stand with the rest." She goes
on: "[o]ur regiment has laid out in the field for some time every night, awatching for

the rebels. I am in hopes that they will come, for if they do they will get lick[ed]."

She wrote of an animosity toward the enemy, though from the context of her letters it
comes more from the general atmosphere and attitude she caught from her regiment

mates and from being exposed to the war mind-set, than from a personal hatred of the

Confederates.
Wakeman spent some time as a prison guard at Carroll Prison in Washington,

D. C., an experience which brought her into contact with Confederates in a setting
other than the battlefield. Her success there is a testament to her efficiency as well as

to her convincing appearance as a soldier and, even more significantly, to her behavior
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in close proximity, and about the imprisoned "Rebels” she wrote in a letter dated

August 19, 1863: "[t]hey are smart looking men." This observation reveals that
fi

Wakeman very likely had no personal animosities toward those men opposing the

Union. However, some of her statements about the enemy and Confederate
sympathizers are exceedingly violent: "I would like to see some of them Copperheads

Come down here and get killed. It would do me good to see it done" (undated).

There is a sense of a greater desire for violence in general, in other aspects of her life

as well as soldiering, which comes through in Wakeman's later letters. It is as if her
life as a soldier had given her a new perception about life in terms of an "us" versus

"them" outlook regarding those whose stance opposed hers. Violence seemed to
become her idea of the best problem-solving mechanism. This tendency may be a
reflection of the level of her education in that she perceived the best way to address

problems and deal with others who held dissimilar opinions or directly opposed or
offended her was to physically battle with them.
The predominance of exposure to violence and its institution as a means to
solve conflict seems to have made a great impact not only on Wakeman's attitudes

about life, but directly on her personality and behavior. One specific instance of her
point of view in this regard is in a letter dated March 2, 1864, in which she wrote
about the photographer of the picture her family sent her of her young brother Robert:

"The artist that took Robert [sic] likeness didn't half finish it off and it rub some and
that made it look bad. I would like to stand over him with a load[ed] gun and fix[ed]
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bayonet and learn him how to take a likeness." She experienced feelings of power and
control over problems and things that disappointed or angered her through taking an
aggressive stance. In an earlier letter dated January 20, 1864, she wrote of having to

hold her own in a scuff with a fellow soldier: "I never got to fighting but once. Then

Mr. Stephen Wiley pitched on me and I give him three or four pretty good cracks and
he put downstairs with him Self." She knew what she needed to do to take care of

herself, and adopted the attitudes and behaviors which would help her survive in the

male world in which she immersed herself. It may have been that Wakeman's affinity

for violent behavior as a way to communicate her desires, as it were, came also from
an over-compensation on her part for not being genetically male, and therefore she felt
the need to embrace the predominantly male attitudes about and ways to deal with

conflict and offenses.

Wakeman's self-perception increasingly became identified with maleness,
revealed more and more as her letters progress. In her later letters, she almost

completely drops her given name (she had dropped the name Sarah quite some time

prior to dropping the name Rosetta) except for signing it to some of her addenda,
signing instead the name "Edwin" as a pseudonym. Burgess notes that Wakeman may

have taken on this name in admiration of her regiment's commanding officer, Colonel
ft
Edwin P. Davis, who she described as a smart little fellow" in her letter dated March

29, 1863. In one of her letters revealing a strong confidence in her soldiering abilities,
she wrote: "I have got So that I Can drill just as well as any man there is in my

regiment. When Colonel Davis gives a order I know What the regiment is agoing to
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adopting this pseudonym may have come less from her admiration of this man, and
more from her feeling at least equal to the "little fellow" who led her regiment and

possibly believing that she could easily have filled his shoes.
Wakeman s home life on the family farm had much to do with her adaptability
to masculine roles and the ease with which she made the transition to a male-

dominated realm. The self-sufficiency and independence she proved in her work on
the farm must have also made it easier for her family to accept, understand, and later
even support her choice. In Bonds of Community: The Lives of Farm Women in

Nineteenth-Century New York, Nancy Grey Osterud provides key information in her

discussion relating farm work to gender roles which proves significant to analyzing
aspects of Wakeman’s identity as it was shaped by her life on the family farm in
Afton, New York. Osterud states that during the nineteenth century, farm families in

rural communities of New York organized their work according to a conventional

division of labor between men and women, but the gendered lines were often crossed
by each sex:
Work itself was gender marked; certain activities were regarded as the
responsibility of men, and others as the responsibility of women. At the
same time, women and men routinely coordinated their labor. Not only
did husbands and wives synchronize their work on a daily basis, but
farm processes often began in men's domain and culminated in
women's; many farm products had to pass through women's hands
before they could be used or sold. Norms of cooperation were designed
to ensure both that work flowed smoothly and that no individual saw his
or her interest as opposed to that of any other family member. All
family members owed allegiance to "the good of the farm," which
appeared to them as a matter of immediate and visible necessity. When
circumstances seemed to require it, men and women crossed over the
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As well as promoting her adaptability to the team-oriented nature of regiment life,

Wakeman’s inevitable crossing of gendered farm-work roles during her life at home
closely paralleled and prepared her for crossing gender divisions in pursuing life as a

"male" soldier.

It is evident that Wakeman’s identity as a woman became at times very closely
tied with being "male," as she progressively took on more masculine traits and
attitudes from her life experiences as a soldier; yet many of her letters bear a sense of

her longing for her past—her home and family—a past associated with her identity as a

young woman. In some letters, she assumes a male identity in referring to herself as a
"fellow" and including herself with "the rest of the Boys;" in others, she reveals the

need to retain her female identity by signing "Miss," as if attempting to ensure that her

womanhood and "manhood" coexisted and that one would not overshadow the other.
There is a sense that she was not always able to keep a balance between her feminine
and masculine identities, especially in her later letters which tend to emphasize her

"maleness," though under the circumstances this was likely due in part to her greater
conscientiousness and fear of her sex being detected if the letters were to end up in the

wrong hands.
Another significant part of the strong male-identification revealed in
Wakeman’s letters is its role in helping her to cope with the contradictions of entering

a male realm. In Amazons and Military Maids, Wheelwright's discussion of women
who entered into the masculine world of soldiering makes a point which is directly
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applicable to Wakeman's circumstance: "[i]n the military women experienced an
individual liberation that dissolved any sense of sisterly solidarity as they became 'one
of the boys.

Often the only way for women to cope with the contradiction of being

both female and a soldier was to actively deny their connection with the feminine
world" (10). In referring to the identity and self-perception of undisguised female
soldiers who have worked in all-male regiments, Wheelwright makes important
observations which are relevant to analyzing the formation of Wakeman's identity:

The soldier's identity was so closely bound to a concept of masculinity
that she risked ostracism by displaying any behaviour that might be
construed as 'feminine.' The world was neatly divided by sexual
difference and since the military belonged to the male sphere, a woman
by definition could only be a soldier if she was accepted as an honorary
man. Conformity to what were considered masculine values—bravery,
suppression of all fear, physical strength and endurance—were essential
to the female soldier's survival. It was imperative that a woman
'became' a man in every sense if these attributes were to be recognized.
(53)
The masculine values which Wheelwright identifies—bravery, suppression of fear,
physical strength and endurance—are clearly ones to which Wakeman conformed, as

each is treated in some instance in her letters. She instinctively knew that to be
accepted by her comrades she needed to mimic their behavior and embrace the facets

of masculinity which would in turn allow her to be embraced as one of the group.

She must have very much desired to strengthen these aspects of her identity, for her

letters reveal that she was successful not only in her duties as soldier, but in achieving
the attributes which were expected of a "man.

II

It is clear from Wakeman's letters that she oftentimes engaged in denial of her

connection with the feminine world, but she also reveals an attachment to her female
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herself and embraced when she wrote letters home. Though her letters often highlight

masculine more than feminine values, she may have maintained a sense of her
feminine identity through filling the more domestic roles in army life. As

Wheelwright states regarding the female-male identity struggle of women in all-male
regiments: "the grand contradiction of living in a female body as a social male

remained irresolvable. However they managed their masquerade, they were
continually pulled by the tensions inherent in their position. Some strove awkwardly

to maintain a sense of female self and to secure their position through taking up a
domestic role while vigorously preserving their male status" (94). Wakeman's writing

reveals that she did "maintain a sense of female self," though it cannot be readily

discerned whether it may have been through taking up more domestic duties such as

mending or washing along with the drill practice of which she was so fond. Whatever

her means of attaining some sort of balance, the mingling of her female and male
selves which is revealed in her writing suggests that she gained a sense of happiness

in her life from attaining a nearly androgynous self-perception, with which she could

live and be happy holding to her own ideal aspects of femininity and masculinity

which made up her identity.
There are many instances in Wakeman's letters in which there is a sense that

she is trying to attain a balance in her self-perception between being genetically a
woman and living the life of a man. In an undated letter she asks her family if they

like the photograph of herself which she sent them, and goes on: "Do you think I
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look better than I did when I was to home?" She seems to have thought so, and she
reveals a pride in looking so much like a soldier and in turn feeling so much like one.

Her happiness and self-fulfillment obviously come from not only being a soldier and
participating in the ranks of them, but from being as good as the rest. In her June 5th,

1863 letter, she writes: "I am enjoying my Self better this summer than I ever did
before in this world. I have good Clothing and enough to eat and nothing to do, only

to handle my gun and that I can do as well as the rest of them." Thus, it is not so
much the war and its causes that Wakeman desired to serve, but rather to fulfill her
need to feel not only competent but equal, and most importantly in the ways she

wanted to. There is also a sense of her desire to "belong" somewhere, and to
contribute to a part of something outside of and even greater than herself—desires
which she felt unable to fulfill back home as a young woman—but sought and realized

in the war as a young "male" soldier.

The fact that Wakeman posed as a man in order to attain a sense of fulfillment
was apparently not such an unusual desire in terms of the alternatives left to women

who wished to find involvement and a purpose for themselves in the war. Drew

Gilpin Faust points out in Mothers of Invention that for some women, the seeming
uselessness of remaining at home stirred resentments against having been bom the sex

they were. Faust states that "[i]n these painful feelings of uselessness lay the seeds of

women's wartime transformation, a transformation grounded in demeaning sentiments
of self-loathing directed against both their individual selves and the female sex (20).

Being female became for these women a trap which compelled their desire to be male
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because they saw no other way out of their limited sphere. Faust continues:

"[n]umbers of women translated this contempt into a fantasy of becoming men, a
desire to escape from a gender identity that had in peacetime seemed entirely
acceptable" (20). The war and the inability to actively and directly contribute
highlighted for these women the limitations and restrictions placed on their sex.

Faust's examples illustrate that this sense of role restriction was especially keen

for southern women. In Mothers of Invention, Faust includes the sentiments of Alice
Ready, a young woman from Tennessee, who confessed in her diary: "I never before

wished I was a man—now I feel so keenly my weakness and dependence. I cannot do
or say anything—for it would be unbecoming in a young lady—How I should love to

fight and even die for my country. . . . [W]hat a privilege I should esteem it, but am

denied because I am a woman" (20). In "Confederate Women and Narratives of War,"
Faust cites several other expressions of discontent from southern women who, "without
directly challenging women's prescribed roles . . . nevertheless longed for a magical

personal deliverance from gender constraints by imagining themselves men . .

'Would God I were a man,' exclaimed Elizabeth Collier. 'How I wish I was a man!
seconded Emma Walton. 'I do sometimes long to be a man,' confessed Sallie

Munford" (176). Although these feelings may have been more pronounced for
southern women, Jeanie Attie, in "Warwork and Domesticity in the North, describes

similar sentiments among northern women who also felt the sense of powerlessness,

and states that "given the limitations imposed by the reigning definition of female
patriotism, it is not surprising that some women wished they could be men. At the
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outbreak of the war, Louisa May Alcott confided in her diary: 'I long to be a man;
but as I can't fight, I will content myself with working for those who can "' (253).

Faust notes that such desires of women, directed into the world of fantasy rather than
reform, affirmed the status quo while at the same time represented a potential threat to
existing gender assumptions.

An interesting contrast to the these women's wishes to be the opposite sex, and
thereby to be afforded the benefits associated with maleness, is found in the
recollections of a Confederate soldier, Sergeant George Cary Eggleston of Virginia,

regarding an experience at Cold Harbor in June, 1861:

When we reached Cold Harbor the command to which I belonged had
been marching almost continuously day and night for more than fifty
hours without food and for the first time we knew what actual starvation
was. It was during that march that I heard a man wish himself a
woman—the only case of that kind of remark I ever heard of—and he
uttered the wish half in grim jest and made haste to qualify it by
adding, 'or a baby.' (Davis 362)

Not even facing starvation could bring this male soldier to declare without
qualification his wish to be freed from the sufferings of war by being the opposite sex.

Not only is the masculine view of women as inferior clearly illustrated in this instance,
but so is the power of its stronghold on masculine social perceptions. It is no wonder

that a woman like Wakeman felt her only option in pursuing her desires was to
subvert the dominating realm of men through disguise as one of them.
Another realm besides the masculine with which Wakeman associated herself

was that of nature. An interesting pattern regarding Wakeman's self-perception and
identity which appears in some of her letters is that of comparing herself to animals, a
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self-reference derived from being a farm girl and working closely with domesticated
animals. In her first letter home, dated November 24, 1862, she told her family what
she would have liked them to keep for her: "If you want to save anything to

remember me by, keep that spotted calf and if i [sic] ever return i [sic] want you to let
me have her again." She obviously felt a great affinity for the domesticated animals

on her family's farm, animals with which she had related every day in very practical

and probably even affectionate ways—milking cows, birthing calves, slopping pigs—
perhaps Wakeman's bond with the farm animals was based upon her interaction with

them both as necessary commodities and unconditional companions.

Enlightening Wakeman's association with animals is an interesting account
provided by Sylvia Dannett in She Rode with the Generals, a biography of the male-

disguised female spy, Emma Edmonds, who is discussed earlier in this analysis.
Edmonds's family lived on a farm in New Brunswick, Canada, and like Wakeman, she
obviously had a special attachment to the farm animals.

After a year of service,

Edmonds returned to New Brunswick to visit her mother, retaining her male disguise.

Dannett sets forth a scene Edmonds recounted to a newspaper reporter in 1882, in

which Edmonds indicates that her family failed to recognize her, but when she stepped
into the bam, the farm animals greeted her:
My pets in the barnyard knew me better than my human friends, and
came crowding around me. Under the pretense of examining the horses'
mouths, I put an arm around their necks and hugged their dear old
heads, and they rubbed their noses against me in recognition. The
sheep too, knew me, and flocked around, licking my hands and nibbling
at my clothing, and refused to be driven away. The loving
remembrance of those dear, dumb creatures made me cry, and I turned
aside to hide my tears. (38)
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This scene depicting the affection between Edmonds and the "dear, dumb creatures" on
the family farm gives a sense of the bond Wakeman very likely felt with the animals

on her family s farm. It also reveals that, like Edmonds's emotional attachment and

response to the animals which recognized and so readily expressed "loving
remembrance" of her, Wakeman's fondness for the animals may be a reflection of her
appreciation of their unconditional acceptance of her without placing any of the

expectations and limitations she very likely had to put up with from their human
counterparts in the neighborhood.

A few of Wakeman's letters are characterized by such phrases as: "I am
getting fat as a hog" (March 29, 1863), and "I am as independent as a hog on the ice"

(August 5, 1863), reflecting not only her background and the farm animals being at the
forefront of her imagination, but the positive associations she made between herself

and these familiar creatures. Her comparisons are clearly positive: a "fat" hog is
definitely a good one, from both the farmer's and the hog's perspective (though for

different reasons), as is a hog with the independence and skill to successfully make it
across the ice. Curiously, more than once she also made self-comparisons with a
wilder sort of beast: "I am well and tough as a bear. This Southern climate agrees

with me first rate . . ." (October 9, 1863), and "I am well and tough as a bear this

winter" (December 28, 1863). Comparing herself with a bear implies Wakeman's
confidence in her capabilities for survival, even during the coldest season. Moreover,
a bear's status as an animal of the wilderness also suggests the concepts of restriction
versus freedom: domesticated animals are penned and kept; wild ones roam free.
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Wakeman's simile comparing herself with the hog qualifies the animal as independent,

as if it had once been penned but was freed. Further speculation in light of these
revealing bits in her writing leads to an inference regarding the pseudonym she chose:

Lyons. Considering Wakemans affinity for animals and that the lion has traditionally
symbolized strength and courage, it's a fair inference to make.

Just after Wakeman makes the "fat hog" self-comparison, she refers to herself
as such: "I am the fattest fellow you ever see" (March 29, 1863). Was she merely

taking a precaution in the self-address, making sure not to hint at her secret? Was she
referring to how the other soldiers saw her and commenting on her masterful

deception, or had she taken on a male identity to the extent that she felt natural
referring to herself in the masculine person? It is interesting to note that the animals

with which she compared herself have been traditionally associated with the

"masculine," further supporting the idea of Wakeman's natural inclination toward those
attitudes and behaviors traditionally considered to be "male."
The fact that Wakeman was happy and self-fulfilled in roles traditionally
defined as masculine speaks to aspects of her self-concept and identity as well as to
the shaping forces of societal limitations on individuality. It is important to note that
her main purpose in becoming a soldier was to live the lifestyle rather than for fame

or some sort of recognition. Unlike Wakeman, many women who made the same
choice to serve as soldiers in the Civil War were motivated by more superficial gains
than those achieved in a search for self-fulfillment. Nevertheless, support from the

knowledge of similar behavior by other women who disguised themselves as men and
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served in the war was important to Wakeman as a means of justifying or at least

corroborating her choice to take such action. In an undated letter, she wrote about

three women prisoners at Carroll Prison where she served as guard, one of which was

a soldier and the two others Confederate spies. There is a tone of excitement in her
writing about these women, and she brags about one in particular: "One of them was

a Major in the union army and she went into battle with her men." She continues by
telling of this woman's tremendous feats of courage in the very midst of battle, and

goes on to write that all three of these women were captured and were being held in
prison for "not doing accordingly [sic] to the regulation of war. fl She concludes her

account by writing: "They are Smart looking women and [have] good education."

Perhaps Wakeman wrote this letter to her family, which begins with the statement, "I
have just thought of something new to Write to you," as her way to support her

atypical behavior by revealing the fact that she was not the only woman to do what
she had done. She employed this knowledge of the other women soldiers as

corroboration, as proof that she was not alone in her atypical actions, and most
importantly perhaps, that she was not a "freak." The fact that she makes a point of

stating that the other women soldiers are "Smart looking" with good educations shows
that she was seeking from them some justification, legitimacy, and respect to apply to
her own case, and believed that their educated backgrounds could lend the best kind of
credence to the similar life she pursued.

Wakeman obviously desired acceptance and understanding from her family
members, but her desire for independence was so great that she was willing to give up
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1863, that Wakeman wrote specifically about her reasons for leaving home, a letter

written nearly eight months after she left home and enlisted as a soldier, in which she
asserts her satisfaction with her decision to leave:

I can tell you what made me leave home. It was because I had got
tired of staying] in that neighborhood. I knew that I Could help you
more to leave home than to stay there with you. So I left. I am not
sorry that I left you. I believe that it will be all for the best yet. I
believe that God will spare my life to come home once more. When I
get out of this war I will come home and see you but I Shall not stay
long before I shall be off to take care of my Self. I will help you all I
can as long as I live.

Wakeman expressed that she was anxious to leave her home and neighborhood, and
also that she felt a responsibility to help her family and felt she could do that by going
where she could work and earn money to send home. However, the financial motive

for her leaving does not seem to be the predominant one. Her writing reveals that she
left more for the chance to pursue masculine roles and the lifestyle that went with

them. She was unhappy at home and in the young woman's life she had been living

previous to her going away, and she decided to try out a new physical identity to see

whether she might be happier with the lifestyle she was afforded by that outward
appearance. She discovered that indeed she was happier, and the opportunity to be a

soldier turned out to be an even more challenging and exciting chance to experiment
with living the life of a young man, the lifestyle that suited the young woman she was.
In an undated letter, Wakeman gives a definitive statement about her future

away from home after soldiering: "If I ever get Clear from the army I will come

home and make you a visit, but I shall not stay long for I can content my self [sic]
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somewhere else in this world. For my part I never shall live in that neighborhood
again." In Bonds of Community: The Lives of Farm Women in Nineteenth-Century

New York, Osterud describes the make-up of neighborhoods in farming communities

such as the one in which Rosetta Wakeman grew up, lending insight into the nature of
the friction she must have faced at home:

The flexibility and variability of relationships among siblings made
them, in practice, largely indistinguishable from relationships among
neighbors. When siblings and cousins were neighbors and people who
grew up on neighboring farms intermarried, the distinction between
kinship and proximity became blurred. The normative code governing
relations among neighbors, like that among relatives, specified a set of
mutual obligations regarded as absolutely necessary; beyond that
minimum, everything was discretionary. Neighbors, like siblings, might
share a great deal. (247)

Thus, Wakeman's adamant desires to live away from her hometown neighborhood are
illuminated, for while they provided a network of support, her neighbors very likely

had just as much influence upon her life as her immediate family, and in turn, their

judgmental attitudes toward her would have been just as restrictive and limiting.
In Wakeman's first two letters she gives the greatest indication of friction with

her family as one of the main reasons she left home. In her first letter dated

November 24, 1862, the last line reads: "I want to drop all old affray and I want you
to do the same and when i [sic] come home we will be good friends as ever." Going

away was the means by which she felt she could escape the troubles at home for a

while, since it is evident from her statement "when I come home" in this first letter
that she had initially intended to go back home. It seems that it was her intention to

return home-until she lived the soldiering life and discovered that she liked it much
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better than her life at home, and from that realization she drew the will and strength to

continue pursuing the happiness and fulfillment she had found.

In her second letter home, dated December 23, 1862, Wakeman writes again of
the conflict with her family, and less definitively about making it back home:
"Mother, don't mourn for me, for if I never return I hope I shall meet you all in

Heaven. I want you should forgive me of everything that I ever done, and I will

forgive you all the same." It is unclear whether she includes the uncertainty of
returning home because of her fear of dying before she can, or whether it may have

been that she had decided she would not go home and stated it this way to break the
fact more gently to her family. She may have felt both possibilities, and it seems

more to be the latter from a comment in her next letter home, dated January 15, 1863,

in which she wrote: "For your sake I have got faith to believe that I shall come home
once more before I die . . . ." She qualifies this statement by beginning with the

phrase "for your sake," as if her visit home would have been more for them than for
herself. As time passed, however, her emotional ties to her family resurface, and in a

letter dated April 13, 1863, she admits to herself and them that even though she is

away they will always be a part of her: "There has not a day pass since I left you but

I have thought of home. . . ."
Besides the conflict and unhappiness that motivated Wakeman to leave home,
she also wanted to be completely independent, to take care of herself, and to have the

power to help her family rather than have to be dependent upon them for help. In the
same letter giving her reasons for leaving, she also reveals her need to assert her own
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will and desires regarding the course and manner of her life:
I don't want you to mourn about me for I can take care of my Self and I
know my business as well as other folks know them for me. I will
Dress as I am a mind to for all anyone else [cares], and if they don't let
me Alone they will be sorry for it. (June 5, 1863)

Her capitalization of the word alone is telling, perhaps intentionally so. She wanted to
be left alone to pursue her own desires, and did not want to have to live with the

restrictions, limitations, and expectations placed on her by others: her relatives, her
neighbors, her society.

Wakeman's capitalization of the word dress in the above excerpt is also
significant, for this was likely a very serious problem for her. During the Victorian
period in which she lived, clothing was the main identifying characteristic of gender:
the assumption was that a person who wore pants was no doubt a man. In Women in

the Civil War, Massey discusses the fact that the style of women's clothing during the
era was an issue of debate stemming from feminist campaigns for dress reform:

The press frequently denounced and ridiculed the 'strong-minded'
women, while reserving its bitterest satire for advocates of dress reform.
This, however, was long overdue. Women's hoopskirts monopolized
entire sidewalks, their trains were dragged through dust and mud, and
they were so tightly corseted that fainting was a common occurrence.
They needed simpler and more comfortable clothing; but the Bloomer
costume [baggy trousers and shortened, full-cut overdress] was, in the
eyes of most people, a ridiculous or indecent answer to the problem.
(21-22)
Massey's insight regarding the issue of dress during Wakeman's lifetime illustrates the

extent and nature of the problem for women like her, who wished only to be able to
dress in a manner that best suited their lifestyle without regard for fashion and its

hindrances, and who probably thought it strange and ridiculous for women to impede
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not only their ability to work, but in certain circumstances their health. Lending

further insight into Wakeman's problem is Clinton's comment in The Other Civil War
regarding the issue of female dress: "Women in trousers, even when they wore the

attractively modified Bloomer costume popular at midcentury, were publicly hounded
and scorned" (149).

Burgess's insight regarding the issue of clothing in Wakeman's life is also very

important in further understanding her dilemma:
Rosetta's high level of interest in her father's farming, her knowledge of
the details of the family farm, and her desire to own her own farm after
the war are evidence that she served as her father's farmhand. Being
the eldest in a family whose first male child was elementary school age,
it is likely that Rosetta provided a great deal of assistance to her father.
Perhaps she became accustomed to wearing male clothes while working
on the farm. (10)

Wakeman's words, "I will Dress as I am a mind to for all anyone else [cares]," reveal

that she faced direct conflict from others about her preference in clothing. Obviously,

if she had wished to continue wearing the clothes to which she had become
accustomed as a young girl on her family's farm, she must have faced a good deal of
opposition from her family and neighborhood, who expected her attire to mature along

with her behavior into that deemed "proper" for a woman. Wakeman's attitude in this

statement infers that her desire to live the way she felt most comfortable, both
physically and emotionally, took precedence over any other person's attitudes toward

her, and that she knew her opinions were her own to have. In this letter, she reveals
not only her strong assertion of will, but her personal integrity as well as a good
measure of self-complacency.
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In a letter dated December 28, 1863, such confidence in her life choice seems

to waver just a bit before Wakeman comes around to her usual self-willed
determination:
I don't care anything about Coming home for I [am] aShamed to Come,
and I sometimes think that I never will go home in the world. I have
enjoyed my self the best since I have been gone away from home than I
ever did before in my life. I have had plenty of money to spend and a
good time asoldierfing], I find just as good friends among Strangers as
I do at home.

Claiming that shame prevented her from going home may have been a semi-false

pretense for her not doing it, given to her family as a way to avoid directly offending
them. She may have felt somewhat ashamed of her actions with regard to having
defied the wishes of her family, or may have just stated she was ashamed because she

thought she should have been, but any sense of shame was completely overshadowed

by her pride and her plain and simple enjoyment and happiness in being a soldier.
She reveals a pure honesty in her bluntness about the new people she met being quite

sufficient (and perhaps superior) friends with which to spend her time. The adage
about one being bom into one's family but choosing one's friends seems to fit her
attitude about the matter.
In the same letter, she expresses her desire to lengthen her service as a soldier:

"I sometimes think that I will re-enlist for five years and get my eight hundred dollars
bounty. I Can do that if I am a mind to. What do you think about that?" (December

28, 1863). Wakeman felt empowered by being able to consider and decide for herself
the course of her future through having the freedom to follow her own mind and assert
her own will. She wrote that she might re-enlist to get the money, but more likely she
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was considering being able to maintain the lifestyle she had discovered and loved. In

asking her parent s opinion, she may have been honestly doing so or may have been,
through a rhetorical question, asserting her complete independence, which gave her the
ability to do what she chose regardless of what they thought. In her letter dated

January 20, 1864, she responds to her family's question about when she would come

home: "As for coming home, I Shall come if I live long enough." After this

statement letting her family know of her decision to visit them if she could, her
wisdom permeates the next line in which she puts truth into words: "You mustn't look

for me until you see me where you are."
As much as their very existence speaks to Wakeman's attachment to her family,
her letters often reveal the contradictory feelings she had regarding her home and

family. Many of her letters express her great desire to go home again, at least once

before she died, and she wrote in one letter dated July 27, 1863: "I am in hopes that
this war will soon be over so that I Can Come home once more in this World." Later
in this letter she assures her family of their place in her heart: "So you Can see, that I

think as much of you and the rest of the family as I ever did, and if I ever live to
Come home I will do as much for you as I ever did." It must be noted that she could
have gone home at any time simply by revealing her sex, and although she may have

fleetingly repressed this fact amongst her excitement, happiness and contentment, she
was well aware of her own power to choose between the war and home. She loved

and missed her family, yet she knew that being with them was not the way to her
happiness.
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Wakeman's letters, both written and received, were to her the bonds which kept
her family and home near her, while allowing her the distance she needed to pursue

the life she wanted. This is evidenced especially in her great appreciation for the
postage stamps which her family often sent to her since they were difficult for her to
obtain. She expressed her appreciation of the stamps frequently, once thanking her

family "a thousand times for them" (August 5, 1863), for it was these magical little
bits of paper on her envelopes that helped make the connection between her and her
loved ones which the letters represented—the one connection to her family which she

wanted to keep. Sending and receiving letters through the mail afforded Wakeman a
way to "be" with her family without being with them, and without being under the

restrictions and judgements they imposed upon her life at home.

One of the persons Wakeman most missed while away from her family was her
younger brother, Robert. In a letter written over a year after leaving home, dated
January 20, 1864, she asks her father to be an intermediary: "I wish you would write
a letter for Robert to me and let me know how he feels about me. Tell Robert I

would like to see him or have him with me." Given that Robert was twelve years old

at the time she left, his youth was very likely a factor not only in her fondness for him

as a brother, but in his being like a friend with whom she felt comfortable being
herself. She wrote of owning her own farm after the war, specifically writing that she

wished it to be "In Wisconsin. . . . On the Prairie" (June 5, 1863). In her last letter
home, dated April 14, 1864, she writes to her family of a dream for the future which

includes Robert: "I would advise you to buy the [Ham] farm and if you will, I will
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Come home and help you pay for it, if I live to get out of the army. By that time

Robert will be big enough to do a good days [sic] work and he and my Self can work
both of them farm [sic] like everything."

As with this one, the tone of many of her

letters bear a tinge of her continued longing for her family and home while pursuing

her life away from them.
Homesickness seems to have been one of the most difficult trials Wakeman

suffered, as evidenced in some of her letters revealing a melancholy and a seeming

disregard for her life, tied up with her belief in the will of God. In an addendum to

her letter dated August 5, 1863, Wakeman wrote: "I don't know how long before i
[sic] shall have to go into the field of battle. For my part i [sic] don't Care. I don't
feel afraid to go. I don't believe there are any Rebel's bulletfs] made for me yet. Nor

i [sic] don't Care if there is. . . . If it is God['s] will for me to fall in the field of

battle, it is my will to go and never return home." It seems that she reverted at times
such as this to a vulnerability which she must have often felt in the life she chose.
Her writing about not fearing death comes in part from her striving to possess

fearlessness, one of the masculine values upon which soldiers prided themselves, but it

may also be a reflection of loneliness and resignation of her fate in the hands of God.

It may also reveal a sort of satisfaction with her life in feeling fortunate enough to

have experienced some measure of fulfillment and happiness in it to the extent that
losing it then would be alright—as if she had attained a sense of achievement and
purpose in her life that allowed her to relinquish it without regret. However, she does
express sentiments in a letter dated August 19, 1863, which reveal she had not yet
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experienced complete satisfaction from soldiering: "I hope that our regiment will have
to go into the field before it is over. Then I shall be satisfied and not until we have to

go." From this it seems that Wakeman's expressions of fearlessness and courage in the
face of possible death are an extension of her intense desire to experience combat on
the battlefields of war. It can be inferred from the fact that she did fight in two Civil

War battles before she died that Wakeman did attain a sense of satisfaction in that
respect during her life as a soldier.
As her time away from home and enduring the hardships of war grew longer,

Wakeman became increasingly tom between her desire to live the life she loved away
from home and her love for her family. A letter dated December 9, 1863, includes an
addendum addressed to her mother which reads: "I often think of the last hour that I

Spent with you. You needn't think that I don't Care anything about you for I do. You
are a mother yet. I would give all this world to Spend one more evening with you,

but I don't know whether I ever Shall or not." Her conflict and turmoil regarding her

feelings about wanting to go home once again seem almost resolved in her last letter

home, dated April 14, 1864, in which she wrote after having survived fighting in the
Battle of Pleasant Hill: "I feel thankful to God that he spared my life and I pray to

him that he will lead me safe through the field of battle and that I may return safe
home." She longed more than ever to go home after having seen the horrors of war
and facing up close the reality of death. This may stem in part from feelings such as
those Wheelwright identifies in A mazons and Military Maids as experienced by some

women soldiers who had been in combat:
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No one who had witnessed the carnage of war yearned for its return and
some clearly articulated their battle fatigue and a growing revulsion of
violence. But the female soldier uniquely experienced the tension of
withholding emotions from her comrades who, however sympathetic,
could not completely understand the strain under which she lived. The
female combatant, disguised or living in a regiment of men, could not
always keep these feelings of intense isolation at bay. However much
she lived as a social male there were limits to her friendship with her
fellow soldiers. She was either forced to keep some distance to ensure
her secret or lived with the knowledge that the war only provided her
temporary passage into her companion's world. Although women only
expressed this fear and unquenchable loneliness in rare moments this
was the other side of acquiring male privilege. (99)

Wakeman's inner turmoil and fear of dying in the impending battle before she
would have the chance to reunite with the loved ones she longed to see is revealed in

slightly differing versions of a sentiment she wrote in three letters to her family prior
to the Battle of Pleasant Hill: "I don't never expect to see one of you again in this
world." The expression in her last few letters that she did care whether or not she

died in battle, and that she intensely wanted but didn't expect to be able to go home
once more, sadly became a realization not of her desire but of her expectation.

Wakeman contracted dysentery, and after a month of hospitalization with her secret

still undiscovered, she died on June 19, 1864, without having made her visit home.
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Chapter IV

CONCLUSION:
Thy Will versus My Will:
A Comparative Analysis of
Susanna Gordon Waddell and Sarah Rosetta Wakeman

"Oh, Lord how long shall this time of tribulation last? I desire to be
thankful that I have felt calm all day, & hope that I am resigned to the
will of God."
Susanna Gordon Waddell, December 13, 1863
"If it is Godfs] will for me to fall in the field of battle, it is my will to
go and never return home."
Sarah Rosetta Wakeman, August 5, 1863
Taken from an entry in the diary of Susanna Gordon Waddell and from one of

Sarah Rosetta Wakeman's letters, the above excerpts reveal both similarities and
differences between these two nineteenth-century American women. Both of these

expressions adhere to a Christian belief in resignation to the will of God; both of their
statements construct their religious beliefs as their foundation of support in times of

crisis, dismay and fear; both reveal an inner turmoil stemming from the uncertain

future and an anxiety about events which deeply affect their lives; and both illustrate

their desire for a personal sense of courage, strength, and hope in themselves and in a
power which they deem greater than themselves. The most obvious differences

revealed in these two statements are their opposite qualities—one illustrates the feelings
of a woman trying to possess a controlled sense of peace while experiencing the fear

and anxieties of war from the homefront, and the other illustrates a woman mustering

her confidence and courage in preparing for the time she faces danger directly on the
battlefield. Both of these sentiments center on these two women's acceptance of any
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fate they believed their God chose for them, while at the same time their expressions

about a belief they held in common reveal an important contrast between them:

Waddell hopes she is resigned to the will of God, while Wakeman positively asserts
she is, ironically highlighting the fact that from nineteenth-century religious and

societal perspectives toward their lifestyles, the former is clearly and appropriately

resigned while the latter's resignation is questionable.
Belief in a complete resignation to the will of God is treated by the American

poet Marianne Moore (1887-1972) in a prose piece expressing her religious

philosophy, which lends insight into aspects of the Presbyterian religious faith which
Waddell expressed in her writing. Marianne Moore was raised a Presbyterian, and her

maternal grandfather, with whom she lived as a child, was a Presbyterian minister, as
was her brother. Moore lived with her mother until the latter's death in 1947, and her

mother's piety was a formidable influence upon Moore, who remained a devout

Presbyterian throughout her lifetime. In 1953, Moore wrote for the Church of the

Epiphany Bulletin an essay entitled "Conscience," in which she affirms her faith:
"Choice is inescapable; and with the aid of humility in subordinating self-will to God's

will—to the voice of the ages alive in us through Christ—the spirit attains true freedom,
in which it continues to live and not die" (Willis 652.)

Marianne Moore's philosophy

is particularly apt to discussion of Waddell's written expressions about her religious
beliefs, which reveal that it was through her faith in God and in resignation to God's

will that she felt free to release herself from the burdens, struggles, and sufferings she

experienced in her life, and that subordination of will and sincere humility were for
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Waddell, as Marianne Moore describes them, the paths to true freedom and livelihood
of spirit.

Lending insight into the analysis of beliefs expressed in Wakeman's letters are
the artistic ideals of Willa Gather (1876-1947), an American novelist who endorsed

masculine aesthetics, plots, and values that can be seen predominantly in her writings
of the 1890s. In "Combat Envy and Survivor Guilt: Willa Gather's 'Manly Battle

Yam,"' Sharon O'Brien notes that "[a]dmiring and associating 'brute force' with sport,
warfare, and creative power, during the 1890s Gather applied the decade's cult of

virility to her literary opinions. Her ideal artist was a heroic warrior, forceful,
chivalric, potent ..." (184-185). O'Brien points out that Gather was influenced not
only by the cult of manhood and strenuous living which many Americans endorsed

during the 1890s, but that her fascination with the virile warrior had a familial as well

as a cultural source. O'Brien states that "[w]hen the adolescent girl was seeking

alternatives to the feminine role, she began to identify with the family's military hero,

her maternal uncle William Boak, who died fighting for his Virginia regiment in the
Civil War" (185). Willa Gather's ideal representation of masculinity, just as it was for

nineteenth-century society, was closely tied to the image of soldierhood. Of particular

relevance to the analysis of Wakeman is O'Brien's observation regarding Willa Gather's

efforts to fully associate herself with her ideals of masculinity:
Although by 1895 Gather had discarded the masculine dress she first
began to wear during her Red Cloud adolescence, she identified with
males no less than she had at fourteen when she transformed herself
into William Gather, jr. Associating maleness with the power and
autonomy she wanted for herself, Gather saw in war and combat . . . the
apotheosis of masculinity, a temporary refuge from social definitions of
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feminine identity, linked in her mind with passivity and victimization
(184)
Willa Gather's associations with war closely parallel those which Wakeman's lifestyle
choice and letters reveal: a refuge from social definitions of feminine identity—which

Wakeman made literal by asserting her will and taking on a masculine persona through
her disguise as a male soldier.
Implications can be made from the writings of Waddell and Wakeman which

lend insight into aspects of their identities and self-perceptions. Waddell defined
herself in terms of others' ideals of womanhood for her—the ideals of her parents, her
husband, her siblings, her students—their ideals, expectations and values of her as a

daughter, wife, sister, teacher, gave the greatest depth and meaning to her concept of

self and personal identity. As Elizabeth Fox-Genovese states in Within the Plantation
Household.

All women, like all men, are a product of social relations defined to
include gender, class, nationality, and race. Their innermost identities,
their ideals for themselves, and their views of the world all derive from
their sense of themselves as women in relation to men and other
women—their sense of themselves as the female members of specific
societies. (42-43)
Waddell's writing reveals that her self-perception was based largely upon her own
hopes to fulfill others' ideals of womanhood and thereby attain acceptance,

understanding, worthiness, and respect from the most important people in her life,
primarily coming from her ability to live up to their expectations for her as a woman.

These same kind of influential personal relationships were very much a part of
Wakeman's self-definition, but her writing reveals that her life was influenced
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differently by them because of her perception of and attitude toward the defining

ideals of womanhood. As with Waddell's, Wakeman's self-concept was based upon

others' value of her, though her perception of self as a woman was made up of

different roles and ideals of personal worth than Waddell's. Rather than accepting the
defining terms prescribed for women and hoping she could fulfill them in order to gain

acceptance, understanding, worthiness and respect from the most important people in
her life, Wakeman asserted her own terms of self-definition-those which defined

masculinity—and chose to assume through male disguise the roles she most desired to

fill, however covertly she did so. Because she felt she could not define herself
through the characteristics and roles set forth by society and religion for women,
Wakeman chose to accept those which most closely matched her own perceptions and

definitions of herself without heeding the established gender boundaries, and within

her chosen male realm she strove to attain societal ideals of masculinity. Waddell
chose to accept those defining characteristics which coincided with her own
perceptions and definitions of herself by heeding feminine norms established by
society and religion, and she strove to attain ideals set forth for women. Since both
women strove to attain traditional ideals within the realms they occupied, there was

not much difference in the basic ways their identities were formed and self-perceptions

were created; rather, these two women differed most markedly in their desired ideals
and in their means of attaining those ideals. Their differences are illustrated most

significantly in the ways they expressed, through writing about their beliefs and
lifestyle choices, their acceptance or rejection of established definitions and roles for
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women. While Waddell's writing expresses she found her happiness in adherence to
the tenet thy will be done, Wakeman's writing expresses she found hers in unwittingly

asserting the contradicting idea my will be done.
Comparing the writings of Waddell and Wakeman illustrates differences not

only in their lifestyle choices and acceptance or rejection of established societal and
gender roles, but differences in their economic, educational and social backgrounds,

which in turn informs the analysis of influences upon their personal decisions and
ultimately upon their identities. Waddell was a part of the educated upper-middle
class, with considerable support from wealth and social standing in her community.

Wakeman was from a lower-class family of farm laborers who relied on physical

rather than intellectual abilities for success. Such differences in backgrounds as
existed between Waddell and Wakeman is addressed by Lauren Cook Burgess in An

Uncommon Soldier, the edition of Wakeman's letters. In the introduction, Burgess
discusses the socioeconomic factors which contributed to the lack of written history

left by women with backgrounds similar to Wakeman's, and posits reasons for women
like her being different from women in higher social classes:
There is a dearth of documentation such as women soldiers' letters and
diaries, which may in part be related to the distinctly different roles and
behavior allowed 19th-century American women depending on their
class or social station. Rural and frontier farming women knew how to
handle a horse, a rifle, a hoe, and their liquor in order to survive. Poor
immigrant women from the cities worked at hard, physical labor and
possessed none of the refined sensibilities of their 'betters.' Women
such as these, who were confident of their survival skills, would have
few qualms about their ability to measure up with the men in the
military. An educated, well-mannered young lady, however, would be
less likely to don soldier's garb because it was contrary to her
upbringing and life expectations. Indeed, among the documented cases
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of women combatants for whom background information is known, the
majority were from poor and agrarian classes, where education levels
and rates of literacy were low. (7)
In light of these insights, Wakeman's rural background and lifestyle before the war
prepared her to take on the role of soldier, enabling her to more easily choose

soldiering as a way to make use of the knowledge and skill she had come to master in

her life on the farm. It can be inferred when considering the expectations for and
among those without much education and social standing, that many of the women
from these backgrounds were not only exposed to roles which crossed over into the
male sphere, but were afforded greater freedom to choose among and move within

gender roles, and therefore had greater freedom to engage in those behaviors they most

enjoyed and to occupy the types of roles they desired. This is not to say that women
like Waddell who had backgrounds of higher social status and were afforded a better
education were not free to make such choices as well, but because expectations for

these women centered more upon refining women's "sensibilities" than contributing to
family livelihood, their freedom of choice was not quite as broad in terms of gender

roles and behaviors.

The Civil War created a divisiveness as much in women's perceptions of their
roles as it did in the country itself, and while some women clung more tightly to

submissive and dependent roles or moved toward roles somewhere in between the
male and female spheres, others fled to the opposite pole and took on roles they never

before imagined they could take on for themselves. In "Civil Wars and Sexual

Territories," Margaret R. Higonnet points out the blurring effect that wars tend to have
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on gender roles:

Wars may awaken our awareness of the ways sexual territory is mapped
because they disrupt the normal division of labor by gender. In modem
times, for example, we have seen women entering heavy industry and
engaged in guerrilla warfare alongside men. Peace in turn reverses
many wartime changes in gender assignments. These ephemeral but
radical shifts in women's situation reveal how arbitrary our definitions
of masculine and feminine roles truly are. (80)
Though Higonnet also asserts that this arbitrariness of role definitions is not

acknowledged and that the swift transformations of men's and women's roles is
masked, her observation is nonetheless true. While war necessitates the overlapping of

gender roles, its aftermath has historically created a narrowing effect upon the broader
roles women filled in wartime, for after the war they were expected to relinquish the
roles and powers in the masculine sphere which many women had been forced to
assume during the war. Like many women during the Civil War, though to a lesser

extent than most because her husband was not frequently away from home, Waddell

had to temporarily make decisions and take on responsibilities in her husband's
absence which had previously been dominated by him.

For women like Waddell, having to assume roles ordinarily filled by their
husbands was as disturbing to their personal sense of order as it was to the social

order in general. Higonnet's discussion in "Civil Wars and Sexual Territories asserts

that disruption in gender roles characterized by women's crossing over into male roles
is most often represented as a reversal of order or as revolutionary. Higonnet states
that "[f]or women, the struggle to shift from subordination to equality is necessarily an
act of insubordination .... Not only are women's claims aligned with insurrection,

I
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but dissidents are aligned with unnatural women" (81). A similar assertion is made in
Disorderly Conduct by Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, who states that "the new bourgeois
men of the 1820s, 1830s and 1840s formulated the Cult of True Womanhood, which
prescribed a female role bounded by kitchen and nursery, overlaid with piety and
purity, and crowned with subservience. The women who rejected these constraints, or

who, pushed by poverty, entered the labor force, were viewed as unnatural" (13). The
classification as "unnatural" plagued women who chose out of preference to assume

male-dominated roles, the most extreme being women like Wakeman who took the
chance during war's upheaval to step out of assigned gender roles in the struggle to

make their own way and to contribute their skills in the way they desired. While
Wakeman’s choice covertly undermined established gender roles and challenged ideas

of proper social order, it also represented her striving to attain a sense of personal

happiness and self-satisfaction with her individual identity.
Unlike the women who fully accepted nineteenth-century societal roles and

definitions for women, many women who rejected these ideals did so after
experiencing limitations in their lives in very tangible and disturbing ways. An
illustration of the frustrations such women faced in day to day life is set forth in

Searching the Heart, in which Karen Lystra gives an example of a woman, Alice
Baldwin, whose letters to her husband expressed anxiety and discontent with her own
roles. Lystra explains:

Though she
and a sense
possibilities
wealth, and

yearned for control in the world, economic independence,
of power and excitement, she herself identified these
with the masculine domain. Physical beauty, inherited
influence were the only avenues to power she conceived for
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women like herself. Alice literally could imagine no alternative to the
standard nineteenth-century female role prescriptions that she so strained
against but so often accepted despairingly. Little wonder some women
were more content than others within nineteenth-century female gender
boundaries. (141)
While Waddell obviously found a great deal of contentment in her life within those

gender boundaries, Wakeman imagined and pursued an alternative through physically

transforming her female appearance in order to cross over the gender boundaries, and
subverted rather than accepted prescribed female roles which as a woman she would
have been expected to fill.

In Searching the Heart, Lystra provides further insight into the lives of women

who suggested a male-female crossover while maintaining a strong feminine
identification, giving an example of a woman whose feelings seems to echo those

Wakeman might have had. Lystra cites the case of Eliza Trescot, a conventional
woman who had wished she could be a man. Lystra states that "[h]er sex-role

frustrations were linked to the intensified feeling of vulnerability that the Civil War
created, especially for southerners near the fields of battle. 'If I could I would join the

Army,' she wrote; 'why didn't nature make me a man?"' (141). Lystra goes on to state

that "Eliza was not always at odds with the constraints of her feminine sphere, but like
many women, she manifested discomfort with her role when she was involved in

situations that caused her to fear her dependency on men" (142). It is evident from
her writing that Waddell very likely desired and enjoyed the feelings of dependency

upon her husband as well as on God, and it is equally evident from Wakeman s letters

that she felt trapped by the expectation that she should need to feel dependent upon
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anyone.
The issue of nineteenth-century women's dependence versus independence
relates directly to women s exercise of will, and the extent to which women felt free to

assert it. Women, especially married women, usually felt free to assert their will

within the limitations of societal roles and expectations for them, but would generally
not assert themselves in instances where their behavior did not conform to norms of

male dominance, unless they could do so without its being recognized as such. That
is, if women could manage to do what they wanted through some means, whether that

be deceptively through disguise or subversive in some other way to societal and

religious dictates while seeming to coincide with them, these women were then able to
follow their own will in matters which they might not normally feel or be free to
assert themselves.
Waddell's writing reveals that she had asserted her will in certain matters

within the accepted channels and means for her to do so, and that this arrangement
was not only an amenable but very satisfying lifestyle for her, expressed through her

sincere contentment with her life. In Searching the Heart, Lystra notes that women
maintained a sense of conformity to gender boundaries not only for the sake of their

men and the social order, but also to maintain their own sense of security, support and
acceptability within that social order. Lystra points out that "[n]ineteenth-century
women rarely asserted themselves outside their defined sphere without attempting to
restore at least the facade of male dominance. They were not simply engaged in face

saving gestures to assuage masculine pride, but appear to be responding to a deeply
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century, the need was so strong that they were very willing to resign their will in order
to maintain the support in their lives.

The social and religious acceptability of Waddell's assertions of will as
illustrated in her writing limited her to prescribed conduct, or conversely, she limited

herself to it. She was well-educated, socially refined and genteel, and deeply devoted
to the Presbyterian religion, keeping not only her assertions of will but her

understandings and acceptances of the possibilities for them within the traditional
confines established for women. In contrast, Wakeman's less formal education,

narrower social awareness and refinement, and less structured religious denomination
were underlying factors in freeing her to assert her will in the ways she wanted,

subverting the system of prescribed women's roles by taking on an assumed male

identity as an accommodation to society in pursuing the forbidden lifestyle she most
desired. She allowed herself to be limited by societal norms only in having to
disguise herself in order to assert her will, or conversely, societal norms limited her to
"being" a man.

However restrictive they might have been to some nineteenth-century women,
the limitations of prescribed women's roles could be used to advantage by women

whose assertion of will was couched within the protective pretenses of women's
propriety and duty. Waddell's diary provides a specific instance of just such an
assertion of will, and this instance is important as well for what it reveals about her
perception of self in terms of dealing with disturbing emotions and hatred toward
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others. She wrote in her diary about the invading enemy soldiers passing through their

home town of Union, West Virginia:

Sat. morning we ate our breakfast in peace, & I had finished my house
keeping & was about to take up my sewing, when I was informed that
the Yankees were entering town by the Salt Sulphur road. All went to
look but me, & as I had no desire to see them & a great desire to finish
mending Dr. W.'s shirts I sat quietly by the fire, working at first with
trembling fingers which gradually grew steadier, so that I finished my
allotted task before night, notwithstanding many interruptions. (June 4,
1864)
Although everyone else in her company went to watch the passing soldiers, she did
not. The others might have even called her to the window to join them in watching,

but she would not, and she used her desire to finish her wifely chore as a pretense for
not doing so, even though she couldn't have been very efficient at it while she still
trembled. Could it be that she asserted her will and refused to watch them pass

because she had a greater hatred of the enemy than the others, who surely had their

share of animosity toward these invading soldiers, which probably prompted them all
the more to take a look? Could it be she did not want to admit to herself that she

could hold such contempt for fellow human beings, particularly since such feelings so
wholly opposed not only the expectations for the "True Woman," but the teachings of
the Christian faith which she prided herself in upholding? Perhaps she asserted her

will in this instance out of a belief that higher moral character need not acknowledge

any importance in such base humanity, and by deliberately not going along with the
rest who were watching the enemy pass by, she was not giving them the privilege of
her attention.

Yet another question regarding southern women like Waddell who faced the
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enemy on their homefronts is posed by Drew Gilpin Faust in Mothers of Invention'.

"Understandably, women were perplexed about how to respond to these unprecedented
circumstances. If they were by centuries-old custom barred from entering 'the tented

field,' and if they were by socialization trained to repress anger and aggression and to
eschew violence, what were they to do when the battlefield came to them?" (197).

Faust's discussion includes the experience of a Virginia woman, Mary Lee, who had to

directly confront intimidating threats from a Union soldier at her doorstep, and Lee's
intense fury in response to their treatment of her is manifest in her words: "I never,"
she wrote, "had such feelings in my life. I was so mad I was trembling with passion"
(198). Though Waddell's first experience with enemy soldiers in her midst was not

nearly as direct as Mary Lee's, the "trembling fingers" with which Waddell tried to
finish her mending probably stemmed from both her fear that the invading enemy was

so near, and, as with Mary Lee, from her angry hatred of the enemy and the emotional
turmoil those unchristian feelings caused her.

Later in her entry dated June 4, 1864, Waddell wrote of the soldiers coming to
her home for something to eat, and states that she instructed her servant Nancy to

cook for them. She notes Nancy's consideration of her in "knowing [her] repugnance
to speaking to them," and was prevented for a while from having to do so, as Nancy

successfully "used her best endeavors to keep them out of the house.

Regarding the

experiences of many southern women in similar situations during the war, George C.
Rable asserts in Civil Wars that "[b]arring a Yankee from the family s inner sanctum

preserved at least a shred of a woman's finely honed sense of dignity and honor
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(165). Waddell’s repugnance to the Union soldiers may stem from such a sense,
though when taking into account the fact that she would not watch along with the

others in her company as the Union soldiers passed by, it may be that in keeping them

out of the house she was not only trying to protect the ’’inner sanctum” of her home,

but to shield her own personal inner sanctum from having to experience more vividly
the hatred she felt toward them.

Waddell's feelings about having any kind of interaction with the enemy were so
strong that they prevented her from requesting ”a bill of protection” from the Union

major who was issuing them and who had given her neighbor one, and she wrote
about her choice not to request one: "I had cause to regret very soon that I did not

overcome my reluctance to speaking to [the Union major] and ask a similar safe

guard—tho’ in fact I did not think it necessary at the time." It seems more likely to be
that she could not—or would not—overcome her feelings of extreme hatred for these

people, especially considering the contradiction in her rationale of having thought
protection unnecessary when enemy soldiers were in the very midst of her home.
Not only marked but fascinating is the contrast between Waddell's avoidance

behavior in dealing with the hostile presence of the enemy soldiers who invaded her
home and Wakeman’s aggressive behavior in choosing to directly confront enemy

soldiers on the battlefield. Waddell’s choice to avoid any confrontation with enemy
soldiers in every way that she possibly could compared with Wakeman's choice to
meet them in physical combat highlights the differences not only in their outward
characteristics and personalities, but their inner natures and identities.
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A desire to control emotions and feelings, to know, understand and serve other
people and God, and to exhibit propriety in all aspects of her life characterizes much
of Waddell's writing. Her self-perception was based upon ideals of excellence in the

intellectual, emotional and spiritual realms, as well as upon her successful nurture of

these aspects of herself in relation to others. Her identity was closely tied to the
intimate personal relationships with her husband, her family, her students, her friends,
her community, and most importantly her God, and her feelings of success in these

relationships were her measure of success in fulfilling the ideals of the "True Woman."
She believed her life to be most successful at times when the relationships she held

with others and with God reached their most interdependent, and thus their most
sublime. Waddell's diary reveals that her feelings of successfully submitting herself to
others and resigning her will were integral to her self-concept and gauged her

perceptions of self as embodying ideal womanhood.
Along with desires for independence, self-sufficiency, and confidence, desires

for hostile confrontation and aggression characterize a good portion of Wakeman's
writing. This is certainly a reflection of the milieu in which she lived her daily life,

but also stems from her perception of self as not only able but willing to face any
physical challenge that tested her capabilities to extremes, even to extremes which

threatened her life. Wakeman's letters express her desires to possess the physical

strength, fortitude and abilities to overcome whatever physical obstacles she
encountered—surviving in inclement weather, marching over miles of rugged terrain,
skillfully handling a weapon, fighting a human being on the opposite side of the
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conflict. The nature of these desires reveals how much her identity was formed upon
physical ability, and the extent to which her self-concept was based upon her

successful performance and skill in anything which the body could possibly
accomplish. She measured her success in terms of not only how well she could

perform these physical feats herself, but how well she matched or exceeded the

performance of others. The others against whom she chose to measure herself were
men, for it was in their realm that she believed she excelled. Wakeman's identity was
closely tied to physical endurance; Waddell's to enduring spirituality.

Despite the marked contrasts between Waddell's and Wakeman's involvement
in the war, they similarly possessed their own form of oblivion about the war and its

causes, its political and economic ramifications, and the nature and extent of its impact
on the country. Waddell was aware of the major occurrences, as she read the

newspapers and received correspondence from her family and brothers who were

soldiers, and became caught up in sending and receiving the many rumors which

persistently spread. However, like most women during the time, she was less aware of

political aspects and broader dynamics of war than she was aware of the homefront
fears, news of deaths, and immediate dangers and harm to family and friends.

Wakeman knew the day to day life of a soldier and her duty and honor as a

one, but was spared the most barbaric and horrible aspects of war for a considerable
time, for her regiment was insulated from direct confrontation on the battlefield for

almost a full year after she enlisted. Her daily reality of war consisted of drill practice
and soldiering duties, with little consideration of the political and economic facets of
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the war in which she served. Both Waddell and Wakeman concerned themselves most
with struggling to make their way and survive in their world, to attain a sense of

happiness and fulfillment in their lives, and to focus their view upon their own places
in the world with little conscious regard for the forces changing the world beyond their

periphery.

Waddell's and Wakeman's similarly insulated views of their own lives in
relation to the world around them suggests that their narrow focus to some extent
circumscribed their self-awareness, and their private writings reveal that not social

consciousness but significant social and personal relationships most influenced their
self-definitions and identities. Particularly since Waddell was childless and did not

take on the motherhood role, Waddell's identity and self-perception was closely tied to
her marriage and her role as wife, which was given even greater significance

considering her Presbyterian religious beliefs which placed a special piousness upon a

minister's wife. Waddell's happy and fulfilling marital relationship and the feelings of
protection, security, and comfort that accompanied her dependent and submissive role
in her marriage would have been the most cherished rewards of a life she believed was

well-lived and purposeful, and her wedding ring would have been one of the most
important symbols of such fulfillment.

Wakeman was unmarried, and like Waddell, had no children which required
her care and attention, and was therefore afforded greater freedom and time to pursue
her own lifestyle and interests. She gained much fulfillment from the comradeship of

soldiering, as well as built and maintained a strong sense of pride and self-respect
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from feeling as competent and worthy as any male soldier she knew. Although she

found such fulfillment far away from her hometown and so differently than in her
homelife with her family, her ties to her home and family were very strong. It is

strikingly evident that Wakeman had a deep love for her mother, for in her letter dated
December 9, 1863, Wakeman included a ring, about which she wrote in the addendum:

"Dear Mother, I send you a Silver ring in this letter. I hope you will get it. The ring
cost me 75 cents." The ring was engraved with Wakeman's name and regiment (refer
to Appendix M), and the fact that she mailed it to her mother signifies the deep bond

Wakeman must have felt with her. Given the conservative nature of Wakeman's
emotional expressions in her letters, her noting the cost of the ring reveals the
significance she placed upon it. That she gave this ring to her mother is important, for

the ring seems to have represented not only her place as a soldier in her regiment, but
her pride in her accomplishments and having made a contribution to her country. Like

Waddell's wedding ring which must have symbolized for her a fulfilling marriage and

a sense of deep commitment, honor and respect, the ring which Wakeman purchased
for herself and had engraved with her name and regiment must have symbolized for

her the happiness and self-fulfillment which she derived not only from her
commitment and devotion to her choice to become a soldier, but from her love of the
independence, self-sufficiency, confidence and freedom her chosen lifestyle gave her.

Wakeman shared with her mother her love for her life by sending her the ring which
must have held such powerful symbolism.

Waddell's and Wakeman's style of writing about their birthdays presents an
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interesting contrast between their perceptions of self and their relationships to others.

In her entry dated April 17, 1864, Waddell wrote: "This is my fortieth birthday, and I

have reflected rather more on my age than I ever did before. I cannot say that my
days seem to be few and evil, as mother does in speaking of her 60th birth-day."

Beginning this entry about her mother reveals not only her love and respect for the
woman who gave her life, but the deep influence of her relationship with her mother

and of the significance in her life of her mother's beliefs. She goes on to express her
gratefulness to God for the happiness she had experienced in her life, and gives thanks

for her loved ones, for her health and comforts, and expresses the desire to show her

thankfulness to God: "May I dwell in the house of the Lord for ever and ever and
may I show my thankfulness not only with my lips, but in my life, and try to devote

myself more entirely to the service of that God, who has so richly blessed me." In
this entry, Waddell reveals her strong belief that the ultimate purpose of her life is to

serve her God, as well as displays a sentimental contentment with her forty years.
The tenderly emotional tone of Waddell's birthday entry contrasts markedly
with the letter Wakeman partly composed on her twentieth birthday. On January 16,
1863, she wrote the following in an addendum to a letter she had dated the previous

day: "When I draw my pay I will send you all some money and my likeness in two
separate cases. Today is my birthday for it is the 16th of January. I wrote part of this
letter yesterfday] on the 15th." That she precedes the reminder to her family of her
birthday with the statement that she would send them her picture seems significant. It

is as if she thought of the picture she had taken of herself as a soldier, and felt the
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need to remind them and herself of her place in the family-that she was still the
daughter and sister who had left them less than six months ago. Wakeman is direct

and to the point in writing about her birthday, without any of the reminiscence or

introspection which characterizes Waddell's birthday entry, and its succinctness is
characteristic of Wakeman's emotional written expressions. The terse nature of her

comment tinges it with what was perhaps Wakeman's feelings of sadness at not being
home with her family on her birthday, while at the same time it seems to express a
sense of her feeling autonomous and mature in having held to her decision to live her
life independent from them, even at times when she might have felt alone.

Among the many contrasts between Waddell and Wakeman, one specific

instance in each of their writings stands out as similar in that each implies a symbolic
meaning to the sun's light. Near the end of Waddell's diary in an entry dated May 10,

1866, she wrote of a visit she made with her students to the cemetery during which
they laid floral wreaths on the graves of men who had lived in Union, West Virginia,

fought as soldiers, and died in the war: "We stopped first at Capt. Tiffany's grave, &
laid wreaths marked with his name, & Robert Hamilton's upon it, & then each girl laid
a wreath on one of the other graves. Just as we commenced laying the flowers on the

graves, a faint gleam of sunshine broke out--& I was most thankful that we had not

rain to come home in as I very much feared when we went up.

More than expressing

her relief about the clemency of the weather that day, she expresses in these lines the
feeling that the sun's subtle presence is a sign of the hope which persists even in the
midst of loss and grief.
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Wakeman also wrote of experiencing an inspiring impression of the sun's light.
At the end of her letter dated October 13, 1863, she contemplates her life as a soldier

and muses about her future of soldiering as if it were a dream she would follow
wherever it took her: "Where we Shall go I don't know, nor I don't Care. For my

part I hope we Shall go to South Carolina, for there is nothing so lovely as the

Southern Sun. When it rises over the Virginia hills and Shines into the vales of South
Carolina, I then like to be a Soldier." Wakeman's statement reveals that the sun was
wonderful to her for its promise of hope as well as for its beautifully transforming

effects on the landscape, even during the time of war.
Waddell's entry contrasts the grief caused by death and loss with the sun's
symbolism of hope for new life; similarly, Wakeman's letter presents the southern sun

shining on the war-tom South Carolina land, bringing to the place where the war

began a hope that survives and transcends the horrors of war, creating beauty out of
what remained there. Both of these instances in their writings reveal a similar
symbolism given to the sun's rays: in Waddell's, the sun pierces the gloom of the day

and the occasion, in Wakeman's it rises over the hills and shines on a warring land,

and in both the sun is symbolic of their hopes as they persevered through the trials and

hardships in their lives. That the lifetime hopes of Waddell and Wakeman were very
different from each other matters little; more important is the common basis of their

hopes in one and the same desire, characterized in a lifelong pursuit of all human

beings: a way to define themselves.
This analysis pays close attention to the self-definitions of Waddell and
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Wakeman which emerge from their written expressions, and as it explores them it

makes apparent the nature of defining self—a continuous process of evolving, growing,

changing, and evaluating. One of the questions posed in the introduction to this
analysis of the writings of Waddell and Wakeman concerns the kinds of influences

upon self-definition and identity which become significant in the lives of women.

This analysis sets forth the important social and religious influences upon the lives of
Waddell and Wakeman as they emerge from their written expressions, and places the

discoveries in the social and religious context of nineteenth-century America.

Another emphasis of the introductory queries concerns the process of defining
self as it relates to the extent to which women have felt free to assert their wills and to
be themselves. Comparing Waddell's and Wakeman's writings makes it apparent that
the extent to which women have been allowed and have allowed themselves to assert

their wills can be measured by the extent to which each individual woman desired to
secure the support, comfort, and social acceptance they were offered in their lives.

The discovery that Waddell greatly desired the support derived from marriage,
religion, and society, and strove to attain her desires through conformity, as opposed to
the discovery that Wakeman greatly desired the independence and self-sufficiency she

could not have in those institutions, and strove to attain her desires through

subversion, demonstrates through the lives of two very different women the very
different extents to which women felt free to assert their wills, and the very different

ways women strove to define and be true to their concepts of self.
The World Book Dictionary gives a definition of the word self as "one's own
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person." Consider that perhaps Waddell felt more free than Wakeman to be her own

person in that she was happy and content defining herself as a woman by conforming
to societal and religious definitions of women, whereas Wakeman felt trapped by

having to define herself as a woman according to established definitions and felt less
free to be her own person as a woman. Contrarily, consider Waddell's restrictive
conformity, submission, and resignation of will as limiting her freedom to nurture

aspects of herself and personal desires she might have wished to explore, contrasted

with Wakeman's assertions of independence, self-confidence, and satisfaction as

freeing her to discover in her own person aspects which she might not have realized
had she conformed, submitted, and resigned her will. Consider again a question posed
in the introduction: How free have women felt to live as the women they are and

want to be? Perhaps the only satisfactory answer lies in the differences between
individual women's definitions of free—definitions which can be derived from both the

tenets thy yvill be done and my will be done—depending upon the nature, beliefs, and
desires of one's own person.
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Chapter V

The Diary of Susanna Gordon Waddell, 1863 - 1867
Volumes I and II
A Note on the Text

Every effort has been made to give as full a treatment as possible to the many

references contained in the diary of Susanna Gordon Waddell. As this is not an
edition of her text, some of the references to names and locations have been discussed

merely in terms of speculation, and some references stand as they are without
explication in notes. The majority of Susanna Gordon Waddell's diary text is

characterized by proper spelling, grammar and punctuation in its own right, and in

these respects only minor corrections which do not influence the meaning of the text
have been made. Main entry dates appear in italics, and text and dates in brackets

have been added when clarification was deemed necessary.
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THE DIARY OF SUSANNA GORDON WADDELL, 1863 - 1867
VOLUME I
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The Peace of God
We ask for Peace 0 Lord!
Thy children ask thy Peace
Not what the world calls rest,
That toil and care should cease,
That through bright sunny hours
Calm Life should fleet away,
And tranquil night should fade
In smiling day;It is not for such Peace that we would pray.
We ask for Peace, O Lord!
Yet not to stand secure
Girt round with Iron Pride,
Contented to endure:
Crushing the gentle strings,
That human hearts should know,
Untouched by others' joy
Or others' woe;—
Thou, oh dear Lord, wilt never teach us so.
We ask thy Peace, Oh Lord!
Through storm and fear and strife,
To light and guide us on,
Through a long struggling life:
While no success or gain
Shall cheer the desperate fight,
Or nerve, what the world calls,
Our wasted might:—
Yet pressing thro' the darkness to the light.

It is Thine own, Oh Lord,
Who toil while others sleep;
Who sow with loving care
What other hands shall reap:
They lean on thee entranced,
In calm and perfect rest;
Give us that Peace, Oh Lord,
Divine and blest,
Thou keepest for those hearts who love thee best.
Proctor

Union, Feb. 8th, 1863
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March 1st, 1863. Children s questions are often very hard to answer. George1 asked

me last Sunday if there were not two Gods in Heaven? When I told her No, she saidWhat do you make of Jesus then? I received a letter from Amelia2 a few days ago

containing a very interesting account of her little ones. These are some of Fleming's

questions Feb. 14th 1863: "How did God find wings for so many angels? Why did
God, if he made Satan, let him sin? If we had not been sinners would we have had to
die? Is God in the spirit of the wind?" &c. The first time little Harry3 was taken to

church, when he saw the congregation dispersing, he called out, Good-bye!

Oh that mine eyes might closed be,
To what becomes me not to see;
That deafness might possess mine ear,
To what becomes me not to hear:
That truth my tongue might always tie,
From ever speaking foolishly:
That no vain thought might ever rest,
Or be conceived within my breast:
That by each word, each deed, each thought,
Glory may to my God be brought.

But what are wishes? Lord, mine eye
On Thee is fixed, to Thee I cry,
O, purge out all my dross, my sin,
Make me more white than snow within.
Wash Lord, and purify my heart,
And make it clean in every part;
And when 'til clean, Lord keep it so,
For that is more than I can do.
Elwood
April 5th, 1863.

May 2d 1863 - This morning just after breakfast we heard that a large body of Yankee
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cavalry had taken Lewisburg [Virginia], after a fight with Edgar's battalion,4 in which
Edgar himself & half of his men, were either killed or taken prisoners.5 Very sad new
to us all, but I was calm, tho' distressed to think of the loss of so many gallant men, &

at the idea of the Yankees being with us so soon. After attending to my house-hold

duties, went on the street, & as I was leaving Mr. Krebs' door,6 heard that a dispatch
had just been received from Edgar stating that he had whipped the Yankees, without
the loss of a man, that they had sent a flag of truce to ask permission to bury their

dead & that he wanted reinforcements.7 My joy was so great that I went around
among my friends to tell the good news. Went to church8—& am now at bed-time

very tired after a day of so much excitement, having just returned from church a

second time. Measured the flower-stalk of a geranium bloom this afternoon—16
inches.

May 10th 1863 - Amelia took Churchill to Emmaus9 a fortnight ago-his first
attendance at church. The preacher said "Saviour" & Churchill said almost aloud,
"Way over in the promised land." He said just before their late return to Belle Isle,10

"that he had no home but the burying ground," but of course he had heard some one
use the expression. We are all full of thankfulness now at the late deliverance of
Richmond, & hope that these last victories of Lee's” may do our cause much good at

home and abroad. Poor mother! We received a letter from her” yesterday written in
expectation of the arrival of the Yankees in R. U.13 I was much touched at her

distress. Nan 14 had reached home from Ashland [Virginia] before they arrived there.

Cliff15 is with us now, arrived here on Thursday I think.
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The School of Suffering
Saviour, beneath thy yoke,
My wayward heart doth pine;
All unaccustomed to the stroke
Of love divine.
Thy chastisements my God, are hard to bear,
Thy cross is heavy for frail flesh to wear.

"Perishing child of clay!
Thy sighing I have heard
Long have I marked thy evil way,
How thou hast erred!
Yet fear not, by my own most holy name
I will shed healing through thy sin sick frame! II
Praise to Thee gracious Lord!
I fain would be at rest;
O now fulfill thy faithful word
And make me blest;

My soul would lay her heavy burden down,
And take with joyfulness, the promised crown.

"Stay thou short-sighted child!
There is much first to do.
Thy heart, so long by sin defiled,
I must renew;
Thy will must here be taught to bend to mine,
Or the sweet peace of heaven, can ne'er be thine."
Yea, Lord, but thou canst soon
Perfect thy work in me,
Till like the pure calm summer moon
I shine by Thee—

A moment shine, that all thy power may trace
Then pass in stillness to my heavenly place.

"Ah! coward soul confess
Thou shrinkest from my care,
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Thou tremblest at the sharp distress
Thou must endure
and for war arrayed,
Thy thorny path in tribulation laid.
The process slow of years,
The discipline of life;
Of outward foes and secret tears,
Sickness and strifeThine idols taken from thee one by one,
Till thou canst dare to live with me alone.
Some gentle souls there are
Who yield unto my love
Who ripening fast beneath my care
I soon remove.
But thou stiff-necked are, and hard to rule,
Thou must stay longer in affliction's school."

My Maker, and my King!
Is this thy love to me?
Oh, that I had the lightning's wing
From earth to flee—
How can I bear the heavy weight of woes
Thine indignation on the creature throws?

"Thou canst not, 0 my child
So hear my voice again
I will bear all thy anguish wild,
Thy grief — they pain;
My arms shall be around thee night & day
My smile shall cheer thee on thy heavenward way.
In sickness I will be
Watching beside thy bed,
In sorrow thou shalt lean on me
Thy aching head;
In every struggle thou shalt conqueror prove
Not death itself shall sever from my love."
Oh, grace beyond compare!
Oh, love most high & pure!
Saviour begin, no longer spare,
I can endure;
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Only vouchsafe thy grace, that I may live
Unto thy glory who canst so forgive.

1863

June 4th - Slight frost this morning and very cool.
Monday [June] 8th Considerable frost, very cool. Dr. W.16 went to Lewisburg

[Virginia] to attend the court martial, the case not having come up on Sat. in which he
was a witness. He rode to Lewisburg & back on Sat. for nothing.

Tuesday [June] 9th Very cool. Frost not quite so heavy as on Monday. Dr. W.
returned from L-burg [Lewisburg],

Fri. [June] 12th Had our first mess of straw-berries.
Sat. [June] 13th Had our first mess of peas, about a table spoonful.

Thurs. [June] 18th Had our first mess of potatoes.

Friday [June] 26th The children had their May party.17

Sat [June] 27th Cliff came.
Monday [June] 29th The staff (Gen. Jones)18 came in & we went out, leaving Cliff.

Spent the night at Brown's.19

Tuesday [June] 30th From Brown's to Blacksburg [Virginia] by the Salt Pond.

Wednesday July 1st From Blacksburg to Christiansburg, [Virginia ] & from there to

Lynchburg [Virginia]. Mr. Capertom1 joined us at Bonsack's.22
Thursday [July] 2d Reached Staunton [Virginia]"3 by way of Charlottesville
[Virginia].24

Monday [July] 6th Could not come on to Richmond as I expected, on account of the
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cars not coming thro'.
Wednesday [July] 8th [1863] Left Staunton & arrived safely in Richmond. We had

several Yankee women on the car from Winchester [Virginia],
Friday [July] 1 Oth Had the pleasure of seeing dear Cousin Maria Walker & Sally,25

Mr. Caperton & Mr. Burbank—also Mr. Stiles who is in great trouble about his sons
having heard nothing from them since the late battles. Every body seems to feel very

sad, Vicksburg having fallen,26 & much uncertainty prevailing about the fate of Lee's
army. We went to see Mr. Stiles last night at Mr. Watkins. He read some very

interesting letters to us from Rob. Went up to Mr. C's in the evening with Hallie.
Sat. [July] 11 th Mother came over & we went to cousin Edwin's to spend the day.

Every body anxious about the fate of their friends. Heard that Payson H. & Willie A.
were among the wounded.

Sunday [July] 12th Heard Mr. Read27 preach in the morning. In the afternoon Gen.
Jenkins' S. C. Brigade28 passed by. Went to prayer meeting at 6: o'clock.
The King's Speech—29
No crown of gold our gentle maid
Shall on thy temples pure be laid
Naught but the fairest flowers I bring
To hail the sweet return of spring.

The fragrant rose, the queen of flours
The pride of floira's richest bowers,
In emblem true of joy and love
Its grateful fragrance waft above.

A wreath of lilies of the vale
Of blossoms lovelier pure and pale,
We place upon thy gentle brow,
Nor lovelier, nor more pure than thou
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But e'en more fair than these thou art
But e'en more pure they guileless heart,
In thee sweet thoughts of love do rest
Like dew drops in the rose's breast.

[illegible lines]
But oh, in after years, when death
May twine for thee a funeral wreath
Eternal sunbeams round thee play
Thou fairest, loveliest queen of may.*

Carrie Brown
*Or - May sweeter flowers of richer dyes
Crown thee again in Paradise.

Or -

May deathless flowers their fragrance shed
Around thy path, and deck thy head.

Maid of Honor's Speech
Nay, lady do not trivial deem
This simple token of esteem
Nor feel inclined to turn away
From our poor gift, this sweet bouquet.

But take it as a tribute due
To Youth, to Friendship, and to you,
And with it take the Fervent prayer,
That you may be Heaven's dearest care.
May
May
May
And

virtue in your heart preside,
prudence all your actions guide
peace attend your future hours
find your pathway strewn with flowers.

And as these flowers in varied ray,
Unite and form a fair bouquet;
So may they live combined in you,
Beauteous and lovely to the view.
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Flora's Speech
With faces bright & hearts so light,
On this our gala day
We, with a cheerful voice unite,
To hail thee, Queen of May.
Accept Spring's earliest sweetest gift,
Proffered by Friendship's hand
(And with our hearts and love uplift,
We of thy floral band.)*
And yet a wish we have for thee
Oh, may thy path be bright,
May ever thy brow as sunny be,
As on this festal night.

*And with our heartfelt love accept
These from thy floral band.

The Queen's Speech

With a glow of grateful pleasure,
On this happy, joyous day
Full of gladness, without measure
Stand I now, your Queen of May.
Fond allegiance receiving
From my faithful subjects here
I their fealty believing
Hold my royal crown right dear.

For, unlike all kingly powers
For that proud estate above
To this fairy throne of flowers
I am chosen by your love.
Love which joyfully possessing
Treasured fondly in my heart,
Striving to deserve the blessing
Shall be evermore my part.
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Your dear confidence bestowing
Shall not be conferred in vain
And the trust with love conferring
I will render back again.

Sisters, we have lived in gladness
Our few bright and sunny years
But a day will come of sadness,
And a night of bitter tears.
May we then for grief preparing
Grief which spares no human heart
Fondly aiding and enduring
Wisely choose the better part.

May we from Religion borrow
Consolation for each pain
Looking to that glorious morrow,
When we shall unite again.

Maids of Honor:
Minnie H.
Mary Toll
I. A. Hawkins.31
Mary Wilson32
Bessie Houston
Ella Chapman
Ella Krebs
Mary Miller34

Helen Houston
Ellen Prentice30
Dora Reece
Jinnie McCartney
Carrie Brown
Amanda H.
Bettie Mann33
Bettie Prentice

Floras:
Molie Akers
Janet Houston
Eliza Akers
Jinnie Roberts

Bettie Davis
Jinnie Riggs
Jinnie Johnson35
Kate Davis

Ida: Crown bearer

Friday June 26th 1863 - After much previous practising under Jenny & Alice's

auspices the girls had their May party & crowned their chosen Queen—Minnie Hutchinson.
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The day was a very rainy one, but the children came in the morning to make wreaths
for the room, under dear Jenny's superintendence. How hard she worked on that
occasion to give them pleasure-Alice having gone to Montgomery [West Virginia] &
I being very busy preparing for our trip to Richmond. They assembled pretty early in
the afternoon bringing their refreshments, which were arranged on a table in the back
school-room.36 Just before the Coronation, I conferred the prizes on Minnie, Ellen

Prentice, Mary Miller & Jinnie Johnson for Grammar & Composition, History,
Spelling & Arithmetic, & Geography,37 which they had carried off from the others.
The girls then formed in procession in the porch & marched into and around

the long school-room, in the order in which their names are written on the preceding
page. All said their pieces very well, & went thro’ their parts so beautifully that I was

affected to tears. After the coronation ceremonies were over, the procession formed &

marched into the supper room, but as Nancy38 (in looking at the show) had forgotten
to put her rolls in the oven, I was very glad to see Mrs. Braxton39 drive up, with Ella,
Nelie & Fannie, & while they were entering the house, the Queen & her attendants

retired to the porch, & entering again went thro' the performance a second time. They

had a very nice supper—hot rolls - fresh butter, biscuit bread—cake of various kinds,

fried chicken, ham, beef—pickles-pastry, strawberries & cream, cherries-float—ice
cream & caramel,40 & did it ample justice. Supper being over, they soon after
dispersed to their homes, & I here record my thanks to Jinnie Keinan41 for her
kindness in giving up a party at Mr. L. Caperton’s,4“ & coming to our Queen of May,

suffering as she was with a bad head-ache. The girls looked beautifully as a whole, in
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their white dresses, & wreaths of fragrant flowers, and I hope that they may enjoy

many more festivals of the same kind, when God shall bless us once more with Peace.
July 14th [1863] Went with mother and Sally to Cousin Susy's. We returned July

15th.

How to make a mop43

Wind some very course cotton on a book—that will make the lengths of cotton twice

as long as you wish for the mop. Cut the cotton at both ends and lay it at full length
around the end of the mop handle. Have some strong thread 4 double and waxed &

tie it very tightly over the cotton, above the knob at the end. Turn the ends that lie
towards the top over this tie, and then wind more cotton & tie it on in the same way.

Turn the cotton over the tie, comb it down smoothly. Then with the needle & waxed
thread, tie the cotton below the knob, & sew over & under the waxed thread which
you have wrapped around it.

To make dumplings without lard44

Sift the flour and add a little salt. Have ready some boiling water, and the pot that the

dumplings are to be cooked in also boiling. Pour boiling water over the flour and stir
it well, until you have dough that will roll. Sprinkle flour on the paste-board &

proceed to roll the dumplings & tie them up—as you would any other kind. If properly
made they are as short and good as if made with lard.
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Oct. 2d 1863 - It has been so long since I wrote in this book, that I hardly know how

to begin my chronicle again, but I suppose I had better commence where I left off-

July 15th the day of our return from Cousin Susy's—
Thursday 16th [July, 1863] Mother & I went to Spring Grange45 and had a

very pleasant visit there. The girls were doing some very pretty straw work, and Aunt

Minta amused us very much by her colloquies with the soldiers who came to buy

vegetables. Mother and I enjoyed the nice country fare—very much—nice fresh buttermilk honey, delightful bread & vegetables & last tho' not least real coffee.46
We returned Friday 17th going to the boat with William, who was on his way home to
Goochland [Virginia],

Monday 20th [July] Sally & I went to N[ew] Kent [Virginia], and on our way
saw the battle field of Fair Oaks.47

We found brother & Willy48 waiting for us when

we left the cars, & Bartlett Converse too I think. When we got to the last hill, Sally
& I got out & walked up entering the house at the back door, which surprised them all

very much. Mary49 & all her children were there, & I was introduced to my two new

nieces Julia & Louly. I should hardly have known any of the children, they were so

much grown. Willie was as handsome as ever, & Harry one of the noblest looking
fellows I ever saw. Gordon a fine looking curly-headed boy & little Julia very lovely.

One of the prettiest sights of the summer to me, was seeing Harry, Gordon & Julia
chasing a splendid butterfly in the green shady yard at Belle Isle—as joyously as if
there had been no such thing as War in the land.50 Dear little creatures, may its

horrors never come any nearer to you! I did not feel quite at ease in N. Kent, as there
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had been a recent Yankee raid in the neighborhood, & I felt very much afraid that

there might be another during my visit, but it was very pleasant to see dear Min51

&

her children in their own home & to have the additional pleasure of Mary & her little

ones & Marcia52 being with us—I have not time to tell of Mary & Marcia's famous
expedition to Raimes53 on horse-back or enter into further particulars of my visit to

Belle Isle. As I could only stay a few days, Min concluded to go up with me to
Richmond & we accordingly went to the cars on Friday the 24th & reached home

safely towards sunset.

Three little kittens

As sung with great applause by Master Willie Gordon

Three little kittens,
Took off their mittens,
To eat some Christmas pie,
These little kittens,
Lost their mittens,
And thus began to cry,
Oh mother dear,
We very much fear
That we have lost our mittens.
You bad little kittens,
You bad little kittens,
You shall not have any pie
Meiou, Meiou, Meiou, Meiou, Meiou, Meiou,
Meiou, &c.
Three little kittens,
Found their mittens,
Up on a shelf so high,
Three little kittens,
Found their mittens,
And thus began to cry—
Oh mother dear,
You need not fear,
For we have found our mittens—
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You good little kittens,
You good little kittens,
Now you shall have some pie.
Friday 24th [July 1863] As Min & I slowly journeyed to the rail-road, we
heard the whistle & greatly feared that we should be too late, but most fortunately for

us, the train had been delayed, and was on the down trip, so we were only too happy
to sit in the saw-mill until its return, & as I have said before reached home in safety
towards sunset-brother Sam54 meeting us at the cars. Poor Min. I hope she rested a
little while with us, as she staid until the following Tuesday or Wednesday, and she
must have needed it in her situation. She and mother and I went to see Mrs.

Chamberlayne together, who seemed much pleased at our visit. Cousin Suzy came in
from C. field55 while she was with us, & we went down to Seabrook's Hospital56

together one morning. I was much pleased with the general appearance of this
Hospital.

I cannot recollect exactly the day of Amelia's departure, or of Dr. W's arrival in

Richmond. I was very much disappointed at not seeing the latter as soon as I

expected, & when he did come it was as a surgeon for the sick & wounded on the
train, the cars being impressed57 for their removal to Richmond. After he came we

had several pleasant visits together to Mr. C.'s and also to Cousin Edwin's. They were
in great trouble there for a while about Johnny who had been wounded at Gettysburg,58
but we were all relieved at last by hearing directly from him, of his being comfortably

situated in the Yankee prison Hospital59 where he was carried after the Battle. I was
disappointed in not seeing a dress parade & in visiting a Camp & Drewry's Bluff.60
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The weather was so hot when Dr. W. went to the latter place that my courage failed

me, & I did not go. I saw all my relations however or nearly all, but was mighty
sorry that I missed going to see cousin Rose. She called one afternoon to take me out,

but I was not at home, & lost the only opportunity I had of paying her a visit. While
in Richmond I attended the funeral of one of the best friends of my youth, poor

Rebecca Chiles,61 who died after a long & tedious illness, in the comfort of a
reasonable religious & holy hope, & is now I trust with God. On my way home from

this funeral I went into Mr. Brent's62 out of a shower, & whilst there, who should

come in but Miss Balsora Barnes, an old acquaintance of our family. The name
carried me back almost to my infancy & I was glad to meet with her.

August 10th [1863] Dr. W & I being disappointed in our conveyance, could not
leave Richmond as we had hoped, but Mary & Nan63 set off for Cumberland

[Virginia], where they spent a pleasant week at Dr. Leach's, joining us at Farmville

[Virginia] the following Monday.
Monday 17th Dr. & I left Richmond. Partings are always sad, & particularly

so in these sad times. Father went with us to the Depot so that mother & Marcia were
left alone in the house, & I felt very sorry for them, but knew they would have enough

to do to keep them from feeling lonely very long. We traveled all night and reached
Salem [Virginia] the next morning (18th) about 10 o'clock I suppose, where to our

great joy we found Foster & Davis64 waiting for us with conveyances to bring us on to
Union [West Virginia].65 Oh how glad & grateful I felt, & with what alacrity did I

enter the crazy vehicle66 which was to bring me home. I had felt so uneasy lest
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something should occur to prevent us from ever seeing it again, that I hardly thought
of the inconveniences & even perils of the way, and was in the mood to enjoy

everything that was pleasant—the fine weather-picturesque scenery—the society of my

dear husband & sisters—our picnic dinners, & drinks from the clear mountain springs
& c & c. We reached Craig C. H. (Newcastle) [Virginia]57 the first night where we
had comfortable beds and a delicious breakfast the next morning. The cook (a sister
of Mr. Dunlap's Nelson)58 came in to see us, & we praised her light biscuit, fried

chicken & eggs to her heart's content. After breakfast we entered our vehicles & set
out on our journey 19th [August, 1863] but just after crossing the creek, the side of
the hack came off, & Mary Nan & I had to get out, while a blacksmith was sent for to

repair it. We retired to a little distance & spreading the cushions on the grass spent
the time very pleasantly until 11 o'clock reading & writing when we commenced our
journey in earnest. We spent the night at Kyle's,59 iin one large comfortable room, &

breakfasted there—20th—the next morning, with quite a party of other travelers.

The road this day was better, & we all felt cheered at the prospect of reaching
Union before night. We stopped a little while at the Sweet Springs,70 which Nan & I

had never seen before & were delighted with what we saw. We reached home about 6

o'clock & found all well—the house in nice order & Nancy & the children

much

pleased to see us. "I hope I was thankful, I know I was glad." Miss Lizzie, Mrs.
Braxton & Lin stopped at the door to tell me how'd'ye?

[August] 21st [1863], Being Fast day7" we all went to church, and spent the
day very quietly. After supper some of our friends came in to see us, among them my
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dear H.C.73

[August] 22nd [1863], Lelia & Ella74 came in the morning, & other visitors

during the day. Capt. Warwick breakfasted with us, & I dare say thought me a very
careless housekeeper. The previous day being Fast-day & I a good deal fatigued I had
not even filled the salt-cellars & he had to help himself to salt from a plate, which was
not altogether comme il faut.75

Sunday [August] 23rd. Went to church as usual.
[August] 24th. Paid some visits in the afternoon. Went to Elmwood.76
[August] 25th.77
[August] 26th. We spent quietly at home the girls78 helping me to make my

Beauregard.79 Just as Maiy was completing it, Mrs Hutchinson 80 came in to see how
we were feeling after the exciting news of the day-the most exciting part of which

however, (that the Yankees were advancing on Union in three different directions) we

had not heard, or we should probably not have been so composed. We knew the
fighting was going on in the neighborhood of the White,81 & towards evening I began
to feel right uneasy about Cliff, not supposing that John would be in the action or

even near the battle field.82 Late in the night Foster came with a letter from Cliff,
informing us of his & John's safety & giving some account of this hard fought battle.

It was a relief to hear from them but I felt very uneasy after receiving the letter as

Cliff said they expected to fight again next day. We all went to Lecture83 at night.
[August] 27th. The fighting was renewed, the contest was a severe one, but
the Yankees were finally repulsed after (I think) ten different charges on our men, who
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pursued them for some distance. Our victory was complete, but dearly bought, our
gallant men suffering severely.84 I think I received another note from Cliff this day, &

we were all truly thankful for his & John's preservation. The latter had to remain with
the ammunition, but Cliff was with Col. Patton85 during the battle & with him

narrowly escaped capture on the morning of the 26th. Mr. Erskine86 was buried here

this day. (27th.) Everybody in town seemed to be at the Funeral.

[August] 28th [1863], A part of the army started hoping to overtake the
enemy, but after going to Callaghan's,87 returned to the White [Sulphur Springs] on

Sat. without accomplishing their object. Hearing that our wounded at the W. S.
[White Sulphur] were in need of almost every thing our citizens sent contributions of

money, provisions &c for their relief. Mr. Riggs88 took them in his hack, having

kindly determined to bring over two of the wounded to his own house. Dr. W. &

some other gentlemen went along, & Mrs. Lewis89 & Mrs. Brown90 went as
representatives of the ladies of Union.

[August] 29th. Our contributions were the first on the field, & were most

gratefully received by our men, & the Yankees too—to whom Mrs. L. & Mrs. B.
attended as well as to our own men. Dr. W. finding that his services would not be

needed, the surgeons returning from Callaghan's with the army, came back home.

Dear John got here a little before him, whilst we were at supper & was most warmly
welcomed. He said he should have liked to enter L.burg [Lewisburg] the next day,

with the victorious army, but finally concluded to come to Union, & we were very

happy that he did so.
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[August] 30th [1863],

[August] 31st. We were invited to Mr. Hutchinson's to tea. Mary, Nan & I
went early with our work, & towards night Dr. W., John, & Mr. & Mrs. Houston91
came in. We had a pleasant time, & the supper was perfectly delicious. The tea was

excellent and the fried chicken & flannel cakes, not to be surpassed. I wore my new

homespun dress that Mother gave me, & it was much admired.92
[September] 1st. Went to Elmwood to tea, & found Mrs. Braxton dressed

beautifully & looking very sweet, intending to spend the evening with us in the parlor.
We were expecting a merry evening, when who should ride up but Capts. Warwick &
Boore, causing Mrs. Braxton to beat a hasty retreat, & remain in her room—so I was

right sorry that they came. We spent a pleasant evening however, had a very
handsome supper, with refreshments afterwards, & came home before 10 o'clock.

John returned to Lewisburg in the morning.
We have been very busy receiving & returning calls. All our friends nearly have

called on the girls & seem disposed to be sociable.
[September] 2nd. Went to Lecture at night.
I don't recollect any thing particular to put in my journal from this date till the evening

the girls spent at Mr. Lewis Caperton's.93
[September] 7th. Monday - Our school opened with thirteen scholars.94

Friday [September] 11th. We were invited to Gen. Echols.95 All of us went

except Dr. W. who was with an ill patient, & spent a delightful evening. There was

quite a large party of ladies—no gentlemen except Mr. L. C. Houston Letcher—Edward

I
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& John Mayo. I don't know when I enjoyed an evening so much. We had a very nice
supper & refreshments, but the events of the evening were Miss Lizzie's singing "The

old bell cow" in payment of a pawn, & Mrs. Echols reading like a school-boy—by way
of redeeming Harriette C’s pawn, who had been sentenced to sing "Old dog Tray,"
Miss Lizzie acted the school-master, & she & Mrs. E. performed their parts inimitably,

to the great delight of the company. I never enjoyed a party more in my life, & think
of & thank Mrs. E. for the entertainment she afforded us, almost every time I listen to

the reading of some of our boys, & girls, too, for that matter. I regret very much that

Dr. W. missed it, but he was not very well & attending a very ill patient at the time,
so that he could not go. The poor girl (Henrietta Allen) died that night I think.
[September] 12th [1863]. In the afternoon I attended poor Henrietta's funeral.

The family (refugees from Mercer)96 have been greatly afflicted since coming here, &
seemed in great distress at the death of this daughter, a lovely, pious girl, cut off in

the bloom of early womanhood. Her patience under the severe & alarming disease
(Diphtheria) which carried her off so suddenly, & her happy death were most

convincing proofs of the value of religion to cheer & sustain the soul in the darkest
hours, & most trying circumstances. After the funeral I went in to see her sister, Mrs.
Bailey, who did not go to the graveyard, being very poorly with a rising breast. Her

baby was a pitiable object, having a dreadful eruption on its head, & a rising in its ear.

Nearly all the children in town have had an eruption of some kind or other this
summer, but this is the worst case I have seen.

[September] 13 th.
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[September] 14th [1863]. Mary, Nan, Dr. W. & I went to the Salt Sulphur97 &

had quite a pleasant little excursion. While the others walked about the grounds, I
went in to see Mrs. Erskine, Miss Betsey & Mrs Harrison, not having been able to do

so before, since Mr. E.'s death.

[September] 15th. Tuesday - we were invited to Gen Chapman's.98 All went

except Dr. W. & had a very nice time. John was with us, but I don’t recollect when
he came over from Lewisburg.

Wednesday [September] 16th. The girls & John, with Bettie, Jinnie, Alice, Sue
& Chris Chapman,99 attended by their maids, went up on the Knob,100 part on foot &
part on horse-back, where they spent the day & had a pic-nic dinner. They had a

pleasant time, but were very tired on reaching home about dark.

Thursday [September] 17th. We were all invited to Mr. Alexander's101 to spend

the afternoon. I could not go with the girls, as I was preparing for an evening
company, but after eating my supper alone, went up to bring them home to our party,
& got there in time to partake of some of the cake & ice-cream, on which they had

been feasting. Soon after our return dear Cliff arrived from L— [Lewisburg] & I trust
I was sincerely thankful to the Giver of all Good for the pleasure of having four of my

dear brothers & sisters under our roof at the same time.102

We had pretty much the same company that had been meeting round from
house [to] house, Miss Lizzie, Harriette, Lin, Bettie, Alice C., Jinnie K., Sue & Chris

C., Ann H., & Mr. Whittington, & I hope they enjoyed the evening. On such an

occasion I thought I was justified in having a pound cake & ice cream for our guests
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(my first since the war commenced, & I suppose the last) & had been able to procure
some good peaches, quite a rarity this season, so I was right well satisfied about the

refreshments, except that the ice-cream (or custard rather) was not as good as I could
have wished, being a little burnt.
It poured in torrents before the company broke up & Bettie staid with us all night.

Friday [September 18th, 1863] - We spent the evening at Mrs. Gaston C's103—&

I should have enjoyed it very much, if I had not been sleepy from sitting up so late

the night before. John & Cliff had returned to L. [Lewisburg] & some of the girls
who were invited could not come, so that we had comparatively a small & quiet party.

We tried the game of telling anecdotes, which we commenced here the evening before,
& told the tales rather straighter—This game has truly a moral to it.
Tuesday [September] 22d. John came over from L. [Lewisburg] to go with the
girls to R.104 & we had quite a crowd of visitors in the afternoon to take leave of them.

Wednesday [September] 23d. My dear Mary & Nan left us, with John as their
escort about 8 in the morning. They went in Mr. Rigg’s hack & reached

Christiansburg [Virginia] the next day after a fatiguing ride. They staid at Mrs.
Bragg's that night & reached home safely the following Saturday.
I was very sorry to part [with] them, but I feel that I have great cause for
gratitude in their being permitted to visit us at all, & for all the marks of kind

attention that they received, which made their time pass very pleasantly. I went to
hard work by way of removing my sad feelings, & soon found the good effects of it.
Oct. 12th. Monday - I was much pleased to see dear John on his return from
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Richmond, having been disappointed by his non-arrival on Saturday.
[October] 13th [1863], John went back to Lewisburg.

[October] 14th. The army moved Westward but returned to L.burg Friday or Saturday.
[October] 18th. A most lovely day. Mr. H. [Houston] was absent at Presbytery which
met at the Gap105 so that we had no preaching, & I spent the day very pleasantly

reading on the back porch.
[October] 19th. Mr. Jack Nickell brought his daughter Virginia106 to board with us.
[October] 20th. Jinne K., Va & I went to Mrs. McCartney's.’07
[October] 21st. Took Va. to Mr. Houston's. Mrs. Akers108 joined me there & we went

together to Elmwood to inform the ladies there of a plan for forming a Sock Society
for the soldiers.109 Had a very pleasant visit & saw Mrs. Judge Fry who brought me
messages from John & Cliff.
November 7th. - After a long interval of quiet, we have had another exciting day. We
heard early this morning that Gen. Echols was badly defeated yesterday in Pocahontas

[Virginia], and that he intended retreating towards Covington [Virginia] if possible.110
I felt great uneasiness about my dear brothers, but was mercifully preserved from all

excess of fear, concern & sadness. Between 9 & 10 o'clock Mr. William
Montgomery111 called to leave Cliffs trunk, & being detained a while at the

blacksmith's shop, Nancy & I went up to carry him something to eat, & whilst there

John rode up to my great joy & informed me of Cliffs safety & speedy arrival. He
soon came on, & I would here record my thanks & praises to that merciful Being who

watched over & preserved them during their late perils. Both were well tho' much

I
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exhausted. Cliff said that it seemed to him like one long day since Thursday, when

the army left L-burg [Lewisburg] for Pocahontas. He had been in the saddle ever
since 2 o'clock yesterday morning, & had eaten nothing since he left L.burg late last
night. Nancy prepared them a nice dinner & I was glad that we had one poor

wounded man, to partake of it with us. Dr. W. dressed his wound, which was in the

right hand, & he left immediately after eating his dinner. Hearing that there were a
good many wounded men on the street, I went up as soon as I could after dinner,

carrying some tea, bread & butter &c, & sat with it on Gen. Chapman's porch for
some time but saw hardly any wounded men, & those to whom I spoke, did not seem

to wish to eat. Cliff was fast asleep when I returned, & John tried to take a nap, but
Gen E. [Echols] arrived & both were going to [and] fro' nearly all the afternoon to

hear the news & find out what was determined on. We had an early supper for them,

& three others, & soon after they left to join Gen E. at Campbell's112 where he expects
to remain to-night. We are thus left in almost hourly expectation of the arrival of the

Yankees. May God in his infinite mercy keep them back, & give us help in this hour

of trouble, for vain is the help of man!113
A memory of twenty years ago—
Oct. 1863

"A stupid ass, one morning went
Into a field by accident,
And there espied by accident,
A flute, which some oblivious gent,
Had left behind by accident.
He sniffed at it with eager scent,
And made the hollow instrument
Emit a sound by accident.
Hurrah! Hurrah! exclaimed the brute
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How cleverly I play the flute!
A fool in spite of Nature's bent
May shine, sometimes, by accident."

A Woman's Song to Women
Oct. 1863
"Pull the needle, swing the broom,
Tidy up the littered room.
Patch the trowsers, dam the shirt.
Fight the daily dust and dirt.
All around you trust your skill,
Confident of kindness still.
Stir the gruel, knead the bread,
Tax your hands, and heart, and head,
Children sick and household hungry
(Tho' some thoughtless words have stung ye)
All are waiting on your will
Confident of kindness still.

Never mind the glance oblique
Never cause of coldness seek,
Never notice slight or frown,
By your conduct live them down;
All at last will seek your skill
Confident of kindness still.
Lift your heart, and lift your eyes,
Let continual prayer arise;
Think of all the Saviour’s woe,
When he walked with man, below
What poor sinner sought his skill
Confident of kindness still.
Sing the song, and tell the story
Of the Saviour’s coming glory,
To the children whom he blesses,
With your guidance and caresses,
Who for all things wait your will
Confident of kindness still.
Feed the hungry, and the weak,
Words of cheer and warning speak.
Be the angel of the poor.
Teach them bravely to endure.
Show them this, the Father's will
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That they trust his kindness still.
Look for nothing in return
Let not wrath within you bum.
Gratitude may be your lot,
Then be thankful, but if not
Are you better than your Lord
Who endured the cross and sword
From those very hands whose skill
Waited ever on his will?
Noble is a life of care
If a holy zeal be there
All your little deeds of love
Heavenward helps at least may prove
If you seek your Father's will
Trusting in his kindness still."

My Saviour now in heaven above,
But once a child like me,
Look down upon me in thy love,
And make me like to thee.
Oh, make me holy as thou wert
When thou on earth didst live,
Oh, take away my wicked heart,
A better nature give.
I would be like thee if I could
But thou must teach me how,
O blessed Saviour, make me good
In mercy hear me now.
Little children, love each other
Is the blessed Saviour's rule
Every little one is brother
To his play-fellow at school.
We're all children of one Father,
That great God who reigns above,
Shall we quarrel? No, much rather
Should we live like him—in love
He has placed us here together
That we may be good & kind
He is ever watching whether
We are one in heart & mind.
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Who is stronger than the other
Let him be the weak one's friend.
Who's more playthings than his brother?
He should like to give or lend.
All they have they share with others,
With kind looks and gentle words,
Thus they live like happy brothers,
And are known to be the Lord's.

There is beyond the sky
A heaven of joy and love
And holy children, when they die
Go to that world above.
There is a dreadful hell
And everlasting pains
There sinners must with devils dwell
In darkness, fire & chains.
Can such a child as I
Escape this awful end?
And may I hope whene'er I die,
I shall to Heaven ascend?
Then will I read & pray
While I have life and breath
Lest I should be cut off to-day,
And sent to eternal death.
They tell me that beyond the seas,
In distant heathen lands,
The people worship idol gods,
The work of their own hands.
They never heard of Jesus Christ,
And all his dying love;
They fear not hell below, nor care
For joys of Heaven above.
O what a wretched state is theirs!
How sad no tongue can say!
But am I wiser, let me ask,
Or better off than they?

What good can come of all I know
Of God's most holy word,
Unless my heart be changed & brought
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To know & love the Lord?
If I delight in earthly things
Instead of God alone,
I worship idols, just as they
Who bow to wood & stone.
Since, then I am to evil bom
Like other sons of men
O grant, that by thy Spirit, Lord
I may be bom again.

Nov. 22nd. 1863 - Pulled a verbena bloom from the open border in our garden.

[November] 23d. Pulled a violet from the same place & received a bunch of fine
ones, from little Jinnie Johnson.

[November] 24th. Cliff called just as we had done dinner on his way to Dublin,
[Virginia], only staid about half an hour, but said he would probably be here again
Sunday or Monday.

[November] 25th. Received a good many letters to-day among them one from my
dear mother written in great distress upon our account, supposing us to be in the hands

of the Yankees. Oh, what thanks and praises do we owe the Lord, for delivering us

from them once more.

[November] 29th. Cliff came from Dublin, but only staid a short time, an order

arriving from Gen. E. [Echols] soon after he did for him to join his command as soon
as possible. I was sorry to see him & his poor horse leave before they were rested

particularly as we had heard rumors of another advance of the enemy. Cliff expressed

a wish as he took leave that I might not see him again for two or three days, to which
I said Amen very heartily for retreats are very distressing things. The enemy did not
advance, as was apprehended-for which I desire to be sincerely thankful.
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Dec. 5th [1863]. Heard yesterday of the death of dear Min’s little baby, of whose

birth I had only heard a few days before. The child was bom on Wed. Nov 18th., 11
1/4 P.M. and was a fine healthy baby, weighing nine pounds—with dark hair & eyes,

& continued perfectly well until the 24th when it lost the use of its jaws & throat, and

could not suck. On Wed. the 25th it was attacked with violent convulsions which
continued until within a few hours of its death, which occurred on the 26th Nov. at 20

minutes past 9 o’clock at night. Now that her sufferings are ended I cannot grieve for

her, but would humbly thank God, that in permitting the Angel of Death to enter our

family for the first time, this little nameless one (doubtless best prepared for the
exchange) of worlds should have been the one called to go. "She is at rest, and we in

tears," for the sins and sorrows of those who are left behind. Lord, prepare us by thy
grace, to meet her in Heaven.

December 13th, Sunday. This morning John arrived soon after breakfast in advance of

the army, which is retreating this way, the enemy being again in Lewisburg. Oh, Lord
how long shall this time of tribulation last? I desire to be thankful that I have felt
calm all day, & hope that I am resigned to the will of God. We had no service on

account of the excitement in town, so in the morning I wrote to my dear brother &
Min, not knowing when I should have another opportunity, & this afternoon went to

see Mrs. Dunlap & Mrs. Early114 both quite sick. John went to Mr L. C’s after
supper, & Dr. W. & I sang a good many hymns together as peacefully as if there were
no cruel war going on. Oh, that it may soon come to an end.

[December] 14th, Monday. McCausland115 passed thro' Union with the 36th. &
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60th.116 to join Gen Echols, at Pickaway plains.117 John went out to camp in the

morning, but returned to dinner & he & Cliff staid with us all night. In the afternoon
went to Elmwood & several other places, & heard that the Yankees had left
Lewisburg. No school to-day in consequence of the excitement.
[December] 15th [1863]. Tuesday - Cliff left very early in the morning, being

summoned to attend the Gen. back to camp. We all felt very sorry at the Gen.'s losing

a favorite man servant in the night—Austin. Things being comparatively quiet we

taught all day until 3 o'clock—when news arrived of Averill's advance on the Sweet
Springs road,118 & all seemed to consider his arrival here the next morning as
inevitable. We dismissed school, & our army was soon in full retreat toward the Salt

[Sulphur Springs], John had to leave us before supper, & Cliff arrived just as it was
ready—but had just supped or dined at Elmwood, so I gave him the remains of our

supper for his breakfast, not knowing where he might be at that time. He soon went
to the Salt, but returned about midnight with Mr. Harvey119 & staid here 'till morning.
Gens. Jones & Echols also spent the night in town in consultation.
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Truth may be blamed, but cannot be shamed.120
Every day in thy life is a page in thy history.121

Where the spider sucks poison, the bee sucks honey.122

No pains, no gains.123
Take all things by the smooth handle.124

It is better to live on a little, than to outlive a great deal.125

It is delightful to see young people pursue virtue & knowledge.
Louis XVI was beheaded January 17.126
Behind the clouds the sun is still shining.127
Every cloud has a silver lining.128

Hasty promises are seldom kept. Do nothing rashly.129

Where much is given, much will be required.130
Desert not a friend.131
The more we have, the more we want.132

Virtue and vice are opposites.133
Cleanliness is next to godliness.134

True religion is to visit the widow & fatherless in their affliction.135
The most dutiful children are the happiest children.

Charity is a tender affection for the whole creation of God.
Give me neither poverty nor riches, feed me with food convenient for me.

Plutarch calls lying the vice of slaves.136
Religion supports us in adversity, moderates us in prosperity.
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We must be wise or foolish; there is no medium.
The study of Natural History expands and elevates the mind.

When once thy foot enters the church, beware,
God is more there than thou; for thou art there
Only by his permission. Then beware,
And make thyself all reverence and fear.
Let vain and busy thoughts have there no part;
Bring not thy plough, thy plots, thy pleasures thither,
Christ purged his temple—so must thou thy heart,
All worldly thoughts are but thieves met together
To cozen thee. Look at thy actions well,
For churches either are our Heaven or Hell.
Sunday, March 17th 1867. Herbert
Anthony's creek.137

The Conquered Banner138
"Furl that banner, for 'tis weary,
'Round its staff 'tis drooping dreary;
Furl it, fold it, it is best;
For there's not a man to wave it,
And there's not a sword to save it,
And there's not left one to lave it,
In the blood that heroes gave it.
And its foes now scorn and brave it.
Furl it, hide it, let it rest.
Take that banner down; 'tis tattered.
Broken is its staff, and shattered;
And the valiant hosts are scattered,
O'er whom it floated high.
Oh! 'tis hard for us to fold it,
Hard to think there's none to hold it,
Hard that those who once unrolled it,
Now must furl it with a sigh.
Furl that banner—furl it sadly:
Once six million hailed it gladly,
And ten thousand wildly, madly,
Swore it should forever wave,
Swore that foeman's sword should never
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Hearts entwined like theirs’ dissever
And that flag should float forever,
O'er their freedom, or their grave.
Furl it, for the hands that grasped it,
And the hearts that fondly clasped it,
Cold and dead are lying low.
And that banner it is trailing
While around it sounds the wailing
Of its people in their woe!
For though conquered they adore it,
Love the cold, dead hands that bore it;
Weep for those who fell before it,
Pardon those who trailed and tore it,
And ah! wildly they deplore it,
Now to furl and fold it so.
ti

June 11th, 1866

My God, my father while I stray
Far from my home on life's rough way,
O teach me from my heart to say,
Thy will be done.
If thou shoulds't call me to resign
What most I prize—it ne'er was mine,
I only yield thee what was thine—
Thy will be done.
Should pining sickness waste away
My life in premature decay,
My Father, still 1'11 try to say,
Thy will be done.
E'en if again I ne'er should see
The friend more dear than life to me,
Ere long we both shall be with thee,
Thy will be done.
If but my fainting heart be blest
With thy good spirit for its guest,
My God, to thee I'll leave the rest;
Thy will be done.
Renew my will from day to day.
Blend it with thine, and take away
All that now makes it hard to say
Thy will be done.
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And when on earth I breathe no more—
The prayer oft mixed with earth before
I'll sing upon a happier shore
Thy will be done.
Union, Dec. 17th, 1863, Thursday

December 16, 1863 Wednesday. Gen E. [Echols] & staff returned to the Salt

[Sulphur Springs], and we supposed would travel in that direction, but John came in

about 11 o’clock & Cliff soon after and we learned that it had been determined to try

to intercept Averill by sending a force towards the Sweet Springs.139 Soon the troops
began to move past our door in this order: Derrick's battalion,140 22d. Reg. Edgar’s
battalion,141 and Chapman's142 and Jackson's batteries.143 Cliff & John with Maj.
McLaughlin dined with us, & about 2 o’clock the Gen & staff galloped off. Oh, that

they may succeed in their enterprise. After they left we heard that the Yankees under
Averill had reached Salem [Virginia].

Sat. [December] 19th. Have spent a quiet pleasant day not withstanding the state of

the time. Averill's raid has cut off our communication with Staunton and Richmond,
and we can hear nothing reliable from any quarter. It is said that Averill has
destroyed immense stores at Salem, and we are hoping and praying for his capture.

Gen. E. is said to be on the Sweet Spring Mountain.144 It has been intensely cold, &

the only drawback to my comfort this day, has been thinking of my unhappy country,
and the suffering of its brave defenders. May God protect and bless them this night,
and give us all hearts to pity and relieve their necessities to the utmost of our ability.
I hope it is not selfish in me to enjoy the mercies bestowed upon me (particularly that
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of being spared the presence of a cruel insulting enemy) while so many are suffering
extremities of wretchedness of every kind. What shall I render to the Lord for all his
benefits bestowed upon me. I will take the cup of thanksgiving and call upon his
name, 145 and trust that he will hear my prayer for myself, and all for whom I should

pray.

Jan. 1st 1864. At the commencement of the New Year, I must take a few minutes to
record some of the pleasant incidents of the holidays. On Christmas day I received

many substantial tokens of remembrance and good will from my kind friends, and had
a quiet pleasant time with Dr. W. Bettie, Alice, & Jinnie called on us. Miss Lessie &

Harrity too, & I went out a while in the afternoon to pay some visits. The night of the

19th. Dec. was quite an exciting one in town, as Averill was expected by the Bean
road, but thank God, he did not come near us. We were much concerned however at

the damage effected by him.
Monday [December] 20th [1863]. John was here and staid until Tuesday. I

was very sorry he could not eat his Christmas dinner with us, tho' I know that he and
Cliff got a much better one in L.burg [Lewisburg] at Mr. Montgomery’s.

I spent my time during the holidays in doing some work that was much needed & in

visiting my friends.
Wednesday the 30th. Dec. Jinnie R. & I went to Mr. Houston’s to assist Mrs.

H. about some sewing. We had a pleasant afternoon & before we left were treated to

a turkey supper, which we enjoyed very much. On my return home, I found that Mr.
& Mrs. Noyes,146 old Mrs. N. & Brad had arrived from C.burg,147 very tired & hungry,
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so I had to bustle around and have their supper taken up to them. That night Nancy

had a party & the next morning sent us in so many good things that we concluded not

to have any dinner, but an early supper.148 It was a dreadful day, raining and snowing,
but about dark who should appear but dear Cliff, dripping wet & very hungry not
having eaten anything since the day before. I was glad to have a remnant of "the

party" to give him, & that he was here to get some of our New Year's dinner. I had
presents of fresh butter, cream, milk and apples on the occasion, which helped our

dessert very much. It was intensely cold all day, & I was sorry that he had to leave

with Gen. E. in the afternoon, fearing that they would both suffer very much. May
God protect & bless him & my dear John in the hardships to which they are at present

exposed & bring us all in safety thro' the New Year is my earnest prayer. And oh—

that above all he would grant Peace, to our beloved country.

Apri! 13th [1864]. It has been so long since I wrote in my journal that I will not
attempt to bring it up to the present date, but will proceed at once to make some

Botanical entries,149 which I have been prevented from doing before, by want of
leisure.

George brought me a very curious flower at Easter, that she found at Ewing's
sugar-camp150—it was a purple and yellow flower, several inches high, with spotted

leaves. After some research & inquiry, I find it to be of Class 6th Hexandria. Order
1st. Monogynia Erythronium. Americanum. Common name Dog-tooth violet or

Adder's tongue.
Yesterday Ann Hutchinson gave me another flower entirely new to me. The corolla is
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yellowish green—5 petalled—stamens many, inserted on the receptacle, pistils 3. So I

suppose it belongs to the 2d. order of the 12th Class. Its common name is Christmas
flower. Mrs. Houston thinks it a variety of the Peony in its native state.

Class

6.

Hexandria. Order 1st. Monogynia. Lilium Candidum. White Lily.

Class 10.

Decandria. Order 2d. Digynia. Dianthus Caryophyllus. Pink.

Class 12.

Polyandria. Order 1st. Monogynia. Papaver Somniferum. Opium Poppy.

Class 11.

Icosandria. Order 13th. Polygynia. Rose Muscosa. Moss Rose.

Class

Hexandria. Order 1st. Monogynia. Hyacinthus Orientales. Garden

6.

Hyacinth.
Class

5.

Pentandria. Order 1st. Monogynia. Viola (Atta odorata?) Violet.

Class

6.

Hexandria. Order 1st. Monogynia. Narcissus. Jonquil.

Class 20.
Class

5.

Dicecia. Order 6th. Ostendria. Populus tremulcides. Aspen.
Pentandria. Order 1st. Monogynia. Claytonia Virginiaca or Latifolia.

Spring beauty.
Class

6.

Hexandria. Order 1st. Monogynia. Fritillaria imperialis. Crown Imperial.

Class

5.

Pentandria. Order 1st. Monogynia Pulmonaria (Virginica?) Lung-wort.

Class

5.

n

Order 1st. Monogynia Campenula medium. Canterbury

Bell.
Class 11.

Icosandria. Order 1st. Monogynia. Philadelphus coronarius. Mock

orange.
Class 17.

Syngenesia. Order 3rd. Frustanca
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Class 13.
Class 13.

Didymonia. Order 1st. Gymnospermia. Pyenantheum. Mountain mint.
I!

2nd. Angiospermia. Snap dragon.

April 17th 1864. Sunday - This is my fortieth birthday, and I have reflected rather
more on my age than I ever did before. I cannot say that my days seem to be few and

evil, as mother does in speaking of her 60th birth-day. By the goodness of God, I

have enjoyed as much happiness I believe, as often falls to the lot of any human

being. I have been blessed with the best of parents, and husbands, brothers, and
sisters, and many kind friends and relations, with health and a thousand temporal

comforts—and I trust with some portion of God’s grace in my heart. Surely Goodness
and Mercy have followed me all the days of my life. May I dwell in the house of the
Lord for ever and ever and may I show my thankfulness not only with my lips, but in

my life, and try to devote myself more entirely to the service of that God, who has so
richly blessed me. We have had no preaching to-day, Mr. Houston being absent at

Presbytery in Lewisburg. The weather continues cold, rainy and snowy, with only an
occasional glimpse of sunshine. All feel much uneasiness about its effect on crops of

every kind. I should be in despair if I did not realize to some extent, that clouds &
sunshine are dispensed by Infinite Wisdom. God is afflicting us now, and may see fit
to send upon the inhabitants of this once abundant country, the trial of scarcity and

extreme want to humble us and bring us to repentance.

April 20th. It continues very cold and inclement—has snowed about a dozen times
since Monday, when we had quite a freeze. The coldest day last winter was Feb. 18th
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when the Thermometer stood at 12° below Zero. The extreme cold gave me two days
holiday, Thursday & Friday.

April 21st [1864]. Water froze in our water barrels.
Thursday [April] 28th. Yesterday was a sad and anxious day to me. Dr. W. was

summoned to Staunton to see Ma who is very ill, and left me about 10 o'clock on

foot, going in company with Mr. Connell & his family.151 We were both much
distressed at this sad news, but it may prove not to be so bad as we thought. When

shall I see my dear husband again? & when shall I be able to have my children 'round
me again? I love to teach & miss the occupation very much.152 God grant us peace &

quiet here until Dr. W's return, at any rate. I hope & pray that he may reach Staunton
in time to see his mother once more. She has been a good & tender mother to me too,
& I grieve when I think of her sufferings, & that it may be God's will that I should

never see her again. But He knows best, & it may be that He is only taking her from
the evil to come.

May 2d. Received letters from Richmond. The latest news from Ma, a telegram
received by Mr. Cooke153 the Tuesday before—"Ma is just the same." But I thought I

had grounds to hope that she was better—from my having received no message about
her, as Dr. W. had been in Staunton long enough to send one. God grant it may be
so!

May 3d. Tuesday. Snow on the ground, very cold and disagreeable. Spent a pleasant

quiet day at Elmwood, Mrs. Braxton having insisted that I should go & eat some of
her birth-day dinner.154
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June 4th [1864], The last has been an eventful month with us, but I have not been

able until now to record any of its occurrences. On the 3d. of May I heard of Dr. W's

safe arrival at Jackson's river, and did not hear from him again until his return from
Staunton on the 19th. I had confidently expected to receive letters from Staunton &
Richmond on the 9th. but owing to the disturbed state of the country there was no

mail on that day, nor for two or three weeks after. Averill was expected here by some

on the 2d. of May, but he went to the rail-road another way, favoring us with a call on
his return. I do not recollect the day on which Gen. Echols' brigade left the Draft,155

but I remember very well that it was on Friday the 13th that we heard of the near
approach of the enemy—on the Salt Pond road.156 Being entirely unprotected we of

course felt very badly, tho' we knew it was better for our men to be away, unless there
had been enough of them to withstand so large a force. Mrs. Noyes & I went into the
garret to see if we could hide anything there, but finding it impossible concluded to let

our provisions remain in the store-room & cellar. As night drew on we heard of the
nearer approach of the army, & very much feared they would be upon us by bed-time.
As Dr. W. was not here, Mrs. Noyes insisted on my coming up in her room &
sleeping with her during the excitement—Mr. Noyes having left us. "Ole miss"157 gave
us a treat of real coffee that night hoping that Mr. N. would be able to stay & partake

of it with us, which he was unable to do, but I wish he had had my share, as it kept
me awake most of the night. Sat. morning [May 14th, 1864] we ate our breakfast in

peace, & I had finished my house-keeping & was about to take up my sewing, when I
was informed that the Yankees were entering town by the Salt Sulphur road.158 All
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went to look but me, & as I had no desire to see them & a great desire to finish

mending Dr. W's shirts I sat quietly by the fire, working at first with trembling fingers
which gradually grew steadier, so that I finished my allotted task before night,

notwithstanding many interruptions. I gave Nancy the cellar key, & told her to cook
for our unwelcome guests, which she did, very thoughtfully informing them that it was

by my orders. She was indeed most kind & considerate, & knowing my repugnance
to speaking to them, used her best endeavors to keep them out of the house, & with

such success that I did not have occasion to speak to one of them until Sunday

afternoon. The advance guard of cavalry was commanded by Col. Scott, to whom
Messrs. Houston & Hutchinson applied for protection for the citizens, & not without
effect, as he gave guards to all who requested them that day.159 Mr. Alexander came

to see me in the morning, & told me what they had done, & said they would get me a

guard if I wished it. I spent on the whole quite a tranquil day, but was much
distressed in the evening to hear of the sufferings of my dear friends at Elmwood, their

house having been plundered before they could obtain a guard.160 They thought at first
that they were completely stripped of every thing in the way of provisions, & Mrs. C.

[Caperton] sent me word that she would be glad if I would send her a loaf of bread
for Caperton the next day. I was sorry I had none to send that night, but we had

given away all we had, except barely enough for our own supper, so I had to content
myself with having some made up for her. We were all able to rest that night, & I

was sleeping profoundly Sunday morning [May 15th, 1864], when I was roused by a
summons from dear Harriette [Caperton] to come to her, as her mother had been very
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ill during the night & she needed my presence. I sent for John Mayo to go with me,

& left as soon as I got my breakfast, calling at Mr. Hutchinson's to see if there would
be any difficulty in my returning home in the afternoon. Col. S[cott] was not there, &
John & I made our way thro' the crowded streets as best we could, & I was glad when
I caught sight of the Elmwood fence, for I had heard that it had been tom down. I

found Mrs. C. up & better, & all more composed & cheerful than I could have
expected. While there, Gens. Crook & Averill with their forces marched thro' town &

camped at Mr. Oliver Beime's I think, or in that neighborhood.161 Squad after squad
of soldiers came shooting the fowls & demanding entrance into the house, & we were
greatly pleased to see Mr. Hutchinson come in, who informed Mrs. C. that Gen. Crook
would protect her, & that Maj. Rucker would soon come to her assistance. He did so

soon after, & gave her "a bill of protection," & I had cause to regret very soon that I
did not overcome my reluctance to speaking to him and ask a similar safe-guard--tho'

in fact I did not think it necessary at the time. All at Elmwood seeming now quite re

assured & cheerful, I concluded to return, & was very sorry that I had not had an
opportunity to prepare anything for our poor prisoners, who were about to pass thro'

Mr. H. told us, if they had not already done so. Mr. Caldwell walked in with me, &
when I reached home Mrs. Noyes told me that a party had been here & taken all our

meal, & several pieces of meat, & she & "ole miss" seemed very glad that I returned

so soon, as they felt more responsibility in my absence.162 Every thing remained pretty
quiet however until late in the afternoon, when quite a large party rode up, demanding
provisions. I pleaded with them, with tears that they would not take anything from
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our small stock which it was impossible for* us to replenish, but that if they must
have something to take meat instead of flour.

*(just at that word I had one of the greatest frights I ever had in my life. We have

had constant rumors for the last day or two of the Yankees coming in, there being no

force to prevent them, & just at that word I looked up & saw a man standing in the

middle of my room, (having entered thro' the dressing room) & demanding something.
I was much frightened thinking of course he was a Yankee, & finding that he wanted

milk, told him that we kept no cow, but I would give him some bread. On going into

the porch, I saw another man seated on the bench, & recollected that Dr. W. & Mr.

Lynch163 were up in the garret & that Dr. W. had the keys, so I went up, my terror
increasing at the thought of Mr. L.'s being captured, while trying to prepare a hiding

place for our provisions. I came down & got some bread & butter for them, & how
great was my relief on handing it to them to be informed by Dr. W. & Mr. L. that

they were Thurman’s men,164 & not Yankees as I had supposed. The fright has made
me so sick that I must post-pone my account of the raid to another time.)

June 28th [1864], I will now try to continue my narrative of the raid, but before

entering on that subject, will mention that we had our first mess of new potatoes to
day (volunteers) & that we gathered a few ripe strawberries the 12th but have not had

a single good mess from the vines yet, & will not have I suppose owing to the cold
dry weather.
Wednesday [June] 29th. A very civil young man headed the party, & I
begged him not to allow all of the men to come into the house, & as well as I
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He went up with two or three others into the garret and several of the unoccupied

rooms,165 & on coming down called to his captain, who had arrived in the mean time,
I suppose, to come & see for himself. He had previously been in the store room, &

seeing how little flour we had, seemed disposed to let it alone, but when the captain
came down from the garret, they went into the store-room again, & said that they must
have some of the flour. After much consultation they took half a barrel, pretending to

do it with great reluctance. I must do them justice to say that they robbed us in the

politest manner imaginable.166 This Captain (who I afterwards learned had been
expelled from the army for misconduct) assured me that it was the most painful duty

he had ever performed, that his orders were imperative, his men starving, &c. &c. &

said that he would use his influence to prevent us from being further molested. After

this party left, one man came to the door for something to eat, but with that exception,
we were left in peace from that time till Tuesday morning, & after the exciting scenes

of the day, it was very sweet to be allowed to sit down quietly and read such words as

these—I will not leave you comfortless. I will come unto you.167 Peace I leave with
you, my peace I give unto you, not as the world giveth, give I unto you. Let not your
heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid.168
On Monday May 16th late in the afternoon a small party of our men (Nelson

Nickell among them) dashed by our house, up to Mr. Hutchinson's & returned in a few

minutes bringing with them one or two men captured at Mr. Alexander's comer.169 It

was a daring act, & I believe the cause of much of our trouble the next morning, the
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Yankees saying that they should all have left that evening or next morning, if it had

not been for their coming into town. I don't know any thing about that however.
Tuesday May 17th [1864] was indeed an exciting one with us. When we arose
we found that Nancy was preparing breakfast for a party of Yankees, which made our
breakfast rather late. Not long after it was over, Otway & Nancy170 discovered that

while they had been preparing breakfast for their Yankee friends, the said friends had
entered their house and robbed them of all their money, gold, silver, bank-notes and

Confederate paper, had taken Otway's watch, Nancy's breast-pin, & many other things

which I have not time to mention.171 We all felt very indignant, but could of course
do nothing for them. And now squad after squad came in demanding flour and meat,
'till at last I left the store-room door standing open for them to help themselves, and

they would have taken the last mouthful from us, if Nancy had not hidden some meat,
& Otway a little flour, while the work of pillage was going on. When the flour was
nearly gone, I felt almost in extremity, fearing that succeeding parties would enter the

house, & begin to destroy the clothes & furniture, or perhaps insult us, but just then
Mrs. Noyes saw an officer at Mr. A.'s [Alexander's] comer, & ran to him to call off

the men who were entering the yard at the time, telling him that they had taken

everything out of the store-room, & we now begged to have a little rest. He spoke
roughly to her, but made the men come out of the yard, & proceeded to gather up all
the stragglers in town, & post a strong guard, so that by two o'clock I think the place

was a quiet as the grave, & we were not molested again during their stay. I had given
Nancy the materials for a fruit dumpling in the morning, but the Yankees had
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devoured or carried them off, before she could make it, and I thought that they had
also taken the roast beef out of the oven, & everything she had in the kitchen, so I

was greatly surprised, when about 3 o'clock she sent up a nice piece of roast meat, a

dish of asparagus & a lot of strong coffee for our dinner. The table was indeed spread
for us in the presence of our enemies, & we partook of these good things with

thankful hearts, knowing that the remains of the dinner would keep us from suffering,
for one more day at least. I must not forget to mention in this place the respectful
consideration, and delicate kindness shown to me by our servants during these trying
scenes. May the Good Lord reward them for it, and make me suitably grateful.

Nancy shared her coffee with us, and Otway brought some excellent beef that the

Yankees gave him, and placed it at our disposal, & both of them seemed anxious to do
all they could for me in my forlorn and desolate situation. The presence of Mrs.
Noyes and "old miss" too was a great comfort.

We never learned the name of the officer who came to our relief, nor exactly to
whom we were indebted for his coming. Mr. Hutchinson & Mrs. Braxton both made
applications to those in command on behalf of the citizens, & both with success, but

we could not find out who the officer was, that Mrs. Noyes spoke to, or by whom he
was sent. They were so much annoyed at Elmwood that morning that Mrs. Braxton
walked to Gen. Averill's head-quarters (2 or 3 miles off)17" accompanied by Mr.

Caldwell to claim his protection for Mrs. Caperton, and he promptly sent in Col.
Schoolmaker to put a stop to the disturbances there & in town. We all felt very proud

of Mrs. B., & I would give a good deal for a truthful sketch of the interview between
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this delicate lovely woman, & the Yankee raider. The next morning our enemies left
us, with starvation staring us in the face, as far as we could see. But oh, what joy to

know that we were relieved of their hateful presence, to starve in peace, if it should

indeed be God's will to reduce us to that extremity.
Wednesday [May] 18th [1864] was a lovely day, & Bettie, Alice & I walked to

Elmwood to talk over the occurrences of the last few days, to condole with our friends
on their losses, & congratulate them on our deliverance, for I believe I spent most of
the day in walking about seeing my acquaintances.173

Thursday [May] 19th. Soon after breakfast I heard that Mrs. Walkup had

fainted & ran over to see her. On reaching her room, [I] found that she had just given

birth to a fine daughter, without having had time to undress. I took the little stranger,
and while Mrs. Bymside174 was preparing to dress it, received the joyful news that Dr.

W. had returned. I came home as soon as I could & rejoiced to see him safe & well,
& to hear that Ma was still alive & getting a little better. We felt that we had much

to be thankful to God for, in being re-united again, & in protecting this place from the
horrors that have been perpetrated in some parts of our beloved country. If one of the

rough men who thronged thro' our porch into the store-room spoke roughly to me, or
used a profane expression in my presence, I did not hear it, and we were mercifully

preserved from their intruding into the house, or disturbing any thing but the

provisions with some slight exceptions. I kept most of the doors locked, but none of
them were disturbed except the safe door, which some of them forced open, without
injuring it. They took all the butter & sugar they found in it, not much to be sure, & I
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was very sorry that I had left it there for them to take, but I suppose if they had found
nothing they would have broken the dishes, or done some mischief, so I daresay it was

all for the best. Since Dr. W.'s return I do not recollect much to record. We have
heard of several victories, but having had no mails for some time in consequence of
the late raid to Staunton & the vicinity of Lynchburg,175 my information about them is

very vague. I do recollect now, however, our joy at hearing on the 18th of Lee's

victory at Malvern & the retreat of Grant to Westover,176 and since, of his defeating

the enemy below Petersburg,177 but I do not know the particulars & always rejoice
with trembling for fear of some mistake. We have felt great anxiety about our dear

friends in Staunton, not having heard a word from them since the raid, and I am

particularly anxious to hear from my dear mother who was sick in bed when I last
heard from her & from John & Cliff who have been lately exposed to so many

dangers & hardships. We heard today that Breckenridge had gained a victory near
Staunton* in the last few days, with very small loss on his side—but I always feel
uneasy after a battle, 'till I hear that our dear boys are safe.

*A mistake, as I heard soon after. 178

June 30th [1864]. Nearly all the negroes left with the Yankees. 179 The most
noticeable instance was that of Mr. Alexander's people 13 in number who left the
Blanton place180 tin a body. They hitched up the oxen, loaded the wagon with their
own & their master's things & went off taking three horses in addition. I have put
down events as I heard them, without vouching for the truth of any-for these are

times when it is hard to find out what is the truth. The effect of these raids is so great

p
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that I daresay before long—those whose servants remained with them, will not be sorry
to see them depart. Lord help me to know & do my duty in the difficult & delicate

circumstances, in which I am now placed, with respect to these people. It is so hard

to combine the kindness & gentleness with which I desire to treat them, with the
firmness & dignity which are necessary to preserve the respect with which I think they

ought to treat me.

July 6th [1864]. I have not had time until now, to write of the excitement of week
before last. We were awakened Wednesday night—June 22d with the news that the

Yankees were approaching on the Sweet Springs road181—& all of us got up & dressed-& tried to hide some of our things. It was the first time that the Yankees ever

disturbed my rest, & I was a good deal provoked the next morning, to find that we
had only heard a part of the news, which came the night before, the whole being not
near so alarming. Still much apprehension was felt—and the children, who had met
here to go & gather straw-berries, for their May-Queen fest, were detained some time—

for fear the Yankees might come in while they were in the fields. However, a
considerable number of them went after a while, & then Alice & I commenced
preparing the rooms for the festival. We had a good deal of assistance, & by the time

the children returned in the afternoon, had accomplished a good deal. They had been
equally successful in the fields—& went up to Mrs. Gaston C's, after resting a while, to

cap their strawberries.
Friday [June] 24th rose clear & bright, but the rumors became more exciting

than ever. We heard that a large force of the enemy had camped about 13 miles from
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us the night before, and might soon be expected. All hated the thought of their
devouring the children's strawberries, so we determined to be as expeditious as

possible, & let them have their feast if possible before the dreaded arrival. All
continued quiet however on the road, & at last to our inexpressible relief we heard that

the whole force* were going another way,182 so we finished our preparations with
thankful hearts, & the ceremony of the Coronation went off at the appointed time.
*Under Hunter, Crook & AverillOn the next page I will record the names of those who formed the procession. The

girls looked very sweet and pretty, and so did the room, ornamented with wreaths &
garlands of flowers. Mrs. Ruby, Alice & Ann H. made a very pretty arch for the
throne, & all went off very well.

After the coronation the children marched down to the dining-room, where a
very nice & abundant supper was spread for them to which they did ample justice.

Nearly 40 partook of hot rolls, biscuit, bread & butter, tongue, chipped beef, chicken
salad, pickle, sweet cakes, straw-berries & cream, Ice-cream, Caramel & straw-berry

cream & seemed to enjoy themselves.
After supper they played awhile, & then walked up the street in procession. I

felt as if I did not know how to be thankful enough that the little creatures had been
permitted to enjoy this innocent festivity, instead of being called on to suffer the
necessary consequences of a raid, and should have felt still more so had I known how
brutally our fellow citizens at the Sweet had been treated by Hunter's orders. We

heard afterwards that some of the Yankee officers wept themselves to see the
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extremity to which tender and delicate women & children were reduced. It is said that

Hunter told Mrs. Lewis he did war on women and children.183 I felt very tired after
the party, and it was hard for me to get rested. They all went home before 9 o'clock,

and we were glad to get the house quiet once more. I had a good deal more trouble

with them on this occasion than on former ones, and doubt whether I can undertake it
again. It takes a better manager than I, to keep so many young folks in order, to settle
all their little differences &c &c—and anything of the kind draws so many little darkies

around, that the difficulty of management is considerably augmented.

Mary Wilson, Queen
Maids of Honor,
Julia Doddridge
First Floras,
Bell Caperton
Floras,
Ella Krebs
Nellie Doddridge
Bettie Prentice
2 Ida Bowyer184
1 Jinnie Roberts
2 Bettie Boyd186
1 Kate Davis
Laura Prentice
Crown bearer—Fannie Hansberger

Ellen Prentice, King

1

Minnie Hutchinson

2

Ella Chapman

3

Amanda Hutchinson
Hallie Ruby
Mary Miller
Ada Hansberger 185
Bettie Davis
Pat Jameson
Mary Ruby
Fannie Roberts

4
5
6

8
7
10
9
11
12

Sat. [June] 25th [1864] was one of the hottest days I ever experienced in this

country. I felt it more sensibly as we went to church in the morning. The
thermometer stood at 92°-as it did also on Sunday-26th. This was an interesting day

to us, being our communion,

187

and dear Bettie & Harrity Echols joined with us for the

first time in commemorating the dying love of our Saviour. How much we had to be
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thankful for that we were permitted to attend the services of our church with none to

molest or make us afraid—tho’ the extreme heat of the weather prevented me from
enjoying them, as I could have wished. That afternoon we had a copious shower

which was greatly needed, & the weather has not been extremely hot since.

We are still without news from Richmond & Staunton, but I heard on Sunday
that John & Cliff were well—which gave me heart-felt pleasure. Mrs. Echols told me
the other day of Cliffs narrow escape at the battle of Newmarket.188 A shell ploughed
the ground by his side— he moved his position—& another took off the top of the bush

under which he was standing. Surely it was not in vain that I had prayed that the
angels might have my dear brothers in charge. May the Almighty continue to preserve
them from every danger & temptation, & finally bring them to his heavenly kingdom.

All things now look bright & promising for our cause—Oh that so many victories
might bring Peace in their train! We hear that Lee has sent part of his army to
threaten Washington, in order to relieve Richmond,189 but of course know nothing with

a certainty. Our garden has been very backward owing to cold, dry weather. We had

not a single good mess of strawberries, & no peas until today. We had snaps for the

first time on Sat.
2nd July [1864]. I have been a good deal at Mr. Alexander’s lately—on account

of Mrs. A.'s sickness. They are truly an afflicted family, Mr. A. having been sick for

years— poor John R. a great sufferer since last Christmas, I think. Mrs. A. for nearly
two months I believe, & now poor Jinnie has a painful boil, which makes it very

inconvenient for her to walk about & attend to her various duties.
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A few of the girls met here last Sunday evening to form a Bible class, which I hope

will prove as interesting to Dr. W. as my class of colored children does to me.190 I

had 26 present last Sunday.
July 11th 1864. Three weeks ago this day, at 4 o’clock in the morning, our dear
mother left this world of sin & sorrow, for that happy land, where the wicked cease

from troubling, and the weary are at rest. We had hoped that she was recovering, and
so she was, but we suppose that the terror & excitement consequent to the occupation

of Staunton by the enemy191 was too much for her, & that she gave away under it, &
we are now all anxiety to hear the particulars of the sad event. We heard on Saturday

that she was dead—not a syllable more.
July 22nd Friday. - On the afternoon of the 11th we were greatly comforted by a long

letter from Pa—containing the particulars of Ma’s last days on earth.192 On Monday the

6th of June the enemy entered Staunton, & on Tuesday set fire to the shops near Lyt's
house, all of which on two sides of the square were entirely consumed.193 This

rendered Ma's removal necessary. She was taken to Aunt Sally's on a bed—& brought
home the next morning in an easy chair—without seeming to suffer from it. But the
week after her appetite failed, & she began to decline, and, the following Monday,*

she fell asleep in Jesus, after having left a dying testimony of her faith in him. This
alone would have given us the greatest comfort, but to learn that she had every

attention, which kind friends & faithful servants could bestow, and that, the most timid

of women, she seemed to suffer no alarm from the presence of the enemy, or the
burning of the buildings around her, were additional consolations—for which we feel
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that we cannot be too grateful. Oh—that God may sanctify this affliction to us all, and

that we may be at last re-united in Heaven, where there is no more Death, neither
sorrow, nor crying.

*June 20th, 1864.

July 29th [1864]. We this day followed our dear old friend Mrs. Alexander to the
grave. She died yesterday morning, having failed rapidly in the last two or three days.

Poor Mr. A. is greatly afflicted, as well he may be.
This afternoon we dismissed our school for the summer vacation, & I

distributed a few little prizes among some of the girls. In addition to those that Ella
obtained for History and Grammar, I gave her a beautiful wreath & bouquet, with

which she was greatly delighted—& all the children seemed pleased with their

afternoon's entertainment.
October 9th 1864.

Sunday—I witnessed an affecting scene this morning, in our

parlor—the baptism of four little refugee children, whose fathers Capt. Ruby & Capt.
Noyse are absent in the army. They were baptized by the Rev. John Brown,194 who

came to Union to attend the meeting of Presbytery. The children were—John & Emma
Floyd Ruby—& Bradford & Annie Walton Noyse.

Nov. 27th 1864. Some weeks ago I picked up a new S. S. scholar,195 a refugee from

Petersburg he said, and a servant of Maj. Cook,196 who sang so sweetly as to affect me
to tears. He attends regularly, & interests me a good deal. My favorite of all his

pieces is a melange of several Hymns, which I now call David's Hymn.
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When I can read my title clear
To mansions in the skies,
I'll bid farewell to every fear
And wipe my weeping eyes.
Should cares like a wild deluge come
And storms of sorrow fall
May I but safely reach my home
My God My Heaven, my all There sinner, you shall heal your heart
And wipe your sorrows dry,
Trust in the mighty Saviour's name,
And you shall never die.
Then when you hear my heartstrings break How sweet my moments roll A mortal paleness on my cheek,
And glory in my soul.
My friends I bid you all adieu I leave you in God's care,
And if I never more see you Go on, I'll meet you there.

I give thee all I can no more,
Though strange the offering be
So sweeten a cup, & drink it up,
And think of, & bless me

Christmas eve 1864

In I E

In coming from Elmwood last night, I fell & hurt my back right badly.

April 28th Friday 1865 - It has been so many months since I wrote in my journal that
I hardly know where to begin, and have not time now to enter into a particular

account of the many exciting events that have happened since I made the last entry. I
will therefore set down some of the principal without entering into details—

Jan. 1865 - Our refugee boarders left us—to go to housekeeping, Capt. Ruby's

& Mr. Noyes' families.
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Feb. 14th [1865] - Dear Mary197 & Mr. Blair were married.
Feb. 29th Tuesday - We dismissed our school, having determined for many

reasons to break up house-keeping. I felt very sad at parting with my dear girls,
nearly all of whom were studying well, & seemed to regret the breaking up very

much.

March 13th Monday - Dr. W. spent the day at Mr. John Alexander’s on account
of his illness, so that I was entirely alone, & I felt much depressed at the thought of

our giving up our home & separating from each other. My whole soul seemed to cry

out—"Oh, happy home, oh my husband how can I part with you. ii 198

March 17th Friday - This day we left the High School & came to Gen.
Echols.199 I was very busy all day, so that we did not get off 'till night, & I minded it

much less than I expected—partly I believe on account of the Hansfords & Doddridges
moving into the house, which did not look deserted in consequence. Found every

thing here prepared for our reception, & Mrs. E. as kind as possible.

March 18th Sat. - Nancy went to house-keeping.

[March] 20th Monday - Commenced teaching—Harrity, Edward, John Mayo &
Percy.200

[March] 25th Saturday - Dr. W. left to join Col. Preston as surgeon of his
regiment.201

April 1st Saturday. Mrs. E. gave us some tow-cakes for breakfast, & the
young folks played all sorts of Christmas/April I mean/pranks.202
April 6th Thursday. Heard of the evacuation of Richmond on the 3rd.203 "I
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was dumb, I opened not my mouth, because thou didst it."204 I had read that morning
of the destruction of Aaron's sons, & his conduct on the occasion & tried to imitate his
example, but my distress was very great. Mrs. E. was very kind, & gave me a cup of

delicious tea, after I became composed enough to go down.
Dear Harriette C. came over to see us, & at her suggestion we did a little

shopping, by way of saving a little of our Confederate money.205
The evacuation took place on Sunday night, & on Monday the Yankees

entered, having been invited to do so by the citizens—to protect them from the mob
that was plundering & burning with a high hand.206

Monday [April] 10th [1865]. I received letters from Dr. W. & dear Cliff, the

latter had heard certainly of our disaster & wrote in great distress.
Wednesday [April] 12th. Heard with certainty of the surrender of Lee's army

at Appomattox C.[ourt] H.[ouse] on [April 12, 1865],207 As I had made up my mind

to the worst on hearing of the evacuation of Richmond, I did not suffer as much from

hearing this bad news, as some of the rest.
Thursday [April] 13th. Dr. W. returned safe & well, but it was a sad return.
Wednesday [April] 19th. Dr. W. went to Mr. Dunlap's to board.208

Monday [April] 24th. Mr. Caperton returned from Staunton bringing us letters
from Pa & Lyt, from which we heard of the burning of father's house. Oh—what a

calamity—so large a family & so many helpless little ones turned out homeless
wanderers. But it is the Lord. I will trust in Him tho' He slay me,209 & still hope

even against hope that the tidings may prove false. We had heard before of the
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attempted assassination of Lincoln, Seward &c210—but I had not believed it until this

day, when the evidence seemed so strong, as no longer to admit of doubt. Oh—Lord
how long wilt Thou be angry with us? The death of Lincoln so far from being

desirable for us, seems now to have been the worst thing that could have happened to
us—but the Lord knows best.211 We hear many rumors of a French fleet— intervention
&c &c212—but know not what to believe. I am most anxious to hear from Richmond &

from dear Cliff—who went into N. C. with Gen. E. as he was suffering much in mind

& body, about the time all these disasters occurred—Poor fellow—I am so glad now of
the pleasant visit he paid us just before we broke up house-keeping. He staid nearly a

fortnight & seemed to enjoy himself very much. It will be something for him to think

of, in his weary wanderings. We all feel very anxious to hear something from Gen. E.
I do wish he could come home—for dear Mrs. E.'s sake. She is so sad & so uneasy

about him.

Sunday [April] 30th [1865]. I saw this morning a New York Herald of the 4th
containing Adjutant Gen. Bowers' telegram to Stanton213—of Weitzel's entrance into

Richmond between 8 & 9 on Monday morning. It stated that he found the city on fire

in one place and that he was using every means to stop it.214 There was also a
paragraph stating that a telegram was received in Washington the same day dated
Spottswood House215 11/2 o'clock P.M. saying that but little property had been

destroyed by the fire, which was mostly confined to the tobacco ware-houses. This
was good news for me, & I earnestly pray that it may prove true & that my fears for

my dear ones at home may soon be entirely dispelled. May God be with each one to
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comfort & bless—according to their peculiar circumstances is my hearty prayer. Four
weary weeks tomorrow since our heavy calamity—& not a word from any of them so

far.

May 11th 1865 - Thank God! I have at last heard from Richmond. All pretty well

except dear Johnny & Mary C.—& wonderfully provided for—it was too true about the
house being burnt—they lost all their furniture, but saved the pictures & the silver,

their clothes & bedding. Mother writes that poor James Beale was killed as well as
George Rennie. But why pity them—Blessed—thrice blessed now—are the dead who

die in the Lord.

Mr. Houston opened his school on Monday the 8th.216 I am to teach the girls.
Dr. W. attends to them until we get straight. I have had several days of very hard

work getting our own room & the kitchen ready to use. Every thing is now in pretty
good order, & I must try to keep it so. We moved from Gen. E's to our sweet
beautiful room here217 on Tuesday, & have every comfort. Oh! to be suitably thankful.

Wednesday [May] 18th. I will finish my journal with copies of some little things I

wish to preserve.

Dr. W's thanks to Miss Lizzie C. for a Christmas lunch—1864
Dear friend, if a bard, I would scribble a ballad
Or rhyme of some sort in praise of your salad,
To say how your ruddy refreshment of beef
Came timely and true to our gastric relief.
How we smiled on the biscuit, and longed to partake
Of the sweet golden mass of your feathery cake.
How the cool little bits of your pickle vamosed
Ere the terminal stage of the festival closed.
And not the least nor the last I would struggle to utter
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How sweetly it soothed us, that delicate butter.
But verses all fail to interpret the heart,
And we'll thank you in prose for the joy you impart.

Lelia Caperton to her Mother. April 1865.
Mother, mother do to us say
Why in this pleasant room we stay,
Reading books & singing hymns,
Watching the birds in the budding limbs
Indeed to me it is a pleasure,
It's a pity to take such a measure,
To punish us so,
While Bettie and Emma do over us crow.
We know our lessons—Why not let us have our blessings?
I am your respectful daughter, Lelia
P.S. Please excuse me my chirography
But I tell you Ma, we know our Geography.

The following lines were sent me by dear Harriette C. on hearing of our family
misfortune. April 1865.
O Love Divine that stooped to share
Our sharpest pang, our bitterest tear
On Thee we cast each earth-born care
We smile at pain, while Thou art near.

Tho' long the weary way we tread
And sorrow crown each lingering year,
No path we shun, no darkness dread
Our hearts still whispering - Thou art near.

When drooping pleasure turns to grief,
And trembling faith is changed to fear
The murmuring wind, the quivering leaf
Still softly tell us, Thou art near.
On Thee we fling our burdening woe,
O Love Divine forever dear,
Content to suffer while we know
Living & dying, Thou art near.

Monday, May 29th [1865]. Had our first mess of strawberries. I ate a few at

Elmwood the Sat. before.
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Thursday June 8th [1865], First mess of peas.

Monday June 12th.

II

II

II

beets.

Sunday July 9th. Have just received letters from home. Poor Min has again been

called to part with one of her children. Her little Arthur "went home with the angels"
Sunday June 26th. 1865—and was laid by little Alice, at Olivet, the following Tuesday.
Is it well with the child? It is well.

Monday - Aug. 7th, 1865 - I must make a note of this day, as it is the twenty-first

anniversary of our wedding day. It has been a pleasant, quiet one, & I cooked a

mighty nice dinner for the occasion; chicken pudding, com-fritters, & tomatoes being

to my notion, a feast for a king. What cause for gratitude have I for the mercies that
have crowned these many years, and particularly that my dear husband has been

spared to me for so long, and that he is dearer to me now, than he was on our bridalday. God bless & preserve him & enable us to help each other on, in the way to

Heaven.
I little thought this time twenty-one years ago, when I was putting on my white
satin-slippers-that I should ever cook a dinner for myself, and now I do it every day,

& am as happy in these new circumstances as ever before, but then I have "one in a
thousand" to help me, or I should not find this strange mode of life so pleasant.218
Sept. 27th Wed. We went to Staunton, Richmond-New Kent-& Churchville.
Returned Sat. Nov. 4th. 1865.

May 10th 1866. In accordance with a suggestion in a Georgia paper, I proposed to the

school-girls to observe the 2nd. Wednesday of May in commemoration of our soldiers
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who fell during the war, but we were prevented from carrying out our intentions by

heavy rain. On Monday the 7th. Mr. Hamilton*219 & seven other young men of the
High School went to the grave-yard,220 & dressed up all the graves that needed it, &

this afternoon I went up with the girls to decorate them with flowers tho' the weather
was very threatening.

*Jimmie Akers
Willie Early
Mr. H. Nickell

Walter Johnson
Frank Brown
Mr. T. Nickell

Mr. Hamilton
Mr. Chapman
Mr. Mann

Mr. John Pack221
Mr. Lew

We left the High School about 3 o'clock & entered the Cemetery in the following
order-

Mrs. Waddell
Helen Houston
Sidney Nickell
Mary Toll
Caroline Hess
Jinnie McCrery223
Jinnie Johnson
Molie Akers
Jinnie Roberts
Jo Early
F. Roberts
H. Walkup

Mary Houston
Ella Caperton
Bettie Baber222
Elvira Baber
Ann Early
Bessie Houston
Janet Houston
Jinnie Bell Green 224
Bettie Prentice
Eliza Akers
L. Prentice
Jinnie Baber

We stopped first at Capt. Tiffany's grave,225 & laid wreaths marked with his name, &

Robert Hamilton's226 upon it, & then each girl laid a wreath on one of the other
graves.*

*There are 28 soldiers' graves in the Cemetery. Some of the girls had more than one

wreath so that there was one for each grave besides those laid for persons not buried
there.

Just as we commenced laying the flowers on the graves, a faint gleam of sunshine
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broke out— & I was most thankful that we had not rain to come home in as I very

much feared when we went up. From the nameless graves we went to Gen. C.'s

enclosure, where I placed a beautiful wreath & bouquet in memory of Beime
Chapman227—from there to Mrs. Jennings' grave, where Mary Toll laid one for Petrie
Jennings228—& then to Mrs. McCartney's, where Jinnie McCrery laid one for William

McC.229 We roamed about for a while, & then returned home in the same order. As

we approached the house we saw Mr. Hamilton & his companions setting off for the
grave yard to sod the graves, which they finished before dark.

When we entered the school-room we found that Mrs. Houston & Mrs.
Bymside had set the table for us, & spread the contents of the children's baskets upon
it—so that in a little while they were all busy with their supper, which was a very nice

one, consisting of biscuit, ham, chipped beef, butter, pickle, honey, cakes & pies or
various kinds. When all had finished they dispersed quietly to their homes, the whole
affair having passed off very pleasantly. We kept a waiter-full of cakes &c for the

young men who had assisted us in our labor of love, & I hope they enjoyed the treat

as much as the children did—
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NOTES

1.

George was very likely one of Waddell's students, either a boarder at the
Waddell's boarding school or from one of the families residing in Union, West
Virginia.

2.

Amelia is a relative of Waddell's, though it is not discernable from the diary
whether she is a sister or a more distant relative.

3.

Harry is probably one of Waddell's nephews, as she writes later in her diary of
a Harry who is her brother's son.

4.

According to Oren Morton in A History of Monroe County, the Edgar family
traces back to the 1780's in Monroe County, West Virginia. Thomas Edgar, Jr.
and Eliza Bymside married in 1821, and were the parents of three other
children besides George M. Edgar (1837-1913), to whom Waddell refers.
George Edgar was graduated from the Virginia Military Institute in 1856,
standing sixth in a class of thirty-three, ten of whom were killed in battle. He
began at once to teach and a year later was an assistant professor in his alma
mater. When the Civil War broke out he was professor of natural sciences in
the Florida State Seminary. He then became drillmaster of the First Florida
Regiment. After the secession of Virginia, he helped to raise a company in
Monroe county, and as first lieutenant of the same he campaigned under
General Wise in the Kanawha valley, West Virginia. He rose in rank until he
became lieutenant colonel of the Twenty-Sixth Virginia Infantry, known as
Edgar's Battalion. As its commander he served three years and distinguished
himself on many battlefields.

5.

As Waddell notes a few lines later, this news of Edgar's death or capture was a
false rumor.

6.

Supported by a reference in Morton's History ofMonroe County to the Crebs
family of Union, West Virginia, Mr. "Krebs" was probably R. J. Crebs (18471912), who was a resident of Union, likely a neighbor of the Waddells
(Waddell may have varied the spelling of the surname). Many male members
of the Crebs family served in the Confederate army.

7.

May 2, 1863, was a day of great military success for the Confederate armies in
The Wilderness, an area of thick forests and dense undergrowth west of
Fredericksburg, Virginia. On this date, however, along with Colonel Edgar's as
well as Confederate General Robert E. Lee's success at the battle of
Chancellorsville, Virginia, came a most damaging casualty to the Confederate
force: General Thomas J. "Stonewall" Jackson (1824-1863) was accidentally
shot by his own men, and died from complications from his wounds on May
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10, 1863. General Jackson was bom deep in the mountains of Clarksburg,
West Virginia, and became one of the state's most revered Civil War heroes.
8.

The Presbyterian church located in Union, West Virginia (Monroe County) was
the Union Presbyterian Church, organized in 1783, by the Revered John
McCue. Union Presbyterian Church was one of the three cornerstone
Presbyterian churches Reverend McCue laid in West Virginia, along with the
Lewisburg and Spring Creek Presbyterian churches. During the time which
Waddell attended the Union church, Reverend Samuel R. Houston was pastor
and was a key figure in the lives of the Waddells as well as the rest of the
community.

9.

In the context of the diary, Emmaus is the name of a particular church which
Amelia and Churchill attended. As a note of interest, Emmaus is also the name
of two biblical villages in ancient Palestine, one of them mentioned in Luke
24:13 as the place where Jesus, after his Resurrection, convinced some
travellers of his identity, and the other is mentioned in Maccabees 3:40 and
4:30, in which it is noted as the site of Judas Maccabeus's victory over the
Syrians in 166 B.C.

10.

Belle Isle is the location of the homestead of Waddell's relatives, Amelia and
her family in Virginia, near Richmond. During the Civil War, Belle Isle
Prison, located near downtown Richmond (and near the similar Libby Prison),
was used by the Confederacy to house Union prisoners of war, notorious for
poor conditions and treatment.

11.

Waddell is referring to the Confederate victories in the early days of May
1863, probably in particular to General Robert E. Lee's victorious battles fought
at Chancelorsville, Virginia. Waddell's mention of the deliverance of
Richmond refers to Confederate General Robert E. Lee's military maneuvers
which thwarted Union army plans to reach Richmond.

12.

Waddell's mother lived in Richmond, Virginia. She seemed to be the central
correspondence point through which Waddell and her siblings communicated
with each other from their long distances. Evidence of this can be found in the
James Alexander Waddell Papers (#38-134), Special Collections Department,
University of Virginia Library, which holds a letter Waddell's mother wrote to
her from her home in Richmond, in which she transcribes a long letter written
by Waddell's brother Cliff regarding his recent war experiences in order to
share the news (refer to Appendix B).

13.

The initials "R. U." probably refer to a familiar place to the locals in
Richmond, Virginia.

14.

Nan is Waddell's sister who lived in Richmond, Virginia.
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15.

Cliff is Waddell's brother. Refer to Appendices B and C for letters written by
Cliff telling of his experiences as a Confederate soldier, which are included in
the James Alexander Waddell Papers (#38-134), Special Collections
Department, University of Virginia Library.

16.

"Dr. W." is the name Waddell uses throughout her diary to refer to her
husband, Dr. James Alexander Waddell (1818 - 1914), whom she married on
August 7, 1844. He was a surgeon and an educator, and a minister in the
Presbyterian church. Dr. Waddell's home town was Staunton, Virginia, and it
was there that his greatest support was given to the Confederate cause during
the Civil War.
In Annals of Augusta County Virginia, Jos. A. Waddell, possibly a
relative of Dr. Waddell's, discusses the importance of that county to the
Confederates, and in particular one of its most important towns, Staunton. Jos.
Waddell states that during the war Staunton became an important military
station and depot for army supplies. He also states that extensive hospitals for
sick and wounded soldiers were organized and maintained at Staunton during
the war, and that the first surgeon in charge was Dr. J. Alexander Waddell
(284).
As part of his chapter regarding the third year of the war, Jos. Waddell
refers to a military force called the Augusta "Raid Guard," also known as the
Home Guard, which was organized as a regiment on November 11, 1863, for
which Dr. J. Alexander Waddell served as surgeon.

17.

The children to
annual festivity
the rooms with
school function

18.

Waddell may be referring to one of a number of possible gentleman in
mentioning General Jones. One possibility is General Samuel Jones (18191887), who was bom of Virginia gentry in Powhatan County, Virginia. He was
educated at the U.S. Military Academy and was on the faculty at West Point.
At the beginning of the war in 1861, he was appointed major of Confederate
artillery, and his service as General P. G. T. Beauregard's chief of artillery in
the First Battle at Manassas, Virginia, in 1861 brought quick promotion to
brigadier general. In 1862, he was put in command of the military Department
of Southwestern Virginia, and his area included the major iron, lead and salt
mines of the Confederacy. Jones's little army was ineffectual in stopping
numerous Federal raids into his department, and he was relieved from
command in 1864, after which he headed military departments in South
Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. He surrendered to Federal forces in 1865 at
Tallahassee, and after some years of farming near Mattoax, Virginia, spent his
remaining years as a War Department clerk in Washington, D. C. He died in
1887 at Bedford Springs, Virginia.

whom Waddell refers are her students, and the May party is an
at which they celebrate spring by garlanding themselves and
flowers, performing skits, reciting poetry, and feasting. This
is illustrated in more detail later in Waddell's diary.
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Another possibility for this reference may be to William E. Jones (18241864), nicknamed "Grumble" for his sour visage and belligerence. He was
born in southwestern Virginia's Washington County. He graduated from West
point and had served in the army for nine years, until 1857 when he resigned
and became a semi-recluse on his farm in Glade Spring, Virginia. It was the
death of his wife in an 1852 shipwreck that left Jones embittered for the rest of
his life. At Virginia's secession, Jones organized a mounted company that
became part of the First Virginia Cavalry, and succeeded General J. E. B.
Stuart as colonel of the regiment. He later commanded the equally renowned
Seventh Virginia Cavalry, and in September 1862 was promoted to brigadier
general and command of the Laurel Brigade. His long-standing enmity with
his superior officer Stuart proved to be a great downfall in his career, and he
was courtmartialed from the Army of Northern Virginia and sent to command
the isolated Department of Southwest Virginia and East Tennessee. On June 5,
1864 in a battle at Piedmont, Virginia, with General David Hunter's Federal
forces, Jones was struck in the forehead by a bullet and killed instantly.
General Jones's piercing eyes, long beard, high-pitched voice, penchant for
profanity, and farmer's attire in battle made him an easily recognizable general.
A third possibility is General David Rumph "Neighbor" Jones (18251863) who served as General P. G. T. Beauregard's chief of staff at Fort
Sumter, South Carolina. He was division commander of the Army of Northern
Virginia, and served in the first and second battles at Manassas, Virginia. He
participated in all major Virginia actions, providing "consistent but
unspectacular" service to the Confederacy until his death in early 1863 of heart
disease (Encyclopedia of the Confederacy, 863.)
19.

Waddell is possibly referring to Brownsburg, Virginia, though it lies a good
distance northeast of Blacksburg, Virginia, the next location at which she stops
in her travel to Richmond, Virginia. She also may possibly be referring to an
inn or a residence at which they spent the night.

20.

As southwestern Virginia and the area which today is West Virginia were rich
in salt minerals, the Salt Pond is likely a location near Blacksburg known for
this resource.

21.

According to Morton in A History of Monroe County, the Caperton family was
very prominent in Virginia and West Virginia. The Capertons are derived from
a French ancestor who went from the south of France to the British Isles. The
family goes back to the progenitor of the Monroe county connection, John
Caperton, who crossed the Atlantic about 1725 and finally settled in the valley
of Virginia. John and his wife Mary Thompson are the antecedents of a great
many Capertons in Monroe and many of the surrounding counties. The
Capertons were very wealthy and possessed great social and political prestige.
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22.

Bonsack is a town in Virginia, though Waddell may be referring to an inn or a
residence at which they met.

23.

Staunton, Virginia, in Augusta County. Dr. Waddell's parents lived in
Staunton. Refer to Appendix C for map of Staunton and Augusta County iin
1886.

24.

Though Waddell does not specifically mention it, the date she departs from
Staunton on her way to Richmond implies that she remained in Staunton a few
days to visit Dr. Waddell's family before going on to visit her own. The fact
that her travel route involves a fair distance of backtracking to the west in
reaching her final destination of Richmond, Virginia, which actually lies east of
Staunton and Charlottesville, gives a sense of the travelling limitations and
longer travel time of main routes at that time. The travel routes were often
determined by the railroad lines linking the towns with stations. Three of the
main railroad lines which remained in Southern possession through much of the
war were the Richmond & Danville, the Virginia & Tennessee and the
Wilmington & Weldon. The most likely railroad on which Waddell travelled
was the Virginia & Tennessee, which ran from Staunton through Charlottesville
and Lynchburg, and then into Tennessee; a branch of this railroad line ran east
from Lynchburg and fed into Richmond through Petersburg. Thus, Waddell's
mention of reaching Staunton by way of Charlottesville follows this seemingly
out of the way route to Richmond, and reveals the nature of travel routes by
railroad during the period.

25.

Sally is a relative of Waddell's, likely a sister or possibly a more distant
relative.

26.

Vicksburg, Mississippi, was surrendered by Confederate General John C.
Pemberton to Federal forces under General Ulysses S. Grant on July 4, 1863.
In The Compact History of the Civil War, R. Ernest Dupuy lends insight into
the nature of this event:
As the Confederate units, 29,511 officers and men, marched out
to lay down their arms between the opposing lines, Grant's
troops, with one exception, maintained respectful silence. That
exception was a Federal division which gave three cheers for
"the gallant defenders of Vicksburg." Immediately, as Grant
describes it, "the men of the two armies fraternized as if they
had been fighting for the same cause." (Dupuy 245)

Adding even more interesting insight to Dupuy's description of the surrender at
Vicksburg is George C. Rable's discussion in Civil Wars of the conditions
under which the siege ended:
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Families could withstand the bombardment because most were
well entrenched, either in basements or in caves dug into the
side of Vicksburg's many hills.
At first, civilians welcomed hungry soldiers into their caves for a
meal, but by early summer the city's ravenous defenders were
stealing from women and children. Families tired of corn bread,
then gagged on greasy bacon and musty pea meal, but finally
wolfed down small birds, mule meat, and even rats. Although
hunger probably had more to do with ending the siege than the
bombardment, the women and children of Vicksburg had learned
firsthand how warfare had changed. Grant had brought the war
home to Southern civilians in a new and terrifying way.
Shelling a city filled with women and children and then starving
it into surrender portended the horrors of total war. (Rable 168169)

Waddell must have been sheltered from these harsh realities of the falling of
Vicksburg, as she mentions the event only in passing and the sadness she notes
is more for the Confederate cause than for the people who suffered. The
contrast of the actual surrender scene Dupuy describes and the extremity to
which the captives were reduced prior to that certainly illustrates two extreme,
albeit very real, aspects of humanity which surfaced during the Civil War.
27.

Mr. Read was a minister who belonged to the Presbytery of Lexington,
Virginia.

28.

Waddell may be referring to one of two General Jenkins who would have been
particularly noteworthy to the locals of West Virginia. As the initials "S. C."
could stand for South Carolina, she may be referring to Confederate General
Micah Jenkins (1835-1864) who was bom in South Carolina and studied at the
military academy there. In 1861, he was instrumental in organizing the Fifth
South Carolina Infantry, one of the first state regiments to enter Confederate
service, and for that reason probably well-known. As colonel, he commanded a
brigade at the battle of Seven Pines (also known as Fair Oaks), Virginia, in
1862, and later that year was promoted to brigadier general. In 1864 at the
Battle of the Wilderness in Virginia, he was struck by "friendly fire"
(accidentally shot by his own forces) and died of mortal wounds, interestingly
in much the same manner and vicinity as "Stonewall" Jackson the previous
year.
As the initials "S. C." could stand for Sixteenth and/or Seventeenth
Cavalry, the other gentleman to whom Waddell possibly refers is Confederate
General Albert Gallatin Jenkins (1830-1864), who was bom at Greenbottom,
Cabell County, Virginia (now West Virginia), where he was educated at
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Marshall Academy, and at Harvard Law School, after which he practiced law
in western Virginia and served in the U.S. Congress from 1857 to 1861. In
1861, he organized and became captain of the Border Rangers, a Virginia
military group, and was later in command of three other cavalry units from
western Virginia. That year, at the Battle of Scary Creek, Kanawha County,
West Virginia, he commanded the Border Rangers which carried the flag for
the battle. In 1862, he was elected to the First Confederate Congress and
resigned his field commission, but resigned after receiving an appointment as
brigadier general and given command of forces in Monroe County, West
Virginia. He and 550 cavalrymen then embarked on a five-hundred-mile raid
through West Virginia, and he and his men became the first force to raise the
Confederate flag on Ohio soil (a free, i.e., non-slave state). During the winter
of 1862-1863, he helped organize the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Virginia
Cavalry regiments, and by spring commanded the Cavalry Brigade of the Army
of Western Virginia. It was in 1864 at a battle near Dublin, Virginia, that he
was wounded, and he died a few days later.
29.

This verse and the four others following it are part of the May party which
Waddell had each year for her students, who recited the verses as part of the
ceremony of crowning their chosen queen of May, or "coronation" as Waddell
calls it.

30.

According to Morton’s A History of Monroe County, the Prentice family
headed by Moses and his wife Elizabeth came to Monroe from Kentucky in the
early 1800's. One of their children was James, who married Rhoda Jennings,
whose children were Ellen (very likely the student to which Waddell refers),
Elizabeth and Laura.

31.

Morton’s A History of Monroe County lists the Hawkins family in Monroe as
descendants of William Hawkins, who settled with his wife, Frances Erwin, in
the mid 1700’s in the Sinks of Monroe (an area characterized by many sink
holes in the earth), where he taught school and continued his trade as a hatter.
Though many of their descendants left for other states, a good number
remained in Monroe.

32.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton's genealogic information shows the
Wilson family in Monroe County tracing back to Andrew Wilson and his wife,
Mary Pettigrew, who came to Monroe from Craig County in 1821. One of
their children was Elkanah Wilson, who was the county assessor for several
terms. He and his wife, Elizabeth Wiseman, had two children: Mary and
Jennie. Mary is very likely the student to whom Waddell refers.

33.

Morton's genealogic information in A History of Monroe County indicates that
the Mann family in the county descended from brothers Jacob and Adam
Mann, who were natives of Germany and came to Indian Creek in Monroe
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soon after 1770. They helped to build a local fort called Cook's, and had some
narrow escapes during the days of conflict with the "red men." Jacob married
Mary Kessinger, and Adam married (1) Polly Maddy, and (2) Polly Flinn, and
each of these families had many descendants.
Morton gives information regarding another family of Manns in Second
Creek, probably of British origin and seemingly derived from brothers who
settled on Jackson's River before the Revolution in 1775. William T. Mann
and his wife Margaret Alexander left many descendants in Monroe.
Another Mann family Morton includes is that of William and his wife,
Margaret Clark, who came to Monroe from Virginia about 1840. Their
children were John A, Samuel C., and Elizabeth. As "Bettie" is often a
nickname for Elizabeth (Morton indicated that he did not include nicknames in
his information), it is possible that this is the student to whom Waddell refers.
34.

The Millers of Monroe, according to Morton in A History of Monroe County,
are of several distinct families. One of these families descends from Jacob and
his wife who came from Germany to Philadelphia in 1715, and then to western
Virginia. There were a great number of descendants from them, who "are an
industrious, law-abiding people and have intermarried with the best families
around them. They are numerous in Monroe and still more so in other
communities" (Morton 381).
Another Miller family in Monroe descends from Andrew and his wife,
Isabella Yeman, who came from Scotland and settled on Flat Mountain in
Monroe County. Andrew served as a soldier in 1812. Andrew's brother James
came from Scotland after a very long voyage and also settled in Monroe. Both
of these brothers had many descendants in Monroe.

35.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton's genealogic information regarding the
Johnson family in Monroe indicates that three brothers Barnabas, Charles and
Robert Johnson, natives of Scotland, came to America in the early 1800's and
lived in Augusta County, Virginia before coming to Monroe, where Barnabas
owned several tracts of land. He and his brother Charles left for Kentucky, and
Robert remained in Monroe. Morton states that a number of descendants of
Robert Johnson are "a well-to-do and prominent connection and have included
a number of staunch Methodists" (Morton 361).
Another Johnson family descends from Thomas and Mary Johnson who
settled in Monroe after leaving Augusta County, Virginia. One of their sons,
James Johnson, went west to Indiana, where Johnsonville was named after him.
Only two of the many sons of Thomas and Mary remained in Monroe, Richard
and John, and each of them left many descendants in the county.

36.

The school-room to which Waddell refers is most likely a part of or adjacent to
the Waddell residence. The Waddells managed and taught at the boarding
school, or high school as Waddell at times calls it, and areas of their home
were used in conducting school and providing other services such as preparing
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the meal for the girls' festival.
In A History of Monroe County, Morton discusses the school
established in Union, which was incorporated January 1820. The citizens of
Monroe purchased lots in the town, put up a building and named it Union
Academy. Morton lists some of the later teachers at the Academy, one of
which is Dr. Waddell; since Susanna Waddell is not mentioned, it is likely that
she taught only the girls.
In Look Unto the Rock: A History of the Presbyterian Church, U. S.,
Dorsey D. Ellis discusses the policy of the early Presbyterian Church in West
Virginia to establish schools wherever churches were planted. Further in this
discussion, Ellis uses information provided by Reverend Samuel R. Houston
regarding the Union Academy, for which he was elected principal in 1848.
Reverend Houston states that the Union Academy was conveyed by the trustees
of the town of Union to the Greenbrier Presbytery in 1859 (Union was under
the Hanover Presbytery). In that year, $10,000 was raised within the bounds of
the Presbytery, mainly within Monroe County, in order to establish a high
school under the control of the Presbytery. It is very likely that this is the
school at which the Waddells lived and taught. Reverend Houston describes
the history of this high school in more detail:
Well qualified instructors were appointed, and for one year and a
half a most promising school was carried on, about sixty young
men, from different and some of them distant parts of the county
were prosecuting these studies with eminent success, when the
Institution was suddenly broken up by the Confederate War, and
after that four year's unhappy, and desolating conflict, could not
be resuscitated sufficiently to relieve it from debt. It was
consequently sold, and the avails of the sale, after liquidation of
the debt, returned to those who had subscribed for its
establishment. It is not improper to say that the introduction of
the free school system contributed much towards preventing the
faithful effort which was made, for more than a year, to re
establish the school. (252)
Reverend Houston speaks only of male students at this high school, which is a
reflection of the separate education of the sexes which characterized the
educational system of the era, as well as the greater importance placed on the
education of boys. Co-education was not practiced at this time, particularly
because women were not considered intellectually equal to men, and also in
part because it was thought that negative effects on sexual roles and identity
would result from co-education. The female students were not only taught in a
separate location, but were usually not taught the same subjects, though some
progressive educators of women did venture outside the traditional school
curriculum.
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As Reverend Houston states, the high school closed during the war and
was re-opened in another location after the war ended, at which the Waddells
also taught. Waddell records these events in her diary.

37.

The subjects included in Waddell's curriculum as she states them are typical
subjects for girls during the period. In Civil Wars, Rable states that "although
Southerners still doubted whether girls needed to study advanced mathematics,
Latin, or Greek, reformers pressed for more history, philosophy, science, and
mathematics in the curriculum. During the 1850's, several schools added
geometry and trigonometry. Astronomy, botany, and chemistry commonly
appeared in [academy] catalogues. So-called ornamental subjects—painting,
drawing, needlework and music—declined in importance, and surprisingly few
institutions stressed the 'domestic arts.' By 1850 a Southern girl of means
could follow a curriculum in many ways comparable to that of her brothers"
(Rable 21). Evidently, the Waddell's school provided such an education to the
girls as well as the boys of Union.

38.

Nancy was one of the Waddell's slaves. She helped Waddell with school
duties as well as cooked for the family and performed household duties.
Waddell never refers to her servants as slaves.

39.

Morton does not include information regarding a Braxton family in Monroe
county. However, from the context of Waddell's diary it can be claimed with
certainty that the Braxton family was living with the Caperton family at
Elmwood (the name of their home.)

40.

In this diary entry dated during the middle of 1863, Waddell reveals to a great
extent her upper class level and privilege through the catalog of foods she
includes as having been part of the girl's Queen of May party. By this time in
the war, only the most affluent families could afford to indulge in such a
spread.

41.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton includes a Keenan family as living in
the area since the 1780's, and Waddell's reference to Jinnie Keinan is very
likely to a member of this family. (Waddell may have varied the spelling of
the surname).

42.

Waddell is referring to Mr. Lewis Caperton, one of the many Capertons who
lived in Monroe County, West Virginia.

43.

The fact that Waddell includes this instruction on making a mop reflects the
heightened importance to the Confederacy of handcrafting such necessary
household items due to inflation and scarcity of goods during the war years.
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44.

As with the instructions for making a mop, Waddell's including this recipe for
making dumplings without lard reflects the effects of inflation, as lard became
extremely costly (up to $1.00 a pound) and more scarce as the war progressed.

45.

Spring Grange is very likely the name of the homestead of Waddell's relatives
in the vicinity of Richmond, Virginia.

46.

Waddell's emphasis on the words real coffee speaks to the scarcity of this
commodity in Southern homes during the war. The Confederate government's
demands for food, clothing and manufactured goods along with the Northern
blockade and invasion put great strain on the domestic economy. Price
increases for common household goods made them prohibitively expensive, and
coffee was one item for which there could be found no substitute, despite much
experimentation. Attempts were made at roasting com, wheat, rye, sweet
potatoes, peanuts, and okra and dandelion, cotton, and persimmon seeds, all to
no avail as they tasted nothing like the real thing. The fact that Waddell and
her family are partaking of real coffee speaks also to the economic class of
those who were able to afford it.

47.

The battle at Fair Oaks—or Seven Pines, as it was called—took place in Virginia
on May 31st to June 1st, 1862, and it was an indecisive battle with similar
numbers of casualties on both sides—5,000 Union and 6,100 Confederates. Fair
Oaks is very near Richmond, the point of Waddell's departure, and was likely a
natural "sightseeing" spot at the time.

48.

The surname of Waddell's brother would have been Gordon, and Waddell later
refers to "Master Willie Gordon," which infers that the Willie (or Willy) of
which she speaks is her nephew.

49.

Mary is one of Waddell's sisters.

50.

For many Southern people experiencing the war times from the homestead,
especially for the women, the reality of the conflict was so heavily cloaked by
the simple pleasures they still enjoyed at home that it had to be brought back
to mind in order to realize it existed. Countless verses written during the
period reflect this perception. Margaret J. Preston's Beechen brook; A Rhyme
of the War (1867) is a clear example:

There is sorrow at Beechen brook; - brightly the day
Has beamed with the earliest glory of May;
The Blue of the sky is as tender a blue
As ever the sunshine came shimmering through:
The songs of the birds and the hum of the bees,
As they merrily dart in and out of the trees, The blooms of the orchard, as sifting its snows,
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It mingles its odors with hawthorn and rose, The voice of the brook, as it lapses unseen, The laughter of Children at play on the green, Insist on a picture so cheerful, so fair,
Who ever would dream that a grief could be there? (9)
The last few lines in particular remarkably resemble Waddell's written
expression of watching her nieces and nephews playing at Belle Isle.

51.

It is very likely that Min is the wife of Waddell's brother, particularly when
taking into account that Waddell is visiting at her brother's home and mentions
her enjoyment in seeing Min and her children at their home.

52.

Marcia is most likely Waddell's sister, or possibly a more distant relative.

53.

As there is no town by the name of Raimes in Virginia, this reference is
possibly to a nearby homestead of friends or family, or a popular outdoor
recreation area.

54.

Sam is another of Waddell's brothers, who probably lived in Richmond.

55.

Waddell is possibly referring to Chesterfield, Virginia.

56.

Though the hospital in Richmond to which Waddell refers is not mentioned
specifically, the Encyclopedia of the Confederacy states that Confederate
general hospitals were based on the prototype pavilion-style facility,
Chimborazo Hospital in Richmond. These hospitals typically consisted of three
to five divisions of individual ward buildings designed to accommodate about
six hundred patients each. The wards were constructed from undressed pine
planks and included many windows and doors for maximum ventilation. It was
in 1861 that Surgeon General Samuel Preston Moore advocated and embarked
upon the construction of these pavilion-style general hospitals, as prior to their
development soldiers were placed in temporary hospitals set up in tobacco
warehouses, churches, bams, hotels, schools, and other large buildings, and
many were cared for in private homes. In addition to general hospitals, private
citizens and charitable organizations provided much of the care for soldiers
away from the front, and forty-four private hospitals were organized in
Richmond in the weeks after the battle at First Manassas in 1862. It is unclear
whether Waddell visited a general or a private hospital, but her visit there and
comment on its impressive appearance reveals the novelty of the institutions at
the time. Medical conditions in the hospitals were as satisfactory as could be
expected given the Confederacy's shortage of medical supplies and physicians.
Congress monitored conditions throughout the war, and the early reports were
quite favorable, although Congress considered closing Richmond hospitals for a
thorough cleaning in 1863 (the year of Waddell's visit). There was a lack of
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cleanliness and a prevalence of contagious disease which contributed, along
with the era's limited understanding of the nature of illness, to some hospitals
becoming breeding grounds for disease. To combat the situation, surgeons
attempted to separate the sick from the wounded. Nonetheless, Waddell notes
her experience at this hospital as positive, inferring that it must have presented
acceptable conditions.

57.

Impressment was extremely common in the Confederacy during the Civil War.
The demand for goods grew as the years progressed, and needed provisions and
equipment were seized from public institutions as well as private citizens.

58.

The Battle of Gettysburg, fought at that crossroads town in Pennsylvania, ended
on July 3, 1863 after a heroic but fruitless charge by Confederate General
George E. Pickett against the center of Union lines headed by General George
C. Meade. One of the bloodiest battles fought in the war, the Battle of
Gettysburg ended with casualties between the two armies totalling more than
51,000 soldiers—a costly Union victory.

59.

Hospitals for prisoners of both the Confederacy and Union sprang up
throughout the war. Waddell's relief in the wounded soldier having been
brought to a Yankee prison hospital is probably well founded, though as the
war progressed conditions in prison hospitals declined. For the most part,
hospitals for enemy prisoners maintained as high a level of care for wounded
enemy soldiers as for their own. The Confederates established special hospital
facilities in their prisons for Union soldiers, which were located in tobacco
warehouses or factory buildings and were staffed and administered much like
the general hospitals. Early in the war, Confederate prison hospitals were
inspected by members of the Provisional Congress and declared to be giving
adequate medical care and sustenance to Union soldiers. The same is certainly
true about Union prison hospitals, though as the Confederacy's fortunes waned
later in the war, so did conditions in their prison hospitals.

60.

Drewry's Bluff is an area in Virginia, below Richmond. Fighting did take
place in this area, though it is unclear whether Waddell is interested in seeing
the area for that reason or just to sightsee the landscape. Her mention of
visiting a "camp" may imply the possibility of a park and camping area, or
possibly a military camp which may have been established there. Her mention
of seeing a "dress parade" may be a reference to the parading of soldiers in
uniform, which was sometimes done for the general public, especially young
ladies. In Civil Wars, Rable sets forth an example of one such event:

On July 4, 1861, some ten thousand visitors, most of them
female, flocked to the army camps around New Orleans. On this
and similar occasions, women watched the men drill, parade, and
fire their guns. Finely dressed ladies strolled among the tents,
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distributing food, clothes, and religious tracts. Wealthy belles
brought Madeira, French brandy, champagne, fruit, ice creams,
cakes, and flowers in their picnic baskets. To express their
appreciation, the soldiers serenaded their visitors and performed
their fanciest parade maneuvers. (193)
Men marching in uniform was obviously a popular type of "dress parade"
during the war.
61.

On the next page of Waddell’s diary, she included a newspaper clipping
regarding the death of her friend, which reads as follows:
Oct. 1863

Died, in King William county, Va., on the 3d inst, at the residence of
her sister, Mrs. Susan S. PLEASANTS, in the 66 year of her age.
Mrs. Pleasants has been a member of the 1st Presbyterian church in this
city for many years, and through them all has adorned her profession with a
Christian walk and conversation. She was a woman of rare good sense, energy,
and piety, and a large hearted Christian charity that embraced all those who
loved the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity. Her health for some time was feeble,
but it seemed to give way under the grief produced by the death of a beloved
daughter, Mrs. John O. Chiles of this city, who after serving her Master
faithfully in all the relations of life, fell asleep in Jesus about a month before
her mother, leaving a sad void in many a heart that loved her. After this
mournful bereavement Mrs. P. seemed to sink in grief, and in a few weeks
entered into her rest, leaving to her sorrowing children the sweet consolation of
a consistent life, & peaceful death, and an assurance of that blessedness that is
pronounced on the dead who die in the Lord, who rest from their labors, and
their works do follow them.
62.

Since Waddell's home town was Richmond, she probably knew many of the
residents and was acquainted with them throughout the city, as is evidenced by
her running into this residence to keep from getting wet by the rain.

63.

Mary and Nan are Waddell's sisters.

64.

Foster and Davis were probably the Waddell's slaves who had come to drive
them home.

65.

During the time she wrote her diary, Waddell and her husband resided in
Union, West Virginia, which was formerly Virginia. However, Waddell was
originally from Richmond, Virginia, where she was bom and where her parents
lived. Dr. Waddell was most likely originally from Staunton, Virginia, where
his parents lived.
Union, West Virginia, lies in nearly the center of Monroe County, and
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is referred to as the seat of the county. (Refer to Appendix D for map of
Monroe County and photo of Union.) Monroe County was named for James
Monroe, the fifth President of the U.S., and was formed January 14, 1799 from
Greenbrier County. The population of Monroe County according to 1860
census figures was approximately 10,757. According to Charles B. Motley, in
Gleanings of Monroe County West Virginia History (1973), the 1970 census
showed Union as the largest town in Monroe County, the county in 1970
having a population of 11,272. Motley describes Union as "a delightful town
with many antebellum homes, no parking meters, [and] there are horse hitches
and many very old and sturdy shade trees" (Motley 159-160). Motley gives a
history of Union provided by the Monroe County Historical Society:

Union, the county seat of Monroe, was founded by James
Alexander in 1774. . . . The town received its name from the
mustering of the troops and the drilling of the militia in the early
days. A small monument honoring those who gave their lives
for the 'lost cause of the Confederacy' stands in a field at the
north end of the town. (160)

In A History of Monroe County, Morton states that the people of Monroe
generally upheld the Confederate cause, sent their young into its armies, and
made great sacrifices in its behalf. Except on the few occasions when the
county was occupied by Federal armies it lay within the Confederate lines.
In regard to the split of western Virginia from Virginia and the
formation of the separate state of West Virginia, the Encyclopedia of the
Confederacy states that the citizens of Virginia were radically divided on the
issue of secession of the state from the Union, which was done by the
Commonwealth of Virginia on April 17, 1861. In the trans-Allegheny region,
the majority of most non-slaveholding, small-farm Virginians were extremely
pro-Union, their culture and economy long tied more to that of Ohio and
Pennsylvania to their north, while the generally politically powerful
slaveholding class in the Tidewater and Peidmont sections of the state was for
the most part vehemently pro-Confederacy. Western Virginians felt they were
very much under represented in the legislature and severely overtaxed,
receiving little public assistance from the state; in addition, they felt looked
upon as inferior mountain dirt farmers by the well-heeled eastern planter elite.
With the state split in two and the population of one section adamantly
opposed to the politics of the other, a formal parting of western Virginia from
the eastern region of the state was made on June 20, 1863 when President
Lincoln signed the statehood bill and West Virginia entered the Union as the
thirty-fifth state.
66.

The typical means of conveyance was a horse-drawn carriage, or as Waddell
later calls it, a hack. This mode of travel was obviously not the most
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comfortable nor the most safe, hence Waddell's mention of the inconvenience
and perils of the way, in addition to the dangers stemming from the state of the
country at the time.

67.

Craig Creek flows through the town of New Castle in Craig County, Virginia.
With the initials "C. H." Waddell may possibly be referring to the county itself,
the creek or to an inn there.

68.

The Dunlap family, according to Morton in A History of Monroe County, came
from Ireland and established in Monroe County some time before 1744.
Benjamin G. Dunlap (1806-1884) and his wife, Rebecca Larew, whom he
married in 1845, were lifelong residents of Union. Benjamin Dunlap is likely
the gentleman to whom Waddell is referring, though there are a number of
possibilities as to which member it may be for certain. Morton reveals about
the Dunlap family: "In the public life of Monroe and in professional and
business careers the members of this connection have been conspicuous"
(Morton 336). Nelson was very likely Mr. Dunlap's slave, and Waddell is
writing of the excellent culinary skills of Nelson's sister who has prepared their
meal.

69.

Kyle's was likely an inn located somewhere between New Castle and Union,
Virginia.

70.

In Gleanings of Monroe County, West Virginia History, Motley imparts
information from a book by John J. Moormann, M.D., published in 1847
entitled, "The Mineral Springs of Virginia." Moormann states that the Sweet
Springs, situated in a wide and beautiful valley in the eastern extremity of
Monroe County, were discovered in 1764, before any of the mineral waters of
this section of the state were known. In A History of Monroe County, Morton
describes Sweet Springs as the oldest, most permanent, and most interesting of
the watering places of Monroe County. William Lewis acquired title of the
property in 1786 after selecting the spot for his home in 1782. Lewis began to
develop the Sweet Springs as a health resort, and in 1795 a courthouse and jail
were built there to serve Botetourt, Greenbrier, Kanawha and Montgomery
counties, which rivaled the courthouse at Union for many years, but was finally
removed around 1804.
Since the removal of the court, the history of Sweet Springs was that of
a well-known summer resort and veiy small social and commercial center, and
one of the oldest watering places in the Virginias. The first building at the
waters is said to have been a log hut known as the "wigwam" which probably
antedates the arrival of Lewis, and the hotel was built in 1792. Old Sweet
Springs had numerous visitors, many of which were presidents, including
Washington (in 1797), Pierce and Fillmore. As of Morton's writing in 1916, he
notes that of the original buildings little or nothing appears to exist, and that
the main building dates from 1830-33. A second large building and five
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cottages were erected in 1857. He states that the scenic surroundings are very
beautiful in the summer, and the climate of this sheltered valley is very tonic
and healthful. Morton also reveals that "the waters of the mineral spring,
which undoubtedly became known to the whites through the Indians, are mildly
alterative and cathartic, and are serviceable in ailments of the digestive organs
and in debility. They are thermal, having a temperature of 73 degrees, or some
20 degrees above the mean atmospheric temperature of the locality" (Morton
205).
Dr. Moormann's book goes into great detail regarding the medicinal
qualities of the springs, and states they "are justly celebrated for the tonic
power of their waters, used either internally or externally" (Motley 158).
Moorman describes the way in which the water of the spring is channeled into
separate small pipes, one conveying water to the bath for the men, and the
other to that for the ladies. Bathing in the waters must have been popular, as
Moorman reveals that ”[t]he use of the bath at the Sweet Springs is adapted to
a large number of cases. The first sensation on immersion in the water is a
slight shock, after which the feeling of cooling is refreshing and rather
agreeable" (Motley 159). Of the spring water's flavor Moorman states: "Few
mineral waters have acquired such fashionable and well merited celebrity as the
Sweet Springs. The name is calculated to convey erroneous impressions of
their taste, which is like a solution of a small quantity of a calcareous or
magnesian carbonate" (Motley 158). He goes on to describe the water's
physical effects: "The first effects of this water, due to its temperature and
gaseous contents, when drunk, are a feeling of warmth at the stomach, with a
sensation of fullness of the head, and some giddiness" (Motley 158). The
resemblance of the spring water's effects to champagne may be significant to
Waddell's enjoyment! Refer to Appendix F for photo of Sweet Springs.

71.

The children to which Waddell refers are most likely her boarding students.

72.

By ’’Fast day,” Waddell is referring to one of the many days of fasting,
humiliation, and prayer which Confederate President Jefferson Davis and other
leaders frequently proclaimed during the war. Davis proclaimed nine days of
fasting between June 1861 and March 1865, and many other days of
thanksgiving or sacrifice were also declared. These occasions offered many
people an opportunity to display their patriotism, and churches were often very
full on these days.

73.

H. C. was very likely one of the three women named Harriette Caperton who
lived in Union during the same time as Waddell. According to Morton’s
genealogic information in A History of Monroe County, Harriette Alexander
was the wife of William G. Caperton, who was a brother of Allen T. Caperton.
The wife of Allen T. was Harriette Echols, and one of the daughters of Allen
T. was Harriette E. Caperton, who married William A. Gordon, though no date
is given of their marriage. It is possible that either or all three of these women
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were friends of Waddell's.

74.

Lelia and Ella Caperton were the daughters of Allen T. Caperton.

75.

Waddell's concern over the impropriety (the phrase she uses is French for "as it
should be") of Captain Warwick having to take his salt from a plate is
revealing not only to values important to her, but very likely to her social and
economic status. It may be that salt was plentiful in Union, West Virginia,
since it was situated near salt mines. However, as Rable states in Civil Wars,
beginning in 1862 a severe salt shortage appeared in parts of the Confederacy,
and in some areas the market price ran as high as $1.00 a pound. Few families
had enough salt in these areas, even with help from the states who
implemented elaborate systems for doling out salt to widows and soldiers'
wives and their dependents (Rable 104-105). The fact that Waddell is
experiencing no such shortage at this time implies that she either was able to
easily obtain salt from the local mines or was able to pay the high price for it.
The Encyclopedia of the Confederacy reveals that salt was a vital
mineral to the civilian population as well as the military forces of the
Confederacy. In an era with no reliable method of refrigeration, salt was the
primary means of preserving meat. In addition, salt was used to pack cheese
and eggs, and to preserve hides during leather making, as well as being
employed in numerous chemical processes, various medications, and livestock
dietary supplements. Two of the primary areas for salt production were
southwestern Virginia and the Great Kanawha River near Charleston, West
Virginia, and several of the important locations where salt was produced were
captured by Federal forces early in the war.

76.

"Elmwood" is the name of the home of a successful merchant, Hugh Caperton,
who became wealthy in land and slaves, and established himself at Union,
West Virginia. Some time prior to 1810, Hugh built Elmwood near Union, and
bequeathed the home to his son, Allen T. Caperton (1810-1877), who was bom
there.
In Gleanings of Monroe County West Virginia History (1973), Motley
gives a detailed description of the Elmwood home:

This magnificent ante-bellum home is located well away
from the sound of traffic .... This land surrounds the
monument to the Confederate veterans of Monroe County, at the
north end of the county seat of justice. This home was built
prior to 1810 of solid brick construction, even to the inside
walls. The inside walls measure 15 inches including the door
facings. The ceilings are 12 to 12 1/2 feet high. Large
fireplaces are of colonial stone. The cherry handrails, from
basement to the third floor, are tightly held to the balusters with
wooden pegs instead of nails.
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The grandfather clock, handsome and massive furniture,
rugs, ornate chandeliers are all a part of this lovely home to
which they are so well chosen and adapted. There are many
majestic and stately trees on the well kept lawn.
A wide porch surrounds this home on two sides in
addition to the front porch. (Motley 179)
Allen T. Caperton, his wife Harriette Echols (sister of General John
Echols), and his large family lived at Elmwood. Allen Caperton graduated
from Yale College in 1832, studied law in Staunton and practiced in Monroe
County. In 1841, and again in 1859-1861, he represented Monroe in the
Virginia Assembly. In 1844-1848 he was state senator, and in 1850 was a
member of the constitutional convention representing Monroe and three other
West Virginia counties. His political standing was with the western counties
and voted for secession at the convention of 1861. Mr. Caperton became a
member of the Confederate Senate, and in 1876 was elected to the Federal
Senate, thus enjoying the distinction of sitting in both senates. His term of
service at Washington D.C. was brief, as a sudden illness caused his death
there in 1877. Socially, Mr. Caperton was aristocratic and exclusive, yet was
courteous and affable. He was a prominent lawyer and ready debater, with a
physical stature of a little more than medium size, and he wore a long beard
without a mustache. (Refer to Appendix G for photo of Allen T. Caperton.)

77.

As with some subsequent entries, Waddell wrote nothing other than the date
here; it may have been that she forgot what happened on these dates and
decided to make no entry since she is writing backdated entries under the main
entry, October 2nd, 1863.

78.

Waddell is probably referring to her sisters Mary and Nan, though she may be
referring to her boarding students as well.

79.

It is unclear what Waddell means by the phrase "make her Beauregard," though
her mention of being helped by the girls suggests it may be a form of
community needlework project or some other craft of which "Beauregard" was
the subject. In The Other Civil War, Catherine Clinton discusses quilting as an
activity which women could pursue in solitude, but often sought out a
collective contribution. Clinton indicates that "[ajfter gathering the scraps and
assembling her materials, the quiltmaker solicited her female family and friends
to assist in the process. The quilting bee was a particularly popular American
pastime, mainly staffed and attended by women .... Quilts still follow set
designs, but in many cases in the nineteenth century, they told stories or
portrayed events in their fabric canvas" (52).
It is possible that Waddell and her sisters are working collectively in the
way Clinton mentions to commemorate Confederate General Pierre Gustave
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Toutant (a.k.a. P.G.T.) Beaureguard (1818-1893), whose famous firing on Fort
Sumter in Charleston Harbor, South Carolina during the early morning hours of
April 12, 1861 began the civil war. The events at Charleston made General
Beauregard an immediate Confederate hero, hailed as "Old Bory" and praised
as one of the world's great soldiers. President Davis, the Confederate
Congress, newspapers across the South, and countless female admirers
showered him with gratitude. Waddell and her family may be expressing
through a quilt scene such feelings toward this early hero of the war. (Refer to
Appendix H for photo of P.G.T. Beaureguard.)
80.

The Hutchinson family name dates back to 1746 in Augusta, West Virginia,
and according to Morton in A History of Monroe County was once very
numerous and influential in Monroe, but in later years all but vanished. There
were a number of Hutchinsons who lived in Monroe during the time in which
Waddell did. The Mrs. Hutchinson to whom Waddell refers is possibly the
mother of one of her students, Minnie Hutchinson.

81.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton states that August 26th, 1863 indeed
carried military action to Monroe. Near 4:00 A.M. on that date, Union General
William Woods Averill moved with his cavalry toward White Sulphur Springs
in Monroe County (Waddell refers to it as "the White"), intending to seize the
Court of Appeals' law library at Lewisburg, West Virginia. Averill’s army met
the Confederate forces at Dry Creek and fought them ten hours with varying
results.

82.

John is Waddell's brother. Her supposition that he would probably not be on
or near the battle field implies that he may have been a higher ranking soldier
or officer than her brother Cliff.

83.

As August 26th was a Wednesday, Waddell is very likely referring to a lecture
given by Reverend Samuel R. Houston, the pastor at Union Presbyterian
Church, who gave a lecture every Wednesday evening at the church in Union.

84.

This is Waddell’s second reference to the battle of Dry Creek, the first being
associated with the fighting going on near "the White," and she is correct in
stating that it was a Confederate victory. In A History of Monroe County,
Morton discusses the result of the battle at Dry Creek. As Union General
Averill did not receive the reinforcements he expected, he fell back the
morning of August 27th 1863, fighting and felling trees to cover his retreat.
One of his cannon burst from being struck in the muzzle by a ball. Averill
reported that he had less that 1300 men in the battle, and stated his loss during
the whole raid was 218 soldiers. General Patton, commanding the
Confederates at this battle at Dry Creek, reported he had about 1900 men and
General A. A. Chapman's Battery of four guns. He counted his loss as 20 men
killed, 129 wounded, and 13 missing, for a total of 162, and reported taking
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117 wounded and unwounded prisoners (154).

85.

General Patton, according to Morton in A History of Monroe County,
commanded the Confederate army during the battle at Dry Creek in August
1863. The discrepancy in his title, as Waddell refers to him as colonel, may be
an error or may be the result of a promotion he obtained which changed his
rank. Morton's genealogic information regarding a Patton family in Monroe
County reveals the ascendents of that family, Tristram Patton and his wife Jean
Nelson, settled in the county prior to 1795. They became large landowners and
operated mills in the region, and had numerous children. Two descendants of
the Patton family, William M. and Robert M. had sons who served in the
Confederate army. The Colonel/General Patton to which Waddell refers is very
likely one of these descendants.

86.

The Erskine family name dates back to the time of Mr. James Alexander, who
established Union, West Virginia in 1774. Henry Erskine was a neighbor of
Alexander's, and he died in 1812. His children were Henry, Jr. (who died in
1847), William, Alexander, Michael, and Jane (who married Hugh Caperton in
1806). Since the Mr. Erskine to whom Waddell refers died in 1863, Henry, Jr.
is ruled out as a possibility. Alexander Erskine went to Alabama and Michael
Erskine to Texas. William Erskine, who married Margaret Benson in 1810,
lived at Salt Sulphur, which is very near Union. There at Salt Sulphur, in
partnership with another gentleman, he carried on that summer resort for many
years. William Erskine is most likely the gentleman to whom Waddell refers.

87.

Callaghan's may have been a residence or military base in Callaghan, Virginia,
or may simply be the town itself.

88.

Mr. Riggs was obviously a resident of Union, and probably a neighbor of the
Waddells. A certain Mr. Riggs opened a store in Union on December 8, 1862,
implying that this gentleman must have been fairly wealthy in order to take
such a venture at such a time of inflation with prices of all goods very high. It
is possible this is the same gentleman to whom Waddell refers as offering his
hack and his help in caring for the wounded soldiers at his home.

89.

Mrs. Lewis was very likely a descendent (or related through marriage to one of
the descendants) of John Lewis, who since 1792 was one of the early and
permanent settlers of Monroe County and senior founder of Augusta County,
West Virginia. John Lewis was the father of William Lewis (1724-1813), who
moved to the Sweet Springs valley in 1783 and developed the Old Sweet
Springs resort.

90.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton states that Samuel Brown lived in
Monroe as early as 1794. William and Jane Brown lived in the Sinks of
Monroe, and of their many children, several married into other families of the
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Sinks area. Many of the Brown descendants remained in Monroe.
91.

Samuel R. Houston and his second wife, Margaret P. Paxton, lived in Union
and had nine children. Reverend Houston was a Presbyterian minister (serving
at Union Presbyterian Church from 1842 to 1886 when he resigned), and
traveled abroad as a missionary. While in Cairo, Reverend Houston's first wife
(Rev. Mary E. Rowland) died, and his only child at the time fell ill, causing
him to return to America in 1841. In addition to Reverend Houston's forty-four
year's service as pastor at the Union church, he taught and served as the
principal (elected in 1848) of the Union Academy for a number of years.
Reverend Houston's family was prominent in Monroe, many members of which
Waddell mentions in her diary and who were students of hers. (Refer to
Appendix G for photo Rev. Houston.)
In A History of Monroe County, Morton includes portions of the war
time diary of Reverend Houston. In the entry dated December 15, 1860,
Reverend Houston mentions dining with Major Echols, Allen T. Caperton, and
Dr. Waddell. At this dinner, Reverend Houston states they "talked a great deal
about the unhappy state of our country. Civil war and perhaps servile war
seemed to us all extremely probable" (Morton 166-167). It is obvious that the
Waddells were closely associated with the Houstons and other prominent
members of their local society at the time, and were very respected members of
the community.

92.

The fact that Waddell's dress is homespun reveals the typical style of clothing
women wore during these financially strained times; rarely were women able to
buy clothing in stores during this period. As Rable indicates in Civil Wars,
during this time the price of cloth was steadily rising as a result of inflation,
and it was often difficult to get cloth at all in some areas. By the end of the
war, clothing prices far exceeded the purchasing power of most families. The
ordinary material for dresses was calico, but owing to the prohibitive expense,
the demand for homespun grew and ancient cloth-spinning skills became much
in demand, a demand often met by slaves and the poor white classes. The
homespun dress was often course and was considered "common," but as it
became the popular attire for women it served as a symbol of female patriotism
and even inspired a Confederate song, "The Southern Girl with the Home-Spun
Dress." Waddell's pride in the dress, then, may stem not only from its
flattering effect on her figure, but from her devotion to the Confederacy which
it symbolized during the time.

93.

This could be one of two Mr. Lewis Capertons who lived in Monroe: Lewis
E., who married Frances C. Alexander, or his son Lewis, Jr., who married
Mary W. Carr.
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94.

As noted earlier, the Union Academy was very likely the boarding school at
which Waddell and her husband lived and taught. It seems Dr. Waddell taught
the boys and Susanna Waddell taught only the girls at the school, though she
refers later in her diary to teaching some male Sunday school students.

95.

General John Echols (1823-1896) was a highly successful and respected lawyer,
orator, statesman, and military figure, and prominent in Monroe County. In A
History of Monroe County, Morton provides extensive information about the
life of General Echols. In 1843 he completed coursework at the Virginia
Military Institute, and the following year was married to Mary J. Caperton, a
sister to Allen T. Caperton (Allen Caperton was married to John Echols's sister
Harriette.) In 1845, Echols came to Union, which remained his home for
twenty years. He was a firm believer in higher education, and while in Monroe
County his interest in schools for both sexes was put to action by helping to
establish a female seminary. He was also very active in establishing a high
school for boys at Union, and gave his time, money and ability to furthering it.
Some students he took into his own home, providing their board and tuition.
In 1851-1853 he was a Delegate to the Virginia Assembly, and in 1861 he was
a member of the convention that passed the ordinance of secession. Echols
was greatly interested in the building of a railroad, and was very instrumental
in getting C.P. Huntington, the railway magnate, to build the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railroad. Echols was an excellent financier as well as organizer and
accumulated a large fortune. He was mainly instrumental in organizing the
National Valley Bank of Staunton, Virginia, and was its president. He was an
elder in the Presbyterian Church, and the people of Monroe County found him
generous, benevolent, and held him in respect and confidence. He was a huge
man, at six feet four inches tall and two hundred sixty pounds, and this
combined with his impressive bearing made him a commanding figure and
gave him great power as a public speaker. (Refer to Appendix I for photo of
General Echols.)
Before the Civil War began, Echols organized the Monroe Guards, and
was the first captain of the organization. He entered the Confederate army as
Lieutenant Colonel of the 27th Virginia Infantry of General Thomas
"Stonewall" Jackson's Brigade. After the first battle of Kemstown, in which he
commanded his regiment and suffered a severe arm wound, he was promoted to
the rank of brigadier general and served under General Loring in the Kanawha
valley, West Virginia. In 1862 he succeeded Loring and was put in command
of the Department of Southwest Virginia. In 1863 he took the field again and
was in command at the battle of Droop Mountain. At New Market he led the
right wing of the army under General Breckenridge, and joining General Robert
E. Lee he took part in the fight before Richmond. In 1864 he was again
transferred to Southwest Virginia, and the next spring with the rank of major
general he succeeded General Jubal Early in command of the Army of the
Valley and Southwest Virginia. Eight days after the surrender of Lee in 1865,
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Echols disbanded his army at Christiansburg, Virginia, and escorted the
Confederate president Jefferson Davis to Goldsboro, North Carolina. In the fall
of 1865, General Echols made his home at Staunton, Virginia and lived there
until his death of Brights disease on May 24, 1896. Toward the close of his
life he was regarded as one of the greatest men in Virginia.
96.

Waddell's mention of this family of refugees from Mercer County, West
Virginia, is significant in that toward the later years of the war, refugees
became more and more common. All across the Confederacy, families who
were forced from their homes as they fled from invading armies came from all
social and economic classes. It is estimated that at least a quarter-million
Southerners left their homes during the war.

97.

The Salt Sulphur Springs are located in Monroe County, three miles from
Union, West Virginia. In Gleanings of Monroe County West Virginia History
(1973), Motley gives detailed information regarding this spring, as stated by
John Moorman, M.D. in "The Mineral Springs of Virginia" (1847):
The watering place has been a popular and profitable resort for
invalids for the last forty years; having always heretofore
enjoyed a high reputation for the virtue of its waters and the
excellence of its accommodations.
The 'Salt Sulphur' proper was discovered by Erwin
Benson, Esq., in 1805, when boring for salt water which he was
induced to believe might be found there, from the fact that in
olden times the spot had been a favourite 'Lick' for deer and
buffalo. This spring is neatly enclosed in a marble reservoir,
two feet square, and about two feet ten inches deep, and is
protected from the weather by a neat and comfortable edifice.
(146)
Morton also describes the grounds and history of the Salt Sulphur area in A
History of Monroe County (1916):

The fine lawn of eleven acres is a cross-section of the narrow
[Indian] [C]reek bottom, and it lies between lofty bluffs. On this
lawn are the two mineral springs, the waters being chalybeate
and sweetly sulphurous and containing iodine. . . . The firm of
Erskine and Caruthers conducted a summer hostelry in 1823,
which continued here many years.
The largest building is of stone, 45 by 206 feet in size,
contains 72 rooms, and cost $30,000. It overlooks the lawn, the
other buildings standing along the brink of the stream. For
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several decades prior to the war of 1861 Salt Sulphur Springs
was a famous watering place, and was numerously frequented by
people from the lower South, especially South Carolina. Many
Virginians from the tidewater counties also came here. The high
water mark was in 1860. The old time patronage was
interrupted by the war, and has never been recovered. (207-208)
98.

General Augustus A. Chapman (1803-1876) was a successful lawyer and
orator. In 1830, he married Mary B. Beime, and had eight children. In A
History of Monroe County, Morton recounts some of the main
accomplishments in his life. He served Monroe County in the Virginia
Assembly and West Virginia in the 28th Congress from 1843 - 1845. At the
outbreak of the war he was a Confederate brigadier general of militia. As such
he took the field in 1861 and was successful in service during the campaign of
that season in the Kanawha valley, West Virginia. He died of apoplexy in
1876. One of General Chapman’s sons was Bieme Chapman, who organized
and served as captain of Chapman's Battery, and was killed in battle.

99.

It is very likely that Sue and Chris Chapman are two children of General A. A.
and Mrs. Mary B. Beime, who were married in 1830. Two of their children
were Christopher J. and Susan Chapman.

100.

Waddell's reference to "the Knob" could be any one of a number of hills,
commonly called knobs, in the locality of Monroe County. In A History of
Monroe County, Morton states that "in the west of [Monroe] county are the
short, irregular ridges known as Swope's Knobs, Flat Top, and Wolf Creek
Mountain" (9). Morton also mentions that Wolf Creek Mountain's highest
point is known as Whetstone Knob. Because Union lies in the center of the
political divisions of Monroe County, which are Red Sulphur, Second Creek,
Springfield, Sweet Springs, Wolf Creek, and Union, it is difficult to discern
which "knob" Waddell's sisters, brother, friends and their maids are visiting.

101.

The Alexander family was the first to settle where the Monroe County seat, the
town of Union, was established. In A History of Monroe County, Morton
notes that owing to its intermarriages with other leading families of Monroe,
the Alexander connection has been very prominent in local annals. James
Alexander, Sr., who lived in Beverly Manor, is mentioned there as early as
1746. James, Jr. (1750-1814) visited the region before his settlement in 1773.
His first house was built on the hill just east of Union, which burned, the
second house was built on what became the main street of Union, and the third
called "Old Hundred" was on the western slope of Green Hill in Monroe
County. From the Alexander pioneers came many descendants, a number of
whom lived during Waddell's time in Union.

102.

Waddell's siblings with her at this time are Mary, Nan, Cliff, and John.
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103.

In Morton’s A History of Monroe County, there is mention of a Gaston
Caperton place located in Monroe County, though no specific genealogic
information is given regarding a Mr. or Mrs. Gaston Caperton.

104.

Waddell's brother is going to escort their sisters back home to Richmond,
Virginia.

105.

"The Gap" is probably the Presbyterian church at Gap Mills, in Monroe
County, called Carmel Presbyterian Church, which was organized in 1835. It
was the first congregation to branch off from the parent church at Union.
Reverend Samuel R. Houston was appointed to preach at Union Presbyterian
Church once each Sunday, and at Carmel on weekdays.

106.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton states that in the colonial period the
name Nickell was spelled Nichol and Nicholas. It is claimed that four brothers
came to Monroe County as early as 1751. The Nickell family had a great
number of descendants who lived in Union.

107.

The McCartney family members who lived in Monroe County were James H.
McCartney, and his wife Isabella E. Shanklin. Their children were Alexander,
William (a Confederate soldier who died in 1862), Agnes, Robert S., John D.
and Jennie L. McCartney.

108.

Morton's genealogic information in A History of Monroe County does not
include information regarding an Akers family in Monroe. However, there is a
William T. Akers listed as the first husband of Elizabeth J. Bymside, whom
she married in 1852. Elizabeth is very likely the Mrs. Akers to whom Waddell
refers, and mention of her later in the diary gives more conclusive evidence of
this.

109.

In organizing a "Sock Society," Waddell and the other women of her
neighborhood participated in an activity which was very popular among
Southern women during the war. Sewing societies were often formed as a way
for women to make a contribution to the Confederate cause, and these sewing
societies did contribute much to the comfort and morale of the troops. In Civil
Wars, Rable asserts that "[k]nitting socks, making shirts, and stitching
underwear helped housewives feel they were doing something important for
their country, and in spite of sore, numb, and callused fingers, the dedicated
counted their socks in the hundreds" (138). Rable goes on to state that sewing
societies broadened women's social horizons by bringing them together in
groups, and the war encouraged larger cooperative efforts outside the home
(139). For Waddell, the society served less to promote socialization in her life,
as she was already very social, but rather served more as an avenue through
which she could feel directly useful to the war effort.
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110.

On November 6, 1863, the battle of Droop Mountain was fought near the line
between Greenbrier County and Pocahontas, Virginia. The battle is discussed
in detail by Morton in A History of Monroe County. There were seven
organizations on each side, General Echols commanding the Confederate
column of 1700 men and six guns. After an engagement of six hours the
Confederates were flanked on both wings and pursued to Lewisburg, West
Virginia. They lost 275 men, one gun, and one flag, and Union General
Averill reported a loss of 119 men. (154)
Reverend Samuel Houston's diary on November 6th reads in part:
"Echols retreated from Droop Mountain to Union—45 miles—without stopping;
21 killed, 130 wounded. Much disorganized and demoralized. Passed through
today and encamped near Salt Sulphur" (Morton 177).

111.

No information was able to be obtained for a Montgomery family in Monroe
County. Waddell mentions a "Mr. Montgomery" later in her diary, who resides
in Lewisburg, West Virginia, who often has her brother's as guests. He is
probably a friend of the family, and possibly an important part of the military
camp at Lewisburg.

112.

Campbell's is possibly a military camp or a private residence where the soldiers
planned to meet.

113.

These same sentiments are expressed by Jos. A. Waddell in Annals of Augusta
County Virginia (1888) in speaking of the overcrowded churches and many
sermons preached in Staunton on a National Fast Day, January 4, 1861: "Vain
was the help of man—God was earnestly entreated to interpose and save the
country from ruin" (282). This feeling was common among the religious
during the war period in the South.

114.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton's genealogic information lists only the
name Samuel Early in association with the date 1808, with no other
information about the family.

115.

General John McCausland (1836-1927) led Confederate armies throughout the
Virginias. He received his early education at the Buffalo Academy in Putnam
County, West Virginia. In 1857, McCausland graduated from the Virginia
Military Institute, and was later a professor there. Upon Virginia's secession he
formed the Rockbridge Artillery but declined its command. He later organized
troops in the Kanawha Valley and assumed command of the Twenty-sixth
Virginia Infantry with the rank of colonel. After serving with the infantry in
southwestern Virginia until May of 1864, he was promoted to brigadier general
and given command of a cavalry brigade.
One of General McCausland's most notable military actions was saving
Lynchburg, Virginia, by delaying General David Hunter's advance until
reinforcements could arrive. In July of 1864 he was ordered by General Jubal
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Early to Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, where he demanded $500,000 as
retribution for damage caused by General Hunter in the Shenandoah Valley of
Virginia. When the townspeople refused to pay, McCausland ordered the town
burned, and on his retreat from Chambersburg many of the men in his cavalry
were captured. McCausland served throughout the Shenandoah Valley, and
was present at the final battle of Appomattox. He refused to surrender and
instead returned home. Threats arising from the Chambersburg episode caused
him to flee to Europe and Mexico after the war for two years, and upon his
return he spent the rest of his life farming in Mason County, West Virginia. At
his death in 1927, he was survived only by Felix Robertson as the last
Confederate general. In Look Unto the Rock, Dorsey Ellis describes General
McCausland: "Until his dying day, he never admitted defeat, and was
described as an 'unreconstructed and an unregenerate Rebel"' (308).

116.

Attached to the Sixtieth Virginia Infantry were the Monroe Sharpshooters, of
the brigade that was first commanded by General McCausland, and constituted
part of the division under General Breckenridge.

117.

Pickaway Plains is a plains area of Monroe County (now referred to only as
Pickaway), and was purchased from the Picahwa tribe of Indians in the early
1700's by the state of Virginia. It was settled soon after and became a
prosperous farming community. (Refer to Appendix J for a photo of Pickaway
Plains.)

118.

General Averell and his army were returning from a raid into Southwest
Virginia by way of Sweet Springs. (Waddell varied the spelling of his
surname.)

119.

The Harvey family name in Monroe County dates back to 1783 when four
children of John and Margaret Harvey settled in the southwest of Monroe.
There were a great many descendants from these early settlers of the Harvey
family, one of which was Nicholas Harvey. He was the first person to build
and open a public resort at Red Sulphur Springs, a valley between the
mountains in the southwestern part of Monroe County, which became a
distinguished watering place since about 1800.

120.

First cited circa 1450, Shakespeare Society, Coventry Mystery Play.
Variation: "Truth may be blamed, but never shamed." (A Dictionary of
A tn erican Proverbs, 617.)

121.

V. S. Lean, Collectanea, iii, 1902. Variation: "Every day in thy life is a leaf
in thy history." (The MacMillan Book of Proverbs, Maxims & Famous
Phrases, 492.)
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122.

First cited circa 1542, Wyatt, Poems, ed. Muir no. 68. Variations: "Where the
bee sucks honey, the spider sucks poison;" "When the bee sucks, it makes
honey; when the spider, poison." (A Diclionaty of American Proverbs, 43.)

123,

From Benjamin Franklin's Poor Richard's Almanac, though actually worded,
"No gains without pains" (Franklin 28).

124.

First cited 1787, Papers of Thomas Jefferson, ed. Boyd, 1950; 1881, Charles
Lamb, Ainger. Variation: "Take things always by their smooth handle." (A
Dictionary of American Proverbs, 277.)

125.

Possibly a variation of, "Men live better upon little," Claudian, In Rufinum,
Bk. i, line 215 (circa AD 395). (The MacMillan Book of Proverbs, Maxims &
Fantous Phrases, 1416.) Possibly a variation of, "It is fouler and uglier to have
too much than not to have enough," H. D. Thoreau, Autumn, 18 Nov. 1855.
(The MacMillan Book of Proverbs, Maxims & Famous Phrases, 1637.)

126.

Louis XVI (1754-1793), King of France. Louis Augustus became the heir to
the French throne upon the death of his father the Dauphin in 1765. In 1770,
he married Marie Antoinette (1755-1793), and in 1774 he was crowned king
and reigned through the French Revolution (1789) until 1792, at which time he
and the royal family were imprisoned and put on trial. In 1793, Louis XVI
was executed by guillotine (first put in use in Paris the previous year), as was
Queen Marie Antoinette.

127.

Recorded distribution in Indiana, Ohio, and Vermont. Variations: "Somewhere
behind the clouds the sun is shining;" "The sun is always shining behind the
clouds." (A Dictionary of American Proverbs, 104.)

128.

First cited 1634, Milton, Cornus. (Oxford Dictionary of English Proverbs,
128). 1863, Struggle of Petroleum V. Nasby, Locke (1880); 1895, Mikado,
Original Plays Series III, Gilbert. (A Dictionary of American Proverbs, 104.)

129.

Possibly a variation of, "He who lightly promises will seldom keep his word,"
Lao-Tsze, Tao-teh-King ("The Way of Virtue"), sec. 63, circa 500 BC. (The
MacMillan Book of Proverbs, Maxims & Famous Phrases, 1895.)

130.

Possibly a variation of, "There is no end of giving," Cicero, De Officiis, Bk. ii,
Ch. 15, sec. 55, circa 45 BC. Quoted as a "common proverb" sometimes
rendered, "Bounty has no bottom." (The MacMillan book of Proverbs, Maxims
& Famous Phrases, 950.)

131.

Possibly a variation of, "Do not disavow an old friend," unknown, A Iphabet of
Ben Sira, No. 20, circa 1000 AD. (The MacMillan Book of Proverbs, Maxims
& Famous Phrases, 905.)
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132.

First cited circa 1425, Castle of Perseverance-, 1509, Ship of Fools, Barclay;
1576, Pettie; 1605-1606, Macbeth, Shakespeare; 1666, Torriano Italian Proverb
66, #9; 1761, Papers of Sir William Johnson. Variations: "The more one hath,
the more one desires;" "The more one has, the more one wants." (Oxford
Dictionary of English Proverbs, 543.)

133.

Possibly a variation of, "Virtue and vice cannot dwell under the same roof,"
recorded distribution in New York. ( A Dictionary of American Proverbs, 633.)

134.

First cited 1605, Bacon, Advancement of Learning-, 1791, John Wesley, Sermon
ixxxviii on Dress', 1806, Monthly Analogy and Boston Review, 1876, Burnaby
Ride to Khiva. Variation: "Cleanliness is akin to godliness." (Oxford
Dictionary of English Proverbs, 125; A Dictionary of American Proverbs, 101.)

135.

Variation of, "Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this, To
visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction, and to keep himself unspotted
from the world," New Testament: James 1:27, 44 AD. (The MacMillan Book
of Proverbs, Maxims & Famous Phrases, 1948.)

136.

Plutarch (circa 50-125 AD), Greek historian, biographer, moralist, and the most
popular of Greek authors at the time of the Renaissance. His Parallel Lives
exemplified the tradition of biography associated with the Peripatetic school
(having to do with the Greek philosopher Aristotle, who taught while walking),
illustrating the moral character of his subjects through a series of anecdotes.
They served as a source-book for William Shakespeare's (1564-1616) Roman
plays and later for playwright Thomas Otway's (1652-1685) The History and
Fall of Cains Marius (1679), an adaptation of Romeo and Juliet. Among some
of the most important influences derived from Plutarch's Parallel Lives in
America is that of the Founding Fathers having turned to them for models of
republican virtue. His Moral Essays provide a compendium for ancient wisdom
on a variety of topics such as moral philosophy, religious belief, education,
health, literary criticism, and social customs (The Oxford Companion to
English Literature, 773).

137.

Anthony's Creek Presbyterian Church, West Virginia.

138.

"The Conquered Banner" was written by Abram Joseph Ryan, popularly known
as Father Ryan during and after the Civil War years. Father Ryan was a
staunch Roman Catholic and Confederate, and was a chaplain who ministered
to the religious needs of the Catholic soldiers while preaching continued
resistance against the invading Union armies. Father Ryan wrote angry war
poems defending Southern values and urging Catholic soldiers to resist the
Union aggressors up to the end of the conflict. In the preface to a book of his
poems published in 1880 entitled Poems: Patriotic, Religious, Miscellaneous,
Father Ryan states: "These are verses connected with the war published in this
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volume, not for harm-sake, not for hate-sake, but simply because the author
wrote them. He would write them again in the same tone and key, under the
same circumstances" (vii).
Waddell apparently wrote Father Ryan's poem in her diary from
memory, as there are a number of slight discrepancies from the author's
version; also, she does not include the entire poem. The poem in its entirety is
included in Appendix K as a representative piece of this Irish Catholic priest's
work, who inspired the soldiers and the people of the South in act as well as
verse.

139.

As Union General Averell and his army were returning from a raid into
southwest Virginia, on their way to Salem, Virginia, Confederate General
Echols made a hurried march by way of Sweet Springs to intercept them.
Confederate forces attempted to blockade the Union army on both sides but
they escaped by way of an unwilling informant, a country doctor held at gun
point (but later rewarded), who led Averell's troops toward Covington, Virginia.
These maneuvers in December followed the battle of Droop Mountain
which was fought on November 6, 1863 near the line between Greenbrier and
Pocahontas counties, West Virginia.

140.

Although information regarding Derrick’s Battalion was not able to be obtained,
it is very likely that it was one of a number of small military forces which
sprung up during the course of the war. In A History of Monroe County,
Morton gives a sampling of just such Confederate military companies
established in Monroe County: the Monroe Guards, the Monroe Sharpshooters,
Vawter's Company, Burdette’s Company, Fleshman’s Company, Clark’s
Battalion, Bryans Battery, Lowry's Battery, the Rocky Point Grays, et al.

141.

According to Morton's A History of Monroe County, Edgar's Battalion was the
26th rather than the 22nd Virginia Infantry.

142.

According to Morton in A History of Monroe County, Bieme Chapman was
General Augustus A. Chapman's third son. He was a young man of great
promise, a natural orator, and looking forward to the profession of law. At the
opening of the hostilities in 1861, he quit his studies to become first lieutenant
of Lowry's Battery under William M. Lowry. After some months, he resigned
in order to organize the artillery company known as Chapman's Battery, which
was sworn in at the close of April, 1862. The company was about 150 men
strong, half of which were from Monroe County. This battery served well until
almost annihilated and Bieme Chapman was mortally wounded at Winchester,
Virginia, on September 19, 1864, at the age of 24.

143.

Waddell's mention of "Jackson's" battery is probably a reference to a company
of Confederate soldiers from Monroe County, which was organized in the
winter of 1859-60. According to Morton in A History of Monroe County, this
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battery was called the Monroe Guards, and General John Echols was their first
commander. On May 13, 1861, this battery of 104 soldiers marched from
Union, West Virginia, and became a part of the Twenty-Seventh Virginia
Infantry, which served in General Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson's famous "foot
cavalry" (Morton 423). It is also possible, however, that Waddell may be
referring to another of the small military companies which were organized.
144.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton includes the diary of Reverend
Samuel R. Houston, which indicates in an entry dated December 11th, 1863,
that enemy forces evaded the Confederate forces in Monroe at Sweet Springs
and proceeded to Salem, Virginia. On the 19th of December, 1863, Reverend
Houston writes: "Echols sent a dispatch stating the enemy would probably
cross the mountain on their return from Salem and be in the midst of us
immediately," which as Susanna indicates, did not happen. Reverend Houston's
diary entry dated December 24th estimates: "Damage at Salem $1,500,000"
(178).

145.

Psalm 116: 12-13: "What shall I render unto the Lord for all his benefits
toward me? I will take the cup of salvation, and call upon the name of the
Lord."

146.

As no information could be obtained on a Noyes family in Monroe County,
these visitors to the Waddells are probably not locals, but have come from their
home in "C.burg" to stay with them.

147.

This could possibly be Christiansburg or Chilesburg, Virginia, or Clarksburg,
West Virginia.

148.

As Nancy was very likely the Waddell's slave who was most closely associated
with their family—that is, she worked closely with them in their home, she was
likely treated very well and allowed a great deal of freedom in living her own
life outside of her work for them. Waddell later speaks in her diary of the
thoughtfulness of Nancy and Otway, who must be Nancy's husband, since they
resided in a separate residence on the Waddell's property. Nancy's having had
a party attests to the "liberty" which the Waddell's must have allowed their
slaves in living with some sense of normalcy and happiness.
In A History of Monroe County (1916), Morton gives insight into the
early days of slavery in Monroe in a chapter entitled, "The Colored Element":
The mountain belt of Virginia was not suited to an extensive
development of the plantation system. Neither was the
institution of slavery ever popular in this region. Consequently,
the negro population was never large in Monroe at any time. It
was only the large and wealthy landowners who were likely to
possess field hands. In general, negroes were kindly and
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indulgently treated. They fared better than where the slaves
were so very numerous as to render a sternly repressive control a
matter of public safety. The field hand worked by the side of
his master, and toiled only when he did and only so long as he
did. The servants in the 'big house' looked down on the field
hands, but both house and field servant looked down on the poor
class of whites. (185)
The Waddell's slaves Nancy and Otway can be considered, as Morton describes
it, "indulgently" treated, as is evident by their being to some extent allowed
personal lives of their own, and as is later revealed through Waddell's
description of the property stolen from Nancy and Otway during a raid by
Union soldiers.

149.

Botany became very popular during the nineteenth century, especially among
the upper classes.

150.

The Ewing family in Monroe County dates back prior to 1762, and there were
a number of descendants living there. The reference to "sugar-camp" is
possibly to a sugar plantation.

151.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton does not include a genealogical entry
for a Connell family. However, there are a few occasions in which a Mr.
William Connell is mentioned in Morton's history. William Connell is stated
as being succeeded by another gentleman as jailor, after having had a long term
of service. Another instance states that William Connell was assigned in
February 1863 to supervise the work of the Confederate government's taking
the saltpeter from under the floor of the courthouse. (The dirt residue under
old buildings often contained saltpeter, a mineral crucial to the Confederate war
effort because it comprised about 75 percent of the gunpowder used; mining
this resource required the cooperation of private citizens, such as the effort in
which Mr. Connell in taking part.) It is very possible that this Mr. Connell is
the same one to whom Waddell refers.

152.

It can be inferred from the context of this line that in the words "my children"
Waddell refers to her students rather than biological children. This along with
Waddell's earlier expression of thanks for the loved ones in her life without
mentioning children, gives strong evidence that the Waddells had no children
of their own. In an era when young women were expected to have several
children, the fact that the Waddells did not have them, coupled with the fact
that they were married during Susanna Waddell's twentieth year and she had
just had her fortieth birthday, makes a strong case for their physically not being
able to have children.
There is also the implication in this entry that the Waddells had to
suspend teaching at their school at this time, since the time of the year (April)
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would ordinarily have school in session, yet Waddell is wondering when she
will be able to teach again. It is possible that the war has caused them to
dismiss school in light of the upheaval with which many families had to deal,
or that other personal factors have caused the Waddells to suspend their
teaching. It may also simply be a reference to the temporary break in teaching
school due to the extreme cold weather, or to a lapse she had to take in
teaching while Dr. Waddell was away.
153.

The family name of Cook dates back to 1770 in Monroe County, with many
descendants remaining in the area. The Mr. Cooke to which Waddell refers
may be one of any number of gentleman from this family, with the surname
spelling varied.

154.

It is possible that Mrs. Braxton is living at Elmwood with the Caperton family,
as it was a large mansion, or it may be simply that they are having a birthday
celebration for her there. However, the greatest likelihood is that Braxton's
were visitors to Union and were staying with the Capertons, particularly in
light of the fact that the Braxton family is not included in Oren Morton's
genealogic information for Monroe County.

155.

Though information regarding the location of "the Draft" was not able to be
obtained, an entry in the diary of Reverend S. Houston on May 7th, 1864,
states that almost all of the troops of Monroe County (Echol's forces included)
had gone to join General Robert E. Lee, who on the 7th had just finished
fighting the Battle of The Wilderness, an area of thick forests and dense
undergrowth just west of Fredericksburg, Virginia—a battle which had been
raging since May 5th. After this battle, Lee's army headed for Spotsylvania
Courthouse in Virginia, where Grant's army later arrived and eleven days (May
10-21, 1864) of intermittent but heavy fighting ensued. The outcome of this
battle at Spotsylvania was a stalemate, with about 18,000 Union casualties and
an untold number of Confederate losses.

156.

The salt pond is probably a part of Salt Sulphur Springs, near Union, and the
road running between them. The rumor to which Susanna refers was true—the
enemy was on its way. Waddell's distinctly remembering "Friday the 13th" as
the date of the arrival of this unwanted foe could imply she was superstitious,
but it may just be the superficial tendency people have been known to have of
attributing foreboding things to mysterious evil forces.

157.

"Ole miss" is very likely the Noyes's slave, who they brought with them while
staying with the Waddells.

158.

During May 1864, much maneuvering and fighting was taking place in
southwestern Virginia and West Virginia, and a number of separate Union
forces on the offensive were passing through many areas of Monroe County.
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Reverend S. Houston's diary includes an entry on May 14, 1864, the day about
which Waddell wrote, part of which reads: "Enemy took possession of village,
and sent out pickets and foraging parties in every direction. They fired on our
provost guard and swept through the town in the most terrific manner. They
fired on a man near my house, but gave no trouble, and soon encamped in a
field quite near" (Morton 178).
159.

In Civil Wars, Rable discusses the home invasions which Union soldiers made
upon many southerners living near battlegrounds or in towns and cities
bombarded by the enemy. There were instances of guards being appointed to
homes in such areas, and Rable states that although the average family could
expect little assistance from the enemy in this way, prominent citizens often
received special protection (165). As Waddell indicates in this entry, two of
the prominent citizens of Union made just such a request, as Reverend S.
Houston states in his diary entry of May 14, 1864: "Mr. H[utchinson] and I
went to Colonel Phillips and asked guards for our homes and many others.
They were sent and as long as they remained we felt comparatively safe. But
they did not stay all the time, and we were visited by squad after squad of
hungry soldiers, sometimes civilly asking for food and at others demanding it
most rudely. We were obliged to give them all the cooked food we had and
also flour, meal, meat, etc. My grain, meat, etc., were hidden and not found by
them" (Morton 178). As Reverend Houston was the person who actually made
the supplication, it seems reasonable to conclude that it was Colonel Phillips,
and not Colonel Scott as Waddell claims, who granted guards to these Union
residents. A Colonel William A. Phillips commanded Union troops which
began successful military operations north of the Canadian River in April 1863,
and in the same month occupied Fort Gibson in Arkansas with minimal
opposition. He is possibly the Union officer to whom Reverend Houston
refers.

160.

Corresponding to Waddell's report about the invasion of Elmood, Reverend S.
Houston, in his diary entry dated May 15th, 1864, writes: "A.T. Caperton's
house was entered by 50 [enemy soldiers] at the front door and almost ruined"
(Morton 178).

161.

According to Morton in A History of Monroe County, the Beime family in
Monroe County are descendants of Andrew Beime, Jr., who left his home in
Ireland to build a future for himself in America. Though no date is indicated
of his arrival in the country, it is stated that Andrew moved his store, which he
had established previously in Monroe, to Union as soon as the town was
established in 1799. He married Ellen G. Keenan, on whose family farm they
lived. He was very successful in his business, having formed a partnership
with his brother George who arrived in 1800, and became a great landholder.
Andrew and Ellen Beime had ten children, and three of their sons built
themselves largely into the history of Monroe County.
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One of these sons was Oliver Beime (1811-1888), the gentleman to
whom Waddell refers. Oliver married Margaret M. Caperton, and they
enlarged and lived in the house which his father built, called the "White
House," until the war when they moved to Sweet Springs where he was the
owner of the hotel there. Morton describes the extent of Mr. Beime's financial
success: "Oliver Beime was at length not only the proprietor of the family
homestead and of Sweet Springs, but also of the Lewis place, the Bumside
estate, and large holdings in Texas, the whole being worth some $6,000,000,
and making him at that time the wealthiest man in the Virginias" (Morton 311).
The children of Mr. and Mrs. Beime were John, Jane E., Bettie, Andrew,
Susan, Nancy and Alice.
Another of the sons of Andrew Beime, Jr. who lived in Monroe was
George Beime (1780-1832) and his wife Polly Johnson. One of their children
was Mary R. Beime, whose husband was Augustus A. Chapman. One of the
sons of Mary and Augustus Chapman was Beime Chapman, the commander of
Chapman's Battery, who was mortally wounded in service in 1864.
Waddell was correct in her assumption that the enemy forces remained
at Oliver Beime's home. Reverend S. Houston gives particulars as to the
Union forces coming into Union in his entry dated May 15, 1864: "[At] 8:30
main army entered and did not get through for six and one-half hours. 10,000
men, 200 wagons, 35 ambulances, 213 prisoners, over 100 negroes. Encamped
all about the north side of the village, extending three or four miles into the
country. They desolated the farm of Oliver Beime, killed sheep and cattle, and
occupied his fine house as a hospital" (Morton 178).
162.

Adding more detail to the experience of Waddell and her family and friends in
Monroe county at this time, Reverend S. Houston gives an account of the
raiding, in his entry dated May 15th, 1864: "For five long days—[May] 21 to
26—the town and country for 10 miles around were preyed upon by the hungry
troops. They had lost their rations to some extent, and hence were more
destructive than would otherwise have been the case" (Morton 178-179).

163.

The Lynch family of Monroe, according to Morton's A History of Monroe
County, were immigrants from Ulster, Ireland and their presence in the area of
Monroe dates back prior to the 1770's. There are a great number of Lynch
family members to whom Waddell could be referring. There is mention of an
A. Lynch who was a captain in the Confederate army, and this could be the
reason, as Waddell later wrote, that she feared his being captured by the men
she believed to be enemy soldiers.

164.

Waddell most likely means Thurmond's Rangers, a Confederate force made up
of many local Monroe County men, which was an independent command who
took orders from the head of the Confederate military department.
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165.

The Waddells obviously lived in a large house, considering that they ran a
boarding school there and that the Noyes family was living there with them at
the time; still there were several unoccupied rooms for the soldiers to search.

166.

While writing his book Civil Wars, Rable's investigation of southern womens'
diaries led him across Waddell's, and regarding this passage he remarks:
"Although no family's experience was typical and the soldiers themselves
ranged from one who robbed Susanna Waddell in the 'politest manner possible'
to the most insensitive plunderers, women often had trouble making fine
distinctions between gentleman and scoundrels" (160). Though Waddell
concedes that she must give the Union invaders some justice in that they were
polite to her, her tone is sarcastic here and becomes increasingly more so as
she explains the manner in which they pretended reluctance in stealing and
apologized for their molestations. She does not see them in any sense as
"gentleman," but certainly as "scoundrels," particularly because their
"politeness" does not make them any less the "Yankees" they are.

167.

John 14:18.

168.

John 14:27.

169.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton gives this account of the event
Waddell mentions: "Near the middle of January, 1864, General Crook with a
large force entered Monroe and lay a while at Union. An incident of this
occupation was when Nelson Nickell and a few daredevil companions dashed
into the south end of the village, captured the picket at Chapman's comer, and
made their escape amid a shower of bullets" (155). Waddell's dating this event
as happening on May 16th, 1864, together with the information from Morton
that the Union troops arrived near the middle of January that year, demonstrates
the long period of time which the people of Monroe County lived with enemy
forces among them. In addition, the discrepancy in the location from which the
picket (a small body of troops posted around a larger body of troops to watch
for the enemy and guard against surprise) was captured, ie: Mr. Alexander's
comer as opposed to the Chapman's, is certainly a function of good old rumor.

170.

Otway was very likely a slave of the Waddells, and probably their slave
Nancy's husband, though slave marriages were not legally recognized.

171.

Waddell’s assumption that it was Union soldiers who robbed Nancy and Otway
was probably correct, since this commonly occurred during enemy raids.
However, although enemy soldiers did often loot the farms and homes where
they found themselves stationed, it was also the case during enemy raids that
the poor residents of a community took advantage of such circumstances and
stole from their wealthier neighbors.
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172.

As Reverend S. Houston's May 15th diary entry verifies, enemy armies camped
on the north side of Union, extending three or four miles into the country.

173.

As is evident throughout Waddell's diary, in addition to those visits which
provided comfort during frightening times, she socializes a great deal with
friends and neighbors on a daily basis. In A History of Monroe County,
Morton lends insight into the every day lifestyle during early times of Monroe
history:

The social customs of the period included some very pleasant
features. There was little of the hurry of our modem era.
People took time to inquire after the health and welfare of their
neighbors. All-day visiting was a custom. Despite the
differences in wealth, there was little of what would now be
termed luxury, and in practice, even if not in theory, there was a
near approach to social equality among the white population.
The well to do were not generally inclined to assume repellent
airs. It was a forceful and capable type of manhood and
womanhood that was nurtured in the ante-bellum years of
America (136).

Morton's assertions to a large extent seem true when looking at Waddell's diary
as a whole. Waddell and her husband obviously fit well into the established
society of Union, and associated with their neighbors extensively. Though the
Waddells must have been wealthy to some extent, they were not likely as
wealthy as some of the old established families whose wealth also bore the
accumulation of years. Moreover, Waddell and her husband both came from
different home towns (Richmond and Staunton respectively), and the Union
community had obviously accepted them as two of their "own." However, the
point of view which Morton takes may be somewhat skewed with respect to his
own status and background, and the opinion of those lower class and less
privileged Union residents regarding this assessment of egalitarianism is not
easily discernible.
174.

The Bymside family dates back prior to 1749 in Monroe County (in the
colonial time the family name was spelled Bumsides). Of the many
descendants of this family, it can be asserted with confidence that the Mrs.
Byrnside of whom Waddell wrote is Eliza Peters who married James M.
Byrnside (1814-1873) in 1833. One of their children was Cynthia Bymside
who married Matthew H. Walkup in 1856. Cynthia is very likely the Mrs.
Walkup whom Waddell wrote of as just having a baby and being attended by
Mrs. Bymside, her mother.
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175.

Waddell is referring here to raids which took place in early June, 1864. Union
General David Hunter's force was making its way up the Shenandoah Valley in
Virginia, on its way to Petersburg and Richmond. Hunter's force defeated the
Confederate force under General William E. "Grumble" Jones at Piedmont,
Virginia, on June 5th (killing Jones), and on June 6th seized Staunton, Virginia,
where General George Crook joined him on June eighth. Hunter then moved
on to Lexington and Lynchburg, Virginia.

176.

Confederate General Robert E. Lee had been victorious at the Battle of Cold
Harbor. Early in June, 1864, Grant's army reached Cold Harbor, a strategic
crossroads not far from Richmond, but Lee's army blocked the advance. The
battle that ensued on June 3rd is considered by many a massacre. Not one of
the Union army's fourteen assaults on Lee's lines succeeded, and over 7,200
Federals were killed or wounded in a half hour's fighting. After Cold Harbor,
Grant began shifting his army across a pontoon bridge over the James River on
June 12th, and headed for Petersburg, Virginia, a vital railroad junction south
of Richmond. Waddell's reference to Malvern is probably meant to be Cold
Harbor, which is near Malvern Hill; her reference to Grant retreating to
Westover is probably incorrect, as that town lies in the upper northern part of
West Virginia, near Morgantown, and Grant was moving in the opposite
direction.

177.

Petersburg, a railroad junction twenty-five miles south of Richmond, was
Richmond's vital link to the Confederacy. As Grant headed toward Petersburg
on June 12th, the Union force under Benjamin F. Butler which was supposed to
arrive at Petersburg was slow to advance, which enabled Confederate General
P. G. T. Beauregard to hastily assemble an army of soldiers, militia and
shopkeepers. Beauregard's force unnerved Butler and he withdrew his army.
This better enabled Beauregard's force to successfully defend Petersburg during
four days of attack from Grant's forces during June 15 to 18, 1864. It has been
suggested that the saving of Petersburg at this time probably prolonged the war.

178.

Confederate General John C. Breckinridge had departed from the Shenandoah
Valley after his May 15, 1864 victory in the Battle of New Market in that
region. Breckinridge's later departure had actually assisted the capture of
Staunton on June 6th by the Union forces under Hunter. Since the Battle of
New Market resulted in comparatively small Confederate casualties, this may
have been what misled Waddell regarding a victory with small losses near
Staunton.

179.

This entry lends insight into the situation of slavery in Union, West Virginia, at
the time. On September 22, 1862, President Lincoln issued the Emancipation
Proclamation which became effective on January 1, 1863, declaring as free all
slaves held in rebelling territory. West Virginia was added as a state in 1863,
and its status as a non-rebelling territory may in part account for the slaves of
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the area remaining in Union until this date, over one year later. Waddell does
not state whether their own slaves left, but her writing in the next few
sentences about how to treat them implies that they stayed with them after
many of the other slaves left.

180.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton gives the following information
regarding the Blanton family of Monroe: "William came from the Cowpasture
(in West Virginia) at a very early day. He settled on the Gaston Caperton
place, was constable, 1773, and was a prominent member of the Rehoboth
[religious] congregation. The family went to Kentucky. John Blanton was a
son and Isabel (married Abner Wiseman, 1800) a daughter or granddaughter"
(313).

181.

Between June 17th and 18th, 1864, Union General David Hunter's forces were
retreating toward West Virginia from Lynchburg, Virginia, where Confederate
General Jubal Early's forces had arrived to defend the city.

182.

General Hunter's retreat from Lynchburg and from Confederate General Early's
force did not pass through Union at this time.

183.

Union General David Hunter was not the only commander who had a
reputation for brutality to whomever stood in the way of the military objective.
In Civil Wars, Rable aptly describes the effect of the enemy raids on the
Southern people, especially women: "The embittered victims of invasion and
occupation at least managed to find a focal point for their wrath: a Yankee
demonology. Union generals became objects of execration because they had
waged war against women and children" (171). Hunter's wanton burning of a
Confederate woman's home stirred her to compose a letter to him epitomizing
the hatred which must have plagued many Southern women. Part of this letter
to Hunter reads: "Your name will stand on history's pages as the Hunter of
weak women and innocent children; the Hunter to destroy defenseless villages
and refined and beautiful homes-to torture afresh the agonized hearts of
widows ... the Hunter with the relentless heart of a wild beast, the face of a
fiend and form of a man. Oh, Earth, behold the monster!" (170). Considering
the experience Waddell wrote of in light of this, General Hunter must have
been especially ruthless in his warring.

184.

Morton's genealogic information in A History of Monroe County indicates that
the Bowyer family in Monroe descended from Adam and Christina, who lived
at the head of "Second." Adam died in 1800 and Christina in 1828. They had
many descendants who lived in Monroe county.

185.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton lists a Hamsbarger family in Monroe,
which may be a variation of the name Hansberger as Waddell refers to it. The
name Hamsbarger is an old one in the valley of Virginia, where there is
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mention of Stephen as early as 1752. John H. Harnsbarger came to Monroe
about 1857 and bought 1130 acres of land on Rich Creek. He was married
twice (Barbara Hodge and Susan Neel), and had a number of children who
lived in Monroe. Although an Ada is not listed, one of John's children from
his second marriage was Fannie, who is listed as dying at a young age, and is
probably the student to whom Waddell refers (the crown bearer).
186.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton indicates that the Boyd family
descended from Patrick (1759-1835), who was an orphan and in 1772 bound to
John Crawford, a blacksmith. Four years later he went before the Augusta
court to complain of ill treatment by his master, and by 1783 he was living on
his own and had a shop where he pursued the trade of blacksmith and bell
maker. He married Ann McDowell. He acquired much property and left his
children well provided for. There were many descendants of the Boyd family
living in Monroe.
Another Boyd family descended from James (1769-1846) and Florence,
and their children were Thomas, John, Jane, and Nathan.

187.

According to Ellis in Look Unto the Rock, communion in the Presbyterian
religion was not practiced frequently, and was a special event in the church.
On communion days, the congregation was often larger, the service was
doubled in duration, and could sometimes be four hours long. One of the early
stalwarts of the Presbyterian churches in Monroe County, Dr. John McElhenney
(who was the Reverend at Union prior to Reverend Samuel Houston's service
there), describes a typical communion occasion at the Union church, which was
served from tables:
As in the table service, every communicant left his seat
in the congregation, and came forward and took his place
with his fellow communicants at the 'Lord's table,' and
only a portion could be accommodated at one time.
These successive companies necessarily protracted the
exercises more and more as the number of communicants
increased. On the Sabbath, the minister was engaged
from 3 1/2 to four hours. (48)

188.

The Battle of New Market, Virginia, was fought on May 15, 1864, in a small
area between the North Fork of the Shenandoah River on the west and Smith's
Creek to the east. Confederate General John C. Breckinridge's 4,100 men
battled against Union General Franz Sigel's 6,300 men, with the Union soldiers
withdrawing near the end of the fighting and Confederates occupying the field.
There were approximately 96 Union soldiers killed, 520 wounded, and 225
captured or missing. Confederate reports indicate there were 43 soldiers killed,
474 wounded, and 3 captured. Because this battle enabled the Southerners to
retain possession of the Shenandoah Valley, New Market has been called "the
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biggest little battle of the war. H
189.

As Hunter's forces fled to West Virginia from Lynchburg, the Shenandoah
Valley was clear of Federal invaders, and General Lee was anxious to use this
advantage to break Union General Grant's hold in front of Petersburg, Virginia.
As part of Lee's plan, Confederate General Jubal A. Early's forces started down
the open Shenandoah Valley and into Maryland to threaten Washington, D.C.
from the north, but found that Grant's Union defenses at Washington were too
strong for his meager forces, and the Confederates withdrew to Virginia in
disappointment.

190.

Waddell's class of slaves introduces the stance of the Presbyterian church on
the issue. Early in the Civil War, the Presbyterian church split into two
factions, a split which had been brewing since 1837 between the North and the
South which was exacerbated by the slavery issue. The new Southern
Presbyterian Church in the Confederate States of America was organized on
December 4, 1861, and the commissioners who organized the new church
determined to use their allegiance to the Confederacy as a basis with which to
move the Southern region toward radical reform of slavery along Christian
utopian lines. The commissioners in essence made a blunt admonition that the
conversion, religious instruction, and loving nurturing of slaves had to take
precedence over laboring in the masters' fields. Presbyterian proslavery
theorists infused the slave-master relationship with love and piety, believing
that Christianity could break down the oppressiveness of slavery even as
slavery continued.
In Civil Wars, Rable discusses the role of Cornelia Phillips Spencer, a
writer of numerous newspaper essays and a series of articles for a Presbyterian
magazine, who offered advice to the young generation of housewives on how
to treat and "manage" black servants. Rable indicates in regard to Spencer:
"Hoping to preserve the more humane features of slavery, she urged women to
take time for black religious instruction and to show an interest in their
people's 'little matters'" (259). It is very likely that Waddell read the work of
Spencer; whether she had or not, true to the Presbyterian belief, Waddell had
taken on a class of black students very likely as part of her religious mission in
the church.

191.

June 6th, 1864, Union General David Hunter's force seized Staunton, Virginia.

192.

"Pa" and "Ma" are the terms Waddell uses for her mother and father-in-law,
whereas she refers to her own parents as "Mother" and "Father." Dr. Waddell
may have used the former in speaking of his own parents and Susanna Waddell
may have adopted them as well; or it may be the way Waddell distinguished
the address of her two sets of parents. It is interesting to note, though, that the
more informal terms of address used for her in-laws may be a reflection of a
lower social status as compared with the more formal terms Waddell used for
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her own parents which may reflect a higher one. Waddell's home town of
Richmond was a larger city than Dr. Waddell's home town, Staunton, and was
very likely made up of more upper class and elite families. Moreover, the tone
of the letter which Waddell's mother wrote to her (refer to Appendix A) reflects
an education and refinement often characteristic of upper class women, which
middle and lower class women had less opportunity to develop.
193.

In Annals of Augusta County, Jos. A. Waddell describes the enemy occupation
of Staunton during these early days of June, 1864. He states that the residents
of Staunton had been hearing for a week or more before June 5th that a Federal
force under General Hunter was coming up the Shenandoah Valley and that
Generals Crook and Averell's forces were coming in from the west. Staunton
residents began hastily forming the able men in town into army companies,
preparations for departure took place at various government depots and offices,
and railroad trains and wagons were loaded up and ready to move in case of
disaster. On June 5th the town learned that General William "Grumble" Jones
had been killed in battle, and army wagon trains and many citizens
immediately left town. On June 6th, the Federal troops entered Staunton, and
very few men were left in town. Jos. Waddell includes a letter written by a
lady of Staunton in which she gives an account of the fire raid:

Tuesday morning early [June 7th], the burning commenced—
railroad depot, steam mills, government workshops, Trotter's
shops and stages, woollen factory, Garber's mills, etc. [General
Hunter] agreed that the workshops should not be burnt, if the
citizens would bind themselves to pull them down, which they
did; but still the fire was applied, without notice having been
given. (318)
194.

In History of the Presbyterian Congregation and other Early Churches of
"Kenhawa” there is mention of a Reverend James Moore Brown (1837-1862),
whose son was Reverend John C. Brown. It is possible that this is the same
John Brown to whom Waddell refers, particularly when considering that
through the Civil War years, Reverend John Brown was the only Presbyterian
minister between Lewisburg, West Virginia and the Ohio River.

195.

S. S. likely stands for Sunday School. Waddells's new scholar was probably a
slave.

196.

It is possible that Waddell is referring to one of two possible men by the name
of Cook, though neither of them bear the rank of major. Philip Cook (18171894) fought in many of the main battles in the Virginias under Early's and
Lee's companies. He was promoted to brigadier general in August 1864. John
Rogers Cooke (1833-1891) participated in almost all of the important battles
with Lee's army, and was at the surrender at Appomattox, Virginia. He was
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promoted to brigadier general in 1862, and was considered a very courageous
soldier. His family was split over the war cause, as he was a devoted
Confederate and his father was a Union major general.
197.

It is possible that Waddell could be referring to the marriage of her sister
Mary.

198.

As a result of dismissing their school and decision to "break up house
keeping," the Waddells moved from the large house and "high school" at which
they lived, taught and kept borders, and were forced to live separately for a
short time until they were able to establish another home which they could
share together. The parting of which she speaks, then, is not a marital
separation as she seems to imply here, but a temporary one in their living
arrangements.

199.

Dr. and Susanna Waddell moved in with the Echols family for a short time
after closing their boarding school, or "high school." Refer to Appendix H for
a photo of the Echols home, in which the Echols family lived until 1865 when
they moved to Staunton, Virginia.

200.

Waddell began teaching a small group of students while living at the Echols's
home, and the Harrity, Edward, and Percy of whom she speaks are children of
John Echols.

201.

There are a number of possible explanations for Waddell's reference to Dr.
Waddell joining "Colonel Preston" as surgeon of his regiment. It may be that
she is referring to Dr. Waddell serving in the regiment of William Preston
(1816-1887), who served as Colonel in Confederate General John C.
Breckinridge's staff during the war, and was promoted in April, 1862, to
brigadier general. However, the possibility also exists that she may have been
referring to the Surgeon General of the Confederate States Medical Department,
Dr. Samuel Preston Moore, whose name is coincidentally similar in part to
Colonel Preston's. The surgeon general was responsible for appointing medical
officers and directing their work, which may have been the source of the
commission of Dr. Waddell as surgeon of a regiment. Since Dr. Waddell
joined this regiment as surgeon late in the war, it may also possibly be that this
was not a formal assignment given to him by the Medical Department, but
rather his own work for the Confederate cause from home. As Jos. A. Waddell
indicates in Annals of Augusta County, Dr. Waddell served as first surgeon in
charge at the hospital in Staunton, Virginia, and also as surgeon in the Augusta
Home Guard (a.k.a. "Raid Guard") regiment which was established by that
county's citizens in November, 1863.

202.

The original diary text shows that a line had been drawn through the word
"Christmas" and the words "April I mean" had been written above it.
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203.

Especially because Waddell's parents and siblings lived in Richmond, she was
particularly distraught by the news of the evacuation. On Sunday, April 2,
1865, Confederate President Jefferson Davis and the principal officials of the
Confederate Government fled by railroad from Richmond, and a temporary
capital was established at Danville, Virginia.

204.

Compare Job's similar response in humbling himself to God: "Behold, I am
vile; what shall I answer thee? I will lay mine hand upon my mouth" (Job
40:4).

205.

Waddell's shopping with Confederate money at this time was practically her
last chance to use that means of payment. In the Encyclopedia of the
Confederacy, Douglas Ball states that "the major element in the Southern
currency from 1861 through 1865 was undoubtedly the treasury notes put out
by the Richmond government." He goes on to indicate that "as the territory
under Confederate rule shrank, Federal legal tender notes and currency steadily
infiltrated into the South. By the end of the war, distrust of the local money
had reached the point where even the Confederate troops insisted upon being
paid in Union currency. This desire for something of real value proved well
founded after the war when the entire Southern money stock became practically
worthless" {Encyclopedia of the Confederacy 432).

206.

Once Richmond and Petersburg were abandoned by the westward retreat of the
Confederate forces under General Lee, Union forces immediately occupied both
cities on Monday, April 3rd, 1865, while General Grant's army followed close
behind Lee. As the Confederate Government fled from Richmond on April
2nd, many retreating Confederates set fire to Richmond, so as to leave the city
in ruins rather than leave it for the enemy. Pillagers likely consisted of raiders
and rejoicers on both sides of the cause.

207.

There is a gap where the date should have been written, possibly indicating that
Waddell was unsure of the exact date of the surrender. Confederate General
Robert E. Lee having realized by the evening of April 8th, 1865, that all
avenues of escape were blocked by Union General Grant's armies, the
following day, April 9th at around 2:00 p.m., Lee and Grant met at the
farmhouse of Wilmer McLean in Appomattox, Virginia. Grant proposed
extremely generous terms and Lee accepted them with a mixture of gratitude
and despair. The actual surrender ceremony at Appomattox Court House took
place on April 12, 1865.

208.

Waddell is staying at the Echols's home and her husband at the Dunlap's.

209.

Job 13:15. Job's actual words are: "Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him:
but I will maintain mine own ways before him."
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210.

President Abraham Lincoln was assassinated on April 14, 1865, by John
Wilkes Booth. One of the men with which Booth had conspired in his plan,
Lewis Payne, shot and gravely wounded Secretary of State William H. Seward.
Booth's original idea was to kidnap Lincoln and take him to Richmond, and
perhaps exchange him for a Confederate prisoner of war. Booth had recruited
for his crime five other men in addition to Payne, and after several of the men
dropped out of his plot, Booth decided on assassination rather than kidnapping.
As Lincoln sat in a private box at Ford's theater, Booth shot and killed him,
apparently hoping that killing a high government official would somehow save
the Confederacy. After the assassination, the first committed on a United
States president, Booth escaped for a time but was pursued and trapped in a
Virginia tobacco bam, which was then set on fire. It has been said that as
Booth stood trapped in the burning bam with his pursuers looking on, he
looked at his hands and said, "Useless, useless," and was then shot and killed
against orders by a Union cavalryman.

211.

Mark E. Neely, Jr. provides insight into the reaction to the assassination of
Lincoln in his assertion that "some sentimentalists emphasized the expressions
of dismay heard in the states of the Confederacy at the time of Lincoln's
assassination. In truth, plenty of joy was also expressed in the South, and there
exists no systematic, statistical evaluation of the evidence for Southern feelings
about the murder of the Confederacy's nemesis, Abraham Lincoln"
(Encyclopedia of the Confederacy, 934). Waddell's comments perhaps reveal
slightly mixed feelings about the tragedy, as she wrote of it being seemingly
the worst thing that could happen to them, while at the same time remarking
that "the Lord knows best." This was her belief in regard to all tragedy.

212.

In the Encyclopedia of the Confederacy, Norman A. Graebner states that
France responded to the outbreak of the Civil War with interests so varied and
conflicting that they prevented the nation from pursuing a consistent policy
toward the Confederacy. Though the emperor, Louis Napoleon, expressed
sympathy for the Southern cause, avoiding a confrontation with the United
States over France's relations with the Mexican government and other interests
such as the importation of cotton was most important to his cause. To avoid
such a confrontation, the French emperor required British support, and as time
and events transpired it was clear that despite continued French promises of
intervention they would not move without Britain. Parliamentary debates of
1863 revealed that Britain remained firm in its adherence to Northern demands,
and France failed to act alone despite renewed pressure from Confederates for
French intervention. Final disillusionment with the French emperor in 1864
came from the fact that he had persistently exhibited a friendship for the South
and yet had maintained open and cordial relations with the North. France had
shown a minimum of hospitality to Confederate ships in French ports and had
failed to deliver war vessels promised to the Confederacy. French neutrality
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had favored the Union and the Confederates found they could only submit to
this fact.

213.

Waddell is referring to Edwin M. Stanton, the United States Secretary of War
during the Civil War. Some of his most notable undertakings during the war
were his giving authority to Governor John Andrews of Massachusetts in
January 1863 to raise a regiment of black soldiers in the state, the 54th
Massachusetts Infantry, which became the most famous of all the black
regiments; in May 1864 he ordered a national cemetery be created on 200 acres
of the grounds of Arlington House, the Virginia home of General Robert E.
Lee, which later became Arlington National Cemetery; Stanton also conceived
of the proclamation to arrest Confederate President Jefferson Davis and others
thought to be Confederate spies after the assassination of President Lincoln.

214.

In Richmond During the War: Four Years of Personal Observation, Sallie
Brock Putnam describes a scene of the Union forces under General Godfrey
Weitzel entering the city on April 3, 1865:

As early as eight o'clock in the morning, while the mob
held possession of Main Street, and were busily helping
themselves to the contents of the dry goods stores and other
shops in that portion of the city, and while a few of our cavalry
were still seen here and there in the upper portions, a cry was
roused: 'The Yankees! The Yankees are coming!'
As the day advanced, Weitzel's troops poured through the
city. Longs lines of negro cavalry swept by the Exchange Hotel,
brandishing their swords and uttering savage cheers, replied to
by the shouts of those of their own color, who were trudging
along under loads of plunder, laughing and exulting over the
prizes they had secured from the wreck of the stores, rather than
rejoicing at the more precious prize of freedom which had been
won for them.

By one o'clock in the day, the confusion reached its height. As
soon as the Federal troops reached the city they were set to work
by the officers to arrest the progress of the fire. By this time a
wind had risen from the south and seemed likely to carry the
surging flames all over the northwestern portion of the city. The
most strenuous efforts were made to prevent this, and the
grateful thanks of the people of Richmond are due to General
Weitzel and other officers for their energetic measures to save
the city from entire destruction. (366-367)
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While this Richmond lady recognizes the good deed of Weitzel and other
Union officers to help save her home town, she fails to acknowledge the
exultation of the emancipated slaves for what it is. As Waddell later notes, the
fire in the buildings was minimal, but certainly that in the slaves raged without
bounds.

215.

Waddell's reference to "Spottswood House" may be to the Office of Medicine
and Surgery, directed by W. A. W. Spotswood, which was one of the four
principle offices under the Confederate Navy Department. This office was
responsible for providing medical service to the navy, and administered a
hospital in Richmond as well as smaller institutions at various ports. Each of
the four main offices (the other three were the Office of Orders and Detail, the
Office of Ordnance and Hydrography, and the Office of Provisions and
Clothing) were located in Richmond near the main street of the city, which
would account for the telegram from them describing the extent of the fire
damage there.
Another possibility is that it is a reference to the famous Spotswood
House, one of the principal hotels in Richmond, whose bar was a center for
revelry and whose rooms were crowded with Richmond's increasing population
during the war.

216.

Reverend Samuel Houston's diary entry dated May 8, 1865 states: "Opened the
high school with 23 scholars, eight of them my own, Dr. Waddell assisting me.
Two departments for the present" (Morton 179). This school established and
administered by Reverend Houston was the second school in Union at which
the Waddells taught.

217.

The Waddells would probably have been living at (or adjacent to) the new high
school in Union, as they had been doing at the previous one.

218.

In Civil Wars, Rable discusses the changed lifestyle of many Southern women
after emancipation of the slaves. He asserts that "plantation mistresses, farm
wives, and their daughters slowly accommodated themselves to a new age. As
during the war, successes in the kitchen and throughout the house produced a
new pride of accomplishment. The labor seemed somehow less degrading
when most other women could no longer avoid the drudgery" (256). From
Rable’s reading of Waddell's diary, he notes her comment regarding the issue:
"Susanna Waddell marveled at how easily she had grown accustomed to
cooking dinner each day" (256). Indeed, Waddell was proud of her new-styled
accomplishments in the home; she did, however, qualify her enjoyment with
her statement about having the many young students around to help with the
"drudgery" which Rable mentions.
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219.

Morton's genealogic information in A History of Monroe County regarding the
Hamilton family indicates that Samuel Hamilton came to Union in 1833 and
died in 1862. An Augustus H. Hamilton, born in 1842, became a minister after
the war.

220.

The grave-yard to which Waddell refers is the Green Hill Cemetery in Union.
In Gleanings of Monroe County West Virginia History, Motley provides the
history of the Green Hill Cemetery, stating that the founder of Union, James
Alexander, "gave 25 acres of land for the town and an additional few acres for
the cemetery on top of a small hill at the eastern edge of the town" (160).

221.

The Pack family name dates back to 1763 in the Monroe County region, with
the arrival of Samuel Pack from Tidewater, Virginia. The Packs were large
slaveholders and owned much New River bottom (in Monroe) from the mouth
of the Greenbrier up to and around the mouth of Bluestone Lake in West
Virginia. There are many descendants in the Pack family, three of which bear
the name John. John L. Pack (1833-1895) had three sons who began life as
teachers, secured academic or collegiate education, and became ministers of the
Baptist Church. It is possible that this is the gentleman to whom Waddell
refers because of the familial association with the teaching profession.

222.

According to Morton's genealogic information in A History of Monroe County,
the Baber family in Monroe dates back to 1830, when Powhatan Baber came
from Bedford, Virginia. He and his wife, Caroline Tuggle, had many children
who remained in Monroe County.

223.

The McCreery family in Monroe, as indicated by Morton in A History of
Monroe County, are descended from William and his wife Damarias Francis,
who came to Monroe from Ireland in 1830. There was also John McCreery
and his wife, Matilda Harris, who lived in Monroe. This is very likely the
same family to which Waddell refers, with the surname spelling varied.

224.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton indicates that Jesse Green and his
wife, Clara Bigbee, come to Monroe from the mouth of the Rappahannock
River in Virginia in 1788, and settled at the mouth of the Hans River in
Monroe. Of the many descendants they had, only one of their sons remained
in Monroe, although all of them married in the county.

225.

Captain Hugh Tiffany, who was married to Susan McDaniel, was a soldier in
the Monroe Guards and was killed at the First Manassas battle in July, 1861.

226.

Robert W. Hamilton, a resident of Monroe, was killed in the battle of First
Mannassas.
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227.

Bierne Chapman, Captain of Chapman's Battery, was killed in battle at
Winchester, Virginia, on September 19, 1864, at the age of 24.

228.

Morton's genealogic information in A History of Monroe County regarding the
Jennings family indicates that Simeon Jennings and his wife Rachel T. Jordon
settled in Union in 1838 and built the Elmwood mansion owned by the
Capertons. Mr. Jennings died in 1854. One of their sons was Petrie Jennings,
who was killed in 1861.

229.

In A History of Monroe County, Morton's genealogic information indicates that
William McCartney died in 1862.
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Chapter VI
Selected Letters of Sarah Rosetta Wakeman, alias Private Lyons Wakeman
153rd Regiment, New York State Volunteers, 1862 - 1864

A Note on the Text
The selection of Sarah Rosetta Wakeman's letters used in this study are taken

from the 1994 edition by Lauren Cook Burgess, entitled^/? Uncommon Soldier.

Burgess outlines her editorial work in presenting Wakeman's letters:

Because Rosetta's lack of punctuation, erratic capitalization, and
distorted phonetic spelling would render her letters confusing and nearly
unfathomable to most modem readers, some of these things have been
corrected in the version presented here. The following editing
conventions are used:
Punctuation is inserted to separate sentences, and sentence
openings are capitalized. Other capitalizations (or lack thereof) within
sentences are retained. Where there is the possibility of another
interpretation of sentence breaks or punctuation, a footnote contains the
original.
Most spellings are changed to conform to modem standards and
to the real names of actual people and places, with one notable
exception: where Rosetta's original grammar would have been
disturbed, her spelling is retained. Many words that she split, i.e., 'in
Joy' and 'a bought,' are combined, except for 'my Self and 'you[r] self.'
Where a misspelled word is open to interpretation, a footnote appears
containing the original spelling. Where her meaning is not clear, the
original is retained in italics.
Paragraph breaks are inserted where a new thought begins or
when an addendum was made to a letter. The material is also organized
into three chronological chapters.
Significant words and phrases that are crossed out in the original
letters are contained in footnotes. An occasional dropped word or
ending is inserted in the text in brackets.
Date line openings of each letter are standardized as much as
possible. Several undated fragments were found among the letters, and
are included here with a note to that effect. In all of these cases, the
fragments are placed among the dated letters whose content most
closely matches that which is discussed in the fragment, or in the order
in which they were originally found.
Rosetta's original grammar is retained throughout the letters,
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including her occasional neglect of the past tense and possessive forms,
her frequent failure to make nouns and verbs agree, and her odd use of
the word 'you' instead of 'your.' (xvii)

The letters selected for this study are those deemed most representative of

Sarah Rosetta Wakeman's life experiences, self-perceptions, and feelings about her
identity and about her lifestyle choice during the Civil War. The letter selections are

presented in the order in which they are published in the edition, and a numerical
sequence has been added in brackets before each letter to indicate the placement of the
letter among the whole collection. Background and contextual information (text in

italics preceding letters), and the footnotes corresponding to the letters selected from
Burgess's edition have been retained.
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"August, 1862-June, 1863
By mid-1862, the Civil W ar had been underway for fourteen months. High battlefield
casualties at Shiloh in the spring were a shock to the North, and high hopes for the success of
Maj. Gen. George B. McClellan's Peninsular Campaign against Richmond had been crushed.
Resounding military success seemed to elude Federal armies, leaving prospects for saving the
Union in doubt. It was apparent that if the Rebellion was to be suppressed and the Union
saved, more resources must be thrown into the fray. Thus in July, 1862 President Lincoln
called on state governors to recruit 300,000 more volunteers for army service.
"New York state's quota was nearly 60,000 troops, with a regiment to be raised from
each senatorial district. Vigorous recruiting efforts were undertaken in most New York towns
and cities, and monies were raised to offer bounties to prospective enlistees. Nineteen-yearold Sarah Rosetta Wakeman, alias Lyons Wakeman, a boatman on the Chenango Canal, was
caught up in the recruitment fever when her job brought her to Montgomery County, where
the 153rd Regiment, New York State Volunteers was being raised. Lyons Wakeman enrolled
as a private on August 30, 1862 and mustered into service with the 153rd on October 17.
Private Wakeman departed New York state with her regiment on October 18, 1862. She
would never return.
"Upon arrival in the nation's capital, the 153rd was assigned to the city's defenses.
Stationed across the Potomac River in A lexandria, Virginia, Private Wakeman and comrades
performed guard and provost marshall duty, and drilled in preparation for the day on which
they would meet the enemy" (Burgess 17).
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[Letter 1]
Alexandria
Nov. 24, 1862

My Dear Father and mother and sister and brothers, one in all,

I receive you letter on Sunday the 23. I was very glad to hear from you and
leam that you were all well. I am well and enjoy good health. Our Regiment is in
Camp at Alexandria, Va. We have had no fighting yet. We have to guard the City
and stand on picket. I stood on my post all last night. When i left you i went to
Binghamton. I saw you there. I meet you coming home from meeting. I went to
work with Stephen Saldon the next day. I work half a month for 4S in money. I was
only 7 miles from Binghamton up the river. I didn't go to the fair. When i got done
[with] work I went on the canal to work.1 I agreed to run 4 trips from Binghamton to
Utica for 20$ in money, but this load of coal was going to Canajoharie, Montgomery
Co.2
When I got there i saw some soldiers. They wanted I should enlist and so i
did. I got 100 and 52$ in money. I enlisted for 3 years or soon [as] discharged. All
the money i send you i want you should spend it for the family in clothing or
something to eat. Don't save it for me for i can get all the money i want. If i ever
return i shall have money enough for my self and to divide with you.
If you want to save anything to remember me by, keep that spotted calf and if i
ever return i want you to let me have her again. Tell Robert to give her a few oats
this winter and I will pay him for doing so. Tell Celestia that I will send her my
likeness as soon as I can.3 Mother, i will tell you where my little Chest is. It is
upstairs over the bedroom in the garret. Let Robert go and climb up by the stove pipe
hole and he will find it on the left hand side toward the road up in the comer. I want
you should keep all my things for me for i believe that God will spare my life and that

1
The Chanango Canal stretched 97 miles from the Susquehanna River at Binghamton in
southern New York to the Erie Canal at Utica in the north of the state. Barry K. Beyer, The Chanango
Canal, (New York: Chenango County Historical Society, 1990), p. 9.
2
Rosetta's trip extended beyond Utica, East on the Erie Canal to Canajoharie in Montgomery
County, where she encountered recruiters and enrolled in the 153rd. Both Root and Fonda are in
Montgomery County, NY.
3
Robert Etna Wakeman and Emily Celestia Wakeman were two of Rosetta's eight younger
siblings. At the time they were 12 and 16 years old, respectively. 1860 Census, National Archives;
Robert P. Wakeman, Wakeman Genealogy, 1630-1899, (Meriden, CT: Journal Publishing Company,
1900), p. 264.
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I shall see you all again face to face before i die.4 Father, if you will send me some
postage stamps I will be very thankful for them. I want to drop all old affray5 and I
want you to do the same and when i come home we will be good friends as ever.
Good-by for the present.
Sarah Rosetta Wakeman
Direct you letter to Alexandria, Va.,
R. L. Wakeman in the care of
Capt. McLaughlin5
Co. G, 153 Regiment, NYSV

Tell Mary i thank her for that card and I send her this little knife.7
Father, you needn't be a feard to write anything] private8 to me for I can read
all you can write. I suppose you thought that I would have to get Somebody to read it
for me but I read it all my self.
Rosetta Wakeman

4
Crossed out words here were "kace to kace agne be fo.n Perhaps Rosetta, unused to writing,
had temporarily forgotten the letter "f and used "k" in its place, catching her mistake when she wrote
"be fo." This seems likely, as she actually spelled the word "life" as "like" in the preceding sentence.
5

Spelling in the original letter is "afre." Affray is an archaic term meaning public brawl or

fight.
6

Capt. George H. McLaughlin was commander of Company G, later changed to H, of the
153rd. By the end of the war he would move up the ranks to lieutenant colonel commanding the
153rd. RG 94, Compiled Military Service Record of Lt. Col. George H. McLaughlin, 153rd New York
Infantry, National Archives.
7
Mary Eda Alvira Wakeman was the seventh Wakeman child and five years old at the time of
Rosetta's enlistment. 1860 Census, National Archives; Robert P. Wakeman, Wakeman Genealogy,
1630-1899, (Meriden, CT: Journal Publishing Company, 1900), p. 264.
8

prose.

Original spelling is "prisye," which also could be privy, or private; prayers; or prosy, meaning
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[Letter 2]

Alexandria, Va.
December the 23 A.D., 1862

Dear Father,

I receive you letter last night. I was glad to hear from you all. I can tell you
what I done with my money if you want to know. I got when I enlisted 100 and 52S
in money. I was agoing to send it home but finally lent it to the first lieutenant and
sergeant. They promised to pay me when we get [a] month's pay. We have not got it
yet. They gave me their note on interest. When I get it I will send it home to you
and the family. If you are a mind to send me a Box of apples and a Bottle of cider,
you may. The rest of the Boys are getting Boxes of stuff from home. They get sent
to them all kinds of cakes and pies, butter and cheese and bake cicaris. If the
neighbors wants to put something in, let them do so. You must send it by express.
Direct as you do my letters,
R. L. Wakeman
Alexandria, Va.
153 Regiment, NYSV
Co. H, in the care of Capt. McLaughlin

I can buy anything that I want here but I have to pay double what it is worth
and I thought that I rather send home and have you send me a Box, and when I get
my pay send it home to you.
I enlisted at Montgomery County, town of Fonda [NY]. That is right, you did
call that word right.
Mother and Celestia, if you will send me a pair of knit gloves, i will thank you
a thousand times. Mother, don't mourn for me, for if I never return I hope I shall
meet you all in Heaven. I want you should forgive me of everything that I ever done,
and I will forgive you all the same.
So good-by for the present from you Affectionate Daughter,
Rosetta Wakeman
The weather is cold and the ground is froze hard, but I sleep as warm in the
tents as I would in a good bed. I don't know the difference when I get asleep. We
have boards laid down for a floor and our dishes is tin. We all have a tin plate and a
tin cup, and a knife and Fork, one spoon. We have to use the floor for a table. I like
to be a soldier very well.
Rosetta Wakeman
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[Letter 3]
Alexandria, Va.
Fairfax Co.
January the 15, 1863

Dear Father,

I receive you letter today. I was much disappointed to hear that you was not
agoing to send me that box. What the express office said to you is not so, for the
Lieutenant said he did not believe it for there is box coming in every day to someone
or nother, and I want you to send me that box, and when you put it on the express you
must make them give you a receipt for it and send it to me in a letter, and if the Box
should not come I could go the express office and make them pay me for it. I want
you to send me a piece of dried beef. Don't be afraid to send it for it would kill
nobody if I shouldn't get it. I Have got faith to believe that it will come right straight
through. The express office has no business to open any box and the government is
willing that the box should be sent through to the soldiers of the Potomac.
We have had two men die out of our Company. There has died out of our
Regiment about 30 as near as I can leam and there is quite a number sick. We have
got the measles in our regiment.' There was two men taken to Washington that had
them out of the next row of tents to oum. I Hope that God will Suffer me not to get
them again.2 For your sake I have got faith to believe that I shall come home once
more before I die, but if it is God will for me to die here it is my will to die here, his
will be done instead of ours on earth as in heaven. I feel to put my whole hope and
trust in Him. He is all that I have to look to when I am in trouble. I hope that if I
never meet you again on earth that I shall meet you all in Heaven.
I will see the Captain about them papers and if he will make them out for me I
will send them right to you, and then you can go to the town of Afton and get you
money. If I do get the papers and you get the money, I want you to divide it with the
family and get them some Clothes with the money. I will get it all to you.
I receive the glove and mittens, yam, needle and cans. I was very thankful for
them. Mother, I will send you and Celestia some money when I draw my pay.
Father, don't worry about the money that I lent for I shall get the most of it, and if I
don't I shall gain it again. The boys that I lent it to live a good ways from you and it
is not worth you trouble. They live way up North and I will look out for my Self. I

1

Here "smallpox" is crossed out and measles is written above.

2
Medical records reveal that Pvt. Wakeman was admitted to the Regimental Hospital on January
1, 1863 with a diagnosis of "Rubeola," and released January 7. In December, 1862, the 153rd's colonel
ordered the vaccination of the entire command for smallpox due to the crude vaccination practices of
the day. RG 94, Carded Medical Records, Volunteers, Mexican and Civil Wars, 1846-1865, National
Archives; RG 94, Regimental Order Book, 153rd New York Infantry-, National Archives.
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was foolish in lendfing] it. But if I ever get it again I will send it home to the family.
Don't be afraid to send the box for I Shall get it. I want you to Write soon as
you get this. So good-by for the present from you Affectionate,
Rosetta Wakeman

Direct you letter as you did before and the box as you did the letters. I don't
see anything more to write at present.
Rosetta Wakeman

Mother, I use all of the tobacco I want. I think it will keep off from catch[ing]
diseases. I wish you all well and I hope that I shall meet you all again, so goodby for
the present from you Affectionate,
Sarah Rosetta Wakeman
I would like some postage stamps for it is hard work to get them. When I
draw my pay I will send you all some money and my likeness in two separate cases.
Today is my birthday for it is the 16th of January. I wrote part of this letter
yester[day] on the 15th.
I send my respects to you all. Tell Frank3 that I want him to Write to me, for I
have not receive only one letter from him.
Good-by for the present from your Affectionate,
Rosetta Wakeman

3

Frank R. Roberts was Rosetta's cousin.
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[Letter 5]
Alexandria Va.
Fairfax Co.
March the 29/63

Dear Father,

I take my time to write a few lines to you and let you know that I am well. I
receive a letter from you today. I was much pleased with it. I am sorry to learn that
you did not get that money from the town of Afton. I will see the Captain and get
him to make out some more papers and I will send them to you. I have got part of
that money I lent but I have spent it and I shall get the rest. We expect to get four
months pay this week and if I do I shall have 60 dollars in money. I am getting 13
dollars per month. I will send part of it home to you. The smallpox has cease. I
have not heard anything about it in some time.
You mustn't trouble you Self about me. I am contented. I want you to get
along the best way you can until this war is over. I believe that God will spare my
life to come home once more. Then I will help you to pay you debts. I will send you
more or less money while I am a soldier. When I get out of the service I will make
money enough to pay all the debts that you owe.
I sent that likeness by express and paid the freight. It was mark Harpersville,
Broome Co., N.Y., Harvey Wakeman.' I will have my likeness taken again and send
it to you all.
Our regiment don't expect to stay here long. I don't know where we shall go
to. Some think that we shall go into a Fort into heavy artillery. For my part I don't
care where we go to. I don't fear the rebel bullets nor I don't fear the cannon. I have
heard the heavy roar of the cannon. I have to go on guard every other day and drill
the day that I am not on guard. I like to drill first rate. We have battalion drill every
afternoon at 2 o'clock and drill till 4 o'clock. We load and fire our guns on drill. We
fire blank cartridge. Our major that drill us was a captain in one of the N.Y.
regiment.2 He was in the 7 days fight before Richmond. He is a smart little fellow.
Good-by for this time. You Affectionate,
R. L. Wakeman

1
The Harvey Wakeman [Rosetta's father] homestead was probably closer to Harpersville, in
Broome County, NY, than to the town of Afton, NY.

2
Maj. Edwin P. Davis, who would be promoted to colonel commanding the 153rd on May 1,
1863. Prior to accepting his commission in the 153rd, Davis served as a lieutenant and captain in the
62nd NYSV, which saw action during the Seven Days in McClellan's 1862 Peninsular Campaign. RG
94, Compiled Military Service Record, Col. Edwin P. Davis, 153rd New York Infantry, National
Archives; RG 15, Pension Record SC 153.669, Col. and Bvt. Brig. Gen. Edwin P. Davis, National
Archives; Frederick H. Dyer, / Compendium of the War of the Rebellion, (New York, NY: Thomas
Yoseloff, [1908] 1959), p. 191.
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When you think of me think where I am. It would make your hair stand out to
be where I have been. How would you like to be in the front rank and have the rear
rank load and fire their guns over you shoulder? I have been there my Self.
I am getting fat as a hog. The climate agrees with me first rate. I am the
fattest3 fellow you ever see. Write to me soon as you get this letter. I send my love
to you all, this from you Affectionate,
Rosetta
Wakeman
I have had a letter from Sarah Wheeler and I have wrote her one. Tell Lois
that I thank her for them postage stamps.
Father, I send you that receipt I got to the express office for that likeness.

3
The original spelling is "fa laest." The "1" is interpreted here as an uncrossed "t." Scratched in
the end of "laest" is "est."
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[Letter 6]
Alexandria Va.
Fairfax Co.
April the 13, 1863
Dear Father and Mother, Brother and Sister,

It is with pleasure that I Write a few lines to you and let you know that I am
well at present and I hope these lines will find you all the same.
Our regiment has exchanged guns. We have got enfield Rifle. We have got
Marching orders. We expect to March tomorrow at one o'clock. We have got three
days rations cook all ready for us. I don't know where we Shall go. You needn't
write to me until I write to [you] again.
I feel perfectly happy. If I go into a battle I shall be alright. It is what I have
wish for a good while. I hope that God will Spare my life. I believe He will. I don't
dread it at all. Don't forget to pray for me. There has not a day pass since I left you
but I have thought of home and have had appeal1 with God. Let God will be done on
earth as in heaven. If it is God will for me to be killed here, it is my will to die.
So good-by for this time. This is from you affectionate,
Rosetta Wakeman
Give those verses to Mother.

1
Original is "a pear." Other possible interpretations are "a peace or a piece," referring to a
conversation with God.
H
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[Letter 10]
Alexandria Va.
June the 5, 1863

Dear Parents,

It is with Affectionate love that I Write to you and let you know that I am well
at Present and enjoying myself the best I can. I am glad that you did not let Rolf
have any of that money I sent to you. When I send you money I want you to lay it
out for the family.
I can tell you what made me leave home. It was because I had got tired of
stay[ing] in that neighborhood. I knew that I Could help you more to leave home than
to stay there with you. So I left. I am not sorry that I left you. I believe that it will
be all for the best yet. I believe that God will spare my life to come home once more.
When I get out of this war I will come home and see you but I Shall not stay long
before I shall be off to take care of my Self. I will help you all I can as long as I
live.
If I ever own a farm It will be in Wisconsin. On the Prairie.1 I [am] enjoying
my Self better this summer than I ever did before in this world. I have good Clothing
and enough to eat and nothing to do, only to handle my gun and that I can do as well
as the rest of them.
I don't want you to mourn about me for I can take care of my Self and I know
my business as well as other folks know them for me. I will Dress as I am a mind to
for all anyone else [cares], and if they don't let me Alone they will be sorry for it.
Write to me all about Alfonzo.2 Tell him that I can make the best soldier than
he would. I can't think of anything more to Write, so good-by for this time.
Rosetta Wakeman
As I set here aWrite I can hear the Cannon Roar from Fort Lyon. Fort Lyon is
on one side of us and Fort Ellsworth on the other side.3
Rosetta Wakeman

1

Original is Parers.

2
Alfonzo Stewart is listed on the 1850 Census as living with the Wakeman family. He was
reported to be 32 years of age, making him approximately 45 at the time Rosetta wrote this letter. The
Census reports "none" for Stewart's occupation. 1850 U.S. Census, National Archives.

3
Fort Ellsworth was located directly west of Alexandria near where the Masonic Monument
stands today. Fort Lyon was located directly south of Fort Ellsworth on the Telegraph Road, below
Hunting Creek. Benjamin F. Cooling and Walton H. Owen, Mr. Lincoln's Forts, (Shippensburg, PA:
White Mane Publishing Co., 1988). These were just two of the 118 forts and batteries constituting the
defenses of Washington in 1863, complemented by 20,000 to 50,000 troops. Benjamin F. Cooling,
Symbol Sword & Shield: Defending W ashington During the Civil IF ar, (Ibid, 2nd revised ed. 1991).
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"July, 1863-December, 1863
Over two years of war had passed and the outlook for ultimate defeat of Southern
annies was still dim. Union military victories were few, and each battle seemed more grim
and costly than the last. But resolve in the North had hardened. No cost in human life was
too dear to reunify the country and to accomplish a new purpose, the freeing of millions of
enslaved African Americans. President Lincoln called for 300,000 more volunteers, and when
recruiting became more difficult, a draft was imposed in July, 1863. The Emancipation
Proclamation, in effect since January, represented a shift in the North's war aims and made
possible a new resource offighting men. By mid-1863 the W ar Department was actively
involved in recruiting U.S. Colored Troops, who would eventually number 178,975. Over two
million U.S. soldiers, sailors, and marines would serve by the war's end.
"Union victory at Gettysburg on July 3 signaled a change in the war fortunes of the
U.S. Government. It was followed by a more decisive victory when Vicksburg on the
Mississippi River fell into Federal hands on July 4. The government's fear for the safety of
Washington City, however, kept thousands of troops, including the 153rd New York State
Volunteers, within the capital's defenses for the remainder of the year" (Burgess 35).
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[Letter 12]
Alexandria, Va.
July 2, 1863
Dear Father,

I receive you letter today. I was glad to hear from you once more. I am well
at present and I hope these lines will find you all the Same.
Our regiment lays here yet and I don't know how long we shall stay here. The
rebs is amaking Such work in Maryland and Pennsylvania that I don't know how long
before we shall be call on for a reinforcement.1 For my part I am ready at a minute's
warning to go into the field of battle and take my stand with the rest. They are
ablockading this City of Alexandria very strong for they expect Attack here. Our
regiment has laid out in the field for some time every night, awatching for the rebels.
I am in hopes that they will come, for if they do they will get lick. There is three
regiment of infantry here and one of Cavalry and some flying artillery.
Write to me soon as you get this letter. This from you Affectionate,
Rosetta Wakeman

1
The Battle of Gettysburg was fought July 1-3, 1863 in southern Pennsylvania, approximately
70 miles from Washington, D.C.
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[Letter 13]

Alexandria, Va.
[no date]
Father,

What do you think about that draft in [New] york State? Do you think that
you will be drafted or not? I would like to know in you next letter. Write all about it
to me and how you feel about it. If you are drafted I want you to come into my
regiment and my Co. if you Can.
I Suppose you know all about that fuss in [New] york City about that draft. I
hope that the Governor of [New] york State will put it down and the draft will go on. i
I would like to see some of them Copperheads Come down here and get killed. It
would do me good to see it done.
I Can't think of anything more to Write at Present, so good-by for this time.
This is from you Affectionate,
Rosetta Wakeman
I receive two postage stamps in that letter. I was glad to get them. I would be
very thankful to you if you would send me some postage stamps When you Write to
me for I Can't get them every day here.
Rosetta Wakeman

1

A reference to the New York City Draft Riots, which occurred July 14-15, 1863.

I
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[Letter 14]
[No place or date]

For my part I think that I shall have to stay my three years in the army if I
don't get killed or discharge. For the way this war is carried on, if they would knock
down the officers' pay to 13$ a month this war would soon be settle, for all they are
fighting for is their pay, and as long as they Can they will Keep it agoing. When one
officer gets all the money he wants, he will resign his office, then someone else will
take his place.
If I ever get Clear from the army I will come home and make you a visit, but I
shall not stay long for I can content my self somewhere else in this world. For my
part I never shall live in that neighborhood again.
The weather is very warm here. How do you like the looks of my likeness?
Do you think I look better than I did when I was to home? I would like to have you
send me Robert's likeness if you can.
Rosetta Wakeman
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[Letter 15]
Washington, D. C.
July the 27, 1863
Dear Mother,

I take my time to Write to you and let you [know] that I am well and I hope
these lines will find you the same. I have wrote several letters to you all since I have
had any letters from home.
Our regiment has left Alexandria, Va. and gone to Washington. Our regiment
is in Barrack. We have got good quarters. Our regiment is next to regulars. Colonel
Edwin Davis is so strict with the men that we don't like to stay here. We had drother
go to the front. Our regiment has got a good Brass Band to play for us when we
mount guard.
I am in hopes that this war will soon be over so that I Can Come home once
more in this World. Write soon as you get this letter and let me know if you have
sent Robert likeness or not and where it was Direct. I send you one dollar in this to
you to buy snuff with. I use a good deal of tobacco. I have what money I ought to
use and Send some home to you, but I spend more money here than I would if I was
to home. I have sent 60 dollars in money home but there was 5 dollars that you never
got. I have sent 55 dollars that you have got and if I live I will send all the money I
Can spare. So good-by for this time.
So you Can see, that I think as much of you and the rest of the family as I
ever did, and if I ever live to Come home I will do as much for you as I ever did.
Write soon as you get this letter and let me know all about What is agoing on there.
Please let me know. So good-by for this time. Direct you letter to Washington, D. C.
Rosetta Wakeman
Give this 25 cents to Robert.
Rosetta Wakeman
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[Letter 17]
Capitol Hill
Washington D. C.
August the 5, A. D. 1863
My Dear Father and Mother,

I take my time to write a few lines to you and let you know that I am well. I
hope these lines will find you all the same. I got a letter from you today. I was glad
to hear from home once more. I got a letter from home the other day and got 8
postage stamps in it. I was glad to get them. I will thank you a thousand times for
them. I will ask you one question and I would like to have you answer it. Did you
peel that hemlock that blowed down in the sugar place? Have you peel them hemlock
that are over ’cross the Brook? What size is that hay bam that you built this summer
up on the hill? If you please, let me know in you next letter.
I don't know how long our regiment will stay here. When we leave i will sit
down and Write a letter to you and let you know all about it. We expect some drafted
men to fill up our regiment. They have drafted a good many men in Washington.
They have drafted black men as well as White men.1 They are adrafting every day
here now.
It is a very pretty place here. Where our barrack is the road runs all around
our Camp grounds. There are some pretty houses here. We are Right in sight of the
united states Capitol. It is one hundred feet high from the ground to the top of it and
there is men to work on it all of the time.2 This building is made all of marble stones.
I have been inside of it. I have been in the Congress hall. That is a pretty place you
better believe.
Our regiment has sent some of our men to the invalid Corps today. The one
that went out of our Co. today is Gilbert Warren.3 This is his name. We have got a
good many men in the hospital now. There was one man died yesterday in the
hospital. He belong to Co. C.
Rosetta Wakeman
I don’t know how long before i shall have to go into the field of battle. For
my part i don't Care. I don’t feel afraid to go. I don't believe there are any Rebel’s
bullet made for me yet. Nor i don't Care if there is. I am as independent as a hog on

1
U.S. Government efforts to recruit black troops were well underway by mid-1863, coordinated
by the Bureau of Colored Troops in the War Department. Dudley Taylor Cornish, The Sable Arm:
Black Troops in the Union Army, 1861-1865, (University Press of Kansas, [1956] 1987), pp. 110-130,
129-131; James M. McPherson, The Negro in the Civil If7 ar, (New York: Vintage Books, 1965), pp.
161-182.

2
Although occupied by Congress, the dome of the U.S. Capitol Building was still under
construction at this time.
3
Pvt. Gilbert Warren was ordered to the Invalid Corps on August 6, 1863. His disability' is
recorded as varicocele, a tumor formed in the varicose veins. RG 94, Compiled Military’ Sendee
Record of Gilbert Warren, Co. H, 153rd New York Infantry, National Archives.
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the ice. If it is God will for me to fall in the field of battle, it is my will to go and
never return home.
Write as soon as you get this letter. So good-by for this time, from your
respectful,
Miss Rosetta Wakeman
Rosetta Wakeman
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[Letter 18]
Capitol Hill
Washington, D.C.
August the 19/63
Dear Parents,

It is with affectionate love that I take my time to Write to you and let you
know that I am well and I hope those lines will find you all the same. I receive you
letter today and I was glad to hear from home once more.
I stand guard every other day at the Prison, Where there is some Rebels
Prisoner and some Rebels officers.1 They are smart looking men. They say that they
wish this war was over so that they Could go home but I don't believe that this war
will be over as long as there is a man left, and for my part I don't Care how long it
does last. I hope that our regiment will have to go into the field before it is over.
Then I shall be satisfied and not until we have to go.
I Can get all kinds of fruit here that I want, but I have to pay a good price for
it. I Can get Watermelon, muskmelon, peaches, pears, apples, figs, raisins, and grain
Corn and all kinds of grain stuff.2 If you will send me some more postage stamps i
will be very thankful for them.
If Frank have to go to the army, tell him that he must Write to me and I will
write to him. If you can find out what regiment Henry Austin is in and what Co., I
Would like to know and where his regiment is alaying.3 I Can't think of anything
more to Write at Present, so good-by for this time from yours truly,
Miss Rosetta Wakeman
The Weather is very warm here and it is Cold nights. The Citizen says that it
has been the hottest Weather this summer that has been before in ten years. Write
soon as you get this letter.
Rosetta
Wakeman

1
Carroll Prison was located on Capitol Hill near First and A Streets, where the Old Capitol
Prison stood. James Joseph Williamson, Prison Life in the Old Capitol and Reminiscences of the Civil
War, (West Orange, NJ: N.p., 1911), pp. 20-22. Rosetta Wakeman appears on the Carroll Prison
Guard Reports during August, September, and October of 1863. She is listed variously as "L.
Wakeman," "R.L. Wakeman," and "R. Wakeman." Record Group 393, Records of U.S. Army
Continental Commands, Vol. 329, A[DW]12, Carroll Prison Guard Reports, National Archives.
2Rosetta's spelling of "grain" is "greain," which could also be interpreted as ’green com" and

"green stuff."
3
Frank Roberts, Rosetta's cousin. Henry Austin was a friend of Rosetta's from home who
enlisted in the 109th New York.
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[Letter 19]

[No place or date]
I have just thought of something new to Write to you. It is as following.
Over to Carroll Prison they have got three women that is Confined in their
Rooms. One of them was a Major in the union army and she went into battle with her
men. When the Rebels bullets was acoming like a hail storm she rode her horse and
gave orders to the men. Now She is in Prison for not doing accordingly to the
regulation of war.
The other two is rebel Spies and they have Catch them and Put them in Prison.
They are Smart looking women and [have] good education.1
I Can't think of any more to Write at this time. Write soon as you get this
letter.
Rosetta Wakeman

1
Prisoner and other records available for Carroll Prison are incomplete, so the identity of the
Union woman major remains a mystery. The two women Rebel spies, however, were probably Belle
Boyd and her roommate. Boyd was famous for her spying exploits for Maj. Gen. T.J. "Stonewall"
Jackson during his 1862 Shenandoah Valley Campaign. Boyd was an inmate of Carroll Prison from
August through December, 1863, her second term of imprisonment in Washington. Her roommate in
Carroll Prison for a portion of this time was Ida P., who arrested by Federal authorities on a charge of
being a Rebel mail carrier. August, 1863 diary entry from Belle Boyd In Camp and Prison, (London:
Saunders, Otley & Company, 1865), in Katherine M. Jones, Heroines of Dixie, (New York: BobbsMerrill, 1955), pp. 254-258.
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[Letter 22]

Capitol Hill
Washington, D. C.
October the 9, 1863
Dear Father and mother,

I take my time to write a letter to you this evening. I receive a letter from you
yesterday. I was glad to hear from you once more. I am well and as tough as a bear.
This Southern climate agrees with me first rate and I hope it will agree with Frank. I
am Sorry to learn that Frank is where he is but it Can't be help now.1 Tell aunt Susan
that she mustn’t feel too bad about Frank for I have been enlisted for one year and
haven't Seen but one dead person since I have been in the army. I wrote Frank a
letter yesterday.
We are adrilling nowadays. Company drill in the morning and a battalion drill
in the afternoon. For my part I like to drill. I think a Skirmish2 drill is the prettiest
drill that ever was drill. I have got So that I Can drill just as well as any man there is
in my regiment. When Colonel Davis gives a order I know What the regiment is
agoing to do just as well as he does. We was on a battalion drill the other day and we
was aCharging 'bout and agoing double quick and one of Co. C men felled down and
got the bayonet run through his leg. You better believe that he bled like a Stuck hog.
Dear Mother,
It Seem like a dream to me to think of home, although I realize that there is
Such a place in this world. Mr. Hiram Sweet got a telegraph dispatch the other day
that his Son Robert was dead, and what do you Suppose that he did to keep from
feeling bad about it?3 He got drunk and hasn't drawed a Sober breath since. I
suppose you think that is [a] rather hard life to live, but it is nothing but what Some of
them does in the army. I can't think of any more to write at present, so good by from,
Rosetta Wakeman
How do you like the looks of my envelope that is printed on the directions?4

1
Frank R. Roberts, Rosetta's cousin, was drafted on July 17, 1863, for service in the 64th New
York State Volunteers. He was reported sick in the U.S. Army General Hospital at Fairfax Seminary
for September through November, 1863. RG 94, Compiled Military Service Record, Pvt. Frank R.
Roberts, 64th New York Infantry, National Archives.
2
Rosetta’s original spelling of this word is "Curish." An infantry training manual used by
Federal forces from 1862 through the end of the war yields "skirmish” drill as the closest match for
"Curish." Brig. Gen. Silas Casey, Infantry Tactics, for the Instruction, Exercise, and Manoeuvres of
The Soldier, A Company, Line of Skirmishers, Battalion, Brigade, of Corps DArmee, (Dayton, OH:
Morningside House, Inc., [1862] 1985), pp. 181-223.
3
In Pvt. Hiram Sweet's military records is a letter dated September 29, 1863, certifying that his
son, Robert, is dangerously ill with typhoid fever, and desires to see his father, who is in the 153rd
New York State Volunteers. Pvt. Hiram Sweet died of fever on April 24, 1864, at Alexandria, LA.
RG 94, Compiled Military Service Record, Pvt. Hiram Sweet, Co. G, 153rd New York Infantry,
National Archives.

4
Photo of several of Rosetta's envelopes appears [in Appendix M.] The addresses on several
envelopes appear to have been typeset.
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[Letter 23]
Capitol Hill
Washington, D.C.
October the 13, 1863
Dear Father and Mother,
I take this present time to Write a few lines to you and let you know that I am
well and I hope these few lines will find you the Same.
The 109 N.Y. regiment is at Georgetown, D.C. They went there yesterday. I
Saw them when they left the Depot. I Stood on the platform to the Depot when they
started for Georgetown and as quick as I found out that they was 109 N.Y. I could
hardly Stand it. I was on provost guard in the City so that I Couldn't See Henry
Austin but as Soon as I got to Camp I went to my lieutenant and got a pass for today
and this morning I Started for Georgetown, and when I got there they was on an island
in the River. I got a man to row me across the River to the island and then I found
Henry Austin and Perry Wilder.' They knew me just as Soon as they see me. You
better believe I had a good visit with them. I stayed about two Hours and Started
back for Camp again. I got back about two O'Clock in the afternoon.2
Our regiment expect to move before long. Where we Shall go I don't know,
nor I don't Care. For my part I hope we Shall go to South Carolina, for there is
nothing so lovely as the Southern Sun. When it rises over the Virginia hills and
Shines into the vales of South Carolina, I then like to be a Soldier. The hotter the Sun
Shines, the better I like it in the army.
I can't think of any more to Write at present. So good-by for the present.
from Rosetta Wakeman

1
Sgt. William Henry Austin and Pvt. Perry Albert Wilder served in the 109th New York State
Volunteers, which was transferred to the 22nd Army Corps in Washington for railroad guard in 1863.
RG 94, Compiled Military Service Records, Sgt. William Henry Austin and Pvt. Perry Albert Wilder,
Co. D, 109th New' York Infantry, National Archives; Frederick H. Dyer, A Compendium of the War of
Rebellion, Vol. II (New York: Thomas Yoseloff, Publisher, [1908] 1959), p. 1448.
Perry Wilder was also a second cousin of Rosetta's. Burl A. Wilder, Wilder Genealogy,
courtesy of Mrs. Ruth Goodier, Chipley, florida. After the war, Perry Wilder's younger brother, Alva
Wells (Jack) Wilder, married one of Rosetta's sisters, Susan Althea. After Susan's death, he married
Sophronia, another of Rosetta's sisters, in 1885. Wakeman, p. 264.

2
This visit to the 109th New' York at what is now' named Roosevelt Island raises an interesting
point, in that Rosetta probably visited her friends from home while attired in uniform. Thus Austin and
Wilder were two more people added to a widening circle of family and friends w'ho knew' that she was
serving in the army under an assumed male identity.
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[Letter 25]
Capitol Hill
Washington, D.C.
October the 31/63
Dear Father and Mother,

I receive you letter last night. I was glad to hear from you all once more. I
am well and I feel thankful to God that he has spared my life and kept me in good
health until the present time, and glad to hear that you have bought out that Cider mill
in Church hollow and got it home. When I get my pay I will Send you what money I
Can Spare if it ain't but a little. Tell mother I will send her that ring that I Showed to
Henry Austin.
Our regiment expect to Stay here this winter. I would like to have you Send
me a small box with iron hinges on it and a lock and key. Put the key inSide of the
box and Screw the Cover on and when I get the box I Can draw the Screw and open
the box and get the key. Then if I have anything, my goods friends won't Steal it. If
you are a mind to Send me a piece of butter and Some Cakes, I will be very thankful
to you.
Is Fon1 aliving with you yet or not? Please let me know. When I think of
home it Seems like a dream to me, but Still I know there is Such a place as home that
I left one year ago. It is but one Chance to ten that I ever Shall meet you again in
this world. There is a good many temptations in the army. I got led away into this
world So bad that I sinned a good deal. But I now believe that God Spirit has been
aworking with me, and 'til that I was aComing back to Him again, and I hope and
pray that I never shall be led away like it again.2 I have a hope that if I never meet
you again in this world that I Shall meet you in paradise where parting will be no
more.
I got a letter from Frank a few days ago. He is not but a little ways from
Alexandria. Some of our men have Stood guard where Frank is. Good-by for this
time from,
Rosetta Wakeman
I thank you for them Stamps. Don't you ever ask me to lend you some money
again in this world. If you do I won't send it to you.

Addendum footnote: Burgess indicates in a tootnote to a letter not included in this selection
that "Fon" and "Fony" are probably nicknames for Alfonzo Stewart.
1

A literal transcription of this passage reads: "1 goot led a way into this world Sow bad that I
Sind a good deal but I know be live that God Spirt has beeni a working with me and till that I was a
Soming back to him a gain and I hope and pry that I never tshall be led a way like it a gain."
2
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[Letter 26]

Capitol Hill
Washington, D.C.
November the 22, 1863
Dear Father and Mother,

I take my time to write a few lines to you and let you [know] that I am well
and I hope those few lines will find you all the same.
Our regiment is under marching orders and we expect to go to the front. Some
think that we shall go to Tennessee. For my part I hope we shall go so far South that
we Shan't freeze to death this winter. We have been relieve from all guard duty in the
City. All the guards that we have now is are our [sic] Camp guard. We expect to
Change our guns and get new ones before we leave Washington.
I got a letter from Frank yesterday. He is to Fairfax Seminary hospital near
Alexandria, Virginia. If we Stay here I shall get a pass and go see him, but we expect
to go away this week. Willis is here in Washington but I don't know whether I Can
get a pass and go and see him or not. If we stay here I shall go and try it.
I got my pay the other day but my Clothing bill was so much that I didn't get
but 12 dollars and 50 cents, and I Can't let you have any of it, but when we get paid
again and if I get money enough so I Can Spare it, I will Send you money. It Cost
me a good deal to live for when I have got any money I will have something to eat, as
long as I can get it.
I Can't think of any more to Write at present. So good-by for this time, from
you Affectionate,
Rosetta Wakeman
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[Letter 27]
Capitol Hill
Washington, D.C.
December the 9, 1863
Dear Father and Mother,

I take my pen in hand to let you know that I am well. I receive you letter
about two weeks ago. I was glad to hear from you once more. The reason that I
didn't write to you was this: We expect to go away from here every day, but now the
prospect looks favorable I think that we Shall Stay here all winter. Our men has gone
to guard Carroll Prison again this morning. We haven't had any Snow yet. It is pretty
Cold [at] night but it is warm days. Congress Sat yesterday. It will last four months.
You may Send me a box as Soon as you are a mind to. Send me what things
you are a mind to. I don't Care anything about any Cider nor wine. I would like
Some butter if you have it to Spare, and Some pies. Direct you box to Washington,
D.C. Send it by express.
Please let me know how much grain you have raised this year and how much
pork you have butchered, and did you kill a beef this fall? If you did please send me
a piece of dried beef.
So good-by from your Affectionate,
Edwin R. Wakeman
Dear Mother,
I send you a Silver ring in this letter.1 I hope you will get it. The ring cost
me 75 cents.
I often think of the last hour that I Spent with you. You needn't think that I
don't Care anything about you for I do. You are a mother yet. I would give all this
world to Spend one more evening with you, but I don't know whether I ever Shall or
not.
You needn't be afraid of our regiment ever going to the front for it never will
as long as Col. Edwin P. Davis has the Command of the regiment. We are just as
strict as any regulars that is in the army. Our guns have got to be polished So you
can see your face in the barrel. When we come out on dress parade there isn't one
man [who] dast to stir his foot or hand any, as the regiment is ordered to do, and then
they have got to all make one motion at once. Our regiment is well thought of in this
City. We Can make as good appearance as any regiment that is here in this City.
So good-by Dear Father, from your true love,
Rosetta Wakeman

1
This may be a reference to the ring that was found along with Rosetta's letters and
daguerreotype. The ring is engraved with the words, "Rosetta Wakeman I 153rd N.Y. Vol. I Co. H."
[Refer to Appendix M for photo.]
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[Letter 29]

Capitol Hill
Washington, D.C.
December the 28/63
Dear Father and Mother,

I receive you kind and welcome letter today. I am well and tough as a bear
this winter. I receive a letter from Frank today. He is well at the time the letter was
wrote.1
As for my Coming home on a furlough this winter I don't know whether I Can
or not. There has a good many of our men has been home on a furlough. You
needn't send me any box for I Can get along without one just as well as not.
We expect Some new recruits to fill up our regiment. When you write to me
again let me know where fon is. Is he living with you this winter or not?
I don't care anything about Coming home for I [am] aShamed to Come, and I
sometimes think that I never will go home in the world. I have enjoyed my self the
best since I have been gone away from home than I ever did before in my life. I have
had plenty of money to spend and a good time asoldier[ing], I find just as good
friends among Strangers as I do at home.
We haven't seen any snow here yet but it rains here today.
I sometimes think that I will re-enlist for five years and get my eight hundred
dollars bounty. I Can do that if I am a mind to. What do you think about that?
I Can't think of any more to write. So good-by from your
Edwin R. Wakeman
or Rosetta Wakeman

1
Frank Roberts returned to active duty with the 64th New York from the U.S. Army General
Hospital at Fairfax Seminary on December 10, 1863. He would not survive the war, however. He was
taken prisoner at the Battle of Reams Station as the Weldon Railroad near the Petersburg lines in
Virginia in August, 1864. He was never heard from again. RG 94, Compiled Military' Sendee
Records, Pvt. Frank R. Roberts, 64th New York Infantry, National Archives. Record Group 15,
Pension File No. C222.100, Pvt. Franklin R. Roberts (filed by his mother, Susan), National Archives.
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"January, 1864-May, 1864
The new year brought passage of a bill re-establishing the Federal military rank of
lieutenant general. It would be filled by a commander from the west who knew how to wage
war on Southern armies and win. In the next year-and-a-half Lt. Gen. Ulysses S. Grant
would forge the Union's disparate armies into on destructive engine bent on forcing the South
to its knees. Before Grant could take command, however, President Lincoln and General-inChief Henry W ager Halleck would borrow' a portion of Federal forces one last time for some
unfinished business.
"Lincoln and Halleck had for some time been alarmed by France's interference in the
affairs of Mexico. Convinced that a strong show of U.S. sovereignty over Texas must be
demonstrated in order to forestall any future French attempts to annex U.S. territory, Halleck
ordered Maj. Gen. Nathaniel P. Banks to establish a strong presence in that Confederate state.
Banks, commanding the 19th and 13th Army Corps in New Orleans, had mounted two
unsuccessful efforts to carry out these orders in 1863. His new plan involved striking
northwest through the heart of Louisiana, following the Red River up the Shreveport near the
Texas border.
"With the entire Mississippi River now in Federal hands, Confederate territory to the
west of the river was cut offfrom its central seat of power in Richmond, making operations in
the Trans-Mississippi territory of little strategic value in the war on the Confederacy. Grant
preferred to employ Banks' army to move east on Mobile to tighten the noose on the main
Confederate armies, but Banks' orders had been issued by Halleck prior to the change in high
command. Giving his reluctant assent to the plan, Grant imposed an April deadline for its
completion and the return of the additional troops Banks borrowed from Maj. Gen. William T.
Sherman to pursue his plan.
"The deciding factor leading Banks, a former governor of Massachusetts, to undertake
his third campaign for Texas was the possibility offinally making himself a warhero-by
presenting to Washington the cotton stores that could be seized along his invasion route.
Cotton and the liberation of enough Union sympathizers to bring Louisiana representation into
the U.S. Congress would ensure his post-war candidacy for high office, or so went Banks'
reasoning.
"Thus the stage was set for an arduous, costly, and ultimately unsuccessful expedition
up Louisiana's Red River" (Burgess 59-60).

I
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[Letter 30]
Capitol Hill
Washington, DC.
January the 20/64
Dear Father,
I take this present Opportunity to answer you kind and welcome letter that I
receive yesterday. I was glad to hear from home once more and learn that you and the
rest of the family was all well. I am well at present and enjoy the best of health.
I accept of your advice very kindly.1 My mind is not easy at any time. For
my part I can see the principle of the men in this regiment, and I have chosen the
better part. We have got some just as good men in my company as there is to be
found in the state of new york. They use me well and I try to use them as I would
like to be used. Some of our men has been punished very bad, but for my part I
haven’t been punished Since I have been in the service. I never got to fighting but
once. Then Mr. Stephen Wiley pitched on me and I give him three or four pretty
good cracks and he put downstairs with him Self.2
As for coming home, I Shall come if I live long enough. You mustn't look for
me until you see me where you are.
I wish you would write a letter for Robert to me and let me know how he feels
about me. Tell Robert I would like to see him or have him with me. I hope the day
will come when we all can meet in this world once more but I can't come home this
winter, for they have let some go home and they haven't come back yet. Now they
won't let any more go home out of my company.3
It is getting almost dinner time. The bugle has just blowed for dinner. I send
my best respect to you and all inquiring friends.
So good-by from your Affectionate friend,
Edwin R. Wakeman

i

Rosetta's original reads, "I exped of your advice very kindly."

2
Pvt. Stephen Wiley was one of the troublemakers of the 153rd. He was court-martialed three
times in as many months in the fall of 1863, twice for drunkenness while on duty and once for theft.
Apparently, he was no match for the diminutive Rosetta, even though he was seven inches taller than
she. RG 94, Regimental Order Book, 153rd New York Infantry, National Archives; RG 94, Regimental
Descriptive Book, Company H, 153rd New York Infantry, National Archives.
3
Rosetta's pleas that she could not get a furlough to come home were rather disingenuous. She
could have gone home at any time upon revealing her true identity to army officials.
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[Letter 32]
State of Louisiana,
City of Algiers’
March the 2/64
Dear Father and Mother,

I take the first time I could get to write to you and let you know that I am
well.
We left Washington the 18 of feb. and marched to Alexandria. We left
Alexandria the 20 and got to new Orleans the last day of february. We landed in the
City of Algiers the 29 of february. I was nine days on the water and six days out of
sight of land. Where we shall go from her I don't know.
We have made our quarters in an Old Machine Shop. When we left
Washington we left home and have gone outdoors to live.
I got Robert's likeness and it looks like him. The artist that took Robert
likeness didn't half finish it off and it rub some and that made it look bad. I would
like to stand over him with a load[ed] gun and fix[ed] bayonet and learn him how to
take a likeness.
I saw Henry Austin in Alexandria,va. and bid him good-by for the last time.
I shouldn't be surprised if we went to Mobile.2 There they expect a fight
before long, for our regiment has gone to raising hell so much that we will get shove
to the field of battle. If they had behave themselves we might have stayed at
Washington all summer. Some of Co. E men got to fighting with the Police men, and
it wasn't but a few day before we started for new Orleans.3 I don't never expect to see
one of you again in this world. If we never meet here on earth again, I hope I shall
meet you all in heaven where parting will be no more.
Direct you letter to new Orleans, State of Louisiana. So good-by from yours of
late,
Edwin R. Wakeman

1

The City of Algiers lies across the Mississippi River from New Orleans, Louisiana.

The 19th Corps was ordered to prepare for a protracted campaign in early March, but the rank
and file were not informed of the object of the campaign for several days, and in one regiment's case,
for over a week. Camp rumor maintained that the 19th Corps would march on Mobile, Alabama,
though in fact they were preparing for a campaign up the Red River. Dr. Harris H. Beecher, Record of
the 114th Regiment New York State Volunteers, (Norwich, NY: J.R. Hubbard, Jr., 1866(, pp. 290-292.
2

‘ I seems plausible, there is
3
While Rosetta's supposition about the 153rd’s transfer to the field
books and documents to support her theory.
nothing in the 153rd's regimental orders, letters, or other
c------------
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The 19th Corps, two divisions of the 13th Corps, and a division of cavalry, together
numbering close to 20,000 soldiers, departed from Franklin, Louisiana on the 15th of March.
Then first objective was 180 miles away at Alexandria, where they woidd join elements of the
16th and 17th Corps under command of Brig. Gen. A.J. Smith. The combined land force
would be complemented by R. Adm. David P. Porter's naval fleet, which was steaming up the
Red River to Alexandria from the Mississippi. From there General Banks' plan called for the
entire expedition to travel another 170 miles northwest up the Red River to take Shreveport.
"Charged by Banks to organize the movement from Franklin to Alexandira, Maj. Gen.
William B. Franklin issued General Order No. 19, which read in part: No woman shall
accompany the command except by express authority from the HeadQuarters given upon
written application through the ordinary channels.11
"Franklin, no doubt, was referring to laundresses, cooks, nurses, "daughters” of
regiments, officers1 wives, and other camp followers, never suspecting that a woman might be
in uniform.
"The true irony of Franklin's order is that Rosetta Wakeman was not the only woman
to 'accompany the command' on this campaign without 'express authority.' Brig. Gen. A.J.
Smith's troops at Alexandria contained another woman soldier who would be incorporated
into Banks' army—Pvt. Albert D.J. Cashier, 95th Illinois Infantry, Second Brigade, 17th Army
Corps. Private Cashier happened to be a young Irish immigrant whose true identity was
Jennie Hodgers.2
"Rosetta's command reached Alexandria, Louisiana on March 25, 1864, after a tenday march covering an average of eighteen miles a day” (Burgess 66-67).
"After resting for two days at Alexandria, Rosetta's regiment continued on to
Natchitoches, covering over 70 miles in the next six days. They off-loaded supplies and forage
from Porter's river transports for three days at nearby Grand Ecore Landing. Banks' troops
continued to press forward on April 6. Taking a road that swung out and away to the west of
the Red River, Banks' army, which measured a day's march from end to end with 12 miles of
wagons to guard, covered another 43 miles in the next two-and-a-half days. The entire
column filed along a narrow road through a dense pine forest, a careless and perilous
disposition of troops so deep in enemy territory. Confederate skirmishers disputed each
advance of Federal cavalry at the head of the column.

"Early in the morning of April 9, the 153rd New York rejoined the First Brigade, First
Division, 19th Corps and retraced their steps eight miles to Pleasant Hill. There they took up
a defensive position at 8:00 a.m. The 153rd waited for hours for the enemy onslaught while
the Confederate artillery pounded away. When it came, the 19th Corps bore the brunt of the
Confederate attack, and Private Wakeman stood to her task through numerous Confederate
assaults. By most reports [Maj. Gen. Richardj Taylor had the advantage in numbers, but the
Federate had the advantage of position, and the Union troops carried the day" (Burgess 69.)
"Private Wakeman was in the front lines and in the fiercest fighting during the fourhour Battle of Pleasant Hill, which ended with darkness. She lay on her arms on the

1

RG 94, Order Book of the 153rd New York Infantry, National Archives.

2
1RG 94 Compiled Military Service Record, Pvt. Albert D.J. Cashier, 95th Illinois Infantry,
National Archives; and RG 15, Pension File #C-2,573248, based on the service of Pvt. Albert D.J.
Cashier, National Archives.
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battlefield that evening and listened to the pitiful cries of the wounded and dying. At
midnight, the Union army began its 40-mile retreat back to Grand Ecore Landing, arriving
there on April II. On April 14, Rosetta wrote her last letter home” (Burgess 71).

[Letter 35: Rosetta Wakeman’s last letter]
Grand Ecore Landing, LA1
on the Red River
April the 14/64

Dear Mother and Father, Brothers and Sisters,

I take my time to write a few lines to you. I am well and in good spirit and I
hope those few lines will find you all the same.
Our army made an advance up the river to pleasant hill about 40 miles. There
we had a fight. The first day of the fight our army got whip[ped] and we had to
retreat back about ten miles. The next day the fight was renewed and the firing took
place about eight o'Clock in the morning. There was a heavy Cannonading all day
and a Sharp firing of infantry. I was not in the first day's fight but the next day I had
to face the enemy bullets with my regiment. I was under fire about four hours and
laid on the field of battle all night. There was three wounded in my Co. and one
killed.2
Albert Weathermax wounded in the head. Ranson Conklin wounded through
the hip. Edwin West had one of his fingers shot off.3 Joseph Blanchard killed. That
is all that was hurt in my Co.
I feel thankful to God that he spared my life and I pray to him that he will lead
me safe through the field of battle and that I may return safe home.
I receive you kind and welcome letter the other day. I was glad to learn that
)

1
Banks' command spent the days of April 11 through 21 at Grand Ecore Landing, above
Natchitoches on the Red River. Rosetta spelled words as she heard them, and in the case of "Grand
Ecorc," she heard "Brandycore," which is the heading that appears on her original letter.

I

2
Here Rosetta describes the part taken by the 153rd in the Union loss at Sabine Cross Roads on
April 8 and in the Battle of Pleasant Hill, which occurred the next day on April 9. Reports of Maj.
Gen. William B. Franklin of operations on April 6-25, The IF ar of Rebellion: Compilation of Official
Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, Series I, Vol. 34, Part 1, Reports, (Washington:
Government Printing Office 1880-1901), pp. 256-262. Also, Report of Edwin P. Davis, Colonel
commanding the 153rd New York, pp. 425-426.

I

r

3
Medical records for these men confirm Rosetta’s report of their injuries. Surprisingly,
Wcalhermax recovered from a severe head wound and returned to duty with the 153rd in July. Conklin
and West spent over a month in U.S.A. General Hospital in New Orleans before being furloughed in
mid-May, just before Rosetta arrived there on May 22. RG 94, Carded Medical Records. Volunteers.
Mexican 8c Civil Wars, 1846-1865, 153rd New York Infantry, National Archives.
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you was agoing to work the Ham farm this summer and milk twenty cows. I would
advise you to buy the farm and if you will, I will Come home and help you pay for it,
if I live to get out of the army. By that time Robert will be big enough to do a good
days work and he and my Self can work both of them farm like everything.
I can't think of any more to write at present. So good-by from you
Affectionate,
Edwin R. Wakeman
Direct to New Orleans, LA. when you write again. Write all the particulars
about the farm and let me know how much stock you have got to keep this summer
and how many Calves you raise and how many hogs you have got.
Edwin R. Wakeman
Grand Ecore Landing, LA
I got a letter from Frank and he stated that you had bought the Ham farm and
when you write to me again I want to know the whole particulars about it, and how is
that railroad getting] along this Spring?
I wrote in this letter that Joseph Blanchard was killed but he is not. He was
taken prisoner and got away from them and came to his Co. and regiment this
afternoon.
Edwin R. Wakeman
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Appendix A

From Susanna Gordon Waddell Diary, 1863 - 1867, Special Collections Department,
Marshall University Library, Huntington, West Virginia.
Facsimile of the cover of Susanna Gordon Waddell's diary.
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Facsimile of the first page of Susanna Gordon Waddell's diary
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Facsimile of the last page of Susanna Gordon

Waddell's diary.
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Appendix B
From James Alexander Waddell Papers (#38-134), Special Collections Department,
University of Virginia Library.

Letter to Susanna Gordon Waddell from her mother. In it her mother transcribed a
letter sent to Waddell's sister, Nan, written by their brother, Cliff, who served as a
Confederate soldier in the Civil War.
Richmond, January 20th, 1862
My dear Sue,

Your letter with the check, the one by Mr. Bymside, & the one of the 15th
inst, have all been received, & I write now to have the letter ready for Mr. B. at a
moment's warning. We can not [sic] find a microscope like Mrs. Agnes's, but I have
bought one for $1.25 which I think will answer James's purpose much better. I will
get the bowl today, & if Mr. B. can take it with his things will send it, if not, keep it
for another opportunity. I presume James will write to you about the investment you
wrote to be informed of. As I have nothing of importance to write about, I will copy
the last letter we have received from Cliff, which is to Nan, and send that, which is
more interesting than anything I have to say. I presume you have received Marcia's
letter informing you of the Xmas tree, and of Sally's being here to go to school. Love
to James and believe me ever your affectionate Mother.

[Transcription of Cliffs letter:]
Camp Curtis, January 13th, 1862

My dear sister,
Your very welcome letter with one from mother, I received yesterday for which
I am very much obliged. Camp affords very few things to write about, & whenever I
try to write more than one letter a week, I imagine I am very uninteresting, for I know
that under the best circumstances, I am but a poor correspondent. I am very glad to
know that you are so pleasantly situated, & have met with some old & pleasant
acquaintances. I was afraid that you would find it very disagreeable being so far
away, especially at this time, when every body wants to be in Richmond, that is every
one that I have written.
Yesterday was spent more pleasantly & I hope more profitably than we
generally spend Sunday. It was a beautiful spring day. In the morning at 8 we went
down to Head Quarters to preaching. We heard a most excellent sermon from a Mr.
Whary of P. Edward, a Presbyterian minister, who is employed by a patriotic lady in
Fredericksburg [Virginia] to preach to the soldiers. He dined with us Saturday &
again today, & I found him very pleasant & agreeable. He is an old acquaintance of
the Venables. By the time you get this, you will have heard of my trip to B. I. [Belle
Isle] & Richmond. Of course I had a most pleasant time, tho' maned by the shortness
of my leave of absence. I spent a week at B. I. but with hunting, singing, talking &
eating, the moments flew by very very fast. I enjoyed of all things the music that I
heard/ & I never tired of hearing the piano. When I came back, I brought several
pieces of music, "La Marseillaise," "God will defend the [illegible word, possibly
’’country"], "Star of the evening," &c. We spend our time in camp reading, playing
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[illegible word] & droughts, singing & eating. I brought with me Picciola & the
works of Racine & Moliere, with some Histories. These with the books we had
before, form quite a snug library. I have read in the last week or so, English History
to the time of John Plantagenet. You will have to excuse the appearance of this sheet,
as the hail is pouring in thro' the numerous cracks in the roof, & wetting my paper all’
over. But how much better than a tent! I not only see but feel a good hot fire & I
can bid the weather defiance. How I feel for the cavalry near us who haven't even a
tent! But they don't mind it, for they are used to it, & the General says, "Cavalry was
made to sleep in tents"! I don't vouch for the truth of this speech. The poor fellow
has had a hard time of it. Accused of being a drunkard, opium eater, crop grained,
heartless, easily alarmed, slothful, negligent & incompetent generally; he pursues the
even tenor of his way, doing everything promptly, well & faithfully. With a handful
of men, he has kept in check our enemy, greatly his superior in every respect. By a
series of daring & rapid movements, he has made the enemy think his force treble
what it is, & even our own people out of the Department think his force 30 or 40,000.
Ever on the alert to prevent surprise, he is regarded as an alarmist, constantly moving
his force (which is better for it) to deceive the enemy; he is considered unfeeling, not
so much I am glad to say by the army, as by outsiders. We, i.e. the Glowsitzers,
whom he has "trotted around" (a Peninsularism) more than any one else, like him
better than any other part of his army. Just now, there being a very large fleet in
Hampton Roads, he apprehends an attack on this point, which he considers the most
vulnerable point in his line. I have heard so many cries of "wolf, wolf," that I never
expect him, & I should not wonder if before long he comes [illegible word, possibly
"near"] enough. I should like very much to have been with you in [sic] your trip to
Natchez [Mississippi]. Your description reminds me of the places on James River;
Westover [West Virginia], Sandy M., 1 Shirley,2 &c. Sandy, PA especially is most
beautiful. Besides, there are some pretty girls in the bargain. Lt. Bruce says it makes
his mouth water every time he passes by it. Have you heard of bro. Sam's experience
in the Militia? Ask sister Mary the next time you write if she caught our widower
canine, for whom she sat her cap. I suppose you could say that she tried to cap-tivate
him. Excuse this, evil communications corrupt good morals!" We are tortured
continually with such as that. How would you like to be near a person who would ask
you such a question as this? Which are the sweetest troops on the Peninsula? Ans.
The Gaines, (Guanes). I don't know that you are foolish enough to understand that.
You may readily imagine that I am hard up for something to write about, when I get
to repeating. Oh horrors! puns! But enough. I must send this by horse in order to let
them know how I am, & what I am doing. You must write to me whenever you can
& I will try to answer your letters. Good night & good bye. Your affectionate
brother Cliff.
Dearest Mother,
Please forward this to Nannie. I am very well & in good spirits. Give much
love to all at home & at brother's, Aunt Amelia, &c &c.

i

or Sandy Ridge, Pennsylvania.
Possibly a reference to Sandy Hollow, Sandy Lake,

2

Possibly a reference to Shirleysburg, Pennsylvania.

3

The word "manners" is written directly above the word "morals’"
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[Inscription written on outside of envelope, under addressee, "Mrs. S. G. Waddell:"]
Instead of getting 1 bowl at $2.00 I have bought two for $2.75 which was the balance
of the $4.00 after paying for the microscope. I did this because the bowls at $2 had
such high stands, I did not think them as pretty as those with lower stands. There is
not a great variety now.
Mr. Bymside has been in today; he is not going up till Thursday. As that is the case I
will mail this, & send the microscope by Mr. B. — I. G.
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Appendix C
From James Alexander Waddell Papers (#38-134), Special Collections Department,
University of Virginia Library.

Letters written by Susanna Gordon Waddell's brother, Cliff, a Confederate soldier in
the Civil War.

My Dear Sister,

"The Narrows," July 4th, 1862

I received your two notes yesterday morning; also the accompanying letters
from home.
I have read the Richmond paper of Wednesday. McClellan is certainly
defeated. There was a terrific fight on Monday last.1 It seems that the fight originally
commenced on the enemy's right flank which was completely turned, two desperate
fights occurring Friday & Saturday at Ellyson's & Gaine's (Dr) mills on the north side
of the Chickahominy. His right flank turned (opening to us the Central &
Fredericksburg) railroads, he crossed the river to the south side, that is the Richmond
side, there concentrating his forces. On Monday a desperate fight between a part of
this force & Generals Longstreet & A. P. Hill's divisions,2 occurred, resulting in the
defeat of the enemy & at night left the entire situation about this—Jackson3 in the
enemy's rear, his line on the South (Richmond side) side of the river, near Bottom's
Bridge. Magruder on the enemy's right Hager on his left & Longstreet & the Hills on
his center. The accompanying diagram will give you some idea of the position
Monday night. I may not be correct as to names but our force was arranged about as
stated. Excuse any inaccuracies in the diagram as regards rivers, roads &c. The
Enquirer stated that Lee has exhibited in the highest degree, the capacities of a

1

The battle to which Cliff refers and proceeds to explain is known as the Seven Day's
Campaign. After confirmation in mid-June, 1862 that Union General George B. McClellan’s
army was isolated by the rain-swollen Chickahominy River in Virginia, on June 26th
Confederate General Robert E. Lee's army launched heavy' but futile assaults at Mechanicsville,
Virginia against the Union corps of Fitz John Porter. That night, as McClellans army began to
retreat, General Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson's troops arrived. Lee attacked Porter again the
next day at Gaine's Mill, broke the Union line after extremely costly fighting, and McClellan's
army retreated to the James River. Confederate attacks by Lee on Union forces, first at Savage
Station on June 29th, and then at Frayser's Farm on June 30th, failed because of Southern
commanders' lack of coordination and McClellan's skillful withdrawal tactics. At Malvern Hill
on July 1, Lee attacked McClellan and was successfully repelled by the Union artillery. This
ended the campaign, and fighting in the Seven Days Battle cost McClellan 15,849 men, with

Confederate losses of 20,614 men.
2

Confederate Generals James Longstreet and Ambrose P. Hill.

3

Confederate General Thomas J. "Stonewall" Jackson.
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commander, prudence, sagacity, foresight & energy. It is said that McClellan after the
defeat at Gaines' mills & Mechanicsville, asked for an armies truce to bury the dead.
General Lee replied (reported) "I have no time,” "Let the dead bury their dead," "I can
receive no proposition from General Me Clellan but an unconditional surrender." On
Tuesday our forces advanced to strike the final blow, but the enemy retreated toward
James River seeking shelter under their gun boats. We followed in hot pursuit. Late
in the afternoon Pres. Davis sent a dispatch to R. saying that the situation was every
thing that we could desire or something to that effect. If possible I will send you
papers. But fearing that I can not [sic] I have written this fully to you. In any event I
will send you the observer. We have taken two major Generals, one of them McCall,
the 2nd in command; several Brigadiers & hosts of other officers; any quantities of
arms, ammunition, stores, &c. If bro. James goes to R. ask him to come this way, if
he can. Did you see bros, letter saying that Mary had presented him with a fine girl?
Don't you think she ought to be named Victoria Lee? I do, & so wrote home.
With much love I remain as ever, your bro., Cliff

[Letter written on a small piece of paper with no date or place indicated. Envelope
addressed to Mrs. J. A. Waddell, Union.]

Dear Sister,
Both well, glorious news from Richmond.
All well at home when we last heard. We have our guns. McClellan has been
defeated.
Yours as ever,
Cliff Sunday morning
No particulars of the fight. I wish I had a paper to send you.
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From James Alexander Waddell Papers (#38-134), Special Collections Department,
University of Virginia Library.
Maps which accompanied Cliffs letter.
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Appendix D

From Waddell, Jos. A. A nna/s of Augusta County, Virginia. Richmond- JW
Randolph & English, Publishers, 1888.

Map of Augusta County, Virginia, 1886. Staunton, Virginia, in Augusta County, was
the home town of Dr. James Alexander Waddell.
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Appendix E
From Morton, Oren F. A History of Monroe County West Virginia. Staunton: The
McClure Company, Inc., 1916.
Map of Monroe County, West Virginia. Town of Union lies at the center of Monroe
county.
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From Morton, Oren F. A History of Monroe County West Virginia. Staunton: The
McClure Company, Inc., 1916.

Photo of Union, West Virginia.

j

TOWN OF UNION
From the Cemetery Hill Looking Westward
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Appendix F

Morton, Oren F. A History of Monroe County West Virginia. Staunton- The
McClure Company, Inc., 1916.

Photo of Old Sweet Springs resort, Monroe County, West Virginia.

OLD SWEET SPRINGS
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Appendix G
From Morton, Oren F. A History of Monroe County West Virginia. Staunton: The
McClure Company, Inc., 1916.
Photo of Allen T. Caperton, prominent member of Monroe County community.

ALLEN TAYLOR CAPERTON
United States Senator from West Virginia
i

Photo of Reverend Samuel R. Houston, prominent member of Monroe County

community.

Bin
lgig

DR. SAMUEL R. HOUSTON. D. D.
Presbyterian Pastor at Union for 44 Years
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Appendix H

From Encyclopedia of the Confederacy. Ed. Richard N. Current, Paul D. Escott,
Lawrence N. Powell, James I. Robertson, Jr., and Emory M. Thomas. 4 vols. New
York: Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1993.
Photo of Confederate General Pierre Gustave Toutant Beauregard.
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Appendix I

From Morton, Oren F. A History of Monroe County West Virginia. Staunton: The
McClure Company, Inc., 1916.
Photo of General John Echols, prominent member of Monroe County community.

GENERAL JOHN ECHOLS
Major General in llir Cmilederaie Army

From Motley, Charles B. Gleanings of Monroe County West Virginia History
Radford: Commonwealth Press, Inc., 1973.
Photo of the Echols family home in Union, West Virginia.

John Echols home, Union, IF. Va. Now owned by
Mrs. Louise Massey and Mrs. Eunice Dillon,
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Appendix J

From Morton, Oren F. A History of Monroe County West Virginia. Staunton: The
McClure Company, Inc., 1916.
Photo of Pickaway Plains, Monroe County, West Virginia.
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Appendix K

Kennedyaii’88bbram 1 Poems: Palriolic> Religious, Miscellaneous. New York: P.J.

"The Conquered Banner"
Furl that Banner, for 'tis weaiy;
Round its staff 'tis drooping dreary;
Furl it, fold it, it is best;
For there's not a man to wave it,
And there's not a sword to save it,
And there's not one left to lave it ’
In the blood which heroes gave it;
And its foes now scorn and brave it;
Furl it, hide it—let it rest!

Take that Banner down! 'tis tattered;
Broken is its staff and shattered;
And the valiant hosts are scattered
Over whom it floated high.
Oh! 'tis hard for us to fold it;
Hard to think there's none to hold it;
Hard that those who once unrolled it
Now must furl it with a sigh.
Furl that Banner! furl it sadly!
Once ten thousands hailed it gladly,
And ten thousands wildly, madly,
Swore it should forever wave;
Swore that foeman's sword should never
Hearts like theirs entwined dissever,
Till that flag should float forever
O'er their freedom or their grave!

Furl it! for the hands that grasped it,
And the hearts that fondly clasped it,
Cold and dead are lying low;
And that Banner-it is trailingf .
While around it sounds the wailing
Of its people in their woe.
For, though conquered, they adore it!
Love the cold, dead hands that bore it!
Weep for those who fell before it!
Pardon those who trailed and. tore it!
But, oh! wildly they deplore it,
Now who furl and fold it so.

Furl that Banner! True, 'tis gloiy,
Yet 'tis wreathed around with glory,
And 'twill live in song and story,
Though its folds are in the dust:
For its fame on brightest pages,
Penned by poets and by sages,
Shall go sounding down the agesFurl its fold though now we must.

Furl that Banner, softly, slowly!
Treat it gently--it is holy-For it droops
the dead.
DOps above
a
fold it never,
Touch it not-unfold
Let it droop there, furled forever
For its people's hopes are dead!

II
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Appendix L
From Burgess, Lauren Cook. An Uncommon Soldier: The Civil War Letters of Sarah
Rosetta Wakeman, alias Pvt. Lyons Wakeman, 153rd Regiment, New York
State Volunteers. Oxford: Oxford UP, 1994.
Photo of Sarah Rosetta Wakeman, alias Pvt. Lyons Wakeman,
153rd Regiment, New
York State Volunteers.
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Appendix M

From BjS
State Volunteers.

Oxford: Oxford UP, 1994.

Photo of Sarah Rosetta Wakeman's last letter, dated April 14 1864 and several
envelopes.
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